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THE 

AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL. 

&longs of f 6e 'Rad:Tarp. 
I HAVE before me a new and handsomely print. book, 
entitled Ord.. lormentra Valhi Camaro.; the Ruleof 
....sae Order of the Valules.Choux..c. On examin
tion, is found to be not prec:sely the Rule of these 
Monksit  who took their name from the bumble cabbage, 
but rather their "order of the day," or, as it would Le 
called in modem monautic phrase, the Coutranier,—the 
Book of Customs. The Rule proper was that of St. Bene-
dict. 

It may . safely said that very few of my readers have 
ever heard of the religious Congregation called the Order 
of Catlin Cantlee, or the Val-des-Chou a. The Marquess 
of Butt, with that thorough-going archmological spirit 
which distinguishes him, has had its origin anti documen-
tary history investigated, as far as possible, and Me result 
appears in the Ordinate just mentioned. The Editor, Mr. 
Walter de Gray Birch, of the British Museum, is a well-
known literary man and antiquarian. With the help of 
Mignard, he has put together in his preface such facts as 

can be ascertained. 
The Mother House of the Congregation was founded at 

the very end of the twelfth century, in a deep Burgundian 
valley, about twelve miles from Chatillon-our-Seine. 

Themmt is not very far from the railway line which 
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carries the continental traveller from Tonnerre to Dijon. 
Why it was Called Vollit Canlint, or the Valley of 
Cabbage, it is now impossible to tell. Mr. De Gray Birch 
suggests that the Monks may have cultivated the cabbage 
in their little garden-plots. This is, no doubh more than 
probable. It has, however, been maintained that the true 
form of the name is really Val des Chroets—the valley of 
Owls. There were probably owls in that remote valley 
even before cabbages. It is certain that the founder of the 
monastery came from the Carthusian House of Lugny, not 
far distant, . the opposite bank of the small river Ource. 
It is stated that his name was Wiard, and that he w. a 
Carthusian lay brother, who, not finding sufficient oppor-
tunity for solitude and contemplation, retired with the 
permission of his superiors into the depths of the Burgun-
dian forest. 

There is an interesting reference to the Val-des-Choux 
by Dorn Marlene in his Voyage Ds). Its  not 
clear whether Migna. had seen this passage. The great 
French Benedictine visited it, with his companion in ijoS. 
He [MP us that they found it in the midst of an awful 
solitude. They came upon it after travelling for three or 
four miles through a dense forest, the last mite or so being 

continuous descent. It was still the Mother House of a 
Congregation, which was recognized as a branch of the 
order of StHenedict. DornMartene does not believe that the 
story of the Pundation by Wiard can be maintained. It is 
true that, at the beginning of the Institute, the habit of De 
Val-des-Choux was roat of the Carthusian. When he 
saw them, their habit was white; but instead of the well-
known Carthusian " capuroon " which was attached to the 
cowl or the scapular, they had adopted the usual 
Benedictine "hood." But, he goes on to say, it is hardly 
possible that Vaddes.Choux can have been founded as a 
Carthusian reform. The house at Lugny itself dated not 
many years before, and the Carrousians we, then, 'las 
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they are now," in their primitive fervour and by no means 
in need of any refer.. It does indeed sound somewhat 
paradoxical, that a. Carthusian should find himself impelled' 
to leave his Chartreuse in order o become more of a roli-
tary ands contemplative: the more so, as the monks of 
the Val-des-Choup although fairly austere, never attemp-
ted anything like the severity of the rule of St. Bruno. 
They seem, indeed, to have followed Cistercian customs 
rather than Carthusian. Jacques de Vitro, who wrote in 
the thirteenth century, says in so msny words that this 
was so. And I may add, what Mr. De Gray Bizch should 
certainly have made more clear, that the Ordittale here 
published is almost word Dr word a copy of that of the 
Cistercians. 

Dom Marlene goes on to point out that the fi rst Prior 
of Val.d..Choux was not Brother Wiard, but a certain 
Guido, or Guy, whose name is enrorined in on inscription 
which existed in the church at Dom Marlene 's visit, and 
which he has copied into his journal. It ran thus: 

Hie duo sunt fratres, crout ordinis, et 
prothopatres 

Guido et Humbert. Sit Christ. utrisoue 
in rorotos, 

What right Mr. De Gray Birch has to say that " Guirlo" 
is the same name as "Wia." I do not know. Besides, 
there was another inscription, also given by Dom Afar., 
which, if he has copied it correctly, certainly decides the 
question. Itstates that Wiard e as a choir bro 

nter.
ther 

at VaLdes.Choux in ,29, "An. Domini sta.. 
qua. Non. Novembris intravit Prater Wiardus in 
chorum Vallis Caulium." The authorities on whom Mr. 
De Gray Birch relies have evidently read this inscription 
as 1, —the year about Mich ValbleinChoux was found-
ed. But Dom Martel, can hardly have been mistaken, 
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and, as he points out it places Brother Wiard's entry one 

hundred years after the foundation. 
The point is of no great importance. Yet the uprising 

of this small Congregation, which seems to have had a 
sturdy spirit of its own, and which, when Dom Martine 
visited iM Mother House, had a respectable history of doe 
years, impels the curious mind to ask how and why it came 
into existence. There was Clairvaux in all its glory a 
summer day's journey to the north: there was Citeaux 
about the same distance to We south. What impulse or 
what kind of a vocation can have urged the recluse who 
penetrated to that solitary spot and the disciples who first 
gathered round him? We are reminded of St. Robert and 
St. Stephen, and their numerous and sudden dep.res 
from communities who in all conscience seem to have been 
regular a. observant enough, and their encamping in the 
heart of some new wilderness, in order to find themselves 
nearer to God. St. Bernard himself had not been long in 
CiWaux before he went forth to begin a new foundation, 
and after wandering probably in the very Wrests and 
valleys round Val-des-Climx, rested and built up his 
wattle huts in We spot which became Clairvaux. Doubt-
Mss, the migration which founded the Valhi Cesaliwn was 
only a manifestation of that enthusiasm and divine unrest 
which was seen in movements like these, and in that wider 
movement still which sent Francis of Assisi, a score of 
years later, out of the cities to the Mils and the campagna 
of Italy. Our little encampment never became a Cluny or 
a Clair., but the faithful Dukes of Burgundy who 

sheltered and protected the rising COmmunity, enabled it 
to grow into the MoWer of a Congregation. The very 
smallness of the little religious family attracted those who 
desired a Cistercian life, and yet preferred a more homely 
society than they could have in We vast a. majestic 
system which was spreading itself to Yorkshire and 
Wales on the west, and beyond the Rhine and the Alps. 
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The Congregation of Wallis Caulium may be said to be a 

ature Citeaux. It probably never numbered more 
than Wirty houses, of which some seventeen were in 
France, three in Scotland, and some—we do not knove 
precisely hove many—in Germany, ma Va. &rah,. 
had no grand monasteries or Lord Abbots. The original 
House in Burgundy was their Mother, a. its Prior 
exercis. a right of visitation over the other Houses. BM 
each House seems to have been IaR a good deal to itself. 
The order has not produced any canonized Saints or great 

en. But one suspects that if the records of its holy 
living could be made public, it would be found that for 
many centuries it sent to heaven large numbers of hidden 
souls who found its solitude preferable to any renown that 
the world could give. 

This very interesting Congregation, about one hundred 
years after their fi rst establishment, found their way to 
Scotland. There were never any of them in England. It 
was King Alexander II.,son of William the Lion, who, in the 
year ,:so or thereabouts, brought them over. He estab-
lished them at Pluscardine, near Elgin, whilst two other 
Houses were founded elsewhere one at Beauty, where the 
Moray Firth becomes toa Ness and the other at Ardchat 
tan, on the north-west shore of Loch Etive. 

The ruins of Pluscardine, or Plumarden, Priory sta. 
about five miles to the west of the ancient Cathedral town 
of Elgin—which is itself some to miles from that bleak 
an  on which the North Sea breaksbetween Inverness 
and Lassiemouth. We do not know how it came about 
that a colony was brought from the Ninny land of Burgun-
dy to a spot so far away, m rough and so cold as Moray-
shire. Dr. Bellesheim, in his History,* states that We 
Congregation of Val-des•Choux, as well as the newly 
founded Dominicans and Franciscans, were introduced 
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into Scotland by Malvoisift Bishop of St. Andrew's. He 
gives no authority for this assertion But it is not very 
likely that a Bishop of St. Andrew's would have much to 
say to foundation in a region which at that period 
was as strange to Fiftshire as Pembrokeshire to Kent. 
There was a Bishop of Moray in those days—he died in 
tor —Bricius or Brice by name, who had had a hand in 
nearly all the events of Church and State throughout 
Chrisftndom. He had travelled over Europe, and sat ft
the Fourth General Council of Lateran. He may be said 
to be the founder of the Bishopric of Moray, which till that 
time seems to have had no fixed seat. With the sanction 
of Innocent III he definitely settled the See at Elgin, and 
founded .e glorious Cathedral—. the most stately Cathe-
dral in North Britain,-  as Camden calls it. It was he who 
endowed the Chapter, and sent two of the capitular body 
to Lincoln, to study the statutes of St. Hugh. Indeed, it 
cannot be doubted that Bishop Brice was well acquainted 
with that noble Burgundian himself. We read that 
St. Hugh, in the last years of his life (o.), visited 

Clairvaux and Cluny; and he certainly knew 
better than any living prelate the state of the relig-
ious orders in all the district to which, by birth, he he-
longed. It is only a conjecture—but St. Hugh very 
probably saw the Val-des-Choux a year or two after ifs 
foundation,' and Bishop Brice himself, As he would be sure 
either in going to or returning from Rome to visit Wok, 
great Monasteries which then lay on the high road to 
everywhere, must at least have heard of it. We may sup-
pose that he recommended the King to bring the monks 
to Scotland, and proposed that they should be settled near 
his own Cathedral town. At the commencement of the 
thirteenth century, Scotland was beginning to show her-
self a settled a. orderly Kingdom and Church. The 
reforms of St. Margaret, the saintly administration of King 
David, and the long reign of William the Lion, had 
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strengthened and multiplied her Bishoprics, and the 

monwtic orders had found a looting everywhere, from 
Melrose to Dunkeld, and from St. Andrews to Glasgow. 
Some eighty years before the Vallis Caulium came,
Priory of Benedictines had been established at Urquhart, 
not far from Elgin, on the coast, by King David himself. 

It was not an undesirable land. Although it lay beyond 

the Grampians, and faced the winds that blew directly 

from the North over the rough North Sea, yet the levels 

which intervened between the toot of the mountains and 

the coast were fertile and pleasant. From the hills the 

river Spey makes its way to the sea; 

Spey lore mutantis pfteceps agitator arena 
Inoonstans cartes nescit habere vies, 

as Neclocm sings. There are valleys, glens, and alluvial 
plains, with swiftly running streams and one two lochs 
of considerable sire. Trees grew in abundance, tor he harvests 
flourished, and labour was well repaid. He, under good 
auspices,the Burgundian Monks settled, and here, in peace, 
they served God, sung the Office, and prayed for the Crown 
and the country, gradually Winging their lands into cultiva-
tion, adding year by year to their beautiful buildings, and 
becoming strong in the land. Not that it was all peace in 
those turbulent times. We read that about one hundred 
antl fifty years after their foundation—that is, about the 
end of the fourteenth century—the town and cathedral of 
Elgin were burnt and destroyed by Alexander, Earl of 
Buchan, known as the Wolf of Badenoch. Pluscardine, 
Only five miles away, Can hardly have escaped Something 
worse than a scare when such a. work was on ftot. But 
it lasted—and even after the plunder and devastation of 
the Scottish Reformation we find that in the sequestered 
glen where the French monks settled in the thirteenth 
century there still stwd, in Camden's time, the shell of 
the Church with its central to  the octagon Chap-
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ter-house with a single pillar to its roof, the refectory and 
the do.... 

That so much is left is owing, first, to the fact that the 
Reformat in did not lay its hands° heavily on Morayshire 
as on other localities, and, next, as Camden avers, to the 
good taste or good feeling of the Earls of Fife, who pur-
hased the property about the beginning of the eighteenth 

century. A few years ago, the ruins and the surrounding 
tan d were acquired by the Marquess of Bute. The 
remains of the ancient buildings now consist principally 
of the Church— a choir (without aisles), north and sou. 
transepts, and a square central tower. The wool " cen-
tral," however, is rather a misnomer as the church never 
seems to have had a nave. There is a sacristy—which 
has now been pulled down. to allow of certain restorations 
which Lord Bute has in hand; and there are the walls 
of the refectory, calefactory, ke. A congregation of the 
Free Church had bean allowed to hold their service in

in part of the monastic buildings, but this has now 
been provided for elsewhere. It is not yet decided to what 
extent the restoration ll be carried out; but in the mean-
time the Mass has been

wi 
brought beck to the ancient shrine 

and it will be remembered that, a year or two ago, the 
Mfirst ass was celebrates the old PriesChapel ',Dom 

Oswald Hunter-Blair. The Priory of Plu.ardine did not 
continue, even down to the Reformation, to belong to the 
Val-dekChoux. About the middle ...fifteenth century 
the community seems to have dwindled away. Perhaps it 
was too far from the Mother House to flourish with a 
strong vitality. It was taken over by the Bleak Monks of 
St. Benedict abou ost, and became a cell""  of the 
great Abbey of Dunfermline. 

The monks of the Val.des-Choux, however, always were, 
and always professed themselves to be Benedictines. 
This admits of no doubt whatever. There is a thirteenth 
century EIS. belonging to the Congregation, which is 
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carefully desHibed in the introduction to the Ordinals now 
before me. It seems to have been practically a °Mart, 
ology" and a "Constitutions" in ne. It is preserved at 
Moulins-GB-Allier, in the library of the Department. 
Archives, and has been carefully gone through and des-
ribed, at Lord But 's desire, by an expert, In this volume 

we have, first, a Martyrology, next, the .11 text of the 
Rule of St. Benedict, thirdly, the Bull of Innocent III by 
which the Congregation was confirmed, and finally the 
particular rules and observances which make up the Or-

Ikea  so often referred to. the act of Profession it is 
Benedictine formula that is used. In the Statutes of 

General Chapters held during the thirteenth century, which 
have come down to us, it is repeatedly enjoined upon all 
to observe with the utmost Q..1.5 the Rule of St. 
Benedict. And in the Ordinals we see St Benedict every-
where styled "pat er noster" whilst his feast is numbered 
among .e great .lem of the year. 

It was no doubt the tradinities tion that their founder had been 
a Carthusian that has made .tne writers assert that the 
Voldes-Choux were Carthusians. One feature in their 

customs .' has afforded a certain confirm  . of this 
view—I mean the fact that ea. Monk had a "small 
ga.en" of his But Pare Helyot is obviously m 

own.
is-

taken in saying that these Monks never worked except in 
their gardens and in solitude, like the Carthusians. The 
Ordinals is quite clear on this point. There is a chapter 
on Labour. From this it appears that the Monks all we. 
out in a body, with the Prior at their he. to work in the 
fields. The work, which included every kind of ordinary 
field labour, was frequently at some distance from the 
monastery, and outside of the encloure. But besides this 
labour—whi. is here called labor avornarzW—they were 
also allowed at certain times to work in their own small 
garden... (in depts., sdi hariald. It s possible, 
indeed, that the introduction of the a command was ofia 
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later date than the separate gardens; for we find among 

.e statutes made in 124, a permission to "practise 
agriculture, where there was need." Yet this can hardly 

for the 
more than that they were to be allowed to grow crops 

for their sustenance, as early in Trot we find Pope Inno-
cent III, in his Brief of confirmation of the Congregation 
saying "Simul laborabitis et simul in refectorio comedetis." 
This common labour and refection in a common refectory 

at once mark them off from ffie Carthusian, 
There seems to be only one allusion to the Carthusian 

rule in the Cledinale. It is laid down in chapter mom de 
Vigiliie, that when the Sacristan sounds the bell, an hour 
or so before day-break, the Monks must rise at once and 
betake themselves to private prayer, that m they may be 
better prepared for the Divine Office in common, to which 

they are to repair at the second sound of the bell. This, 

in its formal practice, fs not a Benedictine custom, and the 
Ordinate has the worts jrcxle worm Carlestieetsirem. 

Naturally, we do not find in this Wine* anything in 
the way of customs or rites with which we were not already 
acquainted. The saying of Mass, the special practices of 

the ch., and of the sacraments, varied a good (led in the 
different countries of Europe and in different dioceses of 
France. The rite of a solemn Mass is here very fully 

described. There is no Psalm Yr., the Introit is 
cal/. "official." as in the York missal; the deacon does 

path of theincensing of the altar; a subdeacon is present 

only on the most solemn festivals; there. no "elevation" 

as we are acquainted.with it, and the Mass ends without 

the Gospel of St. Jahn. 
Reading through the Ordtnale, we obtain, by bits, and 

by a strong exercise of the imagination, a picture, some-
what dim and indistinct, of the daily life of the more severe 

monastic orders of the Middle Ages. The Monk rose in 
time to get Matins and Lauds over before the break of day. 
His principal occupation was the recitation of the Divine 
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Office, which was made to fill and dominate the whole day. 
He observed feast ,seasons,and vigils with the greatest care. 
His church, and all its altars, were lovingly kept, adorned 
and illuminated, according to  and festivals. He 
we. with his brethren to work in ffie fields and the woods, 
but never al/owed his work to prevent him from attending 
the common duty of the Choir. He had books to read, a 
cell that he mold call his own, and a little garden. His 
diet was bread and vegetables; be was not allowed meat 
and when sometime, on account of kindness to the sick, 
relaxations on this head began to creep in, the general 
Chapters reiterate the necessity of keeping up the primitive 
observance. His clothing and his sleeping arrangements 
were simple but sufficient. When he goes ajourney we see 
that he has a " sag.. or rough blanket to use as a cloak; 
and sometimes the Father Prior is attended by a servant, 
who is directed not to carry any shari, weapon. We 
read of candles of tallow, and he, or scones, to put 
them in, in church and cloister. The cup that holds the 
Monk's measure of drink—which includes wine in France, 
and beer in Scotland—is appropriately called njustitia." 
The seat he leans against in choir is termed "misericordia." 
His mind and heart are fed on the Scriptures and the holy 
Fathers; as he goes from his bed to .e Church, from the 
Church to the cloister, or the refectory, as he passes out to 
the open air among the scones and the scents of the forest, 
the hill, the valley, and comes hack again to his quiet 
cell, his silent thoughts rise to the Maker of all, to the 
Redeemer Christ and His Blessed Mother and the Saints, 
and hislife, which to some modem eyes may seem so narrow, 
is as lofty in its purpose and as intelligently followed 
as that of any man on the widest stage of this world. 
The House he liven fn is the record of his existence and 
bears the stamp of his aspiration—for every year adds 
to its worthiness and beauty, and in every generation 
there is a Prior or a treasurer who gives the church a 
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moreglorious transept or ais. or tower, who with leisurely 
art builds a unique hapter-Guse, or with a touch 
that is now lost creates a magic bit of arcading or
marvel of clustered columns. It is thus that we can faintly 
trace the human lives which succeeded each other through 
the Agee of Faith, a. realize the self-repression, the 
prayer, the silent labour, arid the refinement of heart 
which formed the atmosphere in which men of Faith live., 
who set themselves to find the secret of daily drawing 
nearer and nearer to God. 

ris J. K a 

grafOrbiOlft4BOtts 

NO one should have been 
more surprised at the 

mopolitan eminence 
thrust upon it than the 
respectable and slf-res-
pecting borough itself. 
Half the world h. seen 
Kingston House, Brad-
ford- on-Avon, reproduc-
edatthelzarisExhibition 
. the British pavilion, 
either in actuality or in 
print. There has been 
some wonder at the 

oicech made, and certain 
invidious comparisons 
have been instituted. 
Ii Why was not Haddon 
Hall, he., fm, chosen 1" 
Certainly,thereare many 

would
t 

least equally typica but 
perhaps few which would ha. afforded equal facility for 
show-rooms. which may have been a prominent consider-
ation in guiding the committee to their deciaion. Nor will 
anyone deny the merit of the building, for it produces its 
effect at the first sight. It do. not, as one critic suggeated, 
require its surrounding park to be appreciated. You could 
roll Kingaton House park and the it off in a pocket 
...kerchief but it does gain from the bit of lawn which 
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slopes from its terraces towards the river; from the hi. of 

garden wall and the short line of trees that stand between 

it and the high-road at the back; and above all from 

the mellow tone of the Bath stone. Some of the details 

disappoint on closer inspection; they are flat and sug-

gestive of stationers' trade arabesques. However there is 

no need to enter into particulars, as they are by this time 

familiar to the public; nor is the family history of its 

i.abitants of sufficient interest to warrant mmtion here. 

The point on which Bradford may lay claim to the a, 

tention of the readers of the flontleforth Yawned is the 

e.stence of a unique Saxon church dedicated to St. 

Lawrence. Is it not one of those adjustments of chance 

that while Ampleforth has at Kiddie. the notable church 

of St. Gregory, there should . at no gr.t distance from 

Downside an even more remarkable church dedicated to 

St. Lawrence? 
But where is Bradford-on-Avon? You had better come 

to Bath to find it. It lies about nine miles distant and 

there are four ways leading to it the G W. R., the high 

road, the Avon and Kennet canal, and the river. The 

latter flows from Bradford to Bath, winding through 

narrow, closely wooded comb. past Avonsleigh, Bathford 

Limpley Stoke and Bathampton; picturesque Imam,  to fi
picturesque locality. Going horn Bath to Bradford we 

cross into Wiltshire before half our journey is over. We 

pass every description of house. Here by the Warmins. 

ter road u a house of more than Seven Gables. Time 

and again we have glimpses of solid dwelling houses with 

mansard roofs of dark brown tiles or grey lichened slabs, 

generally with laurel much in evidence in the narrow strip 

of garden between it and the high-way, whose former 

tenants will have rolled off to the rou. and galas of last

century Bath in the comfortable ease of a chaise and 

pair. The suburban feeling is never lost, though the 

country side is beautiful enough to exorcise a, uncon-
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genial impression. The softly rounded foliage that clings 
close as a Creeper to the elleulder of the combe, is new 
dark with midsummer fulness, and all the season hangs in 
Mat poise between downward and upward swing which 
belongs neither to growth nor decay. The wet summer 
weeks have pushed the tall hedge-rows into luxuria.n. ;
with the exception of the last of the dog-rose blossom 
there is no colour but white; elder and meadow-sweet 
and hemlock, summer's outfit with which she contrives to 
look cool and to Meat the dust. Thanks to the rain the 
hedges are still green, and it wan. Oa an hour's sunshine 
to bring out the fi lmy globes of midge life, which rise 
and fall over Me white discs of elder blossom. If we 
leave the river-side road and climb the hill to Winsley we 
get a view of Wiltshire which repays our elf ort. We see 
how the half-circle of the rivet valley widens out into a 
broader stretch where it makes duk east by Bradford. 
There are wooded slopes to the south-east to lead the eye 
on to the blue fine of the Wiltshire hills over Westbury, 
where, by exception, it is the paler line of pasture which 
cuts the sky; and further south to where the forest trees of 
Longleat mark a richer line of mlour and a bolder curve 
of outline. A veil of smoke, but no visible habitation, 
shows where lie the busier centres of Trowbridge and 
Frame. Even Bradford is hidden till we reach the further-
most edge of the little table-land. 

Bradford, as we at once divine, is merely the "Broad 
Ford" over the river. The Avon is nowhere as broad as 
the Ouse at York, not even when it becomes tidal and 
dirty at Bristol. Still it is a sufficient ind.trial factor to 
have supplied an extensive cloth manufacture in Bradford 
formany centuries. In fact the tide of Bradford's fortune 
ran high and successfully till rapt, when the failure of a 
bank, among other circumstances, maimed the energies of 
the community. Evidences of its former prosperity are 
seen in the very suMtantial houses which line the roads by 
the riverside, 
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The ford of Saxon days has been superseded by a Midge 

of nine arches, beneath which the stream still runs so shal-
low that long weed tresses, combed out by the current, show 

just below the surface. On the bridge is an interesting 
bridge-house supposed to have been a chapel. Thom who 
live in Bath with its six or so tollbridges will certainly ap-
prove of Me piety of our forefathers. Over the bridge on 
Me north side of the river lies the main portion of Bradford. 

The hillside is very steep and an inevitable picturesque-
ness is the result. Near the somfr bank is a tiMmbarn, 
which, while it has not the elaborate external ornamenta-
tion of its fellows at Wells and Glastonbury, certainly 
rivals m surpasses them in size. It has four large door-
ways, the lintels of each running up to the spring of the 
roof. 

The local guide books give no dimens ; but from 
rough calculations it is over yo feet wide andions from As to so 
Met high in the interior the external length, as far as the 
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uneven character of the ground would permit measurement, 

54 Paeea. 
Bradford begins to figure in history in the middle of Me' 

seventh century. Cenwalch of Wessex fought a battle here. 
for the security of his throne. Fifty years later, under Me 
nmable reign of Ina of Wens, St. Aldhelm founded a 
monastery at Bradford. When William of Malmesbury 
wrote, about the year a mo, the monastery had disappeared; 
but he adds "est ad hone diem eoloco (Bredeford) eccMsiola 
quam ad non/en beatissimi Laurentii olim fuisse pradica-
ur Aldhelrnm." There is every ground for presumption 

that this church is the Anglo-Saxon building which has 
been restored to its original character within recent years. 
Professor Freeman wrote of it as "the one surviving old 
English church in the land. . . So perfect a specimen 
of Primitive Romanesque is certainly unique in England
vve should not be surprised if it is unique of its own kind in 
Europe,' It consisted of a nave and chancel, a porch on 
the north side, and probably a similar one on the south side 
which has now disappeared. 

The following are the dimensions of the building as given 
in the local Guide Book. 

• Porch 3 ft. t t in. to ft. 5 in. t3 ft. a in. 
Nave a, t in. t3 ft. a in. m ft. 3 in. 
Chancel t3 ft. a in. to ft. o,

W.. 
oorway, a ,4ft  in. S ft. y in. 

A shallow plinth runs round Me nave. The capitals of 
Me diminutive chancel arch are uncerved. The width of 
the arch seemed by rough calculation [0 possibly 
thus wrong and it may figure in the above measurements 
as a doorway. As may be seen the building M very 
high in proportion to its width and length. There 
were no windows in the original building. The am 
ceding which runs round the outside of the church is 
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actually  cut out of the masonry of Me wall; an ingenious 
proceeding, but surely one which points to a very primi 
tive stage of architectural development. Some of the 
columns of the arcading are cut into imitation pilasters. 

A SAVA! Amato 

The figures of the angels are interesting and are supposed 
to be actually sk ail. There is also a fragment of beautiful 
wellated diaper lying in the chapel, which some believe to 
have been portion of the reredos. The masonry has been 
much restored; Mough the bulk of the old building remains. 
The stone has taken the tint of a yellow sandstone rether 
than that of the local stone. The orientation is not exact 
by compass, but inclined S.E. 

The Maps/ belonged to the Abbey of Shaftesbury till 
the ReMrmation,when it passed to Sir Francis Walsingham. 
The Meth.ns eventually be.mc possessed of it and in 
mly Anthony Methuen gave up the nave and porch as a 
sMoof for the children of the pariah. It was turned for 
Me purpose into a two storied bending ; the chancel 
became a cottage. In this state it remained till the seven-
ties of this century. The diminutive proportions of the 
chancel arch may be surmised from the fact that the 
keystone was removed and the arch made to serve as a 
chimney. 

We ask ourselves what purpose so small a sanctuary 
can have served. Its foundation was presumably later 
than that of the monastery; but oven if contemporary, 
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was it not something superfluous: The inhabitants of the 
riveHide hamlet may have been few enough to have been 
housed within its walls; pro miry to 
important city of Bath and its position by the ford suggest 

wider possibility. In any case we have fruitful field of 
surmise in the fact that here was a shrine to the Roman 
St. Lawrence set up by the very English St. Aldhelm 
wile the foot-prints of the Roman missionary monks were 

ill fresh on the soil, and in a spot so close to the recently 
evacuated Roman capital of the west. 

Beside the name of St. Aldhelm, thename of St. Dunstan 
is connected honourably with Bradford. SUM years after 
King Alfred's death Dunstan of Blastommy was elected 
at a. Witan held at Bradford to the see of Worcester. In 
the reign of Stephen the parish church was built. The 
chancel has been lengthened at a later date and a large 
east window and other details added. The roof is barrel-
shaped and no rival of its Somerset neighbours. As to the 
date of the reredos no information is givens. in Me 
failing evening light it was hazardous to form conjectures; 
but the panels contain representations of the instruments 
of the Passion. There are two fine brasses in the chancel, 
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and a scalloped tomb of a. crusader. In the wall of the 
north aisle there is an interesting recess for a mural monu-
ment with graceful early perpendicular details. A brass 
at the east end of this aisle has a. suggestive pathos in the 
fact that the date of the death is not fi lled in. We have 
the record that "Thomas Kowton and Mary hyswyff sum-
tyme ffunder of this nary decessed Is-;" knowing 
the character of the times we wonder if it was through 
sectarian malevolence that  decade was never filled in. 
Around De westernmost coluthmns of De nave a stone ribbon 
scroll is twined from top to base. Some modern barbarian
of a century ago has cut English Bible texts in big lettering 
on them. for all the world like theChristmas decorations in 
a workhouse ward. If history records that the instigaeor 
ended his days in such an establishment, we shall believe 
there is sometimes a retributive fitness in fate. 

pemoir of fOe atisOf aZeo. 34n 
fprovout troolloff. 

Doctor of Divinity, ant) [protonotary apostofic. 

By MGR. GODDARD. 

DIE subject of this sketch was born at Lytham, in Lan-
cashire, in the year 1824, and came of one of the many 
good old Catholic families of that Catholic county. He 
was sent to study for the Church at St. Edmund's in the 
year 18pe, and was one of six Lancashire boys Mom Dr. 
Bramstone, the Vicar Apostolic of the London District, 
had asked Dr as Church Students. 

Of those six, two gave up, but the remaining four, Thos. 
Parkinson, John Walsh, John Ainsworth, and John Crook-
all persevered till they were ordained priests and lived 
to do good work on the mission. 
In those days (as an eye witness writes) our Colleges 

were very different to what they have become everything 
was in a much rougher state and it may be said without 
disparagement that Crookall was op of the roughest of 
the rough ; he was .11 of life and spirits, up to all manner 
of pranks and mischief, and as a consequence very often 
and very deservedly in disgrace. 

In his studies he early distinguished himself, and from 
fi rst to last he took the lead in his plus, and that without 
any effort on his part. In ono respect this was very un-
fortunate, for it served to foster in him a habit of indolence 
which he never thoroughly shook off, and which was the 
bane of his life, for had he been blessed with the power of 
sustained application which is the mark of true genius and 
the secret of success, in addition to his other great abilities, 
he would have been a giant among men ; for, not only 
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had he powers of the highest order, but also a wondrous 

versatility Which would have enabled him to excel in any 

branch of knowledge or science to which be Mose to apply 

himself. 
We have an instance of this in regard to Matbematics; 

this was a study to which, during hu stay at St. Edmund's, 

he never applied himself, and he went to Rome without a 

knowledge of even the elements of Geometry and Algebra; 

at the end, however of his first year's philosophy he had 

applied himself to .is Meatch with such effect that he 

carried off the gold medal for Mathematics, to do which 

required a mastery of the Calculus. 
John Crookall left St. Edmund's for Rome in the year 

t840, having taken the medal in the two previous years 

in the clones of Poetry and Rhetoric; he bad also started, 

and, in great measure, helped to sustain by his contribu-

tions the Effinundian Magazine, of which he was the 
Editor, and which still exists to attest his exceptional 

abilities. 
He remained at Rome in the English College for six 

years, completing there his course of Philosophy and 
Theology, and, so far as application to study is concerned, 
these were, undoubtedly, the best years of his life; under 

the inspiration, encouragement, and direction of Doctors 

Errington and Grant he turned his great intellectual gifts 

to good account. His success was very great, and every 
year brought the joyful news to his friends in England of 

medal won, a distinction gained, in the various • con-
cursus ' in which he had competed. 

Notwithstauding this success he left Rome without 
having taken the Doctor's cap t but .is was owing to his 
modesty—a feature in his character which remained 
distinct and lovable all through his life; he had been 
appointed to a Professorship at St. Edmund's by Bishop 
Griffiths; at Mat time the late Bishop of Amycla, Dr. 
Weather, was Vice-President, and Dr. Whitty, now a 
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Jesuit was Professor of Scripture ; both were wi.out 
degrees, and Crook., did not like the idea of being 
associated with his former Superiors and Professors as a 
D.D. while they were without this distinction, he therefore 
asked the Bishop to obtain for both the same deserved 
title, and deferred his own till theirs had been secured. 
Accordingly, a little later on, they all three received the 
Doctor's cap at the same time in the old chapel of St. 
Edmund's College. 

For some years Dr. Crookall was professor of Philo-
sophy and of Classics, and, though he was much liked as a 
Professor, yet it cannot be said that he was altogether
successful one; this however did not assuredly arise from 
anywantof opacity; hut from the fact that he was too 
easy with his classes, and did not keep them steadily to 
their work; his kindness of hear t, however, and his 
sympathetic nature made a deep impression, and drew all 
to him, and hence, no doubt, it was that he was so much 
liked as a Confessor, and that the Retreats and Conferences, 
.at he, from time to time, gave Me stdents, had such 
good effects. It is only thus that we can account for what 
seemed so anomalous in his position at St. Edmund's; 
Mr, though a Superior, and on the retirement of Dr. Cox, 
Vice-President in succession to Dr. Weathers, he was as 
intimate and familiar with the students as though he had 
been one of themselves, and Me wonder is that, despite 
this comradeship, he never lost his hold upon them, and 
they ever rendered to him that respect and that loving 
obedience without which it would have been impossible for 
him to continue in his post, or to discharge his duties. 

There came, however a time when the characteristic, 
which we have described, told severely against him and 
led M his resignation of the Vice-Presidentship. Dating 
Rom the death of Bishop Griffiths in the year t8, to about 
the year 1856 St. Edmund's College was exposed to
Prolonged and severe ordeal. It was the time of the 
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Oxford movement, and at one period or another almost 
everyone of the distinguished converts paid a visit of more 
or .s 

of
to the College. One of them, W. G. Ward, 

later on Dr. Ward, lookup his Mode in the College grounds 
and ffiled a Professor's chair. He was a keen but only a 
superficial observer and came rapidly to the conclusion 
that she whole College system was defective a. that the 
Professors were wanting in intellectual power, in acquired 
knowledge, and even in spirituality. He in no time in 
laying his views before Cardinal Wiseman, in 

who
he 

ever  found a willing and a sympathetic listener. In 
particular he directed his attack upon the Vice-President, 
Dr. Crookall, vMose straightforwardness in word and 
deed, and whose Brit of outward refinement jarred upon 
him in an especial manner. 

He did not wait to find out the sterling qualities of Me 
man, nor his extraordinary natural abilities surpassing 
even his own, whichwere of no mean order, nor his deep, 
humble faith. 

He succeeded in his efforts and by the advice of his 
Bishop, Dr. Grant, Dr. Crookall resigned his post of Vice-
President; his departure was a cause of deep sorrow to his 
fellow Profesmrs, to his pupils and to his penitents. He 
was presented by them with a Malice which ;vas one of 
his dearest treasures, and with which he offered the Holy 
Sacrifice to the end. 

His Bishop at once appointed him President of St. 
Mary's, Woolhampton a position at that time little to be 
envied as neither the finances nor the discipline of the 
College were, by any means, ina flea king condition. 
The Doctor used to relate, and nothing better illustrates 
the maw in his simple and humble obedience, that when 
Dr. Grant appointed him, he added, "The place must kill 
some one why not you ?" 

A quarter of a century later the Doctor in recounting 
the ane.ote used laughingly to say, ^ it has taken a long 
time to kill me." 
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Installed as President the Doctor soon found that his 
young subjects were disposed to try of what metal their 
new master was made. He let matters take their course 
fora few days and then, to use his own words, he adopted a 
remedy o short, smart and touching," with such an effect 
that his influence was established once for all. 

Bishop Grant had chosen Dr. Crookall to be one of 
the slights! Chapter of the newly formed diocese of South-
wark, and showed the greatest confidence and regard for 
him, and, knowing his man, from lite till his death in 
8., he left him to fight a weary battle with debt a. 

difficulties of all kinds. With heroic endurance the Doctor 
never omplained, never Asked Br a change but we. 
steadily on, doing great, fruitful work with poor tools and 
worse materials. 

The successor of Bishop Grant, Dr. Darrell, appointed 
Dr. Crookall to the post of Vicar-General of the Diocese, 
and for ten years he was the Bishop's right hand. He 
carried on no small share of the business of the largest 
Diocese in England, comprising the counti. of Kent, 
Surrey, Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire, the Isle of Wight 
and the Channel Islands. The familiarity with the Latin 
a. Italian language, Me knowledge of the customs, style 
and practice of the Roman Curia that he h. acquired 
during his stay in the Sacred City stood him in good stead 
as Vicar-General. In that office Philosophy, Theology, 
Canon Law, matters legislative, administrative and finan-
cial; documents in Latin, French and Italian, all these in 
turn claimed his attention, a. all came easily to his 
versatile and ever-ready genius. During this period of his 
life he completed his twenty-five years Presidency of St. 
Mary's, and she friends of the Doctor, and all those who 
had passed under his care were his loving devoted friends, 
besides a multitude of oMers who had not had that priv
lege, seized the opportunity of mMing him a hmdsome 
present of some seven or eight hundred pounds as a mark 
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of their affection, esteem, and gratitude. With his usual 
generosity and forgetfulness of self the Doctor at once 
made over to the Bishop nearly the whole of the sum to 
form the nucleus of a building fund for the new College. 
It was his good fortune to see the new building begun and 
in great measure completed. 

in ;80; Dr. Danell died. Dr. Crookall was elected 
Vicar-Capitular, and ruled the Diocese fora whole year 
during the vacancy of the See. That year was an event-
ful and, for the Diocese, e.n historical one. 

At the Chapter held for the election of a successor to 
Dr. Danell three names were sent to Rome, after due 
submission to the English Bishops, Crookall, Bamher, and 
Butt. Fora long time no came from the Propa-
ganda, but at last a communicationanswr  arrived which caused. 
general stupefaction, and of which this is the .nor t That 
the names of three worthy, and. mostToffie-respected 
Priests against whom nothing could, would or should be 
said, had been placed before the Holy Father, but that an 
anonymous letter had reazbed the Propaganda, in which 
it was stated that but little progress had been made in the 
Diocese of Southwark, that mu. benefit might be derived 
from the importation of new blood, that Fr. Coffin's name 
had been suggest., that he would do a great work in the 
Diocese, that be had been nominated by the Holy See, 
and that there w. an end of the matte. This letter 
aused, as may be easily imagined, surprise and incredu-

lity ; a Chapter was summoned, a. warm protest was drawn 
up by the VicamCapitular and se. to Rome in the name 
of the Chapter. An answer came in due time which 
referred M the Promst as respectful in form but very strong 

and reminded the Chapter that the Holy Father 
had a perfect right—which by the bye had never been 
disputed—to pass over the Chapter, nominations, and 
confirmed the appointment of Bishop Coffin. The Chapter 
and the Diocese respectfully submitted, but naturally not 
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without some soreness. Dr. Crookall did not however rest 
till report was drawn up showing the perfidious falsity of 
the assertion of the anonymous letter that during the reign 
of his beloved friend a. Superior, Bishop Danell, the 
Diocese had made but little progress. In conjunction with 
the late Canon Bomber a statement was made out in which 
it was demonstrated that in respect of increase of clergy, 
both regular and secular, and of new churches.. missions 
there had been a marked progress, sw. as weld 110t be 
found elsewhere and especially that the rate of progress 
in these respects had been considerably higher than in 
Westminster or Salford; and that, in providing new schools 
and improved teaching for the children, Re Diocese under 
Dr. Danell had far Surpassed any other. This act of 
ustice done, Ds Crookall gave up the Vicar-Generalship 

jof Southwark, and withdrew to his dear home at St Mary's, 
which now became, by the subdivision of the Diocese, part 
of the new diocese of Portsmouth. Some years before, he 
had refused the Bishopric of Goulhourne, and it was the 
universal belief and desire that he should succeed Dr. 
Danell in the diocese of Southwark, or at least be the first 
Bishop of Portsmouth. It was not to be; and some have 
said that the Doctor was a disappointed man; but to those 
who knew him the saying was vain and unworthy, for he 
w. a simle, unambitious, humble-minded priest, who 
dreaded the dangerous and heavy burden of the Episco-
pate. 

At the formation of the Diocese of Portsmouth he was 
appointed Provost of the Chapter, and in teds he was 
raised by the Holy Father to the dignity of Protonotary 
Apostolic, and the old students of St. Afars, gladly se.ed 
the opportunity of once again testifying their love and 
gratitude by presenting him with the robes of his office. 

He devoted himself to his work at St. Abby's, and began, 
ac in some measure completed, the new buildings. but in 
the Autumn of sees he was seized with such a severe ill-
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ness that his death was hourly expected he, however, 

recovered . far as to be able to get about again, but his 

constitution was evidently completely shattered ; he 

resigned the Presidency of St. Mary's and removed to 

Southsea, fit change of air as he said, but although he 

persisted that he would return and die at Viloolhampton, 

his friends knew that he would never again mount the hill 

alive and so it proved, for his stay at Southsea continued, 

and in the Autumn of IRO he was again stricken with 

srsious illness, and on the 3rd of November he yielded up 

his soul to God. He had lived for si x years, and 

over forty a them he had given to Godxty-si in His Church. 

God had bestowed upon him an intellect above that of 

the ordinary ma 
onour

n; he used it for His h and the 

Church's glory. Thus, he was endowed with rare musical 

gifts, and he employed them exclusively for Church Music. 

His first published composition was the piece " justorum 

animrs" for the first Mass of Father Prendergast ; his last 

rse responsories for Tenelarce written for St. George's 
Cathedral. Those in a position to judge say that the 

Doctor's earlier compos.tions were for the most part con-

eived in a lighter vein, but that, with maturer years, he 

tended more and more to a severe and grave style and, 
indeed in later years, he was beard to declare that in 
Plain Chant alone was to be fowl the safe-guard against 
the abuses to which Church Music Is so prone. However 
that may be, this much is certain that the "Doctor" never 

misused his musical abilities, but devoted them entirely 

to God, and so did he indeed with his other great gifts and 

with his whole life. 
He was admitted to the Venerable "Old Brotherhood .' 

of the English Secular Clergy in the year 187x, and his 
genial gaiety, his light-hearted winning ways, his self-
sacrificing good nature drew us all to him. We have lost 
a dear Brother in him and what is more we have lost a 
devoted, faithful fellow-labourer. May he rest in peace. 

Cifb aZecofeadiono. 
AS the Monastery of St. Lawrence, so long and perhaps 
better known as "Ampleforth College," was established in 
xPor, the frst will pass unquestioned, [fiat there are no 
survivors to bear per  witness to so interesting an 

event. And now that the Centenary is so neam it is not 
surprising that not even one "alumnus" can be found to 
speak of the doings of the Mist twenty-five years. A few 
years more, and the first half century will be without a 
living witness. Such reflections have led to the conclusion 
rsat an atrsinpt should be made to put on record some 
gleanings at least from the memories of living elders, both 
personal and traditional. 

In this paper there is no intention of writing a history. 
We may hope that something deserving of the name may,
gracethe pages of the7ournal in the Centenary Year. 
The present effort simply aims at .hefting some facts, and 
odds and ends of more or less interest 

For many years previous to x Ors, Fr. Ansel° Bolton 
was a leading figure amongst the sparse population of the 
Vale of Mowbray. For nearly thirty years he had lived at 
frilling Castle as. Chaplain to the Fairfax Family: but 
since x793 he had resided at "Ampleforth Lodge" a resi. 
dence built for him by the Hon. Ann Fairfax, to which she 
hail added about to acres of land. This was with the double 
inteMion of securing a permanent and independent. home 
Mr a Catholic priest, and of giving substantial proof of 
esteem a. gratitude towards her spiritual adviser and 
friend. 

Every one knows that the condition of a priest a hun-
dred years ago was not as now. The portrait of Fr. Bolton, 
wM1ich we fortis ately Possess, shows that the a.. of his 
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time is in great contrast to the clerical costume of to-day. 

And how different the times! The costume of to-day A 

intended to denote the Ecclesiastic, as the garb of a. hun-

dred years ago was rather to conceal him. So, too, Fr. 

Bolton was spoken of, not as "Father," but simply A Mr. 

Bolton, o Ampleforth Lodge." The Penal Laws were 

still in force; and it is interesting to remember that Fr. 
Bolton was the last priest prosecuted in England for 
teaching Catholic Catechism to a Protestant child living 

at the Park-House Farm. He was tried at York, but was 

acquitted, partly through the ability of his counsel and 

partly through the connivance of the Crown. 
When in rPos it became known that Mr. Bolton was 

leaving, we may well imagine that the curiosity of the 
neighbourhood would be excited and perhaps not so much 

as to where he was going, as to who were Me new come.. 

And if told that he was providing shelter for Pilgrim-

Monks, the Villagers may be excused if they failed to 

realize that they had come to found 2' Coolie," of later 

days. 
But they were Pilgrims indeed! Driven out of the 

Monastery of St. Lawrence, at Dieulouard in Lorraine, at 
the French Revolution in [292, they had sought a home 

at Acton-Burnell in Nee—at Birkenhead in /95—at 
Scholes near Prescot in 1796--. Vernon Hall, Liverpool 

in mgy—at Parbold in !Sox None of theses places were 
satisfactory. It was due to the generosity and loyalty of 

Fr. Bolton, himself a member of St. Lawrence's of Dieu-
uard, that in the latter part of Mos .is Pilgrimage 

ceased. In December be Conventual life began at 
Ampleforth, not again to be interrupted. Fr. Anselm 
Appleton was the first Prior, elected during the short time 
the Community remained at Parbold 

Who can look at Aplefor. in Igor and again in moo 
and not think of the parable of Me Mustard-Seed " It 
grew and became a great tree." " AmpleArth Lodge," 
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the Priory of !Mr, also grew, and has become the Abbey 
of moo. 

"Ampleforth Lodge' was a roomy, commodious and 
weff.imilt home, with south aspect, and commanding 
charming view. The frontage was an entrance with two 
windoWs on either side and with two rows of five windows 
above. Inside there was a good lobby and Staircase, with 
a Parlour on either side, two Bedrooms on the first door 
and two more above, with possibly accommodation in the 
attics,. presumably kitollenc&c., at the back. Fr. Bolton 
must have been well satisfied with the gift of his Bene-
factress. 

And when it is understood that the Community from 
Parbold only numbered five members, it is easy to conclude 
that these homeless Pilgrims were quite content with their 
Priory. What Superiors thought of it may be gathered 
from the fact that, at the General-Chapter of 1811, the 
Title of Cathedral-Prior of Peterborough was conferred 
upon Fr. Bolton, in acknowledgement of his generous 
sacrifice. 

To the uninitiated it will be a surprise that, throughout 
the material development of the passing century, the Piety 
of rPor has not only maintained its existence, but has all 
along asserted its importance ! in  as the rooms of 
"Ampleforth Lodge ." are identical with the Priotsand Sub-
Prior's rooms, with the five cells above, and the two more 
public rooms below. In other words the"Ampleforth " of to-
day is "Ampleforth Lodge" enlargml, not superseded. By 
way of" objecklesson," take the frontage of the front door 
of the old house, with two windows on either siee, with the 
two rows of five windows above ; take off the towdormitory 
Ad restore the roof; ignore the and west wings, and 
there is "Ampleforth Lodge," or t east he Priory of rfi 

But, where was the College! A Mginning . lowly that 
the present generation would be tempted to cry, Impossible! 
But, like Monks to whom " impossibiba injunguntur," they 
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were prepared to do ffieir best, and the work they began 

has been blessed. Like Ampleforth Ledge or the Priory 

of floe, the College of 18oa may still be seen. It stood 
externally unaltered until about a year ago and sufficient 

remains, to showits real character. It is in theback-yard,and 
has foryears served as alaundry. The elevation consisted of 
entrance, wiffi two windows on either side, and a row of 
small windows above. It was not a bad building for a... 
yard. The area was about so feet by td feet. On the 
ground floor were the entrance lobby, with Cm study on 
the left and the Refectory a. Playroom combined, on the 

right; above were the Dormitory and Chapel. Tradition 
ryates that, from necessity, or a kind of Bohson's choice, 
(and presumably weather permitting) the Lavatory wry in 
the open yard, at the trough in connection with the Pump. 
A view is given of the interior of the Chapel, which probably 
rather natters the original , for, this part of the building 
has recently been altered, and does not favour exact details. 
Here riot only was the Divine Office recited, and Holy 
Mss celebrated, bob at intervals, there were Episcopal 
Functions. 

It was the latter that necessitated, in so low a room, a 
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kind of "semi dome" treatment of the ceiling above the 
Altar 0 admit of the decorous use 0 the Md. That 
Office was recited, any of the students in the adjoining 
Dormitory could have borne testimony. 

Bffithe monks bad come toraay. Theimmediate inemures 
taken to oPqn theCollegSandto increase the Communirafiad 
beensoblessed, that extension on a largescale became a. ne-
essity, even beforeadecadeofyearshad passed. About iffie 

under the Priorship of Fr. Gregory Robinson, ffie existing 
east and west wings were erected. But whilst thus 
making what at the time must ha been considered 
magnificent additions, equal energy was displayed in the 
promotion of Scholastic progress. About this time Von 
Feinagle, a German Professor, had come to England, 
having already acquired some celebrity in Paris. He 
advocated a plan for facilitating the study of languages 
and for supplying an aid to memory. He offered to intro-
duce his system at Ampleforth, and the offer was accepted. 
This is not the place to consider the merits of the System. 
But it has a bearing on the necessity for building. For, 
whatever its real or lasting merits, the fact remains that 
it attracted much attention, and was admired by many, and 
led to a marked increase in the number of students. 
Moreover, the "General-Chapter" of itffi passed a vote of 
thanks to the Prior and Community in  acknowledgment 
of energetic and succmsful administration. 

The mention of the names of Fr. Robinson and of Von 
Peinagle brings to recollection a couple 0 anecdotes 
entitled to rank at least amongst "odds and ends;" and 
,bey claim to be facts besides. Fr. Robins. before 
coming to Amplefortin had been an Army-Surgeon. If in 
these days such a life is not always amidst "clover" and 
sunshine it will not be far from ruth to conclude that, 
under the conditions then ringexst , he had thoroughly 
learned howto rough it" Of course the following is an 
example. On a certain occasion there was an " out " to 
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Castle-Howard. The Prior, Fr. Robinson, was one of the 

party: he rode on horseback. When in the Park, his 

horse taking fright, Fr. Robinson lost control, was carried 

under the trees, and being caught by a branch was thrown 

to the ground. The result was a dislocated Moulder. 

Those were not the days of Ambulance Classes nor of 

lemons in "first-aid." But Fr. Robinson was equal to the 
occasion. Lying on the ground, and becoming ones more 
Surgeon Robinson, he extemporized an Ambulance Class, 
gave his first lesson, and supplied in his own Per.n an 
object to practice on and with such success, that Prior 
Robinson was seen next morning as usual at Matins. 
There was no" laying np" In the army he had learned 

to ough it." 
Von Feinagle's case is much less serious, in a double 

sense. As there was no Cluing Station, for there were no 

railways, Me Professor travelled by coach, or perhaps by 
chaise, to York, and put up at an Hotel. The next morn-

ing he proceeded on his journey: but scarcely had the 
coach started, when the "Boots" was seen in hot pursuit. 
What could have happened t Anxiety was at once relieved. 
"Stop, Stop," shouted the 'Boots; "the wernaryerow has 
for., his umbrella." 

Von Feinagle's system as an aid to memory has long 
been extinct. It flourished for about twenty years, was 
partially in use for fifteen more, and after that had a kind 
of prolonged agony. It is not unlikely that during a 
considerable part of the time the system was imperfectly 
handed down, and that liberties were taken with it, which 
the author would not have recognized. One part of the 

system required the use of symbols, one hundred in number. 
Some, opposed to artificial aids, were heard to say that 

they found it easier to remember the facts than to be bear 
in mind the symbols by which they were to be fixed. And 
probably others, like the "Boots," would think little of a 
', Memory-Man" who could not think of his own Umbrella! 
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That the laws that govern memory area very mysterious 
cede is of universal experience. How often we cannot 
remember when we try, and how many times we succeed 
without an effort, How curious too are memory's combi-
na

e 
tions! To ask why the alteration of the ceiling above 

M Altar in the little Chapel reminded one of Ushaw 
College, would he put down as a conundrum. Whereas, in 
'petit, a sequence of ideas led to the recollection of a fact 
of some little interest. As above G , the alteration 
was made with a view to Episcopal functatedions. During the 
greater part of the fi rst half of the century, the counties of 
York and of Durham formed part of the Northern District 
or Vicariate. and consequently they were suhjem to the 
same Vicawelpostolic. Hence for Ordinations no Confir-
mation, Bishop Gibson visited Amplefortb. Whilst 
speaking of this, the late Monsignore Brindle, formerly of 
Bath, was reminded of the following incident. The Bishop 
bad occasion to visit Ampleforth at a time when much 
occupied with the transfer of St. Cuthbert's from Crook to 
Usher, ana as questions of,. e. d. were Met, es now, 
of very practical importance, his Lordship was gratified, 
to find that the Students had opened a subscription. If 
out of their pocket money they were not quite able to relieve 
him from all financial anxiety, they, at all events, gave 
proof of sympathetic fellow-feeling under very, similar cir-
cumstances. 

It has been stated that, about at I, great building oper-
ations were undertaken, and that Me east and west wings 
were added. But this gives an inadequate idea of the 
magnitude of Me work. In reality a New Monastery was 
aised, into which Me little Priory was absorbed. When 

Me two wings were erected, the great central staircase 
with corresponding landings and passages must also have 
been built, as the means of access. It is a common saying 
that every rule has its exceptions. In building it would 
seem to be an axiom, that doors windows, Re., should be 
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planned to suit the building and not vas verso. B. here, 

by way of exception, and with good effect too, the build-

ing seems to have been modified to suit the stairs: which, 

tradition says, were brought from an old Hall at Ness, 

situate about two miles north-east of Hovingharn. The 

probability seems to be that the top-dormitory was part of 

this great extension. The Refectory wing also, if not 

erected at the same time, cannot have been long delayed. 

Adjoining the east wing was a temporary Playroom or 

shed. 
Thus, well within the first quarter of the century, was 

provided Monastic and Collegiate accommodation for one 

hundred inmates. The chief features were a large and 

handsome Chapel, a room, and a. pleasant Calefactory, 

a la, Refectory, a. Library used also as a Study, a main 

passage, two Dormitories, and from fifteen to twenty Bed-

rooms. Not long after, thrther extensions were made. The 

temporary Playroom was pulled down and in a rat, of 
buildings extending, about mo feet to the east, were Study, 
Play-room, Lavatory and Music-room. with a small Library. 
When it is remembered.. the" Emancipation A. s only 
dates from Befl and that all these extensions were com-
plete some years before, it argues no little energy, and very . 
considerable courage, to have ignored the Penal Laws, and, 
in spite of the intolerance and bigotry of Me times, to have 
persevered, in an unwavering belief in the ultimate triumph 

of truth anti justice. 
But prudence was no: disregarded. Whilst all this de-

velopmet was progressing, there were no newspaper 

reports of the doings of the Benedictines at St. Lawrence's 
Monastery: there were no announcements of Professions 
there was no talk of the Father or Brothers of the 
Community. It was always " Ampleforth College"—Mr. 
Robins, the Prior, not "Father Prior"—The Masters—
the Calefactory was the "Masters' Room," dm. All this 
by way of precaution. At that time it was more like living 
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in an emy's country, as far as religion was concerned.
Whatindiscreet real might have led to in those earlier 
days was shown even as late as IS., when during the so-
called "Papal Aggression" Er. Ignatius Spencer Fa. 
nearly mobbed in the street at Cheltenham for venturing 
out in his habit. 

The material progress just described is shown in the 
Lithograph drawn by Mc John P. in 18.; and no 
further changes were mad 

M 
e until Miso. Although in the 

latter half of Me century such immense additions and im 
provements have taken place, for the most part it is still 
easy to trace and identify the earlier work. But there is 
one noted exception, and one likely to use peculiar 
interest. The drawing of the original chapel M the back-
yard, and actual experience of the pre .nt church may 
very naturally excite curiosity as to the character of the 
intermediam chapel, the "House of had for nearly half 
the century. Though externally the building remains 
naltered, the internal transformation is so great, that 

there scarcely remains a vestige of its original use. To 
be told that in thew.t wing the ground loos and the 
story above, from front to bad, formed the chapel, and to 
find this space now occupied by lower and upper corridors 
or cloisters, withadjoining rooms below and above, is not 

very intelligible introduction to Sanctuary and High 
Altar, to Choir and Side Chapels. Hence, the interior 
view so skilfully and accurately drawn, with accompanying 
plans of chapel and gallery, whilst satisfying a very re. 
sonable curiosity, must be welcomed as a very important 
addition to the memorials of the past. 

It will be notieed that the Sanctuary occupied a very 
considerable part of the ground floor, and in height reached 

Me ceiling of theist floor. Next in importance was the 
Gallery, in which was the Monastic Choir. A marked pec
rity was in the arrangement of the stuns. They all faced the 

Altar and were ranged against the south walk The organ 

/ 
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occupied the centre, and completely blocked the middle 

window, and separated the two sidessidesof the choir. The 

upper row of stalls covered the lower half of each of the re-

maining windows, and yet the light in the Gallery was 

not nsufficient. The remaining part of the ground floor was 

occupied by Me Students. on Week-days. On Sundays 

room was found for them in the Gallery so that the Cath-

olics of tne neighbourhood might he provided for below. 

These arrangements will he better understood on reference 

to the plans. Originally, the altar could be pretty well 

seen from the Choir; but, when the of the gallery 
widened on account of increasing numbers, Me view 

wry much interfered with. 
As regards the Sanctuary, for o.inary purposes the 
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space was sufficient; the Classic treatment of the Altar 
gave a certain solemnity, with a facility for decoration on 
restive days. On very exceptional days, as on Maundy-
Thursday, for the consecration of the Holy Oils, by the 
removal of Communion rail and benches, the centre of the 
chapel was added to the Sanctuary. In some cases Rubrics 
evere adapted to circumstances. The incensing of the choir, 
and the giving of the "Pa, entail. a small journey into 
the ..idor, up the main stair case, inro the Gallery. 

The most unsatisfactory part was the Sacristy, a small 
mom on the Epistle side, without windows, and merely 
borrowing insufficient light from the Sanctuary through a 
eared partition. This inconvenience was obviated on 
occasion of High Ma., Sic., by using the CaWactory 
Sacristy, though this of course necessitated a small pro-

. As regards the talent of sacristans in the art or 
decoration, the main effort was reserved for Christmas. 
Netting fastened to Me wall was filled in with ivy, the 
pillars were interwined, Ac., with seasonable effect, and 
genius put the finishing stroke ',illuminations at midnight 
bfas, with coloured lamps, brilliant star, ary. Of the name 
of the adventurous artist Mere is no record. But a.. 
renately in handing down the design, he failed co transmit 
a guarantee of execution. A certain Christmas the lamps 
were taken in hand by a stranger in the art of trimming, 
who acted presumably on the principle, the longer  the 
wick the more brilliant the flame. The lamp had not 
long been lighted, before smoke, smuts and smell fore-
boded disaster; and fortunately it came in time. At the 
Kyrie" a lamp fell upon the Deacon's shoulder. Already 

a small but futile effort had been made to extinguish the 
lamps. It Men became necessary to do remethingeffective 
and without delay. During Me "Gloria" a /adder was 
reared and one of the Community ascended and put an end 

anxiety. It is needless to say that the artist's plan was 
never patented; nor was it again attempted. 
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As shown on the plan, Mere were Tho private Afars 
the gallery, the Lady-Altar and St. Benedict's. In later 
years a third altar was placed in the recess on Me Gospel 
side of the High-Altar, and under the Lady-Chapel. 

Here, too, some of the elder students were placed on 
Sundays, when the gallery, though enlarged, had become 
unequal to the increasing numbers. 

The organ was not large, Me case measured nim Met 
and a half by five and a half. It may be styled a " Battle 
of Waterloo" organ, as it was built in 1815. The builder 
was James Davis of Thelon. It is a credit to him. After 
almost daily use at Ampleforth for about fifty years, it has 
done good moire at Leyland for more than thirty more. 

When building a church at the present day, two impor-
nt questions always srfte, heating and lighting. It is 

rimmed therefore to ask what provision was made in the 
old chapel. By way of preface it may be said that econo-
my was the order of the day. Of the efficiency the reader 
1101 form his own opinion. The heating was very primi-
tive. For unless by exercise a person had previously 
generated warmth, or had acquired it by oMer means, in 
the chapel ha need expect nothing beyond the warmth of 
hie own devotions; fora warming apparatus was unknown. 
The lighting was little less primitive; only candles. The 
choir was lighted by moulds; Me chapel below by one 
"Dip," a veritable " rabtail." At Office, the maximum was 
four moulds on each side. During Me reading of the 
Lessons a candle was borrowed from the stalls. After 
Complim there were public night-prayers. 

It was the duty of Deacons to recite them, kneeling at a 
of placed upon the predalla. He entered from the 

Sacristy, bearing a brass candlestick and mould candle. 
In the body of the chapel, occupied by the Students, 
darkness was visible by one "dip," destined to do 
duty afterwardmade s in one of Me Dormitories. After prayers 
the Lesson for the day was read from Challoner's Medi-
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taboos. At consider yrd,. the of the E dip " 
immediately rose, and transferring it from its socket to his 
own tin candlestick, he left the chapel to light up the 
Dormitory. During the remainder of the Lesson the 
Deacon's mould grew in importance, becoming the centre 
of light, until he also disappeared. Then Me Sanctuary 
Eamp made the only difference between light and dark-
ness. About Op, however, candies began to disappear 
from public places; so that for a few years, even the old 
chapel was lighted by lamps. 

On ayt, Fr. Prior Cooper was maturing plans for a New 
Church; three years after, the Chapel had been closed. 
Again a little time it had been transferred out of ex
ence. If now it lives again iu memo, partly from the 
above descriptions, much more from the skilful hand of the 
artist, trouble taken is well repaid. 



C Susiiint in 1793. 
or sl eiddifflbt an the f MCP revolution. 

Timm has come into , hand, with Permission to make 
use of it for the ArapkfortA yourrveal, a short account of her 
uncle's escape from France, during the progress of the 
great French Revolution, written by Mother Mary Ignatius 
Radcliffe of the York Convent, who died Feb. soM, of this 
present year! Her information was gathered from her 
father, Mr. Charles Radcliff, of York—who was broMer 
to Fr. Ralph Radcliffe—a member of St. Gregory's com 
mnity, and the subject of Me following narrative. 

Mr. Charles Radcliffe was the youngest of five brothers, 
and Ralph the third by age. There was a difference of 

enty years between Charles and his eldest brother. The 
family resided at Stearshy, near to Brandshy, and about 
fifteen miles from York. " They were the only Catholics 
in the village, and to bring up their large family in the 
strict observance of their religious duties svas no easy 
matter on account of Me restraints and annoyances to 
which Catholics were subject in those days." 

The difficulties alluded to by Mother Ignatius have re-
ference to the period anterior to the passing of the Relief 
Acts of rmg and mm. Ralph was born on the pth of 
January rms. As he grew up under the care of his good 
parents he gave signs of that piety and sobriety of char-

v t which disposed him far the Religious life, and 
iclined him, after the example of so ma, more English 
youths, to aspire m the priesthood. 

"It was„ then, no small pleasure and satisfaction to his 
parents when Ralph expressed his wish to become a priest. 
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It was an honour so rare and attended with so many 
difficulties that few Catholics could expect to enjoy it in 
those days of trouble and persecution. It was true that 
Catholics were now free from some of the galling penalties 
and restraints they had borne for two centurion and they 
had now the privilege of educating their children in their 
own faith. Yet, there was no Catholic College in England, 
mr any school at all for higher education. The only 
chance of becoming a priest was to go 'beyond the .reds; as it 
was termed, to one of the Colleges abroad, and that was 
often attended with many risks and difficulties. Ralph's 
pima mother, however, overruled all difficultien believing 
that next to Me happiness of being a priest was that of 
being the mother of a priest. So Sr was sent to the 
English Benedictine College at Douai, which had been 
esta,shed there in sem, where he pursued his studies 
until the peace and security of the Mon eery and College 
were disturbed and broken, in pes, by the great Revolu-
tion." 

France had been violently agitated for some years 
previous to a7na The National Assembly had asserted 
and proclaimed its supremacy in s Wis. Louis XVI was 
arrested in the course of his attempted flight in ipeo and 
imprisoned in the Tuilleries. Then followed the storming 
of the palace, the massacre of the SWISS Guards and of 
smoo royalist prisoners in s,m. In January of the following 
ymr Louis was executed and war was declared against 
England and other powers in February. These appalling 
circumstances afforded a fearful prospect of what might be 
in Were for both Clerics and English Students. Douai was 
expecting a siege by the allied force, and, consequently, 

very hostile attitude and unfriendly disposition was as-
umed towards the many British subjects gathered into 

the various colleges. Many studems of the great secular 
College, as well as of St. Gregory's, alarmed in good time, 
managed to obtain passports and, having menu, were 
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able to escape to England without much hardship. Others, 

less fortunate, and without means, ventured upon their 

scape, trusting, under the merciful providence of God, to 
good fortune and to their oivn natural pluck andre.urce. 
In August rags the Community and Students were ordered 
to leave St. Gregory's within zq hours. They withdrew 
to their country house where they remained unmolested for 

same weeks. Hoping to escape beyond the not far distant 
frontiers,theyquitted their temporary residence atmiduight. 

Their attempt was foiled and half the number were arrested; 
the remainder, by some lucky chance, escaped and ulti-

ately reached England. During these disturbance, but 
whether before or after the seizure of the Monastery the 
narative does not precse.y say, Ralph Radcliffe with others 
was allowed to leave the College and make his way to 
England, best he could. 

"This w. no easy matter, for soldiers were scouring the 
country and there was much difficulty in avoiding ffiene. 
They left Douai in small parties to avoid suspicion; but 
they soon found they must separte. Ralph changed 
clothes with a pea d with a companion made his 
way homewards, meeting with many wonderful escapes 
and dangers. The country people were generally kind to 
the fugitiv., when they asked for shelter; but were deter-
red from showing them the needed hospitality through 
fear of the.nsequenCes. On one occasion, a kind-hearted 
man, s.ing their distressed appearance, took them into his 
house and gave them a night's lodging. In the morning, 
to their horror, they fonnd soldiers drawn up in front of the 

holies They were evidently suspected and, as they feared, 
in great peril. Their kind host, however, showed them
kind of drain or culve which led to he lea  of the hous, 
through which they creprt, t and made their esca.pe." 

The narrative does not say bow Ralph managed to cross 
the Channel. nor how he accomplished the long journey 
from Dover, where lie probably landed, to Stearsby, but 
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leaves the reader under the impression that he evened 
the distance on toot, probably getting a lift, as occasioh 
offered, in some passing cart or conveyance. 

"After many dangers and sufferings Ralph at last 
reached his home, without shoes or stocking, a. with 
his clothes in rags. He went towards the back of the hot., 
and there he saw his youngest brother playing on ffie 
green. Hewent up to him and called him by name. 
'Charlie But Charlie did not speak, taking Ralph to be 
a beggar, and wondering he should know his name. Ralph 
went on and met his eldest brother, and said, 
But Willie did not know him, thinking in his mind Ghat 
young fellow is after no good !"Ehe two brothers watched 
Ralph eater the house; they followed with .me curiosity, 
and to their amazement found the beggar clasped in his 
mother's arms. She knew her son through all his rags. 
Her joy in seeing her son was great, but she was shocked 
and grieved to see the to of destitution he was in. She 
called all her children together and bade them not to tell 
anyone that their brother had returned, until he was rested 
and properly clad. But little Charlie did not seem to think 
that he was included in the prohibition, for he soon 
made it his ffisiness to go round to all the neighbours and 
tell them that his brother Ralph was come home.- These 
friends, though Protestants, had taken an interest in the 
boy who had to leave his country to be educated, and 
naturally came at once to welcome him home, much to the 
surprise and annoyance of his mother. Finding -that it 
was little Charlie who had disobeyed her orders, he was 
flogged and sent to bed. My father remarked: "I did not 
care for the flogging, but I was sorry not to be dlowed to 
sit up to hear all the wonderful things Ralph had to 

Through this unfortunate misadventure on the part of 
Charlie, many details of Ralph's adventurous journey have, 
no douht, been lost to history. By another relative it ih 
said that Ralph was an expert and ardent skater and that 
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when he reached hom ragged and destitut, he had with 
him a small parcel which.  hehad carried safely and securely 
through all perils of land red sea as a precious treasure; 
and this parcel contained his skates. 

For three or four years Ralph seems to have remained 
at home. Meanwhile, the community of St. Gregory's, 
having been brought back to Douai, stripped by decree of 
their property and detained for many months, with many 
secular clergy and students, in the prison of Dourlens, were 
set at liberty, in iros, and permitted to return to England. 
By the kind invitation of Sir Edward Smythe, the commu-
nity of St Gregory's settled at Acton Burnell and resumed 
their educational work and community life. RalphRad 
still retaining his desire for monastic life and his vocation 
to the priesthood, rejoined his former associates, took the 
habit, made his solemn profession on MY qthr i7V7, and 
in iffir was ordained priest. In 1808, by the wish of Sir 
Edward, he succeeded Fr. Peter Kendall as chaplain and 
priest in charge of the Mission of Acton Burnell, which 
post he retained till his death. In root the community 
guided Acton Burnell and took up their permanent abode 
at Downside. From IS oo till the removal to Downside, 
Fr. Ralph discharged the responsible duties of Novice 
Master. For same years, he held the office of Preposkus 
of the district of Worcestershire and in ross was elected 
Definitor of the Province, holding the position till his death, 
I.nuary 4th, 184z. 

"His death," continues his niece, " may have been a 
reward for all be had gone through in order to become a 
priest, for he died with the Blessed Sacrament suspended 
on his breast He was in his usual health on the morning of 
his death, had said Mass, and taken his breakfast; then he 
went to the Church, took the Blessed Sacrament from the 
Tabernacle and suspended It round his neck, in order to 
carry It to a dying parishoner in the country. When he had 
proceeded some distance on the road he was seen by a 
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farmer at work on a haystack to stagger and fall to the
ground I but before the man could get to him he was dead! 
Fortunately, he was known to be the chaplain at the Hall 
and Ae Pyx showed clearly that he was carrying the 
Blessed Sacrament" 

For good reasons his body must have been with the 
greatest reverence borne to his humble residence. He 
died on his loth birthday. R.I.Y. 

Consofation. 
My son, why weepere thou? 
That after many weary years 
God's hand hash wiped away her tears 
And smoothed her wrinkled brow? 

Nay, come, rejoice 
And offer thankful prayer 
That, now in brighter air. 

She heareth God's Great Voice, 
And standeth, Wrapped in radiant grace, 
Before the Glory of His Face. 

R. IL 
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CATHOLIC Austria seems to be the land of pilgrimages. 
On ma, a hill-side and In many a quiet valley there are 
shrines, more or less famous. the greater of which are 
visite.d by pilgrims in their thousands, while the more 
lowly ones are not without their pious visitors from the 
mm.iate neighbourhood. One of the best known of the 
Austrian Shrines is the Church of Sonntagherg—the centre 
of a. great ao widespread devotion to the Most Holy 
Trinity. It belongs to the Benedictine Abbey of Seiten-
stet, in LoWer Auriria from which it may be reached on 
foot In about three hours. Situated on one of the northern 
spurs of the Austrian Alps, a hill of about two thousand 
feet in height, it occupies a most commanding position 
and may be seen for miles around. It looks out over
wide and rich valley to where the Danube rolls its broad 
line of waters along the foot of a range of hills to the north. 
A vast expanse of country stretches away at its feet, richly 
varied with dark pin -woods and smiling coinfirids, and 
studded with pleasant looking villages embrisomed in 
orchards, whence peep forth those curiously shaped church 
towers so peculiar to South Eastern Europe. In the 
immediate foreground wind the bright blue waters of the 
picturesque Ebbs, while right and left other ridges of hills 
advance and sink down into the plain. The whole makes 
up a picture it would be hard to rival. 

Anyone entering the clmreh would be struck by a mag-
nificent fresco over the nave, done in the liveliest colours 
by the hand of master—one of the most renowned artists 
of the last century—which depicts the wondrous dream of 
Jacob. The appropriateness of this subject becomes more 
apparent when ,e sees rising up from the door of the 
church apiece of rock enclosed within a handsomely hand-
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wrought railing. Near the rough stone is the figure of a 
shepherd, his weary head resting in his hands on the rock. 
Behind him may be seen a few sheep, and on the stone a 
small round loaf, T. legend, so dear to the hearts of a 
grateful people, regarding the beginning of the wonders in 
this favoured place, is pointed to both by the rude figure 
and the work of the artist.

Long before the first Pilgrimage Chapel rose on the hill, 
in those fur-off days when .rest clothed its summit and 
shepherds pastured their flocks in the glades on its Mopes, 

shepherd lost his flock, and, after long wanderings and 
fruitless search, he sank down weary and full of care to 
beg help from God. He soon, however, fell asleep, and in 
a dream he was shown by Heaven a spot well known to 
hirn where he would find his sheep. He awoke full ofjoy, 
and to his surprise found ar him a little and loaf lying 
on the on whichhe h pead been reclining. He grate-
fully rckrefreshed himself, and soon discovered his wandering 
sheep. 

The date of this event cannot now be determined, but 
there still exist old documents ac.rding to which them 
was a chapel on the hill top at the time of the foundation 
of the neighbouring Abbey of Seitenstetten—troy or tfi, 
It was for this reason that the chapel and the whole of the 
hill top was bestowed upon the Abbey by its founder. It 
is cert in, however, that in mko an Abbot of Seitenstetten, 
Benedict I, had a chapel built in honour of t. Most Holy 
Trinity. A monk of the Abbey had been there for many 
years leading a hermit's life, without, however, neglecting 
the spiritual wants of the faithful who lived near. The 
new chapel was so well frequented tnat in the course of a 
few years it did not suffice for the crowds of pilgrims who 
thronged thither so that towards the end of the tath cent-
ury it became necessary to plan and build a larger church. 
TIM work wawgreatly helped onward by Cardinal Alex-
ender, Patriarch of Aquila., who was at that time Apostolic 
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Legate,. the murt of Frederic III. For arto years the 
now church was to be a haven of refuge to pilgrims and a 
faithful guardian of the land at its feet. It was to live 
through an epoch of enthusiastic faith and piety, a cell., 
of greatness and glory, during which throngs of devout 
Christians journeyed thither from far and mar to venerate 
the Blessed Trinity. The streams of Divine grace flowed 
down from this mountain not old', upon the fortunate 
neighbourhood, but far and wide overtire Catholic lands of 
the diverse-tongued peoples of Austria, nay beyond the 
Austrian borders, form may be seen from old records there 
came numeroos pilgrims Rom Bavaria and Prussia. 

In the year of terror ma, while the Turks were besieg-
ing Vienna, a few marauding Turkish bands penetrated as 
far as Sonntagberg. A gravestone in the neighbouring 
parish Churchyard bears the inscription ', Hie lieges 
begraben ak Persons, die von Turken feind erschlagen 
worden den Gott ewiglich Burch die Leiden Christi genadt 
Anno Cr. tax," "Here lie buried, killed by the Tu., is 
persons whom God through the passion of Jesus Chrit 
took to Himself." 

Many of the terrified people fled to the Sanctuary for 
protection. But the church which was a landmark for 
miles around could not escape the covetous eyes of the 
marauder, who expected to gain a rich booty. To the 
terror of the refugees, who did not cease however to im-
plore the protection of Heaven, they had reached a spot 
not far from the shrine. But suddenly the greatest con-
fusion arose in the ranks of the infidels. The horses 
plunged end reared and refitsed to advance: then, as if 
driven by an invisible power, they turned and fled. The 
rout was complete. It must have been with grim sai
faction that the frightened people afterwards heard of the 
fate that befell the would-be spoilers of their beloved
Sanctuary. Before the Turks could recover from their 
confusion they were set upon by the sturdy villagers of 

et 
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Waidhofen a. Vreasitz and almost annihilated. The 
spot where they had been so marvellously checked is 
marked today bye pretty little chapel within which is
spring of never-failing water. This chapel is one of the 
objects which pilgrims resit, and it would be difficult to 
imagine a prettier thing than the chapel illuminated in the 
autumn evening's with hula many-coloured lamps, and 
difficult to remain unmoved while listening . the stye. 
Antiphons of Our Lady, sung with such enthusiasm and 
faith by the bands of devout pilgrims. 

Nor was it to be spared the experience of were awl Myr, 
days of severe trial and neglect, in consequence of the 
spread of Lutheran doctrines among the people. Neglect 
and scorn were soon followed by open acts of violence to 
pilgrims and shrine; from which resulted a gradual dim-

'n the numbers of the pilgritns, until they ceased 
to come altogether. To remove the reproach of re e heretics 
that the pilgrims came to pray to the " wonderworeing 
stone,. Caspar Plan, the then Abbot of Seitenstet.n, had a 
picture of the Blessed Trinity erected in the chapel immedi-
ately behind the rock. This was in re; t. From this 
time onwards there was a. ch ange for the better. The 
pilgrims returned and increased in numbers from Lem tO 
year; the answers to their prayers became so manifest and 
so ftequent that a coUection was made, every zs years, of 
the undeniable miracles bat had taken place during that 
period. These were preserved in 

" 
print and may be seen 

in the Books of Favours" Great numbers of rude but 
expresreve sketches may still be seen a the wonders that 
wereworked.answerto invocations. "theBleased Trinity 
of Sonntagberg." Some of these are extremely quaint.. 
in conception and execution, while all are accompanied by a 
short account of the wonderful imervereions of Providence. 
In some are depicted persons falling from buildings, who 
in the natural course of events would haw e met with 
instant death; in others fires which threatened destruction 
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were suddenly extinguished; in others again are shown 
patients who were at once restored to health when all 
human hope was gone. They are all witnesses of lively 
faith and tokens of real gratitude. 

Sixty years the Picture remained in its place, after 
Mire, in u533 with great solemnity and amid a vast 
000001.11". of the fairerel, it was transferred to the new 
High Altar, where it remained until the present church 
was built in 

In ;fop was laid the foundation stone of the majestic 
church which may be seen and admired to-da.y. The 
Chroniclers .11 us that the pilgrims took the keenest 
interest in the work of building, so that many of them, 
either as a work of penance or in a spirit of sacrifice, 
voluntarily gave themselves to the mcceentingly laborious 
task of bringing up to the mountain top, on their shouIders, 
stone, timber and other building materials, looking for 
no other and than that which God would give them. 
The work progressed so rapidly that in twenty years the 
building was so far completed as to be solemnly come-
crated by Count Lemberg, Bishop of Passau. The 
interior still remained to be decorated, but Marksto the 
princely gifts of the Abbey and of many noble benefactors 
there was erected the beautiful High Altar of the finest 
Salzburg marble, and a simple but pleasing side 
altar of grey Fhb.. marble.more The frescoes on walls and
ceiling were entrusted to Gran della Torre (born Mgt died 
.55) who completed his work at Sonreagberg in 
The view of the interior from the main door way is a most 
impressive one. The style is a kind of debased Roman, 
reminding one, but only for a moment, of St Ignazio or 
the Gesn. The vast Mmensions of the building ; the 
evident strength not without grace of the pillars and 
arches; the richness of colouring and the wealth of 
decoration, all combine to gladden the eye and heart of 
the pilgrim. 
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The Church Treasury is an extensive and valuable 

one. Altar plate, chalices, ciboriurns and monstrances of 

the richest materials and of workmanship of a high orer; 

rich vestments .d banners; crucifixes and candlesticdks 

—all gifts of those who recognize with gratitude the 

efficacy of prayer in that favoured spot. They testify to 

.e esteem in which the Sanctuary is held. I have already 

spoken of the quaint paintings, ex voto offerings in thanks-

giving for miraculous favours; my regret is that I am 

unable to give a roduction of some of them. 

The year ,fisy  reti the most glorious one in the history of 

the present church. On the first of May in that year took 

place the solemn transferring of the Picture of the Blessed 

Trinity to the new High Altar. The festivities hated a 

whole week; sermons were preached twice a day; and the 

number of communicants during the week amounted to 

thirty-six thousand. This seems astounding ina district 

not more fluckly populated than our own part of Yorkshire, 

b. where of course the proportion of Catholics to 

Protestants Is reversed. But it would be easily intelligible 
to am who stayed therefor a week or moo in Me sumtner. 
Hardly a day paw es without its procession of pilgrims; 

sometimes two or more oithese pro  will Arrive on the 
same day. The pilgrims may be heard at a great distance 
singing their hymns and antiphons: as they draw nearer, 
grinding along the hill side, banners and images may be dis-
tinguished. Singing and prayer, generally the Rosary 
which is said aloud by 41, alternate with each other. The 
sight of them . they pass by, keenly intent upon their 

devotions though often weary and travel-stained, caneot 
fail to impress the coldest observer. There are seldom less 
than seventy or eighty in a band; often they number far 
more. They.me from all parts of the Austrian Empire,—
solemn sombre-clad Croatians; ruddy-faced and gaily 
dressed Carinthia.; vivacious Bohemia., grave Hunga-
rians, and many also from Bavaria, They make the whole 
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tourney on foot, obtaining food and Metter as best they 
can. When they reach the end of their journey they con-
tinue their devotions in the church. The confessionals are 
occupied for hours; Mass is attended by all; they sing 
their hymns during Mass, all of them singing together in 

way almost unknown with us. They complete their pious 
work by frequenting the Holy Table, and spend some time 
in private devotions at the various shrines, and at the little 
Mapel of the "Turks' Spring 'Mown in the beech wood on 
the hill side. 



II 

BocR PcsOins. 
Txn. hundred feet below me the sea was slowly sinking 
from the base of the cliff, that guarded the coast north and 
south in an unbroken line as far as the eye coma reach. 
The gulls were wheeling noisily round their nesting places, 

and seemedto resent the intrusion of a stranger into this wild 

region. A pair of oyster-catchers were dabbling in a shal-

low pool on the top of a reef which was just exposed, whilst 

out at sea gannets werefi and at wolfs, every plunge sealing

up a column of water that gleamed like crystal in the rays 

of the rising sun. On the dim horizon a boat moving, . 
the gods in Homer, enveloped in a dense cloud, seemed to 
be the one link that bound this lonely island to the outer 
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orld. The waWr was so still and clear that I could disa 
tinctly see a great shoal of pollack moving lazily near the 
surface, and the sight reminded me that I too halbusiness 
by the water side. The descent seemed impossible to any 
wingless creature and the path for which I was searclaing, 
remained for some time invisible. Fortune however 
befriended me. As I looked vainly here and there, a sheep 
suddenly appeared on the edge of the cliff a few hundred 
feet away, more followed, until nearly two score were 
feeding there on the scanty herbage. Here perhaps was 
the path to which I had been directed, a.nd so it proved to

Little more than a sheep track it was, and in place. 
trying to weak nerves. It w. indeed no easy task to 
perform, weighted as I was by a heavy fishing b.kety 
rod and landing net. Glad was I to find myself once 
more on compara.tively level ground. Here I got my 
tackle ready and soon found a suitable "pitch,. as they say 
on Me Lea, on the north side of a re, which was 
being gradually left by the ebbing tide. Here, in five 
or six f.t of water, I dropped my hook whereon was 
cunningly entwined a dainty muss.. A few feet of clear 
sand showed between two beds of weeds. First, I was 
assailed by multitudes of crabs, but the raising of the bait 
a few inches sent - them away disgusted. Then, a small 
sand-dab came circling round, but the bait was too large for 
his tiny mouth and betoo retired. A shadow seemed to 
flit ac cross the sand .d my hook w. cleared. Another 
mussel replaced the lost one and was still more carefully 
tied. Again the manoeuvre was repeated b. not so 
...zestfully, since the bait remained intact. The assailant 
was a big wrasse or bolion, as the fish is called locally, 
.d I waited for the next rush somewhat iously, well 
knowing with what a cunning and powerfulanx fish I bad to 
deal. Again he came and this time he was fairly hooked. 
How long the struggle lasted I do not know. Hours 
Seemed to pass, and time after time he made his way down 

II I 
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into the weeds but I managed always to raise hirn before

he reached the roots. Once or twice he worked his way 

in a crevice and the gut seemed to have no chance of sur-

viving the sharp edges of the rocks but fortune again 

favourer/me until at last he dropped into the net, fighting 

to the last. Hewes the finest boll. that I had ever seen, 

weighing eleven and ahalf pounds, and was most beautifully 

colour.. Folks, that travel into distant lands and fall 

into raptures over the bright hues of tropical birds and 

fishes,do not know that and our own Mores are swimming 

thousands of Memo. beautiful fishes in the world. The rain-

bow  a specimen of which I caught later in the day, 

when fresh from the water, is coloured as the sky is coloured 

by the September sun at its setting. Alas, the colours fade 

too quickly and therefore most fishermen return this wrasse 

to the water, seeing that when dead it is neither beautiful 

nor useful. 
Meantime the water had gone down so far that I was 

able to make my way along the uneven surface of the reef, 

climbing up and down many ravines by the way until I 

reached spot where the rock ran Meer down to the depth 
[fiat the eye could not fathom. Here I decided to abide 

until the turn of Me tide drove me back again. 

Ichose a comfortable position whereIcould seatmyself on 

a ledge and recline at my ease. I opened many mussels, 

cutup my store*/ herring into convenient strips laid Me bait 

ready to my hand on a higher edge behind me, and settled 

down to four or five hours un rupted fishing. At first 

only small bollon and a few whiting came to the hooks. I 

baited with hewing in place of mussel and Straightway 

hooked an eel. Now eels are an abomination to the rod-

fisherman, since they strain the rod and tackle and are most 

uncomfortable to manage even when landed. This fellow 

wasted for me quite half en hour, and ended by knocking 

my basket over so at I had to spend much time picking 

out various pieces of tackle from the crevices in the rock. 
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A little later, I hooked a whiting and as I was pulling 
it up, a great dog-fish followed and seized it. Now I had 
more than I bargained but, I held on, of course, hoping 

rd
that Me hook would give. The line reeledo. 

a hundred yards was gone: the second hundred had nearly 
followed when the fish turned and came shoreward again. 
Luckily my reel was a big one and took the line in so 
quickly that I got it tight again when the fish was about 
thirty yards a i was now resolved not to risk my line 
again.and lowering my rod until it pointed directly to the 
fish, I took the line in my left hand and pulled with all the 
strength I had, only hoping that I should lose nothing but 
the hook. To my eurprise the fish promptly turned belly 
up and came in like a log. Ina few moments he lay by 
the eel, a fish of such size that I could form little idea of 
hisweight My balance which only reached twenty pounds 
was quite unable to meet the strain. The bottom joint of 
my rod was four feet six inches long and the fish was 
longer by at least six inches. The hook was deep down 
in Me throat and sooner than risk my fingers between those 
powerful and razor-like teeth, / left it there. 

Once more I settled down and sport again became brisk. 
The tide was liming and . Me fish came swanning by, 
they took the baitss fast as I cou/d get it into the water. 
Wrasse and whiting, with now and then a rock-cod, came 
up in swift succemion, until I hooked a very small whiting. 
Now I changed my tackle and sent this small whiting 
roMng with a great pilse float bobbing about above him. 
This was a species of fishing that I had never yet tried in 
the sea, and I was curious to see what the result would be. 
Nothing however happened for some time, and at last my 

on became distracted by a cormorant which was 
fishing a couple of hundred yards or so away. Three or four 
times it can5e up with a small fish in its beak which it deftly 
threw up into Me air and then the little MMing creatures 
vanished down its capacious throat head-first it was like 
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watching a clever conjuring trick: at last however it came 

up with an °eland here began along struggle many times 

did the eel vanish almost entirely but as often did it return 

to the light of day until at length the weary cormorant flew 

away to Me shore, where no doubt it finished the contest on 

more unequal terms. 
In watching  the cormorant, I had neglected to observe 

that Me wind and sea were rising together. A splash of 

spray, however, recalled me to the needs of the situation 

so that I decided to beat a retreat. At this moment, how-

as I was preparing to eel in, my float sank quietly 

under water. I struck and, to my gr.t joy, found that I 

was in direct communication with a good potluck. Here 

was a fish that would fight as ha. and even longer than a 

salmon and Me next ten minutes were busy ones for bkh 

of us. The pollack has a nasty (for the angler) trick of 

jumping clear of the water and falling back on to Me line, 

so that the angler fears exceedingly on the one hand, lest, 

if he hold the line tight, the body of the fish falling on it, 

may break it and, on the other, lest, if he slacken, the it,

may fall from its bold. Again, however, the luck was with 

me, and after one or two misse, I gaffed him safely and 

securely. Eight good pounds he weighed, but there was no 

time now to admire hunt the tide was flowing rapidly and 

whito-capped waves were -beginning to roll in. The reef 

was still well above water but there were two or three 

ravines between me and the cliffs—no time to do more than 

drop the Fellack and two or three of the whiting into Menet 

of my basket and flee already the foamwas splashing over 

the reef so that here and there I stumbled on the wet weed. 

The fi rst ravine I sped through almost dryshod, at the next 

I found the water nearly two feet deep, but at the third and 

deepest I found my worst Mars realized. The water w. 

deep enough to reach to rny neck, and was surging back-

wards and forwards with such form. to make it impossible 

either to walk or swim. My knees were loosened, as they 
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say in the classics, and I stood dismayed. It is at Mk 
crisis, in high class novels, that the beautiful daughter of 
Me aged Esherman appears and heaves a timely rope. 
Personally I would not have despised the help of the aged 
fisherman himself but unfortunately neither appeared. I 
sat down to think the matter over and devised a cunning 
plan. First I threw my rod across: then I collected as mat, 
loose pieces of rock as I could find, these I threw carefully 
into the middle of the ravine so that they formed a kind 
of miniature wall. Ala, my plan w. of no avaii 
either they dropped in the wrong place or were moved 
by the swirl of the water. But one resource now remained 
and that was to rash the ravine as best I could. I took off 
most of my attire, tied it into a bundle and threw it across 
to keep company with the rod and basket. Then waiting 
fora quiet moment, I dropped into the water and half-
wad., half-swam across. When within a few feet of Me 
other side, the returning wave caught me and carried me 
stmgglftg towards the open water, luckily on the land-
ward aide. At the end of the ravine, by chance rather 
than by intention, my hands gripped a projecting shelf of 
rok. I had scarcely time to tighten my grip when Me 
next wave overwhelmed me. Before the next cam, I had 
scrambled into a safer position. It did not take me long
to recover the luggage which I had sent in advance, so to 
speak, and, restored once again to warmth by my climb 
up the cliffs, I felt none the wor.for the unusual experience, 
having escaped with a few light scratches. What a change 
in the scene that lay at my feet Nate nothing was to be 

hteat but a wild waste of foaming water. The reef Wad 
idden and a dense mist was driving in before the wind, 

which had risen to stoma height The gulls were still wheel-
ing noisy as before, but the gannets and the cormorants 
were gone to shelter. So I too, finding the wind too strong 
on the cliffs, worked my way home by an inland route, under 
shelter of walk and hedges. 

R. ROBINSON. 
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Gloucester College. 
er is by no means certain at what date the English Bene-
dictines first began to pursue their studies re the University 
of Oxford. The three foundations of which anything is 
known were Gloucester College, Durham College, Career-
bury College. Of three, Gloucester College was the first 
stablireed—in reStrebut there is no doubt that Monks of 

the Order studied A Oxford many years before. It is 
certain that Winchrembe Abbey sent students there, for 
in a History of Who:breathe Abbey referred to in Slevens.
Supfilemant,• mentiall is made of the a Generale Studiom 
pro Scholasticis," and furtrer, +Bull of Pope Alexander III 
dated at Forentinum, a.n. re yd, confirms to the Monks of 
Winchcombe a "mansion place in °seared,. which being 

confirmation • we may conclude that this house of 
eststudies was well ablished by the above date, 117s. 

Again, in the biography of Simeon, a Monk of Durham, 
we are told t t he a Doctor of Divinity of Oxford 
who flourished, bout the year iret.1- Benedict, a. Monk 
of Canterbury and afterwards Abbot of Peterboro' is said 
to have been a D.D. of Oxford about the year 20D.: 
Waltera Monk of Coventry "studied Philosophy and 
Divinity at Oxford about the year isOl. It seems dear 
therefore, that Benedictines ogre at Oxford before rats, 
unless, as is very unlikely, the above mentioned Monks 

• k PA tarred dry we . ma (.120+ 
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were students at the University before they took the, 
monastic habit. 

In lats, Gloucester College was founded by Sir John 
Gifford. He gave to the community of St. Peter's Abbey, 
Gloucester, a place outside the walls of OaoM, aed at 
the same time endowed it with lands which would suffice 
toprovide for the sustentation of thirteen Monks, desir-
ing 

rofe 
animam suam a animain Matildm Longest, 

quondam marls sum a p ssoribus S. Readied in 
perpaumn benedici." • This house had formerly belonged 
to Gilbert Clare, Earl of Gloucester, but afterward, as Dom 
C. Reyner states in his "Apostolatus," t came into the 
hands of the Hospitallas of St. John of Jerusalem. The 
Gifford family first came into possession during the life-
time of that John Gifford who was hanged ffr treason in 
the year tilt: "D. Joannis Gifford traaus opal Glocatre." 

Whether the property wasgiven to St. Peters Abbey 
only, or to the Black Monks of the Province of Canterbury, 
does not seem to be quite clear. The passage in Leland 
reads a though the gift was made solely to Gloucester. 
"Anne D. tvelx quidam nohilis Joanna Gear. providit 
locum extra muros Oxon et Removal...vitt ad sustenta-
tionem , monachorum quos de conventu Glocestrise 
elegit etc." Camden however says "Gloucester Hall (it 
ws called GloucesterHall on its re-establishment after The 
Dissolution) was founded in the reign of Ed. I on ground 
obtained of Sir J. Gifford of Brimsfield by the Benedictine 
Monks within the Province of Canterbury for students of 
their Order; the Prior and first twelve Monks being taken 
from Gloucester Abbey gave it its name, but that Abbey 
soon disclaimed it, and it was subjected to the General 
Chapwr of the Order." This opinion also appears in 
Tanner's •Notitia Monastic, .—" Sir J. Giffaa gave a 
piece of grand and several tenements in Stockwell Street 

• , I /SP,srnq 95. a SP. 
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to the Monks of the Benedictine Order within the Province 
of Canterbury." 

In Stevens' Supplement,• there is a passage from Wood 
speaking of it as being solely instituted for the Monks of 
Gloucester. "At what time then this place was founded 
Fr the Monks of Gloucester, was on St. John Ae 
Evangelist's day tres, ere being present, I meta in St. 
Peter's at Gloucester, Reginald the Reverend Abbot and 
Convent thereof, and John Gifford the Founder, who 
willingly consenting thereunto, instituted a nursery and 
mtasion place solely them and, as I understand from 
nother author, settled therein thirteen Monks of the same 

place, but there were but three at a time, by Pope Boni-
face's Bull, to he always chosen successively from Glocesrer 
Abbey to this his College A Oxen. 

However, if the Monks of Gloucester were the sole 
owners A the beginning, they did not remain A for very 

long, for the Abbot of St. Peter's soon found that he was 
unable to carry on the new house satisfactorily unaided by 
other monasteries. The latter also saw the advantages to 
be gained from sending their younger Monks to study A 
the University and eagerly wished to join the new scheme. 
Arrangements were accordingly made for enlarging the 
uildings, for which purpose the generous Founder gave 

them more land. The whole affair was brought before the 
notice of the Chapter in the year scuts, and 'diffinitors 
were appointed to superintend the new buildings. They 
were the Abb. of Bardeney, Evesham and Winchcombe, 
and the Prior of Worcester. In ire, the Chapter met 

again at Salisbury, where several documents concerning 
the College were discuss.. 

The fi rst was that of John, Abbot of Gloucester. This 
simply rela., how Sir J. Gifford had generously given 

the house and land in Stockwell street, and how a curtain 
number of the Gloucester Community had been sent there 

3e, 
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but afterwards recalled; then a request was made that the 
Chapter would consent to the transference of Freer Hen-
ri. de Helm from Gloucester to Oxford, so the: free from 
Al Abjection to the Abbot of Gloucester, he might, un-
hampered, establish and rule the Oxford community. 

The second document was a license which King Edward 
had given to J. Gifford to alienate in Mortmain certain 
lands "in favour of the Prior and Convent of the Order of 
St. Benedict at Oxford." 

The third document was John Giffard's charter whire 
handed over the property in Stockwell Street to the Prior 
a. Convent of St. Benedict at Oxford. 

The Furth was another document of the Abbot of Glou-
cester in which ii was stated, that he and his ccessor 
renounced the right of appointing the Prior of thsue College,s
and as it had been hinted at that St. Peter's intended to 
maintain other rights over the College, these also were 
formally renounced: ou.irca volenres 'Ando°. fall-
acies certis assertion.. extireare, palam Lenore profitemur 
quod nos in tenementis prefatis seu elks. in eistlern teals 

pertinentis quitascumque nihil omnino nostro vel 
nostri Monasterii nomine sine jure exigimus out aliqualiter
vendicamus extra id quod ex serie feoffarnenti mmorati, 
nobilis rationdicta Ammunitatis, noble noscitur fresse 
permissum." 

A declaration of Frater Henricus de Helm was the last 
document read. It rereained some regulations to be 
observed by the students s references were made to Gifford 
the Founder, and to the Bishop of Lincoln as. diocesan; 
also it clearly stared that henceforth the College would be 
immediately subject to the Chapter, and that all the monks
of the Province of Careereury, sent by Superiors to the 
said house for the sake of study, would be admitted with-
out diffirelty. It 111(1.r declared that the students them-
selves should henceforth have the right to elect their own 
Prior. There were present at this chapter about thirty 
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abbots, and without exception they all approved of what 
had been proposed and decided and recorded in the above 
documents they promised to contribute to the erection of 
the new buildings and to strictly observe all regulations 
made by the Chapter for the successful management of the 
new house of studies. 

The wishes of the Chapter do not seem to have been 
immediately carried out, owing to. as it would appear, 
certain changes in We character of the endowments. The 
following passage is from the "History of Worcester 
College," by C. H. Daniel and W.R. Barker the 
last years of his U. Gifford's) life he fell into the hands of 
the Abbot of Malmesboo. The Abbot persuaded him to 
annul the deed by whichhe had already conveyed away 
We College. This could easily be done, as the grant was 
to a corporation which did not exist and a gra. of 
the ground on which the College stood was made in almost 
identical words with *rose of the earlier deed, the only 
difference being that the name of We Abbot of Malmesbury 
was inserted as grantee. The copy of this deed, ohich is 
at present in the Balleian is written in a handwriting of 
about mfts. But the claim of Malmesbury was set up at
much earlier date, and even if the deed itself were a forgery, 
it would still substantially represent We position which the 
Abbot of Malmesbury maintained with o great measure of 
success. The effect was to annul all the provisions of the 
Chapter. Gloucoter College could no longer be an inde-
pendent Priory, as Malmesbury had become the freeholder 
of the site, and the dual ownership was one of the causes 
that impaired the harmony of the College for many years 
to come. Malmeshory claimed that the whole of the land 
on which the College stood belonged to them. In legal 
processes they referred to it as the Priory of the Abbey of 
laralmesbury. There are deeds in existence which relate 
O buildings both on the north and south of the College, M 
which the Abbey granted licenses to build, and convey-
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mares of land. The fish-ponds, gardens and meadows, 
which were to have been the common property of the 
students, became the especial preserve of the students of 
he Abbey; and lastly, the Abbot even claimed the right 

as against all other parties of appointing their own Prior 
Staliwas. Of course, the rest of the College indignantly 
repudiated the claim, and it is easy to see what constant 
conflict moat have arisen from the division of authority. 
But, at any rate in the fifteenth century Malmesbury 
appears to have been able to enforce its rights, and several 
of the Benedictine houses were reduced to the necessity 
of recognizing its position by suing for lice to build." 

John Gifford spent the last years of his ses life at Holmes-
bury he died Were in 1, and was buried in the Abbey. 
Dom Gabriel Gifford the generous benefactor to Dieu-
loord, a monk of St. Lawrence's familia, was descended 
ed in the direct line from John Giffard's brother : "Ex 
(rat ° vero fundatoris des audit recta linea, qui nunc est 
ejusdem familim non ultimo gloria, Illustrissimus ac 
Reverendission Dominus, Gabriel Gifford, de S. Maria, 
Archiepiscopus et Dux Rhemensis insigni Christlanissimi 
Regis Galliarum beneficio, et magnanima Gallorum 
principum eloarooarobto, confirmatus."• 

The College was not thoroughly establish. for several 
years after its actual foundation. At first it only admitted 
monks belonging to the Canterbury Province, a. it was 
uot until the year eddy that it was open to studentsfrom the 
Province of WO. In lax, the Bull of Pope Benedict 
MI unit. the two Provinces and after that date they met 
Ogether in one genera/ Chapter. The promulgation of the 
Bull doubtless gave great impetus to the scheme already 
begun, for it commanded all monasteies to send their 
Younger monks to the Universities. lodge,gnd the only 
choice was between Oxford and Cambrid  and out of the 
total number of sixty-five Abbeys and Priories thirty-eight 
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can be .onected with Gloucester College. Wood's list is 

incomplete, but there is a fuller one given in the History 

above mentioned t--Malmesbury, St. Alban'', Gloucester, 

Abingdon, Pershore, Winfficombe, Norwich, St Augus-

tine's Canterbury, Christchurch Canterbury, Hyde, Tew-

kesbury, Ramsey, Westminster, Worcester and St. 

Ertmundesbury. These all had came. at the College. 

The following had not; so that their students must have 

been lodged in the buildings belonging to the above:— 
Evesham, Tavistock, Burton, NEhitby, Chertesey, Coventry, 

Abbotesbury, Michel/ley, Peterbro', Chester, Glastonbury, 

Rochester, Reading, Battle, St. Mary's Winchester, 

Athelney, Paventry, Bardney, Middleton, Shrewsbury, 

Colchester, Sherburne and Eynsham. The two Priories 

of St. Nett and Stoke refused to have any connection with 

the College, on the ground that they were subject to the 

Abbey of Bee and not to the English Chapter. 

The several mon.teries had quite distinct camera for 

their own students, and as TV,. says  they were known 

from each Often like so many colonies and tribes, by Arms 

and Rebuses that are depicted and cut in stone over each 

door way." Of the buildings on the northside of the Quad-

rangle Wood only tells us that they were for the Monks of 

Abingdon, St Alban's and St Pete, Gloucester and art, 

in his time only a few traces of them were visible. How-

ever, from other sources we find that, in tern, " the Abbot 

of Mairnesbury conveys to the Prior of Norwich a house or 

• camera, lower as well as upper, with two studies annexed 

thereto, bounded on the east by the camera of the Abbot 

Of Gloucester; on the west by the northern end of the 
camera of the Abbot of St. Al..." .  The Westminster 
Monks also had a dwelling on this side which originally 
had belonged to the Monks of Christchurch Canterbury, 

but as the Christchurch students had been removed to 
Canterbury College, Were was no longer any slyed for the 
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camera at Gloucester College, and so about the year rffis 
we find them granting it to their brethren of Westminster. 
Thus, from xffil to 102, we conclude that the camera. on 
thenorth side were in the following order:—Abingdon the 
most easterly, then Westminster, Gloucester, Norwich and 
St Alban's. 

On the south side no fewer than five distinct cam.s can 
be traced; they are still to be seen with their original 
doorways and separate roofs. Over the doorway of the 
most svesterly one is engraved a shield with a mitre on
a Combe and a Tun having the letter W over it. Wood 
suggests that this might partly serve for a Rebus for 
Winchcombe, but.others, as Mr. T. W. Jackson, think that 
it represents Walter Compton who was Abbot of Pershore 
about /sot, and that this building therefore was used by 
the Monks of Pershore. The chambers next to these and 
east of them were for the Monks of Westminster, antl the 
next above these were partly for Ramsey and Winch.mbe. 
From the arms over the d.r of the next camerm it is 
thought that they were either for Norwich or for St 
Augustine's Canterbury; but as Norwich had a building 
on the north side in Iffic they in all probability did not 
occupy this portion till after that date. There were also 
other buildings on the west side, but of these nothing 
certain can be stated. The chapel, library, refectory and 
vestErium were  probably on the east side of the quadrangle. 
The early part of the 15th century stems to have been the 
great building period at the College, for twice within the 
space of three years the monks of the College were sum-

trened before the Mayor of Oxford for the hindrance of 
affic on the highway. 
I. WE Year toot, the first General Chapter of the Order 

was held at Northampton, the first occasion on which the 
tots Provinces, north and south, united together to form one 
Chapter. In all succeeding Chapter, of which any account
has been given in the Apostolatus some mention of the 
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Oxford Caller is nearly always made. At the second 

General Chapter, in mso, the Prior of Rochester, the Abbot 

of Ming., and the Prior of Norwich were respectively 

ordered to send Dom John de Whit.eld, Dom Thomas de 

Mersha.m, and Dom Alexander de Ikkelinge, to study 
Theology at Oxford also, for the study of Canon Law, the 

Prior of Norwich had to send Dom John de Whiteley, and 

the Abbot of Reeding Dom William de Stiverington. 

In the Chapter of 'red, complaints were made that many 

of the Abbots had neglected to send their students to the 

College; the chief offenders were the Abbots of Battle, 
Bumon, Reading, Winrecombe, Tavistock, Abbotereury 
and Whitby. A Theological Chair was established, with 

salary of£ ro per annum, and Magister Thomas de Cal-
ton, the Prior of Shrewsbury, was appointed to fill it. The 
regulation that a Benedictine should study Theology only 
under a D,or of the Order was a very strict om. 
That the fi rst Doctor of. the Order was William de 
Brok, a. Gloucester Monk, is not agreed to by Wood, 
who speaks of an reporting that "Alan de 
Tewksbury of the same (Order, who died An. ism, took 
his Doctors Degree in this University, which if it were so 
might prove an hundred years and above the said Brok's 
Proceeding." Woods account of Brok's Inception is in-
teresting. He says" there were present the Abbot, Monks, 
Prior, Obedientiaries and Claustral Clerks of St. Peter's in 
Gloucester, as also an hundred Noblemen a. Esquires 
that came with them all horsed, besides whom were pre-
sent the Abbots of Westminster, Reading, Abingdon, 
Evesham and Malmesbury and other Priors and Monks, 
as also most of the Bishops of Canterbury Province of the 
same Order who all, as well those that were absent 
as present, sending in their several gifts to the Inceptor, 
to entertain that great retinue, did consummate Me solem-
nity with great credit and repute, both for the renown of 
this College and their own order, growing at that time in 
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great estimation... When the time came for the next 
doctor, Laurence de Honsom, to take his degree, de Brok 
came from Glouces, on purpose to preside at his Incep-
tion. To avoid having no Doctor of the Order at Oxford 
the Chapter ordered "ut coverer quod qui ultimo Oxonias 

cooper t, regitimo impedimento cessante, quousque 
inceeperit, suns lectiones continuare teneatuMit 

Resuming again the account of the Chapter of fret, we 
find that when anyone took his degree in Divinity, be was 
to be allowed Z20 for the payment of his fees and other 
expenses, but if more than one graduated in the same year 
ree ,6so had to be distributed in proportion to the number 
if the degree taken was in Canon Law only twenty Ma, 
were to be allowed. The Prior had to punish all who 
absented themselves from Divine Office on Feast Days; 
old men had not to be sent to study Philosophy, and, as 
there seems to have been some difficulty in procuring 
accomodation for student, it was ordered that the subjects 
of those monasteries who had built lodgings at the College 
had to be received before those whose monasteries had not 
done so. 

In the Chapter of ma, we again find that a number of 
Abbots had failed in their duty towards the College. The 
Abbot Of Chester had not sent any students for twelve 
years; the Abbot of Abbotereum none for seven years and 
the Abbot of Michelney none for six years; the Abbot of 
Hyde had not sent his students any money for two years, 
whilst the Abbot of Arelmesbury was spoken of as a con-
stant offender deserving of the severest censure. Fines 
were imposed upon them, but mercy prevailed over justice, 
and the paragraph concludes " ad quorum 

i
n 

clamorem diedDomini presidentes solita paternali moti 
pietate ingulorummulctasprmlatorum hac vice de illorum 
celeri emendation° spens indreiam gratiosim retinentes, 
integre relexabanre.: 

trevare swig Exam. 
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When the Chapter met on the second day, the Priors of 

Students of both Oxford and Cambridge were summoned, 

and an apology is made .r the fact that the Prior of 

Cambridge was heard before the Prior of Oxford, thus 
showing that the latter had the precedence. Dom Thomas 

Ledbury • seems to have been the Prior of the College at 

this time, .r in the list of iffinitors' his name is men-

tioned followed by the ryle • Prior Studentium Oxon.' Ile 

asked the Chapter to give public thanks to all the Prelates 

who had so generously contributed to the new chapel at 

Oxford, and then went on to speak of the difficulties he had 

had to encounter in looking after this work, for it had 

occupied almost We whole of his time and energy to the 

detrimentof hissWolastic duties. He, therefore, petitioned 

the Presidents to relieve him of this work and thus enable 

him to give more attention to the studies of the students 

("rev re quest in Estero sWolastici laboris continuum 

per sudorem "). The result was the appointment of another 
to superintend the completion of the Chapel. 

In tun, Dom Edward Kirton, the Prior of the College, 

was the bearer of a letter from the University to We Cha
ter. At the time, the University ...Erected with great 

poverty, and this letter was sent to ask the Benedictines 
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for assistance in the erection of new Theological schools. 

The letter appealed to the well known charity of the 
English Plonks, to their zeal for God's glory, and to 
their desire for the progress of Theological studies. The 
letter then continues "Quo circa vestrm Congregatio. 
nis cm. venerando, devote preeurn in lihamina effundimus 
pia men. onanimiter supplicant., qua sus ad tam lac 
tam otitis 
m

tams,. necessarii operis increment., vestrm 
atissim. liberalitatis maims munifirys extendere digne-

i gratin indubie cognosceryes, quad moues ordinis 
mufti graduati, singulique scholares, quoad act. quos-
commie, in scholis repute scholiast. exercendos subdueto 
quovis obstuuk repulsivo, libera facultate gaudebury." • 
It concludes by expressing a hope that Dom Ed. Girton 
would take the degree of Doctor of Theology as a suitable 
climax to his wonderful career at Oxford. The letter 
enters into no detail.. commissions Dom Ed. Wilton and 
the Theology Professors Dom John Cross and Dom Will 
Ebchester to make all necessary explanationtt After 
the reading of the letter, the Chapter were petitioned by 
Prior Girton to publicly acknowledge We great generosity 
of the Abbot of St Alban's, John Wethamstede, to the 
College, and he also asked for a grant of money with 
which to complete the Chapel. Edmund de Girton was 
afterwards Abbot of Westminster, and died in 0446, after 
governing his Abbey for twenty-two years. 

From the aryounts still extant of these Chapters and 
from other sou...ere is much interesting information 
to be obtained which helps to give us a picture of the life 
led by the students of the College. The Choosing of the 

students ftorn the different monasteries was made accord-
ing to the rule, drawn up by Pope Benedict XII. He 
ordered one out of every twenty to be sent to the 'studious 
generale:a. monasteries that had more thaneight but less 
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than twenty members had also to send one student. As 
this rule was frequently evaded, visitors were appoiMed to 
decide how many students each house could afford to send. 
The actual choosing of the students was made by four 
electors in each monastery appointed by the superior. 
Many of the superiors seem to have been as reluctant to 
send students as the latter were eager to be sent. It has 
already been seen what a number of Prelates were com-
plain. of in the Chapter of 14., and we find the same 
complaints made in subsequent Chapters. Even when the 
superiors had allowed students to go, they often recalled 
them ("in toe. ordinis vmecundiam generalem") before 
taking their degrees, in order to avoid the necessary 
expenses. To put a stop to this, the Chapter provided a 

on fund which was to supply the £sr, for those who 
took the degree of P.D., and the twenty marks for those 
who took their degree in Canon Law. It was the Abbot 
of Abingdon's duty to collect this money, which had to be 
kept in a chest in the College. The chest had three keys; 
one for the Prior, another for the Abbot of Abingdon, and 
the third for the student with whom the chest was kept.* 

That the students themselves were eager to get to Oxford 
appears from the account of the Chapter of la. for the 
passage quoted below clearly points to a pee.e, then in 
vogue, of individuals getting influential laymen to obtain 
their transmission to the University :—" Item curn absur-
dum videatur in Monacho contra vel peat.. sui Pralati 
voluntatom magnet= preces vet littera° mean., ut 
accedere valeant ad studia out inibi commorari, 
sou grad. aligees in audio Menge., yel ad apicom 
ascendere Magistrates: hint district° prmsentibus prohib-
emus, ne quis nostra) Religionis bronaohns contra vel 
prmter sui Prmlati voluntatem smcularium quo toque 
precs vet litteras procuret aut procurare (eclat, ut ad 
stadium transmittatur aut in studio detineatur sive ad 
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gradus quoscumque studii promoveatur, suo Peelato 
nesciente et hoc nolente. Sec., agentes ad stadium
mittendi redduntur inhabiles et in studio eximentes de 
studio sum revocandi."• 

From almost the very beginning the students had the 
privilege of elec., their own Prior. The elections seem 
to have been the cause of much strife and canvassing, which 
the superiors of the Order had to repress with a firm hand. 
• De Priore vero studentimn its ...turn est, rood cum 
propter prsefectMnem Prioris studen Num Okonis lites 
maxime retrontis temporibus et nuperrirne ace
uncle gravissima oriuntur scandals . . . . prohibenius 
ne quisguarn nosese Religions studentimn Oxonfis verb° 
vel Needs per seipsos vel per alio° ...unique Ramis 
temporibus pro peefectione dMti Prioris elaboret Procure,
ye, in rat quovis modo  Et si gals halt 
ordinationi parere noluerit . . decent.). eum 
inhabilem ad tale efficiurn et, si prope gradurn sit,  decern-
ims inhabilern guerncumque gra.. scholastics., 
&cu.'• • The students were forbidden all in  with 
seculars, and none were to pass the night out of College 
or frequent inns and taerns. They were forbidden to 
appeal to the Chancellor or secular judges, but had to 
refer all disputes to the Prior and seniors of the College. 
All had to be present at the Divine OM. on Sundays and 
Festivals. 

They were to wear the academical dress, a description 
of which is contained in the following passage ;—" Item
good Licentiati ad incipiendum tarn in Theologia quern in 
jure Canonico in suis grodibm suscipiendis capotia cap 
parum scholasticarum cum buggio furrata habeant sive cum 
syndone nigro ling, et consimiliter bachalaureos ad 
lecturam sententiarum et bachalaureos ad kcturam de-
cre.lium admimos caputiis cum buggio furratis uti de 
cacteris ordinamus."• 
• Am.., ear,o,a° ,  ,36.• Seri, rxm. x35. 
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With regard to studies, they had two courses open to 

them—Canon Law or Theology; a fsw took the degree of 
Master of Arts before e.ering on either of the abovecourses, 

for at the time, this was the general custom at Oxford but 

in the University exempted the Regular Orders 
from taking the Arts course. The Canon Law was the 

easier course; it entaiied the study of Civil Law for three 

years, the attendance atlectures On Me Decretum of Gratian 
for boo years and on the Decretals of Gregory IX. and 
BOIliate VIII. for three more. Thus in eight years time 

e student could become a Bachelor of Canon Law, w 
M 

as 
allowed to lecture, and very shortly to proceed to his 

Doctor's degree. The Theological course was much more 

tedious. It commenced wiM the study of the Bible but 
before the student began this he Ivas required by his 
monastery to spend six years in the study of Theology; he 

then spent his first three years at Word in studying the 

Bible, the fourth and fifth years in opposing at the dispu-

tations in the schools, and w. then allowed to ' respond • 

and to' determine.' Shortly after this he was allow. to 

take his degree of Bachelor of Theology, and as such had 

to lecture on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, andsecondly 

on Me Bible. Finally, he pre hod a Latin sermon in St. 
Mary's and was then allowed to become a Doctor of 

Theology. 
Over and above the ordinary work of the schools, there 

w. a regular system of teaching inside the College, the 

regulating of which was in the hands of the General Chap-

ter. Thus we find that the study of Logic and Philosophy 

were sted' upon as a preparation for Theology; all 

had to preach at least four times a year in Latin as wells 
ion in English; and disputat s had to be held at least twice 

a eek. 
The first Prior of the College was Henry de Helin. I 

have hand no mention of him beyond the fact that he was 

a Monk of St. Peter's, Gloucester. 
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Sometime before the year [4so John Wetbantstede was 
Prior. It is generally agreed that he was a Monk  of St. 
A/ban's, though there are some who think he first belonged 
to St. Peter's, Gloucester. Elected Abbot of St. Alban 's 
alm.t as soon as he left Oxford in [42o, he continued in 
office ..M , when he resigned, only to again resume 
the dignity itn [462. Whilst Abbot he proved himself a 
generous benefactor

[440
 to the College. It was chiefly owing 

to his generosity that the Chapel was built, about 142o, 
and he placed in it a number of stained glasswindows. 
In these windows, beneath the representation of the 
Crucifix, he caused the following couplet to be written: 

Mors medicino nods, via vitae, pax populates 
Sis apes prompts precis, Let curse, Laus Monachatus." 

Renee.. Our Blessed La.dy 

" Matris mesticia, moos prolix, vulnera quina 
Sint mea Letitia, fati pinion. ruina." 

And beneath St. John the Baptist:

"Virginia imbutor, fidei Mrtissime tutor 
Nominisut reputor Root omnis ero secutor." 

Other gifts of his were a sacristy, and a library which 
hesupplied with many volumes, amongst which were copies 
of his own writings. To prevent the abuse of the latter by 
plagiaries he inserted the following verses in each book:—

" Fratribus Oftoni. data r in mun. fiber iste 
Per patrem pecorum protomartyris Angligenarum 
Quern si quit rapist raptim, titulumve retract. 
Vel Pula laqueum vet MR. sentiat. AM.." 

. other books he inserted the following :—
.[Disciorout docti fieret nova regia plebi 
• 
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Culea m.isq Dem datur Mc fiber era Minerva 
Hit qui Dila diclis Uhl. holocausts Ministris 
Et alma bibulam sitiunt pr. nectars Limpham 

Es. t lihriq ; loci, idem dator. actor et Gus,' • 

For his great generosity to the College he was pro-
nounced to be a second founder at the General Chapter of 

GM. 
There are extant five letters of his which relate to Glou-

cester College One is addreGed foam scholars hs 
exhorting them to be more peaceable a. obedient. Such 
advice was occasionally necessary for in the • Munimenta 
Acadetnica"f under Elie heading iDGEGbance of the peace 
by armed men ' there is the following 

",Johannes Pede  et Johannes Matthew 
Wilhelmus Ellesmere, Scholar. de Collegio Glowcestrim, 
et Johannes Haws con.. (Grunt de perturbations pacis 
et specialiter quod arms portantes notigaverunt in vigilia 
Nativitatis S. Johannes Bap.ta per totam parochiam S. 
Aegidii et Beat. Maria Magdalen., ac etiam verbera-
Grunt quemda.m Johannem Lew, laborarium, et surri-
intermit cuidam falro Beats Mari. Magdelena, una 
glenam quam secum circumferebat, propter quad carcerim- 
bus mancipati sunt." 

This happened in mss during the period la.ween 
Wethamstede's first and second Abbacy. Another letter 
is addressed to IriomG the Prior, and suggests it is high 
time the Chapel was finished, and again refers to distur-
ban whi. were getting the College a bad reputation. 
A third letter is "to the Prior of Students" and chiefly 
relates to the chapel. It rather unkindly suggests that the 
only respect in which that edifice resembles the Temple of 
Solomon, is that it has taken forty years building. The 
mention of Solomon suggests David, who was not thought 
worthy to build the Temple then the writer suggests the 
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.riptural method in which p.ple will revile the Prior 
oy..the unfinished work, and expresses a hope, that the 
building will not prove an ' idea Platonis.'• 

Abb. Wethamstede was the author of a goodly number 
of books most of which he dedicated to his friend Duke 
Humphrey of Gloucester. The titles of some of them are:—
(3) Commentaries on several texts of Holy Writ, (z)Life of 
St. Alba, (3) Life of St. Amphibalus, (4) Of the situation 
of the Holy La., (3) Ordinations of his Abbey, (6)On the 
defence of the Church, etc. He died in .6, 

Although he did muchfor the Oxford College, yet it is 
thought by some that too much has been attributed to him, 
for there were three other Abbots of St. Alban's previous 
to him who had been generous friends to the College. 
Thomas de la Mare, Abbot from (3. to .0, gave the 
College its first code of rules; he 

$
ent thither from St. 

Alban's more than the required number of students, gave 
(fiao .r the repair of the house, and L.., the support of 
his College. John de la Moots, Abbot from It.to la o1, 
was the first to build a stone house at the College. Up to 
his time the St. Albans' students had dwelt in a wooden 
building, which was not only in a ruinous .ndition but 
was also unpleasantly near to the kitchen. Ile therefore 
obtained a new site from the Abbot of Malmesbury, and 
therebegan to build a newstone house. William Heyworth, 
Abbot from Ia. to ma r, is said to have made "the house 
of St. Alban's finer than any other house in Glouc.ter 
College,. and during his Abbacy he spent more than (6163 
on the Oxford College. 

The successor of Wethamstede . Prior was probably 
John Amundisbam. He was " a monk of St. Alban's, an 
able scholar in all respects but particularly noted for his 
elegance in the Latin Tong., which gained him many 
friends and immortal glory by writing the actions of 
others. Among the rest he writ the Life and Praises of 

9 
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Abbot John Wethatusted, whom he had entirely loved 
whilst living, and rescued his reputation from the ill 
tongues of slanderers. This learn= man, writings were 
long preserved M the monastery of Ramsey till at the 
subversion of monasteries these and an immense quantity 
of others were either committed to Me flames, or otherwise 
wilfully destroyed to the irreparable detriment of good 
literature. The titles of his works are (el The Acts of the 
Abbot John Withamsted, (2) His Buckler, (a) Epistles, (5 ) 
Poems of several sorts."• 

Another Prior during the fifteenth century was Richard 
Rynstede. In Wood's "Faso" his name M mentioned 
under the date Ipso as a D.D. and Prmchancellor of that 
year. He was the author of "Commentaria super 29 
caps= Parabolas= Salomonis." These were no more 
than ordinary lectures which he delivered in the schools at 
Oxford, and the MS., I believe, is now in the Bodleian 
Library. 

Two other Priors of the College were Dr. Stanywell, 
afterwards Abbot of Pershore, who was remarkable tee his 
learning and strictness MUM. He was finally a suffragan 
Bishop under the title Episcopus Poletensis, and dying in 
is= was buried in Ms nsdive village of Longton. And 
Antony Dunstan alias Kitchin, a 'Westminster Monk who 
after leaving Oxford became Abbot of Eynsham. He has 
been spoken of as, "the Vicar of Bray of the sixteenth 
century," for he was the only Bishop (he became Bishop 
of Li=daff ceps) who keep his bishopric 
throughout Me many changes that the English Church 
experienced. 

When the monasteries which supported it ceased to 
exist, Gloucester College soon became deserted. A few, as 
Wood tells us, lingered on, but is Irak its dissolution 
commenced. Its lands and buildings were soon parcelled 
off to different people, but only fore time, for these grants 
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were soon withdrawn and the College was banded over to 
the Bishop of Oxford. 

"De erections Episcopates Oxoniensis.)) 
" Volentes commoditati dicti nu= Episcopi et Success-

es= morum Word). provideri, Sciatic heed nos. • . 
dedimus et concessimus. . . Roberto nunc 
Csonim Episcopo tot= illud Col/egium, Mansionem, sive 
Domum nostram vocatam Gloucestre College. . . . de 
ccetero alshincsint et esse censeantur et appellentur Mansio, 
Habitaculum seu Palatium dicti nu= Episcopi Oxoniensis 
et successor= snort= Episcoporum Oxonian. a.d. Issa.")) 

Abbot Feckenham is the last Benedictine mentioned in 
the ' and so I suppose is the I= monk of the Eng-
lish Congregation who graduated at Oxford. Though a 
lapse of almost four centuries has severed the Benedictine 
connection with Oxford, it has been again resumed by St. 
Lawrence's Abbey, Ampleforth, which inherits the right to 
be a Monastery of the Ancient English Congregation from 
the royal abbey of Westminster whose last Abbot was John 
Feckenham. 
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al341). 
I SOMETIMES think it were bast to let Me dead rest in their 
graves, and not to vex their ghmt ' with ill judged speech. 
They know so much we do not know. Words too, thus 
written, often jar upon the memory of living friends. 
Beside the grave, if we would hold mmmunion with the 
dead, silence is best, and if with the mourner there we 
would sympathise, well, just the tender pressure of the hand 
and nothing said! An in memoriam . is riot wanted for 
his friends. As one said to me, when Me received a token 
of Father Eager after he was dead, "I need no token, let 
anher have it, I shall not forget" For those who knew 
him not there can be no  but only a cold 
record which leaves Me pulse unstirred. As Wordsworth 
writes 

"Trust 
The lingering gleam of his departed life 
To oral record, and the silent heart; 
Depositaries faithful and more kind 
Than fondest epitaph." 

Yet epitaphs are in fashion, and I will briefly write lest 
there be those who think one who was loved, neglected 

we might think, though foolishly perhaps, if we passed 
by a grave without a head stone or inscription over it. 

Pother Eager was horn at Aughton in Lancashire A.D. 
Sp. His mother I believe was in part Lancashire, but 

his father Dr. Eager was Irish, and love for Ireland and 
the Irish was a worthy heir-loom which descended to his 
son. So far as I know there was only one other child 
The Re, James Eager of Bur-sough near . Southporr. 
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His parents died when he was young but he found a kind 
home, and faithful friends in the family of Mr. Chamberlain 
of Birkdale. I fi rst met Father Eager at Ampleforth 
College where he and his brother wrere educated. He was 
some three years my senior no great difference in afterlife 
but in boyhood sufficient to prevent intimacy. I remember 
him well, however, and we were friendly enough. He was 
a fine, strong active, fellow and that good nature and for-
giving disposition which always made him a favourite in 
after life, made him a popular boy. He had a painful 
stammer, yet strange to say he was an excellent elocutionist 
and powerful actor. This dramatic power remained with 
him always, as those know well who heard him preach. 
He had not mined it to be used with full effect, but both 
voice and gesture were with him innate gifts. I do not 
Mink they were equalled even in our best known preachers. 
He told a story well, and, I may add, often, a trait which 
drew on him the banter of his friends. His power of speech 
was a gift he used well for the good of Religion, whether 
in giving Retreats or in the pulpit, or on the platform. 

He joined the Noviciate A.O. 187 i and returned to 
Ampleforth four years later where he was solemnly pro-
fessed. Shortly afterwards he went to Fort Augustus, 
in the days when it was struggling into mister), and still 
remained united to the English Congregation. There he 
was ordained pr and for a time held the office of 
Prefect of the College.iest, Nexthe found his place as resident 
canon at St. Michael's Cathedral Priory, near Hereford. 
Thence he passed on to the mission, first to Warrington 
and afterwards to St. Pettres, Seel Street, Liverpool, where 
for ten years he worked among the people and by all 
classes made himself genuinely loved. I was there with 
him for four years, and happy enough years they were—But 
I need not dwell on that time. The simplicity of his life 
could be seen by all. He was quite unworldly he spent 
very little on himself, and his friends had difficulty in 
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persuading him to get a new coat, even when his old 
one emphatically provoked them to try. His tastes 
were imple, and he was easily amused. Few men were 
more entirely priestly in their thoughts and words. He 
was always anxiously on the alert to bring some soul to 
the Catholic faith, and boldly, and with God's grace 
successElly, he did bring many into its light who will, I 
know, be everlastingly grateful to him. He spoke directly 
and forcibly of Religion whenever an opportunity offered. 
Indeed his usefulness was very great. I have sometimes 
thought his brethren failed to fully appreciate him. Not 
so those whom he so well helped. Many a sinner. many 

troubled and many an aspiring soul has found consolation 
and strength in his Confessional; and there are holy souls 
who, under his guidance have left the common path to 
tread the loftier one—the v ante et aspera per gum itur ad 
Henna '—in the Religious life. The tears of a grief-stricken 
parish, shocked by the news of his death, in the mid-day 
of life's muss, bear witness at once to his true helpful-

and the love of their own warm and grateful hearts. 
But these things are known better by those who experi-
enced them than by me who looked on. I will hasten on 
that I may linger a little on what I sew of the closing 
details of his life. 

In Ms,, I Mink about Easter time, after the wearying 
labours of Lent, Me fi rst severe attack of pain and loss of 
blood came as a warning of the hidden mischief which 
was to undermine hwlife. Thispassed, and the malignity of 
the evil was not recognised. A second attack occurred, not 
se severe, but the signs of recurrence were more alarming. 
It was thought neceesery for Father Eager to leave Liver-
pool. From Liverpool he went to Mayfield in Sussex to 
be chaplain there to the Nuns. No doubt he was weighed 
down by the burden of his grievous disease long before he 
left, without recognising the cause of his depression, and 
he was happy to go from the worry and responsibility of 
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a Liverpool Mission. At Mayfield he thought be would 
find peace and a quiet time to leek after his own soul. 
Yet, I doubt if the quiet life of the countrysuited, either 
hodyormindRetter Man Mestir and occupation of the town. 
Cerminly there was no improvement. Attacks of hemor-
rhage and acute pain became more frequent. The last five 
or six months were spent in bed, or in a htief Envalescence. 
Hewas, more than once, urged to see a specialist, but he 
seemed satisfied with his present medical advice. Only 
under the aggravated attacks of his disease was he at last 
persuaded to do so. He went to London and consulted 
an eminent specialist. The doctor quickly came to his 
conclusions with regard to the evil at work, and did not 
conceal the seriousness of the case. 

Before, however, giving an accuretc diagnosis—which 
afterwaxds indeed he gave with astonishing correctness—
and final decision, he required the patient to undergo a more 
particEar examination for which it would be necessary to 
administer ether or chloroform. In preparation for Mis he 
was received into a private hospital near Baker Street, 
where he was kindly cared for to the end. 

Father Eager wrote at once to the Prior of AmpleforM 
and begged that I might be allowed to go to London and 
see him through a, operation if, as the doctor consid-
ered likely, there should be one. On Easter Tuesday a 
telegram came asking me to mme at once, I started and 
arrived in London about mid-night. Next morning 
I called at the Hospital, but I could not see my old 
friend. Hewss under the effects of masthetics r not 
that there had been any operation, it was merely the 
previous examination. I called again in the evening. He 
was conscious, but too unwell to to much, or for me to 
stay long. He was anxious but had not heard the result 
of the examination. The next afternoon I came again. 
He had learnt the Doctor's verdict. It was plainly spoken. 
There must be an operation ; a very severe one, and there 
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was a doubt whether even that could be successfully per-
formed. Without the attempt there was no hope. He might 
live one mon., perhaps three, not more. It takes a 
courageous heart to face much a undismayed, 
and we can well forgive the anxious fear.sentence the awakened 
dread, which bee. a sufferer as he lies upon his bed and 
hears it. Indeed it was a distressing hour. The poor fel-
low was much moved; not with love for life, though he was 
in its prime; nor .r regret at leaving it. Only for this; 
"It is a dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the Living 
God." How intensely he realized Mose words, and the 
nearness of their fulfilment. 'Perhaps. a week!' he said. 
It was a marked feature of Father Rager's 
vivid realization of his faith. He had dwelt much on 
death, and St. Liguori's meditations on 'Preparation 
for Death' had been a favourite book of his. It lay 
now on his bed. I fain would have exchanged it .r 
another I think his own spiritual life h. been too muCh 
coloured by the more sombre side of revealed truth. He 
pondered now, as so often before, on the responsibilities of 
the priest's life, and, as he put it, on his ill fulfilment of 
them. Indeed this humility and mistrust of himself was 
touching. I tried to say a word to turn his though. to the 
tender love of our Divine Saviour. 'Ah ! I fear,' he said, 
I am very hard-hearted.' It was e severe and useful 

lesson to stand there with him so near the steps of .e 
great White Throne, and hear him talk. It made one's 
heart throb with a fear for one's own so careless a life, and 
sink low with humiliation, that with allthe mean unworthi-
ness of one's own souk—unseen perhaps by the world—and 
proud condemnation of others, one yet should go so 
regardlessly along his way Hut the details of such hours 
are not for public gaze. 

Next day his spirits were better. From day to day his 
brother, who was a constant a.nd affectionate attendant to 
the end, and a few friends called in, and each day I spent 

L—_ 
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some time with him, until we made him ch. away, as he 
used. do, and tell us or this and that in the old style of his 
Cory-telling. Yet all the time his mind was on the ques-

tion ; 'Shall I have the operation i Is it not better to have 
three months quietly to prepare for death, to set my house 
in order 1' He asked our advice, and always eagerly what 
the doctor thought. But the doctor had told him his fears 
and hopes, and advised the operation. We, too, encouraged 
him. And now I c.hardly regret it. It would have been, 
I think very difficult for him to have faced unperturbed the 
slow approaching step of t. Phantom Death, which can-
not even to the good, divest itself of shroud and coffin 
and the narrow grave. Besides his physical sufferings 
would have been very great in the further progress of the 
disease. God's Providence knows best when arid how to 
.11 us. 

Saturday, April seth, was the day fixed for the operation. 
Thursday and Friday were days of seriousness and prayer. 
Doubtless, too, through the lonely hours, there was a 
sinking of the h.rt; it was b. natural. On Friday 
evening I gave Tim the last Sacraments, for apart from 
the operation, his disease was dangerous to life. It is 
always a privilege to give those beautiful and healing rites, 
yet there cannot but be a tender sadness when you give 
them to a friend. I think Father Eager was much cons-
krt., and I left him, as it seemed to much more at 
peace. Next morning, when I called,news already 
under chloroform. He was thus for two hours while I 
waited in a room below. When the Doctor came down I 
learnt, alas! that all had been in vain. The diseased part 
adhered to the main artery, and it was found impossible 
to touch it. There was a huge cancerous tumour which 
could only end in swift death. How were we to break the 
sad news to our friend when he awoke again to conscious-
ness? We were spared the trial of it. I went into his 
room later in the day. He wan conscious, but very still 
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and pale. Only a few whispered words passed between 

us. Then would not allow mere. It MS easy to put 

off question; i urse ndeed I Mink he shrank from asking. That 

night I we. to Cambridge. It gave him pain and I was 

sorry, but I could not help it. His brother remained. 

Very late on Sunday I called to enquire how hewas. I 

did not see him. On Monday morning I was with him 

again. He was very weak, indeed sinking fast. He was 

quite quiet and did not seem anxious. I gave him some 

messages from friends. They had not forgotten him and 

during his illness he had spoken of Mem with great kind-

ness He could not say much non. That night I slept 

close by, that if death Mould he a visitant I might be there. 

There was but little change however. Only, all rime signs 

we priests know so well became more plain. The cold and 

clammy hand, the sunken features; the strange colour, • 

and that sure presence of collapse which in the whole is 

seen. He did not suffer, he said, not any acute pain only 

the inconvenience of his bandages. I brought him letters 

and put them by his pillow, for be would not have them 

opened. His rosary was round his wrist, and his crucifix by 

his side. I think he had given up the world! A message 

came from Father Corlett from Seel Street, Liverpool—he 

had been for some years on the Mission there with Father 

Eager—asking could he see him if he came. Yes! Father 

Eager would be glad to see him. I wired the reply. Re-

turning later to the sick-room—I found the patient some-

what Manged. There was no sign of returning life, but 

he had grown restless and would talk freely. I think, 

perhaps, drugs had affected him. But his talk was very 

gentle. 'I am dying,' he said, the doctor won't believe it 

but I am dying.' Indeed until that morning the doctor 

had clung to Me hope that he might rally. • And it will 

be the 2nd of May, Marys month!' he added. He, who 

feared death so much in life, now seemed to have lost all 

fear. He had indeed prepared earnestly. I remember with 
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what insistence, days before, he had told me ; 'Rememher 
when I kiss the crucifix, at the end, I mean it for as per-
fect an act of sorrow as I can make, for all my sin.' 
And now peace came him in the hour he needed it. 
He spoke of his burial I said; • Would you wish to be 
buried at Mayfield or at Ampleforri, He answere.d, 
with a smile upon his face,—half questioningly,—.May-
field.' It had been the scene of his last labours, and the 
peaceful, hallowed life of it was Gosh in his memory. 

However there were difficulties in the way, as I afterwards 
found: and I am glad, for now he rests among us here in 
our little Cemetery Po the hill-side. The wreath is wither-
ed which a dear friend sent to lay upon his grave, but the 
sod is green upon it, and, passing by, one pauses there to 
say the' de profundis ' too his soul's repose. 

But to return to the sickbed. I sat by him and talked 
a little, or remained silent, or we said some prayers 
together. About six-o-clerk Father Corlett arrived from 
Liverpool with the sorrowful greetings of Seel Street 
district. Father Eager answered very touchingly; I know 
Me tears sprang to our eyes as we listened, "Thank 
them," he said, " and tell them I beg their pardon Mr all 
my carelessness, and all the scandal I have given by the 
unworthiness of my life during the years I have been 
in their midst." At eight o'clock Father Corlett left for 
Liverpool again. At to p.m. Father Eager's brother 
and I said good night andso left the It was not only 
good night, but a last good bye, room. till in God's mercy we 
may hope to meet again in the land M. lies beyond the 
grave. Neither of us new him again alive. As it drew 
towards mid-night he grew restless and talked quickly, 
rambling, and not knowing what he said. Then he fell 
asJeep. Before: a.m. he awoke, but was not conscious the 
nurse thought. The fire of life was burnt out. Ina few 
minute he breathed his last. The matron had promised 
to send for me at once if death were actually at hand. 
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She sent; but he was dead when I entered the room and 

the solemn words of the Ritual; ' Go forth 0 Christian 

soul fell upon deaf ears. I finished the prayers for the dead, 

and passed into We silent street again. It struck a quarter 

past two as I slowly waked to my lodging, thinking of 

the spirit which so suddenly had crossed the narrow con-

fines and passed from the shadowy mysteries of earth into 

the boundless light. 

J. A. Wilson, D.D. 

ataic. of *ode, 
,HE CATHOLIC CREED, OR WHAT DO CATHOLICS 

BELIEVE? by We Very Rev. Father J. Procter, 
S.T.L., Provincial of the Dominicans in England. 
London and Leamington, Art and Book Company, 

Woo. 

Ix the sale of this book is commensurate with its use-
fulness it should be a very large one. We do not know 
of any book of the kind which better deserves success. 
In his introduction the author gives w to understand 
that his object is to explain to those outside the fold 
what it is that Catholics believe, so to prevent miscon-
ception and make mirepresentation impossible. Ther 

i is no doubt the work s admirably fitted for the purpose, 
but we venture to predict its chief use will be among 
Catholics. It may make converts ; it is a book we 
would like to see in the hands of an enquirer into our 
religion; but it is even better suited to instruct Catho-
lics. As a text book Wr advanced stddents in our 
colleges and convents; as a spiritual-reading book for 
intelligent grown-up Catholics ; as a manual for the 
use of the priest W preparing instructions for his people 
Fr. Procter's book is quite the best that has yet been 
written. The style is clear and graceful; there is not a 
.apter which could be called uninteresting, and how-
ever well-worn is the argument it is never commonplace. 
Indeed, we think it should be quickly recognized w the 
standard book in We Catholic Creed. 
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LE MOINE BBB/BUNT.. par Dom Bzwz, O.S.B. Lippe 

(Vienne) Imprimerie Saint-Martin, ,808. 8 f. 5o c. 

1.8 MOWP 131800017IN does not givens what the title 
would teed one to expect, Dom Besse s idea of what a 
Benedictine monk should be. At least there is no evidence 
that such was the author's intention in writing the book. 
There is no attempt made to direct the you, monk in his 
way of lift—no offer of counsel, or warning of difficulty 
or danger; and it would hardly be true to say that the 
author presents to the reader Ms ideal of a Benediain, 
Indirectly he does so since it is quit e evident that Dom 
Besse believes, with justice perhaps, that the perfect Bene-
dictine is the monk of Solesmes. After a very Wort and 
excellent sketch of Benedictine history, We volume is a 
glorified picture of the life of a monk of the Fren. Con-
gregation, revived by Dom *Manger. It is interesting 
reading ; the author full of gent, enthusiasm, wd is 
oftentimes happy inhis poetical paraphrases. But, for 
the very reason that it is all so practical and perfect—there 
is no hint of anything in shape of trouble or anxiety or 
wearMess or weakness, or any suggestion of imperfection
as a possibility in We life. Solesmes—that this otherwise 
charming book is a little bit unconvincing. The volume is 
eivdeMly intended to tell We Frena public what the French 
Benedictine is' like. It goes through every detai, and 
everything is presented in themost attrwtive form the 
author can devise. As an example whi. will show the 
author's style, here is his description of the attitude of the 
soul of the monk during office /—

ft Elle contemple, docent les Marines, le mystrye de son 
Incarnation et de sa naissance d Bethftem, et elle se dis-
pose d le renewi au milieu de la nuit, qua. viendra 
juger les vivants et les moils. Landes lui permettent 
d'honorer sa Resurrection et d'acclamer le vainqueur de 
Satan et du OWE. Prime 1invi, Z se transporter dans la 
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ison de Nazareth et It considerer dans quelles dispositions 
Jeaws, Marie, joseph, connnenrnient le travail de la jou, 
We. Tierce met sous ses yew, le cenacle et la scene
grandiose dont it Out le [Matte au jot, de la Pewee., it 
voit l'Esprit-Saint se mposer, sow la forme d'une langue 
de feu, sur Notre-Dame et ses apatres it le *WM et lui 
detnande de continuer au sein de Itglise son action sanc-
tificatrice. Sm. est consacrne au souvenir du crucifiement 
et de l'Ascension, Landis que None represente la mom du 
Sauveur sur Parbre de la eno, et consequences pour 
l'honneur de 1' adorable Trinitft le sases lut des hommes et /a 
honte de Satan. Pendant Vepres, le Bfinedictin conternple 
le espectacle qu Mffre le calvaire, aprns la descent de croix. 
Mari, qui jusque, s'etait to nue debout comma un 
metre devant la victime, s'est ise ; elle tient sur ses 
genouz son Main Fils ; sa douleuwsr est grande, en le voya. 
ainsi Mend, eons vi, et convert de blewures, &c.Sic." 

We hope Dom Besse's volume will make, or has already 
made, We impression on We French public it was intended 
to produce. It is possible that something M the shape of 
an advertisement, or company-prospectus was necessary or 
advisable to attract attention to the Benedictines in France. 
We may think, perhaps, Wet it is a pity it should have 
been so. But we must confess that Dorn Besse has per-
formed his task with good mate and a certain amount of 
selkrestraint, and, furthermore, the book is well-printed—
reflecting great credit on the Liguge press—and has some 
illustrations which add considerably to the interest of the 
work 
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April 36 and 19. The usual Easter holidays. The weather was 
very wet and prevented almost all outdoor sport. In .e voting 

for the new captain Mr. A.]. Dawson was elected and he appointed 

the following government. 

Secretary - - - W. M. Dowling 

- - - iVA= 
Clothesman - - A. J. Gately 

W. L. 
 B. 

= 

C' smen FUern 
S. Punch 

Col legeroeo - - ( D. McCormack 

inners of the Upper Library W.•Lambert 

1 c. ae blorYZU 
igil.. of Upper Grammar Room P. Lambert 

Librarian of the UpperGrammarltoom T.Heslop 

Vigils. of the Low., „ 

Apo( 3 X. The weather was so fine that Fr. Prior very kindly 
gave us recreation. In the morning we had Fur,' ...sting game 
of rounders. In the afternoon the fimt set played racquet, and 
Cricket in the bounds. The cricket field wao not fit to play on after 

the rain. Fr. Mourns Lucas left us for Warrington. 
April vg. Back to study again after our Easter holidays. 

scure. To-day the 49109I and band played dm rut of the 
t rounders. After an exciting game, the choir and band 

were victorious. 
April' ay. Cricket, which usually begins t0-day, had to be post-

pond owing to the unfit state of the ground. Poetry and 
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Humanities however, had a good gum of rounders, which the 
Poem won. H. Poldivg hit in fine 8,44. 

Ajr1114. The cricket rum.tee was chosen, nod consisted of 
Ad. Dawson. A. J. Gateley, W. M. Dowling and Cyril J. Martin. 

The set cap.ina were:_ 

AiNgr: 
and eet - - - r.kw;:1 
3 set - NH. zg: 

- - 
M. Neville 
F. Hesketh 

9th set . _ L. Dees 
P. Allaoson 

AprF an. We began cricket to clay. Fr. Bede Folding paid us 
a visit. 

Ap',7 z8. Fr. Philip Wills.n left vs 111 St. Peter's Seel Street, 
Liverpool, 

Au* 26. The Co. Match. The XI, won by an innings and 
49 1105. Score: 

COLTS994/149. 

94014 
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myst —m; 

April yo. Fr. Aelred Clarke came to sta., a few days with us, 

May 2. The Prefect's feast. The morning was rather wet, and 
games had to be postponed until the afternoon. Everything 
possible was done by Fr. Anse. to make the day thoroughly 
eojdyable. the afternoon the Religious played the XI. The 
boys won by two wickets, although ' the powers that be' led in the 
fi rst innings. J. Pike's hitting was very brilliant. 
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Nay a. Solemn Requiem was sung by Fr. Prior assisted 
Sub-Prior and Fr. Austin for the repose of the soul of Fr. Alex. 
Eager, Me Burial Service followed. Fr. James Eager, Fr. Amt. 
Wray, Fr. Placid Corlett, and Fr. Aelred Clarke were present at 
Me ceremo, 

Any y. As a result of the dreadful weather several of us were 
laid low with severe colds. Fr. Austin Wray returned to Aber. 
gave,. 

Any by. This morning Fr. Prior announced Me news of the 
relief of Alafeking and very kindly granted us a holiday. The day 
was devotee to ricket. 

May 24. The Xl went to Harrogate to play Harrogate School 
and were ben. by a narrow margin of seven runs, Score

^-,..*. .LL•ep. 

,row 
p^Rgo- COL-, 

..• 
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Potri 

Jane Cricket mach egeivt Eirby-Mnnmide. T""*"`' 

AMPLEP011in COLL800. 
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pm. —Conn. Dnr. The weather was delightful, and the 
outing was much enjoyed by an. 

The second XI. travelled to York to play St. Peter's School send 
eleven. J. Rochford and R. Dowling batted well for w and z13 
respectively. McCormack, bowling was very effective. Score:—

t55 
Yrine 6. ND. Lambert, who had been staying with us for some 

days, left. During his Msit he had very kindly entertained us with 
a display of ireworks. We take this opportunity of offering him 
our hearty thanks. 

yrusr m. Corpus Christi. Fp Prior, wsisted by Fr. Sub-Prior 
and Br. Elphege Hind, sang High Maas. The eleven played All-
Comers and won by az rune. 

Yune ao. Fr. Feast. At dinner Mr. Justin McCann, M 
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a few weldchosen words. wished Fr. Prior a happy feast, in the 
name of Me boys. Fr. Sub-Prior replied, as Fr. Prior was away, 
and after thanking Mr. McCann and the boys for their wishes, 
proposed Fr. Pries health. The boys respond. heartily. The 
afternoon was devoted to cricket. The Eleven went to Ripon to 
play the Grammar School. Thanks to the 

did 
deadly bowling of W. 

St. G. Foote and D.H. Barn and the splen  fielding of Oe whole 
Mans especially W. M. O. B. Dowling and R. J. Dawson; our 
opponents were all out for Me small score of ro. We replied with 
53, and putting them in again dismissed them for rd, thus winning 
by en innings and sr, runs. Score:

t,;t7,Z?, :tr.re=" 
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une St. Peter's School XL came to-day for the annual 
match. The visitors won by 8 runs on the first inninga Scorer—

IS Crorrh 

tr7i, 

Tout Ts 

Match with Mr. Swetbreck's XI. The visitors won by 
3a Tans. 

Scorer—

X,' 
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Total -33 

Jury , The eleven went to Scarborough to play Oliver's 
Mount. We won by vo runs on the first inning. Score :— 

rwot7,0::e 
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4Z1',7=f,7.17:0; 

pay o. The XL played Ampler°, village and won by yy 
runs. C.7. Martin took y wicket,. yaps. Score 
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gurr Helmsley Hatch. r. year we Egain :von by a 
narrow margin, Helmaier maltirg 5o and our side go. Score :— 

• 

Saltal 

A. J. CATIlln. 

so 

W. Dovimee. 
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WHAT news of the Amplefordians at the seat of war This is
question the editor has asked in vain. Bad news. we have no 
doubt, would have reached as quickly enoagh and, therefore, we 
have some

onl 
assurance that all is well. But in so important a matter, 

we sh d like to insist upon a definite answer concerning each of 
our young soldiers, sod to say, with Hermia, "I pray thee, tell me 
then that he ia well." 

We have three new contributors to thank in this number—
Mgr. Goddard, FA Bede Frew and Fr. Cu.. Jackson—and 
many old ores,—first and most Eithfal, His Lordship, Bishop 
Hadley, with Fr. Sub.Prior, Fr. Paulinus Wilson, Fr. Leo Almond, 
Br. Elphege Hind and Mr. Robinson. We feel sure the reader will 
find the issue an interesting one to rend.and we think it is quite the 
best illuwrated we have produced. Two of the drawings are the 
wok of bore, one of whom, J. Pyke, is still in the school; the 
other, Fred. Rigby has left us a show time and is studying Archi 
tecture. Both productions are successful pieces of work. There 
is no sign of immaturity, and they roductions of the' prentim hen 
chelle, comparison with the hest work of our older artists. 

Fr. Stephen D..' drawings of some of We golf-greens remind 
us of a tombstone with the inscription. "Thou lost to sense 
to memory dear, Even the editor   little melancholy at the 
idea of the loog grass waving over mele eraves (he still 

his finds himself cutting off the head of a thistle with his walking 
stick "sectiodu nt "). However, happily, there will be no 

have
for the days judgment for the joyful resurrection. We 

have heard of so  college enthwikres practising their drives on 
the quiet. Daring Christmas holidays, a prim was given by 
Fr. Prior for the best round. This was won Fr, Edmund from 
Oxford: 5° out and ,an home. total Ere. We believe this to be a 
good record, but are oblige.° confess that we have no standard 
of compasison, since we onnekeett always scored a cent, or we 
(not out). During the term, we had visits from Mr. Harwood, 
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captain of the Flemington chtb, Mr. Dees, Fr. Fir... Fr. 
Hutchison—ell ardent golds. Many mv.hes were played, M 
which the lay professors mostly had the hest of it. The links 

were pronounced difficult in places, on account of the long grass, 

but interesting and enjoyable. We desire thank Fr. Prior and 
Major Moore. Mr. Marwood and Mr. Dees for their pre.. of 

golfing requisites. 

Our fro...0.e ia a reproduction of a photograph taken by Fr. 

Prior, of the admirable portrait of Fr. Anderson, painted frorn the 

life just before his death. One misses in the reproduction the high 
colour in the cheek, and can hardly reconcile ...es to the 
fixed eyes in one who, without any gestures, was always so vivacious 
in his manner. Fr. Anderson's friends will recognise the 

and
delighted 

ortrait. He himself 
friends

innocently proud of it, and 
M showing it to his friends. 

Through the energy of Br, Maurus Powell, we are able to keep 
our promise of a drawing of the new oak panelling in the Sanctuary. 
The design is an excellent one, and the work will become more 
e.ctive as the wood darkens with age. Though the thermometer 

may show no improvement, we are quite sore the choir will feel the 
warmer for thia addition to the Sanctuary. It is difficult to asso-
ciate cold and draughts with a panelled wall. 

Mr. Pal:1180.6r, the French Protestant minister who has shown 
so much enthusiasm in his researches on St. Francis of Assisi, has 
just published a very intere ig fourtmnth century account of the 
celebrated Indulgmce of Mste n " Portittocula." M. Sabatier at one 
time maintained that St. Francis himself had never asked for, or 
claimed, any.. Indulgence. He has)low changed his opinion, and 
thinks that it cannot . doubted that the Saint really went to the 
Pope, making the statements that are usually attributed to him, md 

obtained the Indulgence. As he very properly Lays, "The first duty 
of a historian is honesty." The document in question is by Father 
Francis Bart., and has never been printed before, at least wholly. 
According to M. Sabha', the " lege." of the Portiuncula shows 
distinct signs of growth. The earliest biographera of St. Francis, 
Ike St. Bonaventure. never mention it. In the coo of the 
hundred years after St. Francia's death, there are ob.ryable two
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streams of statement, the official and .e popular. These are 
fintilly blended in the "diploma" of Conrad, Bishop of Amiki, 

m n the narrative of Father Bartoli, both written towards the 
iddle of the fourteenth century. 

M. Sabatier proves to his own satiaction that St. Francis asked 
Mr, and Pope H000rins graMed, this most extraordinary Indul-
gence. He does it in the approved modern style, by studying
the v legend'. when it takes shape in history, and'separating" 
the authentic from the mythical. But he ts that the question. 
since he beg. to study it, has been placed on an entirely new 
footing, by the public... in the tour. of last year, of the complete 
and authentic text of the , egend of The three Companions;' by 
wo...scan Fathers of Rome. In this publication, which M. Sab-
er  finds unassailable by criticism, we have a plain sta.ment as to 

the Portiuncula. This 
by

testimony see. to decide the 
matter once and for all. But the interesting .udy furnished M. 
Sabatiers book, of the various testimonies of the earliest writers 
of the MS. which he here edits, and of the reasons which 
probably amount for the silence of Thomas of Celano and of St. 
Bonaventure, ia well worth the attention of all students of Franciscan 
history. 

It is not puler., known that a Benedictine Pope once granted 
an Indulgence simiMr to that of Portionculn, in favour of the 
Church of Our Lady of Collemaggio, a Benedictine Monastery nea. 
Aquila, in the Abruzzi. Pope St. Celmtine V, when he was taken 
from his hermitage and made Sovereign Pontiff, was crowned in 
the porch of t. church, on Aug. 29th, 1194, in the presence of a 
multitude numbering, it is said, soo,000 persons. At the end of 
the grmt ceremony, he published .Indulgence in the exact ter 
of the grant of Pope Honorius. A month later confirmed the 
comession by the Han! er Sternum, St. Celestine, as we well 
Imo, resigned after reigning only a few months. His successor, 
Po, Boniface promptly annulled the Indulgence and 
quashed .s predecessor. Bull, in July 1296. The terms in which 
Me at -minded Boniface spmks of the impropriety of granting 
Indulgences of this kind are such as to suggest that if the Portium 
cute hod not been too firmly established he would have abrogated 
that also. 
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The phrase ” disguised in drink" is neither classical nor perhaps 

English undefiled. Bat it can boast a respectable antiquity. It 

occurs under the date of April, .76. in the excellent (second). 

vo.me Mrs Crsorrs ForasaS Canlif which hax just 
appeared, under the editorship of Mr. L Hobson Matthews. 
seems from the Cardiff " Gaol File," that in that month and year a 
Coroner's inquest was held at Cardiff Guildhall on one Zephaniah 
Evansrso, on a Saturday evening" being much disguised in liquor, 

overcharged by drinking. was Mes rid mares' auffrsomd." 
Somehow, one had the idea hat this use of the word ° disgaieed" 
originated in ao attempt at humour, by some sage Irishman, or 
contairstor to the Dear. Free Prue. Will someone kindly refer 
to Dr. Mortay and find out if such use is warranted by any respec-
table authority 1 

The following letter has been found among the papers left by 
the rata Bishop T. J. B . In irself it of small itnportanm, 
but as a memorial of Me Brrownother Bennet whom many of us knew so 
familiarly, and who at one time was as touch a part of Ampleforth 
associations as any person or place thrs ever belonged to the Col-
lege, it =ot fail to be n,ad with iterest. Its date—forty-eight 
years ago—may be mid to make it  respectable relic. There are 
only one or two living who were at Ampler°. in stirs. 

Ampler°. College, Nr. York, 
"August pmt, ray, 

"I humbly ask your pardon for the trout. I may put you 
to, it is Me behalf of toy brother, Joseph hIcEmee, who has been 

novice under you. he et now with me at the CatIlege wishing me to 

get him into Stershurst College, as a lay-brother, which I have 

My L ut have not got anything decided yet. I have made so bold, 

ord, as to make use of your Name as a reference for his Char-

acter. I sincerely hope, my Lord, you will do what you conscien-
tiously can in his behalf he has still a peat desire to enter Religion 
from We happiness he experienced under your wise directions. 
My mother has lately died, which has been a double inducement 
to hiro to forsake the World. You will no doubt, my Lord, be 

written to upon the subject you will I am .re from your goodness 
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of heart spare no pairs (as far as your affairs will permit). get him 
settled. The Rector of the College hat written to Me lifting that 
when he gets the decisions of the Superiors he will acquaint me 
with then° did not tell him in my first letter that he nameadeen a 
Novic 

hest
h  

wining 
ants to know. I have now answered  that 

effect,  to do anything or to go to any place that he 
may he in so. eurety, for there is nothing settled in this World. 
Sincerely hoping you will pardon the liberty I have take. I wish to 
remain, my Lord, 

Your moo humble and obedient servant, 
Mt. Basnar Mauna." 

We ewe an apology to Dom Beam for he delay in our notIce of 
his book 'Le Moine In the confusion of the migration from the 
Old Monastery to Me New, the volume he so kindly tient wrs 
laid. The library is novr in pro,. of moving over and two of 
Me rooms in the basement are aBeady fitted with shelves and 
filled with books. 

Fr. Priors feast was kept by the revival of what was once a 
favourite excarsion—a picnic at the Fosse ponds. No better 
boating and bathin and fishing stn be found in the neighbourhood 
of the College. Ls little boys, the Foam ponds had a fearful inter-
est to us, oo accorsnt of the number or makes to be found there. 
They were probably all harmless ones. Few of the recent genera-
tions of boys will ever have seen she ponds at all, or the Roman 
road or Posse mad from which the ponds take heir name. 

After Pentecost Fr. Fred, for many years Procurator and after-
wards Prior or the College, was invited to celebrate his Golden 
Jubilee Boras then that Ft. Nest revived°. of B,.  which 
are recorded .a this number of the Journal.  Maurer Powell, 
under Ms nstructions, made the drawings of the firet and second 
college chapels which illustrate the article. On the same occasion 
Mr. C. Tomer put the finishing touches to Fr. Pres. portrait, 
which is intended to hang among the portraits of Nora io the 
Library. 

Marsking and Pretoria days were duly honoured—the former by 
a display of fireworks generously furnished by Mr. Jerome Lambert, 
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who was taking the waters at Harrogate and had come over to stay 

a few days with la. the latter, in our ex.. Of loyalty, we celebrated 
a week before the rest of the country. 

We co, the following from the Yorkshire Ga.., J.r 30. 
,..:—

Souvamasoe Rome rocs rt. Pitmen. on W.Bs.—Mr. Boddy 
had the honour of submitting two portfolios of sketch. of York to 
their Royal Highnesses the Prince .d Prince. of Wales, during 
their recent visit to York, and they were pleased to purchase four of 
these sketches. the subjects of which are t—No. .e Minh 
Choir, north aisle ; No. v., West Towers, from the City Wells: No. 
ex, Water tower, Lendal Bridge ; No.., The Minster, from the 
Bar Walls Mr. Boddy's work is well known to most dour readers, 
but those who do not know may see an interesting sesies of sketches 
of York OA in number), at present being exhibited with other work 
of his at the York Exhibition. Her Majesty the Queen and the 
Duchess of York have some of Mr. Boddre drawings of York, so 
that our picturesque old city, as depicted by biro, is fairly well 
known to the Royal Family. We undentand that Mr. Boddy has 
just received a request from Marlborough House to paint another 
picture for the Princess of Wales. 

We offer our congratulations to S. Parker, B.A. on his success in 
the schools at Oxford. He made the somewhat unusual and bold 
attempt of Mking Groups' together. and Proved ..essfni 
in each. He is the first of our Oxford hots to complete his course. 
The others, Fr. Edmund and W. Byrne, are reading Liner. Roma-
M. only Gteats,' and will be in the schools this time next year. 
May they have every I Of the Rymen who represented 
Ampleforth at Oxforduccess  during the last year, N. Stourton has been 
caught by the prevailing martial enthusiasm, has forsaken the pen 
for the sword, and is now going through a course of training at the 
Curtagh, whilst the present summer term is, we believe, the last for

Heywood. We trust that others will come forward to take their 
places. 

As we mentioned in the last journal, Fe Subprior will give tbe 
conferences to the Catholic Undergraduates during the Michaelmas 
tom. The subject will be a study of Ethics from the Catholic 
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sundpoir. and we know of nothing more suitable for tbe audience. 
The questions of Ethics form a considerable part of the two chief 
Final schools Li f krae Atonagiorey and History, and, moreover, are a 
Avourite subject of Debate in the different College .cieties, 
that a Cathofic treatment of Ne subjec  welcome to the 
undergraduates. The present course of Lectures was delivered by 
Fr. Rickaby, S,J. on the important subject of Holy Scripture. If 
we rnay judge from the Syllabus. which the lecturer drew up, .e lec-
tures were exceedingly practical in the light of recent history, and 
we gaNer from some who attended them, that they were interesting 
and, to use an Oxford tern, helpfall 

It to be hoped that this half-hour a week will not, for long 
remain the sole time for the exposition of Catholic thought at 
Oxford. It is, of course, impossible to expect .e Universities' 
Board to find funds for the support af other Catholic l.turers 
that it manages to provide for the chaplains and lecturer, . at 
pre.nt, does it great credit. But the fad remains that there is 
room for further progre. in this direction, and seeing that the
Catholic body is reading the Honour Schools in excess of its 
relative proportion to the re. of the University, it will soon become 
an urge. qoestion. For the present any work in this line will have 
to be iven gratis, aod would it not be possible for the Catholics 
now atg 0.ord b form from amongst themselves, say a Scholastic 
society, to meet once or twice a term, and read a paper ort some 
subject connected with Catholic thought We. could not expect 
to rival Dr. Landers drawing room, but such a society would prove 
of considerable assistance to men, who have to attend lectures at 
which such a system, as ' Scholasticism, is not so much criticised as 
gnored. 

If evidence were needed of the firm hold Nat the classics ham 
on English education, it would be amply afforded by the reports 
the papers gave la. month of the Greek play at Bradfield College, 
near Reading. It is an established c.t.om of this college to give 
representations every three years of ona of the following Greek 

ys la , 
Agamemnon,res 

Antigone, or Alcestis. Particular in ter test is 
dded to the rep enmtion by the circumstance of the theatre 

being as far as possible a reproduction al an ancient Greek thee. 
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in Me open air without roof or awning. A disused chalk has.. 
putto use for the purpose, forming an excellentamphitheatre. Allthe 
es.ntial fmtures of Greek tragedy are reproduced except the 
masks and the cothmoi, which are omitted for obvious reasons. 
The first objection that occurs to one is in reference to the amount 
of time required in the preparation of the pay ; but on the 
testimony of the boys themselves, s does Inot hold good. 
Practice is 

the
as early as October off the prmeding year, and, 

as regards Me verse translation made by the sixth form and given 
with the Greek text, (this wcomanend to the nodce of the Prefect 
of Studies). it was apportioned as a holiday task during the 
Christm. vacation. The play was rendered with excellent effect, 
in particular the pa. of the Herald and of Cassandra. Th.e 
two actors spoke with spiritand intelligence. Taking into account 
the difficulty of Clytemnestra, park we may say that this also was 

suce.s, though oae addinghat the character ought to have 
occupied a more comm  position, ought to ave taken 
po.ession of the stage more conrelerelY. The reaction, however,
was xcellent, us indeed it was on the part of all the Irene.. 
actors. The weak part was, perhaps, the chorus. As everyone 
knows, the  Aeschylus is of much greater length than 
Me other tragedies and so it became necessary to abbreviate 
some of Me odes. Even so, at times the part dragged. It may 
have been due to the watt of appreciation of the music on our 
park but there was an evident inclination to yawn at this stage of 
the proceedings. urther, it was noticeable that the English 
translation, to quote a notice of a similar production, was received 
with • tmconc.led satisfaction by the ladies in the audience, and 
by the gentlemen with a retireaction that they vainly endeavoured 
to conceal.' 

The following note on the music written by the composer and 
conductor, C. F. Ahdy Williams, may interest oar mitre.. 

The ancient modes and rhythmical forms have not been made use 
ot thisyearre performances.. the music follows modern methods 

as far as is compatible with the retention of the ancient instrument 
of such strictly limited compass—they are made top,. redePenclere 
parts . far as practicable. The lyres have been increased to what 
is believed to be theorthod. numbm of six. Three of these, whom 
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we call the first lyres have been 'inagadised,' by dividing their 
strings into two eqoal parts by the hndges, in the ancient manner, 
in order to make them sound an octave above the second lyres. All 
lyres am tuned to Me modern scale of D. major and by the process 
of 'magadisationd two complete octaves are...stilled. The auloi or 
gates remren as before, but instead of merely playing the melody, 
as in ancient times, they now assist in the harmony as far as their 
limited compass allows. Another new feature in thisyeads perform-
ance is the emplomnent of a conductor, Hegemon ; this being rea-
der. necessary by the more modern charater of the music. There 
is a considerable amount of evidence that MU. was conducted ' 
in ancient times—Aristozemss gives rules for the movements of Me 
handselnd feet in beating time, Marius Victorious says that the 
nerecal ' fool ' is so called 'because in marking the metre the foot 
is raised.' Aristides says that the trochee gives ri  rtificial 
methods of beating time' and Aristotle. in his ruth Clem,pr tellsus 
Mat the )Heyemon used Lobe. the measure at the head of his choir. 
In order to on  the effect of the declamation in the comm., 

modification of the ancient t paracatolored or the accompaniment 
of the declamation by soft instrumental usic, mentioned by 
Aristotre in his reth problem, is employed. Thu, though the 
ancient 

and 
has been discarded in favour of the two modern 

mod., and the rhythm has hem much modified several ancient 
restoms have been retained, especially the entire Hsu n of 
instrumental to the vocal music. The ancient instrumental band 
was nothing more than a slight support to the voice t while the 
junction of the modem orchestra is, in many eases, more imPo
tant than Mat of the voices." 

The flak and friends of St. Peter's, Seel Street, were highly 
gratified last Easter to hear Mat Father Corlett was to remain with 
them as superior of the Mission. It would be difficult for
stranger, confronted with all the difficulties of Me situation, to feel 
the same affectionate interest that Fr. Corlett must reel from his long 
association with Me church and people. Already, marks of the new 
ba. are beginning to appear, and we shall be much surprised if 
the dingy look, which we have been so long accustomed to 
associate with Seel Street, will not yield in Fr. Corlett 's hands to 
something very spick and span. 
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It . too often in them days the fate of mery whose memories 
deserve to be cherished, to be forgotten and neglected almost 
before the grave closes over their remains. It is therefore very 
pleasing to have to record that the friends of the late Father 

They
have not Wowed the example set in oMer quarters. 

They have lost no time in gathering together Me very generous 
sum ol iemo towards a memorial of their late pastor. We 

for that the proceeds are to be devoted to new vessels for Me 
Altar. There could aot be a more fitting memorial of one who for 
so many yam Mood so regularly and devoutly at same Mtar. 

We have not yet <Mena. the good deeds of the people of Seel 
Street. A subscription has been set on foot to provide some tribute 
to the devoted labours of the late Father Eager in Me parish. A 
sum of Aso has bem subscribed, and it is proposed that the 
memorial Mould take the shape of a Piati to be erected in the 
chinch. 

Our readers will be pleased to welcome the highly interesting 
sketch of Dr. Crookall from the pen of the venerable Mgr. Goddard. 
It makes a fitting sapplement to the life of Father Hodgson which 
has just appeared ia our last two issues. Mgr. Goddard states that 

r. Crookall was born at Lytham. Canon Taylor, o Lytham, 
writes that he cano find no tram of Crook.all in his (baptismal 
register, which date back into last century. The Canon thinks 
that he was born in Preston. although ho doubt the Crook.. for 
some time did reside in Me Lytham district. One cannot 
notice that the estimate of the Doctor taken by Mgr. Goddrd is 
rather different from •that adopted by Fr. Burge in'his "Life oaf Fr. 
Hodgson."•We must, however, remember Mat Fr. Burge only knew 
Dr. Crookall in the relationship of a boy to his mast rt and it 
notariou that boys' judgments of their masters are generally vim

. erroneous. Other comesporidents, who lived under the Doctor, 
write in affectionate terms of his ad nistration, and cannot concnr 
in Me estimate which Fr. Burge has formed. 

There was a procession of the Bleased Sacrament for the first 
time at Kirby Moorside, this year. Miss Irons presented the little 
mission with a canopy. 
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Fr. it Clarkson ia in charge Brownedge in auccemion to 
Fr. Penn. De is busy now with the erection of the Lady Altar, 
designed by Mr. Bernard Smith, which was Fr. Poses 

at
at 

the tim of his eath. Fr. Hilary Willson has remained at Brown-
e* are a comdititor and Fr. Philip Willson has been appointed to 
St. Peter's, Seel Street, Liverpool. 

The coming of age of Lord Feversham'a grandson ma distin-
guiMed by the laying of Me foundation stone of a new Town Hall 
at Helmaley. The little town will hardly know itself after so great 
an accession of dignity. 

scientific correspondent write, to tell of an expedition be made 
to Robin Hood's Hill (Mode HIM. to look at the block of granite 
supposed to have been deposited there by glacier action. He was 
linable to find anything notable except a huge box-shaped boulder 
which to Me amateur eye belonged to the mine strata that outcrop 
in the Goremire MR." Below the white home. M a small quarry, 
however, "I ound," he writes, " large slabs of rock corrugated 

nandstakably by glacier action —broad farrows as wide as ones 
over the upper surface.

The same correspondent tells of an uperiment he made :— 
" When pod of the pea or similar flowery open, Me two sides 
are twisted away from each other in two opposite spiral,. The ex-
planation given 

its 
that while still clued the pod shrivels till this 

double spiral 
<e

its natural position of rest, but the seam at the 
edges holds Me sides together fora time. When OM resistance . 
overcome the shock! so vioMnt that it shoots on all sides Me 
seeds that are in Me pod. I was anxious to see thia for myself, and 
last autumn 1 bung a couple of meet-pea pods in my room. The 
first did not burst till Easter-time, and by good fortune I was in u, 
mom at the time. There me a sharp Mick which atartled me, and 
the peas were clattering all round the room like grape-shot. 

Can anything be done to save the beech trees at the back of the 
College Mons the blight that has attacked them 2 Two died lam 
Year and were blown down by Me high winds in the winter. Since 
then two MOTO are dead, and many more me in the hands of the 
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enemy. We remember a group of beech trees at the present 
<Sok. ground perishing in the same way. 

We hem 'Mu gondoliers' is Ming prepared tn. Exhibition 
time. It should he a success. Nay, it will be a success. 

Of that there is no manner of doubt—
. No probable, pomihle shadow of doubt—

No possible doubt whatever." 

We ask e prayers of all friends far the repose of the soul of 
Thomas Bailey. aoold Amplefordian, so well known to all 
through his annual visit eelth the football team at Easter, and al. 
Mr old friend, Stu Stanislans Bradley, of Aughton Park, 
Or.kirk. who died suddenly on Sunday, the mth of May. May 
Mey rest in pea.. 

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of the Downs. Review, 
the Douai Magni, the Sionydural Magnin, the Bakke., the 
B at Review, the Rhue BlIddicline, the Abbey the 
XV.eaumo , the Oratory School Maga, the Rownt, the Buda, the 
Augustine's, Ramsgate, and the Sleirlia, and Iffilideasolgen. 
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EVERY institution which proves to be use!, in We world, 
and which therefore makes good its right to live, grows 
more elaborate as it grows older. Some institutions live 
long enough to have Various vicissitudea and alternations 
of elaboration and simplicity; for example, the house, We 
soldier's uniform, and men a and women's dress in general. 
But if we may call an Abbot a useful "institution," as he 
is undoubtedly a ye., old one we can hardly say that 
there has been any Week M his development, or that he 
has at any time lost Or laid aside anything in the way of 
pow, or of dress which he has ever acquired in the course 
of ages. The earliest Abbots—themen who fled from 
Alexandria to the sands a Upper Egypt, who began their 
own monaaria life in a mummy cave, or a but made of Nile 
driftwood, and found their communities growing up around 
them in a ,inp of similar cells, had no insignia of office, 
and no outward distinction, except perhaps We greater 
antiquity of their sheepskins or their palm-leaf tunics. 
They held their chapters on the level sand, and oftenwent 
to sleep with Weir monks around them, Pet to the centre, 
ana Ilea. on a bundle of r,rls. In the West. neiWer St. 
Benedict nor St. Maur, had any mark of dignity 
prelacy. Neither had our English Abbots—St. Augustine, 
St. Erconwald, St. Bennet Biscop. Among the Scottish 
monks, we do read of the Abbot's staff. When St. 
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Columba. met St. Mungo, perhaps at Dunkeld, and the 
latter Saint had wrought a miracle, the two holy men 
exchanged their Pastorals taves with each other as
pledge of mutual affection; and St. Aelred, in his life of 
St Mungo, tells us that the staff which St. Columba gave 
to that holy Bishop was fora long time kept at the church 
of St. Wilfrid at Ripon, and was held in great reverence 
for the sake both of the giver and the receiver. In the 
life of St. Gan, who lived in the early part of the seventh 
century, we find mention of the staff of St. Columba... 
for after that Saint's death his abbatial staff was brought 
by a deacon to St Gan as a sign of absolution—for it .11 
be remembered that St. Columba., to punish what he 
thought was disobedience on the part of St. Gall, had 
forbidden him to say Mass . long as he (St. Columbanus) 
lived. 

It seems clear that Abbots were blessed by the Bishop 
from a very early period. The earlier Monks were not 
clerics, and possessed no exemption. The only canonical 
way, therefore, of giving an Abbot authority and of making 
his rule ecclesiastically legal, was for the Bishop to con-
stitute him. Thus we find in the Rule of St. Benedict a 
clear reference to the "priests"—that is, the Bishops—who 
appoint Me Abbot. Certainly, the Abbot was elected by 
Me community; but it seems mrtarn that in a cam where 
the majority were " unsound, and the " sounder portion" 
made a better choice, the Bishop could set aside the vote 
of the majority. The "blessing' of the Abbot was there-
fore, in the beginning, Me rite by which the Abbot was 
canonically instituted. 

The earliest instances of ecclesiastical exemption occur 
in the seventh or eighth century The monasteries of 
Wearmouth and Jarrow, and of Peterborough, are well 
known examples. But fora long time, Me matter of 
exemption was fertile in disputes. Not every religious 
house was exempt nor were any of them exempt in every 
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particular. When we read, therefore, of contests and 
suits between the Bishops and Me Monks—of missions to 
Rome and appeals to the Pope—we must remember that, 
in the great majority of cases, it w. not pride, or 
ambition or litigiousness that inspired such proceedings, 
butit was simply that neither party could help it. The 

on law was not clear, or the facts were not plain, and 
it was the duty of both Bishop and Monk to defend rights 
which did not belong to any of them personally, but to 
the body corporate which they represented. 

But the blessing of the Abbot by the Bishop did not 
cease to be the rule even when exemption was established. 
As far as regards this country we have the most interesting 
witness of the Capittlaries of St Theodore—towards the 
end of the seventh century—to what was done at that 
early date. The text says, "in the ordination of an Abbot, 
the Bishop ought to celebrate Mass, and to bless him, in 
the presence of two witnesses, and of three of his brethren; 
and he giveth him the staff and sandals." St. Theodore 
as we cannot doubt, did not invent this ceremony for 
England, but prescribed for this country the rite of the 
Roman Church, with which he wag so well acquainted. 

The ceremony of the blessing of an Abbot as now given 
in the Roman Pontifical must be sufficiently known to 
most of the readers of the elsospeforth yaurnal, recent 
events having doubtless drawn them to study it. Some of 
its features are very ancient ; others are more modern ; 
and it will not be uninteresting to enter a little into detail. 

The blessing of an Abbot is,  as we have said, extremely 
ancient Dom Martens considers that there are evidences 
of such a rite at least as far hack as the six. century. 
The primitive and essential part of that blessing was, no 
doubt, a prayer over the elect. In the sacramentary 1151. 
Gregory the ceremony is very brief—merely a single short 
prayer, rubricated Ora. ad 'Maws AbbsAm. In the 
very ancient Pontifical of Archbishop  Egbert (of York), 
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the "blessing" oonsism of three prayers, two of which 

seem to be, in substance, preserved in Me existing rite. 

We cannot doubt that the blessing took place during Mass, 

and, very soon, a number of significant additions began to 

be made in the ceremony. 

The. delivery of the Pastoral Staff, as we have men, 

practically as ancient as the " blessing itself. The 

custom, in many monasteries, was at the decease of the 

Abbot, to take the Staff and either deliver it into the hands 

of the Bishop, or lay it upon the high attar, there to 

remain tilt the election was made. At Monte Cassino, 

according to their anciem ceremonial, the Staff and the 

Holy Rule were to lie day and night upon the altar of 

St. Benedict from the death of one Abbot to the election of 

another. We can well imagine that Abbots from the 

beginning adopted the use of the Staff just because they 

were shepherds of a flock, without any 'n  at all. 

Other insignia they received as time went on, in the form 

of privileges; but the Staff they clearly used without any 

further authorisation Man that of natural propriety. The 

Staff of the Abbot, and even of the Bishop, may have 

primitively been the staff which an old mart naturally 

uses, both to support his steps, to emphasize his rearks, 

and to point his instructions. There are writers who 

go back to the Ness of the Roman augur, a.some nd wish us to 

believe that the Christian pastor succeeded to the crooked 

stick with which the ministers of a much older cult divided 

the heavens for the purpose of divination. But there is 
really no reason for seeking such an origin for a usage 

which seems to be suggested both by Old Testament im-
agery, by our Blessed Lord's own words, and by nature 

itself. Moshe., and those who follow hint, are always 
surprisingly fond of finding that Catholic customs are 
Nutrias of Paganism. The staff of dignffy, the shep-
herd's crook of guidance and correction, were never used by 
heathen priests, because, in the old Greek or Roman 
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priesthood, Mere no such thing, and no such idea, as 
the ruling or guiding ing of a flock. 

The form of the Abbot's crosier or staff was not Ow, 
µhat it now is. There is a very quaint representation, in 
an ausing MS. of the Abbey of Elnon, given in 

m 
Bat-

teries Le Bd. Pastarak, evidently earlier than the ninth 
century, in which an Abbot is standing on a kind of 
throne, with a staff in his left hand. The author cane it 
"An Abbot blessing his Monks"', hut it seems to be 
nothing of the kind. A book is being presented to the 
Abbot the Abbot stretches out his right hand as if to 
take it; whilst the Monks, a double Moir, are in the 
attitude of reverence. To me, the scene Sµµµ1 µ11µµ1µ5µµ 
an Abbot about to read or sing the Gospel at Matins. 
Any how, he holds, in his left hand, a very ordinary look-
ing Staff with a rook:c  the head, or crook, not being 
higher than his knee. Cuyricius meMions that he had 
seen, in the Abbey of Oigny, the Staff of the Ven. Jacques 
de Vitry and that it was of ivory and not above three feet 
high. By degrees the Staff of Abbots, as of Bishops, 
was lengthens], and its materials became more and more 
precious, whilst Me head or crook was elaborated with all 
the skill of Me medimval monastic artiem until the Staff 
grew to be what we see in the crozier M William of 
Wykeham, in the chapel of New College, Oxford, a 
marvel of the goldsmith's art. 

The form of the investiture of an Abbot with the Staff, 
as given in the Roman Pontifical, is as follows ,—tt Accipe 
baculum putoralis oSrcii, guam praeferas catervae tibi 
commiesse ut six in corrigendis vitiis pie saeviens; et cum 
iratus .eris, misericordiae memor eris." "Take the Staff 
of the Pastoral Office and bear it before the community 
committed to thee ; that thou mays[ be in correcting 
faults piously severe and when thou art ant, 
thou shalt remember mercy." This form differs entirely 
from that which is used in the consecration of a 
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Bishop; the words " guam praeftras ribi 

commissae" being left out, and the recommendaticatervae on to 
mercy and kindness being expressed in a different and 
more elaborate form ',phrasing. Ina very Ad Pontifical 
of the great Metropolitan Church of Arles, printed by 
Dom Marren, the form is exactly as given (for Abbots) 
in the present Roman rite, except that the words " guam 
praeferas /kr." are omitted. It can hardly Si fanciful to 
suggest that it was this form of the Church of Arles whiff 
our first Apostles brought to England, and which was 
used in the installation of the great Abbots of that 
primitive and holy time, according to the prescriptions of 
St. Theodore. In the old Cassinese ritual, when the 
Abbot-Elect was blessed by the Sovereign Pontiff, the 
words were " Accipe baculum pastoralitatis, ream 
praeferas catervae tibi commissae, ad exemplum justae 
severitatis et correptionis." Thera is no reminder of 
mercy here; but in the form used at Monte Cassino when 
no Bishop officiated, but the Praepreitus, or, as we should 
say, the riaustral Prior invested the new Abbot we find 
the phrase " misericordiae reminiscens." The use of the 
term " caterva " in the monastic formularies of the 
tradition of the staff may be noted. The word " gr." is 
used in the delivery of the Holy Rule. This formula is 
certainly of much later date. But " grex" properly meant 
the flock of a Bishop. It would serer as if the Church, in 
the beginnings of Western monasticism, hardly knew 
what to call the monastic community. Properly they were 
not a "Ire." nor a." church ," indeed, they all belonged 

to remelt. or flacks already meeting. Hence the use of 
the word " caterva," a term signifying, in its more 
restricted and technical sense, a body of barbarian troops 
whiff, in the Roman armies, fought beside the legions of 
the Empire. Yet it is to be noted that our Holy Father 
St. Benedict has not the slightest hesitation in speaking 
of ffe Monks . a " floff " a. the Abbot as a " Pastor
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(Repel, cap. 2). The exhortation to mercy is in close 
agreement with St Benedices charge to the Abbot in the 
sixty-fourth chapter of the Rule—where the repetition of 
the words " memor sit" may have even suggested the 
precise wording. 

When we pass to the Mitre, we are on different ground 
affigethre The Abbot used the staff for at least five 
hundred years before he wore the Mitre. There is nothing 
more mysterious, even as regards the Episcopate itself, 
than the origin of the liturgical Mitre. In the classics, 
a. in the early Christian writers, such as Teffillian, we 
read of area and refire, the former as the head-dress of 
women, the latter as a kind of fillet worn by heathen 
priests. For a thousand years of the Christian era there 
is absolutely no certainty that any Bishop, much less 
Abbot, A Christendom wore anything but the ordinary 
hood or cap, varying in shape, which other people wore, 
or the arnice. Then suddenly, in rigg, we find Pope 
IX, in St. Peter's, on Passion Sunday, placing on the head 
of Eberhard, Archbishop of Treves, what he calls the 
"Roman mitre." " We have adorned thy head," he says, 

with the Roman mitre whiff thou and thy successors 
shall use in the offices of the Church after the manner of 
Rome." The use of the Mitre, then, seems to have begun 
at Rome—and from Rome, by the concessions of the 
Roman Pontiffs, it spreadover the Wreern Church. Its 
shape gradually developed to what it is in our own day. 
The riltra of the Greeks and Romans seems to have been 
the Phrygian cap, or cap of liberty, so well-known in con-
nection with the French refflution. ant by no means 
sure from the evidence collected by various authors, that 
some kind of caper covering made of linen fi tted to the 
head,. adorned with hanging ends as of the infutr, was 
not sed, here and ff ere at least, by Bishops, long before 
the eleventh century. But if Socha covering was worn, 
liturgically, it was certainly not derived from any female 
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head-dress or Pagan fillet, but from the head-covering of 

the High Priest as described in Exodus and Leviticus, 
which was translated by *Ira in the Septuagint. 

It is interesting to observe that what 'is perhaps the 
rvrliest instance in history of a Papal grant of a mitre 
to an Abbot was made an English Benedictine. Wil-
liam Thorn, in his history y of his own monastery of St. 
Augustine, Canterbury,states that the mitre was granted to 
Eglesin, Abbot of that monastery, by Pope Alexander II, 
in honour of St, Augustine, the child of Rome and the 
Apostle of the English." klabillon knows of no earlier 
concession. Urban II granted the same privilege to the 
Abbot of Monte Cassino and to St. Hugh of Cluny. Of 
St. Peter, Abbot of La Cava, we read that he received We 
Mitre from We same Pope. The holy Abbot was attend-
ing We Synod of Benevento, and was sitting, as he was 
accustomed to do, with head uncovered, when the Pope 
sent to him the infula pontificalis, The venerable 
Abbot received it with all reverence: but in spite of the 
request of the Sovereign Pontiff, he always declined to 
use t. It is related, also, of LanWelm, Abbot of Casa Dei, 
that he could only be induced to wear the mitre by the 
express injunction of Pope Lucius III. In the pages of 
Matthew Paris we find the record of a lively contention 
between Robert, Abbot of St Albans, and the Bishop of 
Lincoln, on the subject of the Abbot's right to Me mitre. 
The Bishop was finally persuaded, partly by the good 
offices of the Archdeacon of Poitiers, that an inferior prelate 
might wear the mitre without any injury to the dignity 
of the Episcopate, The Archdeacon is stated to have 
menioned, in confirmation of his argument, that some of 
the minor dignitaries in the chapter of the Church of St 
Hilary had this privilege. In process of time, as I need 
not say, the mitre has come to be a kind of right Mr all 
Abbots. 

But in the eleventh and twelfth centuries a mitred 
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Abbot was an innovation, and was inveighed against by 
many distinguished mon.tic and saintly men, such . 
Cardinal Hugo, Peter of Blois, Thom. Cantipratensis, 
and others. St. Bernard himself has a characteristic 
outburst of indignation, in chap. o DaOgegh Egigogartox. 
He first speaks at some length of Abbots who scheme and 
bribe in order to obtain exemption from Episcopal juris-
diction. Then he goes on, "But Wese Abbots plainly 
show what their spirit is, when, on We strong. of papal 
privileges which they have managed to obtain by money 

ind infinite trouble, they venture assume Episcopal 
signia, using mitre, ring, and buskins, like Bishops 

Quo ista, 0 monachi Lrei ti mor Arenas I UM nreor 
hectic C This was written  in the first half of the twelfth 
century, and proves that the use of the mitre was new, and 
yet that it was spreading. Thom. of Cantimpre, a Dutch-

an (and &Dominican) who lived about a century later than 
St. Bernard, expresses, in langnage much less Picturesque, 
similar disapproval of a usage which he sets down eas an 
abuse, and. an indication of unbecoming ambition. I 
am certain," he says, "that such a Wing w. never 
practised in ancient times, except in one or two very 
diriingnisked mon.teries of rance, such as St Denis 
and Cluny: and to those thewncession was a spiri-
tual privilege on accoure of their pre ser e  obser-
vance." But not even Saints could prevent even the 
Cistercians themselves from accepting the new customs. 
feed as St, Bernard himself said M Pope Eugenios III, 
speaking of monastic exemption, devotion to the Holy See 
is one thing, ambition is another. So we may say that 
tfie humble acceptance of liturgical ornaments in accor-
dance with the mind of Me Church does not prove an 
Abbot or his Order to be either proud or unwilling to 
obey. 

The Roman Pontifical recognizes the distinction be-
tween Abbots mitred and Abbots nommitred. This 
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distinction has, I think I may say, entirely disappeared. 
Even the Premonstratemians who, in the thirteenth century 
passed a decree of General Chapter by which they for ever 
renounced pontifical intigmb for their Abb., It ave long 
since coKormed to Me common usage. Pope Clement IV 

stated by Dom Marryne to have decreed that, in synods, 
exempt Abbots might use the "gold" mitre, without gold 
or silver plate, or precious stones whilst the non-exempt 
were to wear only plain linen ones. I believe Out, in 
modern times, many Abbots have received a special prfti-
lege to wear a " precious" mitre the use of which (without 
such privilege) was Mrhidden by Alexander VII in ma, 
The form, given in the Roman Pontifical, for the impo-
sition of the mitre on the Abbot, is a prayer, and contains
a reference to the " tiara " of Aaron.' It is the same as 
that used in the consecration of a Bishop. 

It was practically at the same period as the mitre that 
Abbots began to be allowed to use the ring, buskins, 
dalmatics, and glove,. worn by Me Bishop. We are told 
that in o, Theoderic, Bishop of Met, obtained Mr the 
Abbot of St Vincent, M., the concession of the dalmatics 
and buskins, from Pope John XIII and that Leo IX 
offered the buskins to the Abbot of St. Meanie,. Picardy, 
.—who declined them. The Abbot of Monte Cassino ob-
taind for himself and mccessora from the same Pope the 
use of the buskins, Malmatics and glove, to he worn at 
High Mass on great Masts. I,o IX also granted the same, 
with Me exception of the gloves, to the Abbot of Corbie. 
The mitre is not mentioned in them granm—and it would 
appear, therefore, that the mitre was about the last thing 
to be given. Neither is the ring, as far as I can find. 
Probably the Abbots simply assumed the ring, without 
any concession. For the ring was not precisely a liturgical 
ornament, and was worn during the early middle ages by 
all kinds of dignitaries eccles cal a. civil. True, 
kom a period of considerable antiastiiquity, as we find from 
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Pope St. Gregory's Sauramentary and the Pontifical of 

Archbishop Egbert, it was placed on ,e finger of a Bishop 

at his consecration. And when Me Abbots began to be 
solemnly invested, at their Benediction, with Episcopal 
insignia, the blessing and imposition of the ring naturally 

found its way into Me ceremony. 
The delivery of the Holy Rule is found in very early 

forms of the abbatial blessing, printed by Dom Marryne. 

The form in the Pontifical begins as follows: " Accipe 

regulate a smctis Patribus traditam, ad regendum 
custodiendutnque gregern tibia Deo creditum, quantum 
Deus ipso to confortaverit, et fragilitas humane pet-misery." 
"Take the Rule written by the holy Fathers for governing 

and keeping the flock to thee entrusted as far as God shall 
give Nee strength and human frailty shall permit." The 
Pontifical has four or five lines more but the ancient 
Cassinese form ended here, and contained also a very 
significant variant, its instead of the words " written by 

Me holy Fathers," it had "written by the most holy hands 

of our Father St. Benedict." This would be a very 
acceptable alteration. But the Pontifical, no doubt, has 

to provide for other Abbots than those of St. Benedict. 
In England, in the mediaeval period, and especially in 

the fifteenth century, the blessing and imtallation of the 

Abbot of a great monastery, such as Glastonbury or Wes, 

mins., was naturally a very stirring solemnity. Here 
and Mer, in the monastic records, we come vpon the 
tr,es (Smelt a celebration. For example, in the Regis. 
of John Whethamstede and others, Abbots of St. Alban's, 

we read that, on Aug, t sth, ,cry, a Monday, William 
Wallingford was elected to the presidency of that great 

is house. He had been claustral Prior under the 

late Abbot, and his election, we are told, was unanimous. 

On the following day, the Tuesday, he rode from St. 
Alban 's to Fotheringhay, in order to swear Malty to King 
Edward IV, who, with Me Queen, was holding his coust 
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there. The Abbot Elect was accompanied by forty-four 
horsemen—and, to commemorate the occasion, all his 
servants were provided with a new /ivery of Kendal green.
He remained at the 000,0 till Saturday, Aug. toM. On 
that day, Me feast of St. Lawren., he left, and rode to 
Tittenhanger, one of the Abbey manors. Here he stayed 
the night, and on the fallowing morning, he received the 
Abbatial benediction . Tittenhanger at the hands of the 
Bishop of Llandaff, who was then residing at King's 
Langley. (This Bishop of Llandaff was probably John Hun-
don, formerly Prior of King's Langley, who had resigned 
the bishopric some time before and had received from the 
Abbey the vicarage of Tenby, ht South Wales. The abbey 
of St. Alban's possessed, besides Toothy, several other 
benefices in the dioceses of St. David's and Llandaff.) The 
chronicle states that the Abbot was endued with mitre, 
staff and ring. The day was closed by a great banquet. 
Next day, Me Lord Abbot rode to his Abbey of St. 
Alban 's accompanied by his servants, tenon and other
to the number of four hundred and forty three horsemen, 
ea was installed in his seat in the Abbey Church. There 
was another great banquet. On the following day, he 
appointed his claustral Prior. This was Thomas Newland 
who had hitherto exercised the office of Kitchener. We 
are informed that, in celebration of .is event, the new 
Prior entertained at dinner that day the Abbot and the 
Bishop of Llandaff. 

Abloom are not now, in power and influence, what they 
were in medieval England. Hoe English Benedictines, 
in particular, who possessed to many great mitred Abbeys 
a. Cathedral Priories, have had to pass through times in 
which a man who had a right to a mitre had often to 
doubt whether he would long possess a head to put it 
on. Mitres were little thought of amongst .em for two 
hundred years. The older fathers whom even .is genera-
tion can recall, seemed to have inherited a constitutional 

distrust and shyness of all outward marks of dignity. 
Father President Burchall pontificated in x831 et Ample-
forth at the opening of the present Church. That was 
not Me very first occasion or action in which an English 
Benedictine Abbot began to appear in pontificals, for Presi-
dent Molyneux wore his mitre at the first Provincial 
Syn. at Oscot in Of.. It is very possible that in 
Rome perhaps,[some of the Abbots may have done so even 
earlier than this. But the old feeling is good and 
praiseworMy. The outward garb should come after 
the inward substance. It is easy to put on a dress, but 
not so easy to have such solid worth and so numerous a 
following as to make the symbolism of the dress a reality. 
Now that the time seems to have come when the English 
Congregation is numerous enough and sufficiently 
influential—it would be presumptuous in me to say, 
sufficiently observant and monastic—to take up more of 
its anent honours, the late concessions and favours of 
the Holy See willnot mem strange to the Catholics of 
this country, and the Fathers of the Congregation will 
accept them without affectation. All through the Church 
the Order of St. Benedict is increasing and spreading out. 
It is trying to combine the old modastic forms with the 
requirements of the new centuries. It is bent upon 
making room farits tranquil and contemplative spirit 
amidst the various kinds of work which the Holy See has 
distinctly called upon ft to undertake. The task is by 
no means either clear or easy. But it will be helped by 
communion and fellowship between all the different 
Congregations which are showing such vitality in Europe 
a. in America. Towards such common feeling a step is 
taken when the three English Benedictine families are 
represented each by its Abbot, with all the dinging 
trat iions of that ancient name. The Church, the Order, 
and it may be added, the world, all know what an Abbot 
ix The Church does not grudge hint his honour it he 
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is a strong and genuine guide of monks. The Order 
receives him into its cousels, a. believes in his backing, 
and in his seriousness of purpose. The world may not 
as yet, accept him very reverentially—but it does not im-
prison him or hang him it is prepared to admit him into 
its business, and it is not without a kind of romantic or 
sentimental pleasure when it sees him once more making 
a real force out of a good old name. 

*ice& Pot Orott50 f6e Itington. 
By Dom Oswiree Hourrox-BIAIR, O.S.B. 

Liu not this title 
awaken in the 
reader's mind i
possible visions of 

° scorcher, 
from end to 

end of Britainwith-
- in tbe Wire of an 

rt afternoonis ide. It 
is not the United 
Kingdom at law 
which is to be the 
scene. our four or 
five hours' spin,but 

the Kingdom of Pith as its in-
abitants still ove to cal/ it, remi. 

iscent of days long before huge steel 
bridges spanned Forth and Tay,and 

brought the remote a. isolated "Ia. of the Fifelkiedi' 
into touch and communication with their neighbours in 
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north, south, and west. St. Andrews is our centre and 

starting-poi.; and M almost whatever direction we steer 
from that quaint old-world city, we shall find all that the 
cyclist craves—good and well-kept roads, varied scenery, 
bracing air, clean and cosy village in  and something 
worth inspection in nearly every place we pass. A dozen 
interesting excursions are open to us; and we ponder their 
respective merits as We leave the busy swarming golf-links, 
where we have done our five miles' round this morning, 
part under the venerable West Port, and ride slowly 
through broad quiet South Street, with its ruined monas-
ter, old churches and collegiate halls on either hand, and 
the vista closed by the tall tower of St. Rule, and the 
marvel,. fragment of the south irnst gable of Me cathe-

dral, soaring unsupported (as it seems) into the pale autumn 
blue. The distant view will he clear to day, for the 
northerly breeze is blowing faintly in our face as we move 
along ; so we decide fora run to the East Neuk. There 
will be a stiffish ascent to face, but a glorious view to repay 

at the i and after that plain sailing and let-el roads, 
and many places of interest to be passed and inspected at 
least briefly, as we go. 

•We traverse the fans, exquisite thirteenth-century 
fragments (all that remains) of the original entrance to the 
great Augustinian Priory, excavated and partially 
restored by the careful labours of the late Lord Bute. 
Skirting the old Priory wall, with its ancient doorways and 
coats-armorial here and Mere, we emerge at Me south-west 
angle of Me city, and a.. at once begin to ascend. The 
upward slope is long more than two miles to the summit 
—but not tedious, for it is -skilfully engineered, and the 
excellent urfa.ce makes it rideable throughout ; and as we 
halt Mr a few mon.. On the top we look back with he 
on the scene at our feet; the spires and towers of the old 
university Aty, backed by the gey-green swell of Me 
famous goffilinks ; further north Me broad estuary of Tay, 
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and beyond that again the low blue Forfarshire hills. North-
eastwards a white spot on the hOrizon indicates the Bell 
Rook and lighthouse, where of old the ty.d "Abbot 
of Aberbrcthock " (Arbroath) set his warning hell for the 
protection of passing mariners. 

Some four miles now of good undu/ating road, with one 
deep dip into the thick woods and pretty village of Dunio, 
and we find ourseEes on the top of the long and gentle 
descent that leads kern the high plateau on which we now 
are, down to the coast towns of AnstruMer and Pittenweem. 

• Another pause, to drink in the prospect before and below 
We are looking southwards n and on a view in its 

.way matchless In the foregrounow, d stretches the whole 
coaskline of the historic "East NeM of Fife," fringed with 
its ancient coast-owns, from Elie to Crail. Due south 
e ends the noble Firth of Forth, and guarding its entrance 
we des, the famous Isle of May, the island of saints, in 
which "Adrian and his companie," a old Wyntonn tells 

Musk fobid to their end-day," and in which was later 
founded a Benedictine monastery subject to the English 
abbey of Reading. It has been the site of an mportant 
light-house for more than two centuries . Beyond the birth 

Haddington. ire coast, with the North 
Bernd. raw and the Bets Rock, and (just visible) the 
black ma. of Tantallon Castle. We rile down some two 
miles from the su , then turning westwards proceed 
along a level and prettmmity road bordered with trees, past the 
fine old castle of a form. seat of the Oliphants and 
Kellies, recently restored at great feet by an Edinburgh 
Prot A mile or so further on our road dips suddenly 

down into the Den of Bakeries !these wooded glens or 

gorges are generally known . dens in the Kingdom); and 

keeping to our Eft we ride for some distance along the 
amber rushing waters of the Bakeries Burn, fringed by a 
luxuriant growth of shrinks and trees, dose to the little 
town of Colin..., so called from Colin, third Earl of 
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BeMertes, who built it about irto. Halcarres House, the 
domain of the Earl of Crawford, is hard by, with its ter-
raced garde, finely-timbered park sloping seawards, and 
(within) a rare collection of old Italian masters. But unless 
we have the merle to the grounds, we leave the great 
gilded gates behind us, and turn southwar. to the coast, 
passing the ruined castle of Sawa. or Invereye (an old 
fastness of the Leslies), and the cave of St. Monan, one of 
St. Adrian's companions, who "thus so near the sea. to 
lead his life" until martyred by the Danes in Bari A little 
way east of the castle stands the noble ...nth century 
church of St. Irionans—one of the most in sing in 
the east country—and, eastwards again of the church, the 
little fishing WWII lying snugly at the foot of the cliffs, and 
with an excellent harbour. 

St. Mona. n the southernmost limit of our present trip: 
we tern hence to the north-eastward, and our homeward 
route—some seventeen miles—lies along the great co 
highway from Edinburgh to Dundee an almost level road 
with admirable surface, a. relieved of monotony by the 
constantly changing sea-views and the picturesque old 
towns which we traverse at intervals of a few miles. Pi, 
tenweem comes first, with Me interesting remains of its 
ancient and opulent priory then Anstruther, its lit. 
harbour packed with fishing-boats, for it is still as purely 
a fishing a. sea-going population as it was in re when 
on the announcement of a coming visit from the King 
(Charles I.), the townsmen modestly represented Mat "o
town is a.ne very mean town, yea, of all We burghs of this 
realm the meanest; neither is there ane gusher [butcher] 
in the tovm, nor 

m 
other person ustowit with feeding 

of beef, we being all ll sea  men and fishers.' On now 
some four miles, past the old church and churchyard of 
Kfirenny, once an appanage of Dryburgh Abbey (Me 
burial place of Sir Walter Scott,) and so to Grail, a royal 
burgh boasting a history of over a thousand years (Boathius 
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speaks of rt as a considerable town in the ninth century), 
and a charter gran.d 

nutes 
by Robert Bruce in m ie. We 

linger here a. few mi to inspect the fine Collegiate 
Church, with its curious Celtic moss let into the pavement, 
and perhaps have a cup of tea in the cosy, homely inn; then 
passing as quickly as we may through the quaint cobbled 
streeri, we turn now almost due north, having on our right 
the demi. and storm... Ness of Fife, and, not far 
from the point, the gaunt ruined castle of Halcomie, once a 
stronghold of the Hays. We soon find ourselves in a more 

cultivated district, our wry lying near the fine mansion-
houses and parks of Wormirion (Lord. Lindsay's) and 
Combo, seat of the Erskines. We pass rapidly through the 
pretty villages of Kingsbams (relic, like Kingsmills and 
Kingsmuir in the vicinity, of days when Crail was a royal 
evidence,) and BoarshilE and a mile of two further on 

strike into the Anstruther road on which we started. The 
sun is setting as we speed down the long slope of the de-

to St. Andrews, and the grey walls and towers are 
glowing red in the western light as we re-enter the old city, 
and find ourselves mingling with Me stream of golfers
mounting kern the Links after their day's play. Thirty 
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miles, almost exactly, our trusty cyclometer indicates as 

the length of our rider as pretty and as an after-

noon's run as one could find in the kingd variedom, whether of 

Fife, or of that greater kingdom of which it forms not the 

least interesting part. 

at aloft on eOurc0 
Ix is perhaps rash to nut any risk of admitting the Cburcb 

Music may into tho journal; and I do not propose 

to state the case for or against any of the contending 

schools. But something may be said on behalf of the great 

mass of Catholics who belong to no school in particular, 

who can go from church to church and hear all schools 

contentedly, who are not convinced thtt this liberty of 

taste is att unrighteous thing, and who have no wish what 

ever to find out that some one tthool is dm only right and 

permissible one. 

Doubtless there is a liberty of taste which is mere ignor-

Nee. It may be a positive duty to shudder at a cockney 

Nang and to be charmed by a Dublin brogue the man 

who is not shocked by a laced for is it an unlaced i) Gothic 

surplice has only one course open to him—to repent of hia 

ignorance and learn to be shocked: and in all rnttters 

there are inongouiti. which ought to offendss even if Ney 

do not. But as 
too 

standard of taste is onset, out liberty is 

lessen.: the furl rag of incongruousness spoils for us that 

which we used to enjoy; we smile sadly at our cockney 

friend's stories and long for aspirates; we should like to 

admire Ne lace, but good t whispers "On a Gothic 

surplice!" and we stifle the teunrighteous joy that was rising 

in us. 
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We hamn fact to make a very serious sacrifice of our 
range of enjoyment when we are asked to rise to a new 
standard of taste. And if the new sMndard is a false or 
imaginary or arbitrary standard, we have a right to 
complain. Such a standard is a positive injury to a matt. 
If he hart an eye for nature he will go through the world 
finding beauty and joy in all places and all seasons; but 
provide rim with a Dutch garden ideal of landscape, 
train hint thoroughly till he appeals always and instinc-
tively to this ideal, and you have spoil. the world for him. 
lie will go through the land as Pugin is said to have gone 
through die church. of Christendom—seeing beauties 
everywhere, but finding them all turned to bitterness, 
because they do not conform to his own narrow ideal. 

f he movement to reform Church Music ceriainly aims 
at providing us with a narrower standard ; it would teach 
us to class much music as beautiful but incongruous. If 
this standard is false, it is a manifest injury to tmin us up 
to it ; and we are entitl. to .k for the fullest proof that it 
is the standard of the Church before we accept it Natur-
ally, appeal is always made to decrees of the Church, and 
No general principles of them decrees are applied to 
particular instances at the discretion of the critic this work 
is condemned for its .1., or dramatic form this Br its 
tepetitions To the itic they arc aiways unmeaning 
repetitions!: and this cr for its style, which is unsuited to the 
words or to the Church. 

Now a better interpretation of Nese general principles 
will he found in the practice of the Church, than in the taste 
of individuals, and the object of this paper is to draw atten-
tion to some obvious features in the practice of the Church, 
which shew Mat her leaning is all in favour of liberty. The 
appeal will be chiefly to plain chant, and tam pally to 
the msic of the Palestrina school. Without pretending to 

ufind among the reformers unanimity on any point what 
ever, we may take it as generally admitted that the plain 
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chant, 0 it now is, is the work of the Church, and that she 

has regard. the Palestrina school with some favour. 

Whatever liberty then is allowed and used in plain Slant 

nmst be allowed in figured music also. Restrictions that 

would condemn the existing plain chant are not the work 

of the Church. 
First, .en, are we to shudder when we flea r solo and 

chorus, duets and half-choirs used in Church music Are 

we to say it is a theatrical way of bringing out the meaning 

of .e words Broadly speaking, it is impossible to sug-

gest any mingling and contrasting of one voice with many, 

of small choir with great, which is not actually used in We 

plain chant. These .ntrasts are not theatrical they are 

dramatic in the hest sense of the word, as Cardinal Wise-

an explained long ago: the genius of the ritual is as far 
asp.ible to et before our ewes Abet it wishes to be 

present to our minds. And a necessary part of this 

dramatic presentation is the use of solo and haffiffioir and 
full-ffioir. The Passion music is divided for this puffiose. 

the Narrator, the Christi., the Synagoga ere different 
persons with different types of music, in order to better 
bring before the mind We scenes described. Musically, the 

Passion is a long series of solos by three voices. with 
occasional choruses. 

Ordinarily, when words are net to be sung by full choir, 
they are given not to a single voice, but to two cantors, 
presumably as a safeguard against mistakes. Thus, in the 
Graduals and Alleluias at Mass, the hyo cantors are heard 
fora long time, the chorus joining in later. So again at 

the Benedictus, wk. the Canters sing as soli, the chorus 
answering Hosanna. In We Invitatory Svbieb is heard at 
the 0.e for the Dead) the cantors sing the whole Psalm, 
the chorus only breaking in with the refrain"Venire 
Adoremus." 

In the Reproaches on Good Friday the resources of con-

trast are used to the utrii.t two pairs of cantors singing 
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. soli on opposite sides of the Choir, two half-choirs, and 
We full choir alternate with each other throughout. 

Naturally, when a single voice is heard, it is generally 
the voice of the priest who is officiating, as at the Preface 
and the Pater Noster in the Mass but this is by no means 
always the case. The Deacon at the Gospel, and at the 
blessing of the Paschal Candle: the Subdeacon at the 
Epistle: the twelve lectors who sing the Lessons on Holy 
Saturday morning the chosen singers who sing the 
Lamentations: surely these are sufficient to prove that 
there is no rule forbidding a Ungle voi. to be heard in the 
ffiurch. 

We may next turn to the question of repetition. 
Undoubtedly the repetition of a word or phrase may be 
meaningless ; but also it may he Mil of new meaning or it 
rnay simply allow the mind her opportunity of entering 
into what is said. For both of the. purpose repetition is 
freely used in the Church Services. 'Ihe thrice-repeated 
Kyrie Elerion, Apr se Pei, and Domino mm new erigness in 
the Alass are obvious instant. of allowing the mind time 
m enter more fully into the spirit of the prayer. The 
Litanies are very instructive on this point the purpose for ' 
which they are specially said is emphasised simply by 
reffixition in the o.ination service it is the petition for 

o.inandi that is thrice repeat.: on the Rogation days
petition for the Wits of the earth. At all times the 

invocation of our own patron St. Benedict is repeated, 
lest he should pass by unnoticed in the throng of saints. 
Ald on Holy Saturday the whole Litany is sung twice, 
the choir repeating each petition after the cantors. 

Throughout Paschal time the Alleluia rep.. at 
effiry opportunity, thr., four, or even nine times. And it 
illustrates excellently We meaning and power of repetition 
when words a. music are united who does not know the 
thrill of growing exultation that .rnes when tbe first 
Alleluia an Holy Saturday is sung six thnes over in 
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ascending tence by priest and people ? And the same 

powerful effect is produccel in other cases by the same 
means; in the Suscefie at our profession ceremony, the 
growing fulness and purity of we music not only symbolise 
intensity and elevation of Raping but help to produce it. If 

the feeble emotions of individual hearts unite and become a 
'rushing flame that raises all to greater intensity, it is only 
because they find full and appropria express. in the six 
repetitions of the Sate qv. It is a wonderful instance of 
woceing up to a climax in order to rouse and intensify the 
emotios. 

In the office of Good Friday we have a yet mom elaborate 

use , the same rneans in the Eue tiguura Crud The 
Celebrant begins alone: he is joined by the 

fete 
voices of 

the ministers, and then the whole ceoir takes up the 

Venlig 9iittrentets. And the whole is repeated three tim. 
over, each time in a higher key till, with a full choir, the 
power of the last Pence is overwheming. If a composce 
would learn how bn use effectively the progression from a 
solo voice to a guar., and to a .11 chorus, from the 
whisper of a low key to the ring and power of a higher 

• key, he has, in the plain chant, patterns that he can 
scarcely hope to rival. 

It is needless to go through the endless examples that 
might be adduced from Introi., Responsories, and other 
parts of the Liturgy. Sufficient examples have been drawn 
put to establish our position, which is this :—the repetition 
of words may of course he cared so far as to become an 
abuse, but in itself it has great power and meaning; a. 
this is flaky recognified and freely used in the music of the 
Church. 

j. How does the Plain Chant interpret the principle 
ceat the music must be suit. to the words? In the broad-
est and freest spirit possible all that is required is that 
the music be not ,sisitively unsuitable to the words. A 
single psalm-tone is repeated for verse after vice e, psalm 
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after psalm, with no dtempt to adapt it to the changing 
power of the word, nor to Me spirit of the Feast or Season. 
So with a hymn tune: so with Me unaanging chants that 
run through the Gloria and Crain ; Me stocic melodies that 
do duty again and again in Graduals and Tracts and Vesper 
Antiphons; there is no question of expressing the spirit of 
the words or of the feast, the music is fit for Church music, 
and that is enough. 

Often nough, of course the music has a distinct character 
and spirit of its own ; the hymn tune for the Arcension is 
WO of the spirit of meditative thankfulnew, which is the 
dominant thought of tbe Vesper hymn .t even in such a 
axe the music must do duty not only in the hymn to which 

it belongs, but at Tierce and Compline and throughout the 
day, without reference to the new meaning of the words. 

But, most comonly, a melody is used with words of every 
sort indiffereMly, and it would be impossible to say that it 
expresses the spirit of the words or the Feast ;it hu only 
a negativesuitability to them.—it is not positively inconsis-
tent with them This will become clear if we follow one 
...tar melody in some detail. The Vesper tone which 
is familiar to us in conmetion with the words farSwenfor 
Magnus, and Nan est Wryer:fru Wm. illi appeal, also in 
Me Vespers of the Dead with the words Omnegaaidal mini 
Paler ad me mold ; in Me opening of Me Dirge, Dinke 
',mine Doss mem ist mostachs ime viant means ; further on 

rorerpr des/era Ina DOM( ; in Me mournful offie. of 
Holy Week with the words Proin. Alia um nons tete', 
Drun and again Cato nee maicsml it/ tom, and "Wergild< 
universe topali el ;Welt Moran tam. If one melody 
adapts itself to all those varied though, it is evident thetas 
must understand adaptation in the widest sense. It would 
be easy from Me Vesperal and Gradual, to bring forward 
many examples of a similar elan city—  in which it is 
difficult to me how the music in any way suits the words. 
For in  on the West of St. Benedict and on Easter 
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Sunday one looks for a spirit of joy in the music, yet the 
the Tract for St. Benedict and the Gradual for Easter are 
the Tract and Gradual of the Dead Maw. 

Its eems clear from what has been said,[hat any attempt 
to cur.! liberty in the three points already spoken of can 
draw no sanction from the practice of the Church. Before 
passing ro a fourth a. most import.t point, we may notice 
shortly that the practice of the Palestrina school teaches the 
same lessons of liberty. The plain chant warrants us in 
using, accompanied or unaccompanied, a solo voice, or two, 
or a half-choir or full-choir, so long as all say the same 
words at the same time: the Palestrina school remoras this 
resroiryion : the voices separate, each says the words at its 
own time and wiffi its own melody. And this naturally 
leads to free repetition of the words: for each word is heard 
as many times as there are separate voices: and each voice 
repeats the words as often as the music requires; and they
is generGG no attempt to adapt the music to the meaning 
of the words; on the contrary, the first principle seems to 
be, that a line or two of a hymn tune repeated indefinitely is 
quite enough to accompany all the words of the whole 
Mass. 

These questions, however, do not go to the root of the 
matter ; they are questions of method and workmanship 
rather ffian of the character of Me music; if the reformers 
gave them all up they would still maintain, that there are 
ryme kinds of music that are not fit to be heard in the 
Church services. About the general principle there can 
surely be no disagreement ; we shall differ only in applying 
it to individual cm. But hereagain we can confidently 
appeal to the plain chant against any attempt to apply it 
in a narrow and Illiberal spirit. It would be difficult to 
name any type or character dmelody that is not represented 
in the plain chant ; clear, and well defined melodies, easily 
understood, where ffie change of a single note would be 
felt; pieces again where the malady is elusive a. ever 
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varying, yet the spirit and atmosphere of the whole is 
constant and unmistakeable; Pieces thatwevi to bow 
neither melody nor atmosphere, but rather to wander aim-
lessly Mg an endless string of notes. Or looking from 
another point of view, we fintl melodies full of masculine 
vigour, lite the hte Confary, the Tv Den, or the Vega, 
Avg; melodies of every shade of joy and sorrow, even 
to the melting sadness and sentiment of the Lamen-
tations or the Antiphons at the Benedictus in Holy Week, 
and melodies that are mere jejune outlines and skeletons, 
like the Mass in fads vincgficidas or the ft rogeong 
midi MS in the Litany of the Saints. If we do not 
.11 them trivial, it is because they are plain Chant, 
and can therefore be looked at with unprejudiced ryes. 
And similarly the melody of the Lamentations in its plain 
chant form receives the admiration it deserves, but repro-
duce it in figured music, and it will be called sensuous to 
the last degree n it is i fact to be found very closely 
imitated in the Benedictus of Gounod's St. Cecilia Mari, 
and M the Hai° el Ora es of Verdi's  Xequxrys, neither of 
which is fikely to commend itself to any reformer of strict 
views. 

There is another kind of malady, colourless emotionless, 
the very embodiment of self-restraint, which seems to be 
ffiought ecclesiastical in some special sense. His of course 
to be found in Plain Chan; but it stands there in company 
with the other styles, from the most manly to the most 
melting ; it has no more claim than they have to be in a 
special sryse U. style of the Church; it is not likely ever to 
displace them in the Vesperal a. Gradual. 

The aim of this brief inquiry has been to show, that the 
practice date Church ffirows a good deal of light on the 
meaning of her decrees about Church Music and that 
that practice does not lend the least sanction to any attempt 
to reduce all Church Music to one sombre uniformity of 
style. 

J. B. IGGLAuryinry. 
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THE Article in the July Number a the AmplefortA 
yononal, eMitled "Old Recrelections," satisfied to some 
extent the interest naturally taken in Me early history of 
Ampleforth. It not.. the wonderfully-rapid development 
during the first quarter of Me century. " AmpleMrth 
Lodge " become the Monastery of reoz, with Me embryo 
College in Me backyard, had grown in little more than 
twenty year s to be the Ampleforth College drawn by Mr. 
John Weld in reso. This is evidence of the extent and im-
portance of the development for the drawing of repo re 
presents not only the actual condition about resz, but the 
unchanged condition up to reso. When it is realized that 
Monastery and College, complete in all essential, were 
erected between rare a. ress, and supplied the wanre of 
the next thirty years we need not ask whether the 
Pilgrims of isgs—rees really came to stay; but eve must 
acknowledge Mat they brought from the old home in 
Lorraine a spirit of courage, activity, and zealous enter-
prise which under the blessing 0 00, was to be char-
acteristic of Me new home in England. Nor must vve 
forget Mat this was all undertaken and completed before 
"Emancipation." And although the Old Chapel yielded 
to a Now Church in resz, and the Old College was in 
great measure superseded in fib[ by the present Col-
legiate Buildings, the Monastery of reres, enlarged about 
rere,claims to he the Monastery of lbe Certif., and is only 
just now acknowledging itself tailndly supplanted by the 
New Abbey. For, its claim to recognition still, as the 
mmt important part of both Monastery and College,. on 
the score of necessity, if not of dignity, cannot be gainsaid. 
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For if the organ-blower could make good his claim to a 
substantial share in the efficiency of them with much 
greater justice may the Old Monastery resent any attempt 

at disparagement, so long as the Commissariat, Refec-
tories and Kitchens are located within it. The smallness 
of the beginning is depicted by the accompanying picture 
of the Monastery of Jam ; and the ground plan marks 
clearly the extent and soma of development. 

Over the style of Architecture it may be safely said, that 
Ruskin would not have gone into ecstasy. To say that 
there was no attempt at ornament would not be literally 
correct, as is evidenced by the Portico to the front doer, 
and the mushrooms on the roof hut it will be within the 
limits of fair criticism to say, that the Buildings have little 
pretension to arcffitectural merit. Nor is this surprising. 
The period was anterior to the approaching architectural 
revival the standards of superficial and cubic space, and 
of sanitary laws and requirements were scarcely looming 
even in a distant future. Moreover, the supplies in the 
exchequer very probably restrained more than necessary 
outlay. But, whatever the cause, whilst we give credit to 
those who did so much, we may congratulate them and 
ourselves that they did not attempt more. To supply 
actual needs, and to provide sufficiently for future wants 
was the duty of their day; a. not to anything in 
advance of their time has proved real w attempt isdom. Only for 
this, the Ampleforth of to-day might easily have been of 
mongrel growth. Instances are not unknown where more 
modern development has merely added to existing build-
logs, because they were too good to sacrifice; too good to 
sacrifice, and not good enough to satisfy. Our happy 
position has fortunately been to have no buildings of the 
past worth keeping. It was MN justice to the architect 
and justice to ourselves, to knock down what stood in the 
way, and to turn PO tem. to best advantage what still 
remained standing. 
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As already stated, mare to about [Ma was a building. 
period, followed by a rest of another quarter of a century. 
Though what may be called the College wing must have 
been opened with enthusiasm by those who had known the 
condition of earlier days, the present generation, in read-
ing a description of it, can only be expected to congratu-
late themselves that things have improved since then. As 
the Donnhories and Refectory were in the main Building, 
the Collet: wing consisted Ma. Play-Room on the ground 
door about Os ft. by 08 R. and ft. in height; at the west 
end was the main Cloister, the connection between College 
and Monastery. Or rather, it would be so called, if built 
now; but, as I suppose "a spade should be called a 
spade," the connection just named was a dark passage 
about M it. long and z ft. wide, without window and 
adjoining was the Students. Library, about c ft. by to ft., 
and another room of about equal size, communicating 
with the passage by a shuttered opening, through which 
clean hoots were distributed by Br. Bennet, and sweets by 
"Old Anthony." But, not at the same hour Besides, all 
received boots who answered to their number, but "Old 
Anthony" took care to give sweets to those only who paid 
for them. At each end of the playroom were rows of pri-
vate drawers numbered for each tudent, and underneath 
and continued along the northern wall were small cup-
boards for boots and slippers, the top of which formed a 

at the length of the room. The furniture consisted of 
two or three tables with seats attached to each side, and 
the great feature was a seat round the stove forming a 
circle 00.18 00 o ft. in diameter, and known "The 
Ring.'" The flooring was flagged. There were no 
tures, and all decoration was either accidntal or mis-
chievous marks of a wet football. Loran imagine 
some 

or 
Mat alter all it was not so bad ; that the room 

was of fair size, and that, though not very luxuriantly 
fitted up, the grand view of the valley and the cheering 
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brightness and warmth of the southern sun would go far 

compensate. Alas I that this should be all imagination. 

It is human to err, and it seems impossible not to impute 

error here. There was every facility for making the play-

mom all that was bright and ohm.ul, and yet everything 

seems to have been done to make it as gloomy and 

dismal as possible. As the walls both north and south 

were external, how emy to give the playroom a southern 

aspect but in fact all the windows were in the northern 

wall, and so high from the ground, that the angle of vision 

only took in the sky and the fir trees on the hill side. The 

advanCages of the southern aspect are so obvious, that 

it is difficult to suppose that they were not considered, 

and perplexity is not lessened by the fact that in the study 

above, the windows were all to the sou.. The front ele,

vadion 
bum 

indeed have been hideous; with windows 

abbve, but au unbroken wall or very ordinary mamnry 

below In tirne, howeveL this became more tolerable. by 
the growth of shruM, and notably of a fine fig-tree that 

covered a good part of the wall. It would not be wit ut 

interest to offer a competitive prize for the best solutionho of 

this mystery in the art of building. Whenever work is in 

progress where boys can gather, it seems an universal 

juvenile law, that they must meddle with workmen's tools, 

or otherwise busy themselves. Trdition says that the 

chief mason in charge of this organw sed to turn this to 

advantage, and encourage the boys to carry stones and 

that he was heard directing his men to "Mack um small, 

so that the lads can huge
At the east end of the playroom was a narrow flight of 

stone steps nesting to the upper floor, and more eas.rly 

mill was .e " washnouse ((—lavatory was not in the 

dictionary then, at all events not in the .College edition. 

When the pre t lavatory was in course of c 
sen 

onstruction, 
was felt that if there was any point on which reparation 

was specially due, it was on the score of washing mcom-
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modation. The old wash-house was a. flagged room about 
x and about a 0. high. On three sides there 

were stone troughs, and about a dozen taps at intervals 
in one corner there was a cistern supplied from a pump, 
and adjoining was a copper for the supply of hot water 
on Saturday nights. All these fittings were in keeping 
with the architecture of the room, being adequate to 
necessity, and absolutely free from the least suspicion of 
extravagance. The pump was not worked by an engine, 
but COntribUted to .e muscular development of those 
who volunteered to work it. When organization was 
complete, each My had a basin, sometimes of tin, 
sometimes of wood or ware: and when a basin was 
broken, an expedient (and sometimes by preference) was 
to wash under the tap. Each boy kept towel, comb and 
brush, Mc., in his box in the play-room, so that in early 
morning it became a large dressing-room, with jackets 
and vests, collars and neckties all over the place. 

It has already been stated that the study was above the 
playroom; at the east end of the study was a portion 
boarded off, and used as a Ness, room. At Christmas 
and Midsummer when the study became the theatre, the 
boards were taken down, and the claswroom bemme the 
stage, but no attempt was made to raise the Mon TM 
room above the wash-home was called the dancing-room, 
significative that accomplishments were not overlooked. 
Mr. Noke, the dancing master from York, had danced 
hence the King, and his pupils on an Exhibition-night 
danced before the audien. at .e %Yea-end of the 
study was the Prefect's eitting-roorn, and adjoining was 
a 

the
stairmse communicating with the grOund Mor. 

In the wing just descrbed, the most importam oom, 
and the most satisfactory, was the study it was w-¢11 
lighted and cheerful. The desks were double so that 
students immediately faced ea. other, credit no doubt 
being given, that they would neither speak, nor kick each 
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other, avg.xh of course they never dzat Anticipating the 
msst approved regulations of the Government Education 
Board, the desks were at right angles with the windows, 
with a p.sage along the north wall. The presiding-desk 
was against the south wall about the middle of the room, 
the Mawhack being that only half the students faced the 
desk, an arrangement highly approved of by some of the 
rest. As there was only one regular class-room—the one 
boarded off from the study—substitutes were found in the 
study itself, in the play-roorn (a favourite one being in the 

ring" round the stove), in e.. library, the dancing-
and sometimes in the Refectory and the Monastery 

Libary. In summer, with long days and short nights, 
with broad daylight long before 6 a.m. a. corresponding 
length far into evening, the study answered its purpose 
not unsatisfactorily but Me great drawback was that 
winter 

these 
followed, and was quite as cold and 

dark as in these days. To warm such a room satisfac-
torily would have required a powerful stove: but it was 
equally necessary to warm the play-room below; and 
what temptation to an economical procurator to warm 
both rooms by one stove! So the play-room got the 
benefit of the stove, and Me study was welcome to all the 
heat that radiated from the stove-pipe, . it passed 
from floor to ceiling. B. to increase radiation, a smoke-
box was introduced, with almost imperceptible effect. 

In practice, therefore, it was rather the boys who 
warmed Me study, for unless they entered warm, they 
knew what to expect. In playroom stove was 
effective, and on ...CM was tested to the utmost; the 
aim of those not in authority being to force a red heat 
some feet up the smoke-pipe. Although, a.ording to the 
principles of equality and fraternity, the correct thing W. 

sit and the stove, at times it was only natural to sta. 
cloer, especially if the stove NVas not at its best; and as 
the numbers increased, pushing and squeezing would 
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commence, generally developing into atta. and defence. 
Whenthe square was denseiy packed, Mere was generally 

stronger boy at ea. angle, with his foot against the 
ring" to any sudden push. But, if caught off 

guard, or backeda  by sego.. strength, a strong push 
would brssk the square, giving an opening new comers. 
But, it was seldom Mat contention overstepped the bounds 
of friendly strife. As the play-room was so gloomy and 
unattractivG the ball-place and playground were the more 
frequented, and this no doubt contributed to great health-
fulness. The proximity of the ball-place to the play-room 
made hand-hall a daily game whether for recreation-hours 
or for only the "quarters;" and " running for places" 

as daily a great feature. The games of to-day were not 
unknown and were not less eagerly joined in. But, there 
toes less cience. Rugby and Association Rules were 

J of. Elevens" would have been too exclusive. 
A general game of Football meant the whole school 
divided into two camps, irrespeMive of number though 
at times the sides were not even, as in the smatches of 

Lancashire against the world." If the game of "Golf" 
as little known and never played, the boys could claim to 

nee pioneers in England in the art of "toboggan..." To 
understand Me ,acess, imagination must.. supply what 
formerly .ually existed. We ...sr carrythe level of 
the Church "terrace through the opposireLihrary windows, 
and then erect a ball-place with a smaller area to the 

cline 
of it; then imagine a paved walk, extending on an 

to within a short distance of the present Penance-
walk, followed by two flights of stein down two slopes 
with a walk between them. The slopes were like ih 
present ones, though not quite in the same positions; 
but the steps instead of being at an angle, were in straight 
line with the upper incline. The ground beyond sloped, 
as in the present upper bounds, as Mr as the old bounds-
wall, which ran in the line of the slope above the present 
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ball-place. This fine ME. would pass through all the 

present Libraries, and continue across the College Square. 
but many feet below the level. In winter snow was gathered 
and the steps were filled. Boys would provide themselves 
with boards about twelve inches square: and seated there-

,they would slide down the incline at greM speed, further 
increased by the steep descent of the slopes. The more 
venturesome formed companies, and closely seated on
plank about nine Bet long, metalled with greater speed, 
the impetus being increased by their cumulative weight. 
The result was good exercise, great fun, and not many 
accidents. Those who on days wet, dull and dismal can 

have recourse to a fine Am/Ionia/tram, to Gymnasium and 

Libraries, may perhaps ask how their predecessors fared in 

the dullest and most dismal of playrooms. It is reassuring 

to record that there never was an instance of suicide. 

Miniature handball and football, top-spinning, small 

bandy, marbles, might be indulged in, as there was little 
capable of damage ; and in a room common to eldest and 
youngest there was little opportunity for anything very 
quiet. A not uncommon way out of the di1R.Ity was by 

•• leave to the study," often asked by those who desired to 

read, he. Butoccasionally the playroom became the arena 
for gymnastic feats, the chief being to vault over the tables 
placed length ways, involving the clearing of fifteen or 

a n feet. Although, general/y, in playtime the boys 
were IeR to themselves under the Vigilance of honour and 
conscience, it was necessary to have a master in the play 
room at evening recreation in winter, when there was little 
opportunity of doing much, and not much light to do it 

by: conditions most favourable to mischief. Visible dark-
ness is the time for tricks, and want of light was

temptation to play them. The playroom was lighted 
by two dip-candles, sometimes by a third, placed in the 

middle of the tables. When at each table were gathered 
eight or nine boys screening the light from We rest of the 
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room, it is not wonderful that at tirnes this was playfully 
resented. A boy would take up a cap or a stray slipper, 
and throwing it amidst the group would, if successful, put 
oM the light and thus prove to demonstration that after all 
dips were not to be despised. The reader will no doubt be 
prepared to learn that even the study was not brilliantly 
lighted. "Dips again but rather more of them. At 

in hours there was a sight in the study not to be seen 
elsewhere. On the approach of dusk. the " Candler.," 
foI such was the significant appellation of the worthy 
dispenser of light, would take from his cupboard from fif-
teen to twenty tin candle-sticks each the bearer of a solitary 
dip. The. were all placed at the end Mime of the desks, 
and thence distribuwd. As already n ced the desks were 
double, and in length about twelve feet. oti Three dip-candles—
sometimes onlytwo--were allotted to each desk; theylighted 
the compartmen. on either side; or perhaps it should be 

esssaid, made them l obscure. In the ankngement there 
was an economy of so "Lin the dip-bill, as a seooff against 
disadvantag.. But must not be supposed that the study 
was always so brilliantly lighted. At Morning Payers, 
said by the Prefect, such effusion of light might have been 
distracting: and when at the end he read an instruction 
from the presiding-desk he required no borrowed 
light from a .mmon  dip," when provided with a 
superiot mould candle in a japanned candlestick. At 
night the light was still more graduated, the Camlieman 
was never known to throw more light than necessary on 
any subject. The meeting in study for a few minutes' 
lecture at 8 p.m would net repay the labour of illumina-
tion hence one rt dip" was considered equal to the 
occasio, especially as the Prefect's mould could also be 
counted on. But, after the lecture, at the sound of the 
second bell, the students proceeded to the Chapel for night 
prayers; and thither Candlemas hastened, for there also 
his "dip" was indispensible. If, as sometimes happened, 
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the Prefect withdrew in company with his mould, before 

all had left the study, the law of nature prevailed, and 
absence of light proved to be darkness. The lighting of 
the Chapel was described in the tact number of the Jour-
nal. Usually the light in each dormitory was a single 
"dip"; and in the morning, those who had not left the 

assmitsrY before S.So am. had to find their way as hest 
they could. So too in the play-r.m, darkness was the 

condition of any not ready to enter the study at 6 ash 

It is a trite saying that necessity is the mother of inven-

and under the circumstances just described, this was 
curiously exemplified. It might be supposed that boys 

would have bought candles for private use, which to some 

extent was done, but that would seem to have been too 

direct and too obvious a way out of a difficulty. It is 
also perhaps questionable how far such traffic would 
have been licit. Besides it lacked all trait of genius. 

Much more interesting was the plan adopted. Boys 
made their own lamps out of clay baked on the stove, if in 
digging the foundations for the College one had been 
found, it might have become the subject of earnest contro-
ersy amongst Archmologists, although I fear all would 

have agreed that it certainly belonged to a barbarous 
period. This rude piece of ware was filled with tallow, 
scraped from the candlesticks, or from the swealings of 
the dips; a rude wick was placed in the centre and all 
was complete. If the light was interior, there was mm-
pensanon in the satisfaction that it was home-rnanufacture, 

and not made in Germany. This part of the subject 

would be incomplete if mention were not made of the 
tradition that the Candlemen developed early, and in 
abundance, certain hirsute appendages, of which young 

men are often exceedingly proud. It was supposed that, 
as their duties involved much fingering of dips, their 

necessarily greasy fingers would be accidentally (on 

purpose) carried to those parts of the visage from which 
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such appendages spring.—This incident leads to another. 
It is more than probable that the Candlemen could 
dispense with a barber; but a hairdresser is a necessity 
in every school. For many years" 0/0 Barker," the tailor, 
w. also hairdresser; and he took pleasure in narrating 
how one of the Priors of his day had complimented 
him on his efficiency. The Prior had been from 
home, and on his return sent for Mtn. "Barker," said he, 

when in London, I had my hair cut but no one manes 
up to you; lake to Hale dr. Barker required no 
further hint. hors long time his nickname was ',urn 
you roond, sir." ile operated in the play-room, and as the 
light was not good, and only from North windows, he 
required a Mange of position when about half way through, 
which he always announced in the woods of the nickname 

Turn you rood, sir." 
With one more contribution to the " odds and ends," I 

close Old !Weal/sawn No. II. I have remarked upon 
the dull and dismal character of the play-room t there was 
no view, no means of seeing what passed outside. At that 
time the usual entrance to Monastery and College was by 
the old front door; so that arrivals were not unfrauent, 
whether by conveyance or on foot. Of all this nothing 
could be seen from the playroom: but from the ball-place 
area, a few yards from the play-room door, everything was 
in full view. As boys are not usually deficient in curiosity, 

,d generally want to know what is going on, those in the 
area would announce artivals by running to the play-room 
olcor nod shouting "Exhibition on the terrace." Out 
would come the curious, and one more topic would be 
added to conversation. But those in the playroom were at 
the merry of those outside, and many announcements of 
"Exhibition on the terrace" only brought out the curious 
to be laughed at, and notably on the is of April. 



gOet, Yugacts ! 
Ik ages past, before a stone 

Marked where this building was to be 
The seasons ruled this vale alone 

In solitude's wild harmony. 

The wind sang to the woodlands; they 
Whispered the echoes to Me stream ; 

It bubbled on its lonesome way, 
And left the sleepy bill to dream. 

Till on ...led ear of morn, 
The Matingeng one season fell ; 

And on the evening breeze was borne, 
The music of the Compline bell. 

Another life had come to share 
The hill and vale of this domain ; 

A life of beauty and of prays, 
Saint Benedict, monastic reign. 

Its sweet voice tunes the running brook, 
It mingles with the rude wind's notes 

It lingers in each shady nook, 
To Heaven on a sunbeam boats. 

The summer, calm, the autumn's glow, 
The spring so filled with joyous sense 

The winter jewelled with its snow, 
Yield to its gentle influence. 

EHEU PUGACES ! 

At first a humble roof-tree shows, 
A fledgling perched upon the height—

Then spreading graceful wings there rose 
Tower and hall in loftier flight. 

The Chapel in the centre rears 
Its simple turret westward rise 

The Cloisters,—growth of Pres.,  Years--
Their fair front stretching to the skies! 

As Hyland reared her stately head, 
As Rievaubt charmed the vale of Aye 

And cowl. brethren, now dead, 
There .anted David's Psaltery; 

So now this Abbey shall fulfil 
Their life! Awake those voices hushed; 

Loving their ruined beauty still, 
Revering still their hallowed dust! 

And may our Alma Ma. live, 
As long . hill and wood shall stand; 

And to our vale her blessings give 
While morn and evening grace our land! 

If not, oh! on the home we love, 
Light may the hand of ruin fall'; 

There peacefully shall coo the dove, 
And ivy clasp her crumbling wall ! 

And over her tomb, the son shall fling 
Her crimson splendours from the west; 

And stream, and wood, .d wind shall sing 
Her passing spirit to its rest. 



Tigif f0 Nerammergatt. t000. 
Onnfierinamie has once again been the attraction of the 
Christian World by its decennial representation of Our 
Lord's Pe,sion and Resrrection. Situated in a high 
mountain valley in the Bavarian Tyrol, about go miles 
south of Munich and equi-distant from Innsbruck ;the 
nearest large towns), Oberammergau in normal times has 
little danger of becoming contaminated with city life or 
the outer world. It is a little world in itself, at the mouth 
of a mounmin gorge, and but for the sounds from the new 
mi., station on the outskirts, for the villagers would not 
have it nearer, the visitor might easily imagine himself in 
the tyth century, when the Great Passionspiel was acted 
the first time, in thanksgiving for the miraculous escape of 
the villager, from a plague whichwas raging and them. 
In Mem they vowed to te the event every ten. 
mar, vehich vow they have religiously kept to the present 
day. 

I had been staying some time at Gianni., a most beau-
tihil village in a rich Main, surrounded by the famous 
Zugspitz, the Alpspitz. the Kramer and other well known 
peaks in the Bavarian Alps, and about to miles from 
Oberammergau. To see the Passion-play it is necessary 
to sleep two nights in the village, so on a Friday afternon 
I found myself driving thero—one of some dozen Englis oh 
people bent on the tame errand. On the way we visitt. 
the Benedictine Abbey of Mont Etta/ with its handsome 
church, miraculous image. and some large relics from the 
Catammbs and other place, 

The huge cross on the summit oft. Kofel, which is the 
...peak A the many mountains that and Oberam-
mergau, now served as a landmark, and another half-hour 
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brought es to the village, where we ea. sought our 

allotted quarters. Mine was in the house of SL Philip the 

Apostle: et least that would be his name on Sunday. Dur-

ing this year, the parish priest who is at the head of the 

management of the play has the powers A a Bishop in 

any respects, granting faculties for the Cor.ssions of 
foreigners. fie accordingly, for the benefit of English 
speaking Catholics, gave them to an Australian Bishop, 

one of our party. It was also arranged that the Bishop 

should sirg Me chief Mass next morning at six a.m. Long 

before that hour, however, the .1age was awake. At

quarter tc six I attempted to enter the parish church, but 

could get no further than the porch, so with his Lordship 

as my passport I entered by Me Sacristy and took up a 

sLanding position in the chancel. There I found, already, 

some thirty priests, most of whom had given up any idea 

of trying to say Mass, so great was the demand for the few 

altars of Me church. At this Mass many of the Actors were 

singing, and many went to Communion, including Amon 

tang (the Chris tus) and Johann Zwink (Judas). After Mass 

I had Ia. time for a hurried breakfast before taking my 

seat in the theatre Mr the representation, whichcommenced 

at eight. At this hour the Church and all the shops are 

closed, nearly every one being either in the auditorium, or 

on Me stage of the theame. The performance itself is 

divided into Chorus, Tableau and Act,  and is similar to the 

oId Greek play, inasmuch as Me duty of the Chorus, which 

is dressed in classical robes, is to explain in song the 

subject of the following Tableau and its prefigurement of, 

.rttl relation tee an event of Our Lord's Passion. These 

t nbleaux are not necessmily in Chronological seguenm hut 

are governed by the sce which follows each of them. To 

describe the whole play in detail would be beyond the 

uope of the present article; I can only treat of it generally. 

The m.ic used is very an  and impressive, but is not 

published The harmonis were beautiful: Me rendering 
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as a whole reminded me of Mozart in Me lighter PH... 
of Handel in the recitative more imPresaire move-
ments. The Tableaux were perfect the es lo
and arranging of figures would have done credit to the 
greatest artist, for themost critical onlookers could not find 
a fault, and I am sure the general effect could not be sur-
passed anywhere. Especially was this so in the grouping 
Mahout four hundred persons in the Fall of Manna in the 
Desert, prefigure, the Last Supper, and iu the Striking of 
the Rock by Moses, in both of which a largo number of 
sin.l children took part, all M whom seemed to have 
entered into the spirit of the representation in a wonderful 
way. The acting itself was beyond praise. Special men-
ion might M made of Judas, who acted through all the 

long scene of the Washing of the Feet, although he did 
not speak. word, and of Caiphas, who in Me difficult scenes 
of working up the members of the Sanhedrin to condemn 
Our lord, and later in persuading Me people to accept 
Barabbar, showed a fine energy and vehemence without 
overdoing- his part. I w. Mid while at Oberammergau 
that a professional Coach had been sent from Munich in 
the spring, but that he could make noMing of the actors, 
who insisted on carrying out their own ideas. When we 
consider that the villagers do not take part in the play as 
a dramatic performance, but as an act of worship, and 
therare oft. sacrifice theatrical effect m a strict obser-
vance of historical fact, and also that no artificial light or 
personal adornment, beyond their dress, is a/lowed, it 
seems almost miraculous that these ommored and rustic 
performers should draw from MI parts M the Civilized 
world an audience of thousands, every member of which 
follows the events on Me stage with the greatest attention 
and reverence,—though some enter the theatre with dispo-
sitions the very opposite. The scene of Our Lord patting 
from His Mother at Bethany was one of the most touching 
of all.—
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NaMter Mater! Der Vater rufh meth, Lebe wobl, 
bee Mutter 

0 Gob gieb mil Starke! dos mein Hers nicht breche". . .. 

The whole house was affected by this scene as also at 
Me meetirg of Our Lord .d the Holy Women during the 
Way of the Cross. 

The Crwifixion did nM appeal to me . much; it was 
almost beyond one's grasp. the Cro. with its hum. 
burden seemed to me more like a great piece of sculpture, 
and even when the figure moved or spokes was still diffi-
cult to realize that the Cross bore a living man. For 
nearly half an hour Anton La, remained there, his only 
supports Leing a sisal/ iron footrest which could not be 
noticed ti li after the deposition, a stro, band circling Me 
Cross and his 

loin 
waist under the cloth and the hand 

nails which he held between his second and third fingers. 
NowO... his form looked so lifeless when reverently 
taken down from the Troias. 

For dramatic effect this should have been the last scene 
the climax of Me great Tragedy, but of course as an 

act of worship and of faith Me play would have been 
imomplete wiMout Me Resurrection and Ascension which 
immediately followed. The former was the weakest scene 
of the whole day, and Me tomb was not correct either 
according to Scripture or classic history. The curtain fell 
for the Iasi time at 5.10, and five minutes afterwards the 
theatre w. empty, . well and plentifully is it furnished 
with exit. The streets were once more filled with an 
orderly and reverential crow..., making ready to drive 
away from the village that evening, others starting on foot 
at on., ireilc others again were perhaps making arra,e. 
moms smy another two nights in order to witness the 
°yellow performance of the following day. But no 
vrtnides were moving at more Man a walking pace, it 
being forbidden from a spirit of reverence to proceed 
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otherwise while within the village. But for me the 

Passion-play was over, leaving a deep impression on my 

mind by the singular and effective way it placed before me 

the story of the World's Tragedy, a story all of us have 

known from our childhood, but one which has never been 

told M such a realistic way as it was by the pious villagers 

of Oberammergau. 
in this close valley from the world divided, 

Where rock and pine point upward to the sky, 

By thoughtful prayer the soul to God t guided, 

Whom in His works she strives to gloify. 
JOHN R. TiMBEN. 

4noefino Duff, quentino. 

THE fi rst duty of the newly blare. English abbots bas 

been to betake themselves to Rome to join the gathering 

of Benedictine Prelates assembled there for the dedication 

of the Church of St. Anselm on the Aventine. The cere-

mony took place on Martinmas day, November lire, in the 

presence of several Bishops, upwards of slaty abbots, 

besides a number of other monastic pilgrims. Cardinal 

Rampolla, Papal Secretary of S.°, had been delegated 

by tht Pope to °Hsiate in his name at the function, which 

yrss further graced by the .sistance of twelve other 

Cardinals and the presence of the Diplomatic body 

accredited to the Holy See. 
Thewnsecration of this abbey church puts the finishing 

stroke to a notable ing, notable even in the ye. 

of Jubilee, and at theundertak close of the nineteenth century,— 

namely the establishment Rome of an International 

College for the Benedictines of the whole world. Built 
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entirely at the expense of the Pope, it represents in a 
very emphatic manner both the benevolence of Leo XIII for 
the order of St. Benedict, and his zeal for the advancement 
of learning a. the deepening of the spirit of sacred 
tudy. The College, or University as it may be called, 

since it confers academic degrees, will be the principal 
material monument of the present Pontificate and the 
magnitude and completeness of its buildings, the eictent 
and nobility of its purpose are worthy of the munificence 
of Leo XIII, and me distinction of his reign. No visitor 
can fail to be struck by the imposing appearance of the 
Abbey and its appropriate site. Its architectural style is 
simple, not to say severe, depending for effect on dimen-
sions and proportion rather than ornament; but its vast 
quadrangle, iffi ft. by coo, with adjoining courts and 
wings, its long,  spacious cloisters and corridor, its lofty 
height and its noble church, and then its unique position, 
make it the most notable of modern buildings in t city. 
The square towers at the angle, flat capped and he machi-
colated, with their massive and sloped base give the 
monastery almost the appearance of a fortress, whilst the 
graceful bell-tower of the church relieves the monotony of 
ffie sky-line. Some idea of the completeness and size of 
the buildings may be gathered from the fact that they 
have cost .me plop., and are meant to uccomm.are 
one hundred studenffi with ample provision not only for 
the Abbot Primate and the College Staff, but for numerous 
other officials, guests, and dependents. 

The Church, which W severe approached by a quadrangular 
colonnade, shows a but impremive inffirior, great 
monoliths of granite separating the aisles Worn a spacious 
and lofty nave, which terminates in a nffile apse, with 
baldachin ° over the simple altar. Even more effective 
ist the crBst, or lower church, some twenty-five feet in 
height, but in which the same ground space as that of the 
upper church is divided by double rows of massive, squat 
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pillars into five broad aisles and transepts. Enthroned in 

the apse behind the centre altar is a majestic, seated 

figure of St Benedict "et circa ilium .rona fratru. for 

and about are ranged fifteen altars dedicated to monastic 

saints, his brethren or disciples. The altars of both upper 

and lower churches, single solid blocks of grey granite, 

were all consecrated together by the Abbots President of 

Oe different Congregations. 
The site of St. Anselm's is not unworthy of its purpose 

from the historic and monastic memories whicli cluster 

thick around. The abbey stands on the brink of the Aven-

tine hill, where it overhangs the Tiber, the fragment of a 

media val bastion frowning still from its garden. A narrow 

mad down to the river is street in which Tiberius 

Gracchus was slain bythe ungrateful moll, in early times the 

Aventine being the home of the plebeians, as the opposite 

Palatine was of the patricians. Adjoining the monastery 

stand the churches of the Knights of Malta, Sant' Alessio 

. Santa Sabin with associations of St Gregory VII, of St. 

Dominic and St. Thomas of Aquin hard by is the Abbey on 

the Cielian hill whereSt.Gregory the Great lived and whence 

came the Apostles of Engle.. From the windows of 

St. Anselm's open out glorious views over Rome, on one 

side to the Vatican, from whose Lager, the venerable 

Founder has watched the rapid growth of his great work, 

on another to St. Paul's where the monks have guarded 

since the seventh century the Tomb of the Apostle of 

the Gentiles, whilst beyond and around stretch silent 
spaces of the Campaigna hounded by the bold outline of 

the Alban and Sabine bills. 
We English may be flattered by the circumstance that 

the selected Patron of the new Abbey is a Saint so closely 

connected with our country as St. Anselm of Canterbury. 

But the choice was not made on that account alone. As 

the first of the Scholastics, and a Doctor of the Chu., 

St Anselm bears an honoured name in Christian Schools. 

SANT ASSEGAI° SULL' AVENTINO. 

He was the titular toe of certain earlier colleges founded 
in Rome for foreign monks. But his own career points 
him out as the specially suitable patron of a cosmopolitan
ollege. Born in Italy, a professor and Abbot in France, 

an Archbishop in England, he is associated with the three 
chief peoples whose monks will frequent his School. 

Another detail of the story of St. Anselm's may be here 
recalled. In .8s, carrying out the decree of a previous 
general chapter that a House of Studies for English monks 
should be opened in Rome, a small band of Benedictines 
was sent to restore the old Collegio di Sant' Anse.. which 
had formerly existed in the Eternal City. Their fi rst 
habitation was the garret of the Scots College, when  they 
migrated successively to the Via Gregorian and the 
Angelo Custode, until a few years later the Holy Father 
took up the project, enlarged its scope, . as to make it 
no longer English but in  and from this lowly 
beginning developed the great plats which is now 
plate It It should be remembered also in this connection 
that it Wes our Eng.. President, Abbot O'Gorman, 
whom the Pope commissioned t t the abbeys 
of Germany in order to enlist their sympathies in the 
projected general House of Studies. 

In bestowing this princely gift upon the Benedictines 
the Holy Father has done than] no slight honour. His 
thole shows the esWeem in which he holds the Order, and 
the high expectations he has formed of itsutility to the 
Church in the coming century. Sao' Anselmok is nseant 
to bind the branches of the Order more closely to the Holy 
See, owl COnsequently more closely to one another; this 
useful purpose being attained by means entirely con-
sonant to the traditional method of the Order. The genius 
of the Benedictines has led them to congregate mostly by 
nations or provinces,united with the loom but strong bond 
of fraternal charity and the observance of a common Rule. 
They have ever been allied more closely with the hierarchies 
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of their respective countries than with the monastic con 

gregations of foreign lands. They have never known a 
central authority, nor any General but the Vicar of Christ. 

The Roman Pontiff has been their °Abbas Abbatu ," 

or have they swished for any other. But with the Pope 
as their chief bond of union, it follows that the more they 
are in touch with the Holy See the more they will be united 
with one another, and the more profitable will be their 
labours for the Church. It is to subserve these high pur-
poses that the International College of Sane Anse.° in 

thin has been established. 
the gathering of Abbots from all parts of the earth, as 

showing how wide-spread is the work of the Order and how 

deep its is have struck in many lands, was a truly 
inspiriting spectacle at the close of a century which is 
common), regarded tri more memorable for the destruction 
than the revival of monastic life. But if the religious tide 
ebbed rapidly during the fi rst half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, it has been flowing strong in its latter half, as the 
Conclave at Sant'Anselmo's indicates. They were pictury 
esque and interesting groups that met in those noble clois-
ters. Most venerable of all present was the Abbot-Bishop 
Salved°, the patriarch of the Order, over zo years a monk, 
who is returning to his life-long work among the aborigines 
of Western Australia. Archbishop Serafini of Spoleto, 
still Abbot General of Subiaco, led a group of Italian 
prelates, some of whom the purp/e ruche. betokened to be 
Abbots Ordinary. Switzerland, Bavaria and Austria sent 
prelates from abbeys that have lasted for eight or ten 
centuries, including the Hungarian Arefi-Abbot attended 
by a smart hussar. From France and Spain came Abbots 
of the Congregations that have sprung up since the great 
Revolution. North America was well represented by 
venerable, bearded Abbots whose monasteries have all the 

B
vitality and fruitfulness of the States. From 

Beuron came the Arch-Abbot Wolter, survivor of the three 
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brothers whose work in the monastic restoration of 
Germany has been so abundantly blessed. Presiding over 
the assembly was the Abbot-Primate de Hemptinne, to 
whose untiring energy so much of the success of the 
College ri due. Last of all came the Abbots of the English 
Congregation,for thefirsttimetaking their place among their 
brother prelates. But if our Abbots were youngest in 
years, the English speaking section was not the least 
prominent among the nationalities. Our sure Congrega-
tion was fully represented by the Abbot President, the 

wree governing Abbots, and the Cathedral Prior (each 
ith his rams), and the Procurator in curie ; from Scotland 

came the Abbot of Fort Attemstus,with two brother Abbots 
from England, the prelates  of Australia. and America 
completing the group. Their communities perhaps the 
most numerous in the Order, prove how the rule has taken 
root in lands where Catholicism is not dominant, and that 
the Order is nowhere more flourishing and vigorous than 
among men of English speech and in lands where the 
apostolate is prominent. 

On the morrow of the Dedication the Prelates and their 
associates had audience with the Pope, in which to express 
the gratitude of their brethren for this magnificent proof of 
his paternal benevolence. Punctually at the appointed 
hour the Holy Father entered the apartment with brisk 
steps and animated gesture as he blessed the throng and 
then bade them rise and draw near his throne. The chief 
signs of Ms feebleness and advanced years were the bent 
shoulders and palsied hands that trembled violently as they 
held the manuscript of his address; apart from this the 
Pope looked well and hale. He spoke with clear accents, 
and feared fatigue so little, that all present, even to the 
lowliest carer, were permitted to kiss his feet and hands. 
The audience was quite informal; it lasted nearlyanhounand 
was characterized by the graciousness of the Pontiff and a 
fatherly interest in the Order and its work. The same 
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kindliness was even more manifest in a second reception 

accorded to We English Abbots aton 1n Rome it was 

said to be unheard of W. two audiences should be given 

to anybody within one week; but the unusual privilege was 

.granted to our English Abbots, the Holy Father showing 

much interest in the recent changes in he Congregation, 

and encouraging its members in Weir. labours for the 

conversion of England. Immediately after the Papal 

reception the Benedictine delegates paid a visit of respect 

to the Cardinal Secretary of State. 
Tuesday being All Monks Day, the Abbot Primate sang 

Mass in the new abbey church, surrounded by the crowd of 

his colleagues. On Wednesday, All Souls of the Order, Dr. 

Larkin of Douai, as junior Abbot, pontificated at the 

Solemn Requiem in the Crypt. On Thursday, many of the 

prelates took part in a function at the Greek College which 

has lately been put under the care of the Benedictines. 

The solemnities of the week were brought to an appropriate 

close at the Basilica of St. Paul, where the Dedication Feast 

was being kept and the commencement of the Quarant' Ore. 

The pilgrim Abbots assembled once more in full numbers. 

Never to be forgotten was that procession of the Blessed 

Sacrament round the aisles of this most stately of Roman 

churches, where for so many ages the sons of St. Benedict 

Wye drawn the inspiration of Apostolate from the Tomb of 

the Apostle of the Gentiles. After luncheon In the monas-

tery the Abbot delivered a very eloquent oration in whichhe 

welcomed the Fathers to St. Paul's and alluded to the ties 

which bound the shrine to several of the Benedictine 

Congregation., Here dwelt the brothers Wolter before 
beginning their monastic revival in Germany any; here Abbot 
Wimmer came when carrying We Holy Rule to North 
Amoica, and Bishop Salvado before taking up Ms epos-

tolate in Australia. One singular omission in the Abbot's 

address a glance at the ceiling above him might have 

rectified, he former connection of his Basilica with 
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England. On both roof and doors of the great Re-
Wctory in which we sat the Abbey-shield still shows St. 
Paul's Sword surmounted by the Crown of England and 
surrounded by the English Garter. The Kings of England 
in Catholic times were Protectors of the Basilica, with a 
seat in its chapter and the right of chanting the Epistle 
during Mass. And surely no Benedictines have more 
fully imbibed the missionary spirit of the Apostle than 
those of England. The insignia of the English Crown are 
still retained in the awns of St. Paul's o—will the days 
ever return when an English King will hold it an honour 
to resume his ancient rights! 

oo And on the eighth day they went to their dwellings 
rejoicing, and glad in heart for all the good Wings which 
the Lord had done for His people." m. Kings, var. 

So ended an eventful week, the incidents of which will
live in We memories of those privileged to take part in them. 
It was an historic event. worthily solemnized. The con-
course of pilgrim prelates and monks,the honours accorded 
them, the repeated and protradted functions represented 
at once the munificence and Messing of Christ's Vicar and 
on the other hand the gratitude and loyalty of the Bene-
dictine Order. With such happy auguries of permanence 
and success the Abbey-College of Sant' Anse/mo in IS rbe 
begins its career. May it justify all hopes! Floreat in 
woo, 
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PREFACE. 

Ix may perhaps appear not uninteresting, nor altogether 
useless, to write an account of the manner in whiffi the 

Houses of the English Benedictines were broken up in 

France during the revolution. If Providence has destined 
this congregation stilt to subsist through future ages, our 
successors no doubt will consider that epoch as one of the 
most critical after the suppression of religious orders in 

England, If it is to end here with it will probably expire 

all curiosity about it. I shall, however, as long as I live, 
find some kind of satisfaction in recalling to my memory 
those efforts we made to maintain ourselves, and those 
junctures in which we found ourselves situated. So while 
they are yet fresh I will throw some of them on paper. 

Herec meminism juvabit, 

In tyS9, when there was so much talk of suppressing all 
religious orders in Franco, it was generally supposed that 

we should be included in the wreck. 
To continue to have a civil existence as a religious order 

was not to be expected, afire the Assemble, Nationale had 
deer

terms all corporations from its constitution. Pt some of 

our members were A opinion that we ought not to apply 

fora preservation under any other title than our real one, 

that of a mhgregation of Benedictine - religious. Our 
house of Dieulouard did, nevertheless, get a petition pre-
sented to the ecclesiastical committee which managed all 

those affairs in the rest National Assembly, which insisted 

on he preservationof our propertyas having ben purchased 
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with English money. It was alleged ffiat our having been 
religious could be no objection as we did not desire any 
other civil effireencereenceforward but as individuals. Mr. 
Stapleton, president of the English College at St. Omers, 
and some others were pretty active about the same time. 
A decree was obtained on jth Nov. 1,90, which allowed 
English regulars to continue to subsist m seculars, and 
declared that upon those conditions they might keep what 
property they had acquired with English money. 

W. they could not prove they had purchased with 
their own money, brought from England, the assembly re-
served to itself the faculty of deciding upon some other 
time, whffi the titles and deeds of purchase had been 
examined into by the Districts. If the deeds were any 
way defective the property was left also to the mercy of 
the Assenrely. 

This was very distressing to us, at Dieulouard, where 
many of our original deeds had been lost in a fire that 
comooluu our house totally in year oiy, 13. of 
October, the very day on whiffi we were turned out of it in 
irex. Those deeds too were very very numerous, as our 
property had been successively acquired by many little 
purchases, and hard to read. ThiSMVPr turnedoot in our 
favour; for when the commissaries of the district came to 
examine them, conformably to the decree, frightened at 
the difficultyorthe task this business presented them with, if 
they examined each act piece by piece, they at length agreed 
to lump it, and pm in their pr. veal that they had seen 
so many authentic deeds for such and such lands, that the 
most ancieM inhabitants A Dieulouard declared they had 
never heard say that we had received any endowment by 
free gift, except some small portion of a farm which we had 
at a village called Jaillon, which was supposed to have been 
given by the Can  when transffirred from Dieulouard to 
Nancy, as a retributiOn for our performing Divine Office in 
the Mu. in their stead, consequently, that all the rest 
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was not to be disputed. These Area vernaux were sent up 

to Paris, and we were a long time in expectation of some 

decree in consequerm, but the Assembly dissolved itself 

without having thought any more ot the matter, and we 
remained in quiet possession, not however without anxiety. 

Ike second, or legislative msemby, said nothing about us 

that I remember, but the raga against priosu• who would 

not Me the celebrated oath kept increasing very rapidly, 

and as we were supposed to be in the opposite party we 

were in continual danger on that account The Sisters 

(a kind of mintsthat taught girls) were abused, beaten, and 

driven out of the village, because they came to our church. 

Mobs and riots were heard of everywhere against those 
who would not unite with the constitutional priests as 
they were called, and to add to the danger, on the 
installation of our new constitutional curate, and the pro• 
cession of the Assumption, t which was supposed to be 
for the prosperity of the State, we were invited by a 
special Act of the Municipality to come to the Parish 
Church. It was well known that a refusal would enrage 
the people, so it wad hoped we should not dare refuse. 
However, we did, and got over it. Some time after, a 
general order for shutting up the doors of all dissenting 
Catholic Churches was issued; and with a good deal of 
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in-humour ours was ordered to be shut, and the bells 
forbidden to be rung by the Municipality. Complying 
seemed to acknowledge oumelves ies of the State, 
and not complying would appear refry tory to the law. 
In this dilemma we shut the door, but presented a 
petition against it to the Department stating that, as we 
were foreigners and perfect at  to the civil and reli-
gious disputes which might divide some in that country, we 
hoped we were not to be included in a regulation which 
seemed to fix a note of infamy on those who were 
subject to it However, what the Muncipality had done 
was maintained, but civilly enough, by the Department 
so that from St. Mark's day, ma, our church door was 
never opened, nor our bells rung. From the time the 
church doors were shut we had frequent bickering, with 
the Municipality, on account of our letting people who 
would not go to Mass at the Parish Church come to hear 
Mass at our church. Once the Commandant of Me Garde 
NotMnole received an order from the district of Pont-A 
Mousson op send a company of men in arms to take up all 
those they should find in our church. It luckily happened, 
however, that Mere none in when this body of m 

were
en

came but such as 
and 

went indiscriminately to the Parish or 
to our church; such they dicDnot make the object of 
their inquisitorial tyranny. Notwithstanding all their 
malice to hinder such as would have nothing to do with 
the Schismatical Clergy from corning to do their religious 
duties at our church, yet all those that were reany disposed 
to do their duty found opportunities to the last. The 
difficulty was, however, a good deal increased after the 
establiMment of what they called [hada-Mete Stonedlcmen 
In our village there were twelve appointed to this com-
mittee, and when they seemed not active enough they were 
frequently spurred on by sharp letters from the Cam. de 
Surnallonce of Pont-AMousson, which arrogated to itself 
a sort of inspection over the inferior committees. These 
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committees were instituted by dec of the crst of March 
which showed what all foreree igners that were of 

nwions then in war with France, were to expect, as it 
was directed partirylarly against them. To come to what 
regarded us in particular, more directly when Me Conven-
tion decreed Me sale of the goods belonging to the 
order of Malta, which was I think on Me lath of 
March ryas, and in general whatever had belonged to the 
Corporation, whether regular or secular, as College, 
Seminaries. It was fear ed inferior administrators might 
apply this decree to our establishment, since it was 
expressed in such general terms. Consequently, two 
articles were procuredto be tacked to Me end of it
first ewepted us from that decree, but the second declared 
that the Convention intended W consider in a. short time 
what was to be done with us. 

consegue nce of this, when sometime afier we had a 
i. to sell some of our land, Me Department sent an order 

to the District, to be afterwards se. withall expedition into 
the municipalities which forbade anybody to buy; declar-
ing that any such sale should be regarded as null. To 
have a reason for selling, and by this means to have the full 
disposal of all our property, we had bought some land that 
lay very convenient for us at Dieulmard, and in order to 
pay for Mis purchase we said it was absolutelynecessary 
we Mould alienate some other land which lay more remote 
and less conveniently. But no regard was had to these 
reasons. It was answered at the Depar that the day 
might perhaps come when a decree would be e issued for the 
gelling Oat property, as well as that of the Corporation; 
that the Convention even appeared to have such an 
intention, by declaring, in its decree for the sate of the 
land belonging to the Knights of Malta, that it would 
shortly take ours into consideration and in case such a 
thing did happen the particular members of the Pieper, 
ment would be made personally responsible for whatever 
was wanting. 
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I had a discussion a little before with the District of Toul 
on the occasion of another decree which I don't remember 
he date of, but I think it was somewhere Weld January 

or February of the same year. This decree ordered Me 
sequestration of all land, situated in France, belonging to 
foreign Abbeys, Convents, or Corporations. In virtue of 
this decree, the District of Tout sent an order to our 
farmers in their territory to come and pay their rents into 
their hands. 

However, with some difficulty, I convinced them, by 
referring there to the report that preceded the decree, that 
it regarded only such Abbeys, We., as were themselves 
situated out of France, such as the Abbey of Orval which 
was particularly m oned in that report. After th 
taking of Toulon by the English, the minds of the Conven-e
tion seemed every day to grow more exasperated against 
the English who had Me misfortune to be bound to live in 
France. It had been decreed in March, that all foreigners 
who had property in France should be held to quit Me 
territory of the Republic in a fornight, unless they could 
get two citizens of approved patriotism to answer for them. 
But now it was begun to be thought by much too light a 
punishment or revenge to mad out those who had pro-
perty. It was decreed that all foreigners, natives of those 
muntries with which France was at war, should be put 
into confinement till the end of the war and so be made 
to answer for the conduct of Mei, respective countes in 
this agaimt Liberty, and Me good of mankind in 
general,Isar  in the persons of the French. 

Such, however, as had given Signal proofs by their 
attachment to the Revolution ever since the first be-
ginning, might procure an exemption from the rigour of 
this decree by applying tor., Muncipalities and ining 
from them (if they were in a humour to give'; certiobtaficates of 
the above and in consequence of whiM it was to be added 
on those certificates that the be  had been ad miffed to 
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hospitality. A day or two after (6th of September I think) 

decree passed for the confiscation of all property 
belonging to the above-mentioned foreigners. Next, its 
execution was suspended. 

The day afterthat the Jacobin s sent a deputetion 
require its execution. We saw where all this would end, 
and thought it high time to look about us to see how we 
might get some of our number off. Anselm Appleton was 
the first who ventuyed to attempt his escape. Our cart was 
ordered to go carry forage for Me ary of Metz and he went 
asconductor; by which means he got  through Meta without 
a passport so to St. Avoids, where he had acquaintance 
who directed him how to get into German territories. 
Looking upon the sale or seizure of our property as very 
probable, we had begun to sell several things, particularly 

verr best horses. The Municipality observed this with a 
ery jealouseye, and hastened to the DPW. to solicit an 

authorization to hinder us from selling. The District had 
often been repro.ed with being toe favourable to us, here 
they thought they would not expose themselves to that re-
proach. They gave an order to the Municipality to set a. 
guard of twenty-five men round the house, who were not to 
allow any thing to be carried out of it. They were charged 
to watch strictly what went on in house, and report 
immediamly to the District if they observed anything which 
aright be prejudicial to the inmrests of the nation. We 
had got our silver, linen and some books out just before 

corder came. It was observed with great punctuality 
for eight or ten day, till the vintage was justat hand, and 
the people observed that their Municipality had been 
soliciting a very troublesome favour from them. 

Notwithstanding their vigilance, at this very time, we 
took down two of our bells, broke them to piecs. and sent 
Mem to Toul with the brass candlesticks and frill-eagle, to 
be sold. After such an older from the District, I thought I 
wind not with decency sit clown without saying a word. I 
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went immediately to the District to remonstrate against it. 

They all seemed embarrassed, were however civil enough, 
but told me they could do nothing but upon a written peti-
tion requesting relief. Accordingly I drew one up, and ear-
ried it nen/ day. It was sent to the Department when it was 
left to moulder in some bureau. I went, however toen-
quire after it at the Department, but could get no satisfac 
tion they allowed that the order vvas not in conformity 
with any law, but said, at that time many measures were 

necessary for the public safety which were not positively 

authorised by any particular law. I did not indeed expect 

any effect from my remonstrance at the beginning, but I 

thought I would not tamely sit down under such an 

abuse of power without venturing a word against it. I 

expected ro relief from this piece of tyranny but from time, 

and accordingly it was almost all over in ten days, as I 

said before. 
I had solicited pass-ports for our young people for some-

time, upon an article of the decree of the nth of Sept. (I 

think), but in vain as they said that decree had not been 

sent officially. This article allows all children of foreigners 

who are in France for the profesmd purpose of receiving 

education, and no oMer, to be sent back to their parents. 

Not knowing what might be the interpretation of thio 

article when the decree should arrive offici illy, and perceiv-

ingg that the prevailing spirit was to mire and keep as many 

English ai they could, some of our people were laying 

schemes to get away. Daniel Spencer went one night to 

Pont-AMousson, where Ile expected to get a guide that 

would corduct him out. He was Allowed all about the 

town by spies, and just as he was entering the Hospital 

where he had been promised lodgings, he was seized by 4 

Patrole. 
The Mayor was already in the Hospital waiting for his 

arrival, and he was conducted to prison where he remained 

two days and two nights, and at last got out wiM greot 
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difficultyafter having been put en sumbIlanee. A day or two 

after out porter wen sent to Thiaucourt upon the same 
business, but under pretence of buying cloth, as he was 
tailor too. Hews slept up there and a day or two after 
brought in irom to Pont-a-Mousson, but soon got out 
there, not however without baying fi rst been put en no,
veillaria also. All these were but bad omens, though we 
had not been English,—a name now grown particularly 
obnoxious; for, as they were soon to proceed to the 
measure of a ting all suspected persons, there was 
all .e app.rancerres in .e world we should be included in 
the clam. Just at this time I received a letter from the 
District, acquainting me they had just received in an 
official manner the decree in which there was an article 
wbich entitled young students to assports: in conse-
quence of which all our people got them but myself 
though it certainly was not the intention of the decree, 
nor .e District, .at the members of the house should 
have them. But the Municipality were longing to get us 
all off, that our possessions might tome into their hands, at 
least for Me administration, and none were known at the 
District but myself, who had often been told there not to 
flatter myself with the hopes of getting out of France till 
peace. On the eth of October, therefore, Austin Mitchell 
Bede Burgess, James Calderbank, Alexius Chew, Francis 
Cooper, a. Bennet Marsh, went off in the or
first, because being eldest they would have been more 
exposed to have been stop[ when it had been perceived that 
others were already gone. In the afternoon we. William 
Tarteton, Edward Slate, and Wm. Eastham, the youngest! 
Next day Daniel Spence, who had long wavered whether 
he should keep company with those who remained to keep 
the house, at last was determined to attempt his escape 
likewise: which he did. With me remained Oswald 

vum sum. emmi muerte. 
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Talbot, and John Dauber, besides the lay brothers, to wait 
the lastexlremity. Falba... Dauber had passports ready, 
but they were only to be valid fora fortnight. These they 
intended to make use of only when the Certificates of 
Hospitality which we were soliciting should be positively 
refire., as we were much afraid they would. However, 
after a great Mal of miming backwards and forwards 
between the Municipality and the District, it was agreed, 
Mat we should have those certificates; one person told me 
seriously that he should act directly against the dictates of 
his conscience. signing those certificates. Now I thought 
ourselves out of danger, and began to regret .at the others 
had been in such a hurry to go away, but two or three days 
after I found they had done very right On the eth of 
October,. about half-past nine or ten at night, I heard the 
drums of the village beating the General! I immediately 
supposed the people were to assemble for the purpose of 
apprehending all the gent =Ott. as they were called 
however, I went out of my room, though I had put out my 
candle to go to bed,and was undressing myselfat a window 
whenceI could see into the village. The drummer published 
orders for all the inhabitants to present themselves under 
arms before the house of the Commandant instantaneously. 
Just as Me drummers were gone land they whipped away 
mighty expeditiously), as the people were hurrying down 
to their Commandant, a wman, Me wife of one of our 
constant labourers named Franpis L'Anglais, came 
under Me window where she perceived somebody, and 
asked me to come down as she had something very 
important to acquaint me with. I laughed at her, and 
told her Mat she might tell me her important lumina. 
where .e was; so little did I suspect ourselves to be .e 
object of all this bustle. 

She however repeated it so earnestly that I .ought I 
would go. She then told me that orders had arrived to 
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were striking twelve. Here I sat down, partly to cool 

myself heft. I went into MP cMd water, and partly 

ko give way to reflection while I saw the lights in 

our house. At length I crossed through the river, which 

fortunately was. not extraordinarily high from the extra-

oftlinary drought of the season. A Mule above Dieulouard 

die Moselle divides, and running some way in separate 

chammls, forms aft island near two miles in circumference. 
In this island stands a little village called Charpagne 

/where one of our constant day labourers lived (Jean Houin) 

-whom I thought I could depend upon. But knowing there 
.was a family in this village that had been marked out for 

.arrestation, I was afraid Of falling into a party which 

might be sent from Dieulouard to arrest them. This 

apprehension was still increased when Icame close to the 

village, and I heard people talk and saw Ian Morns. I 

.waited till I saw nobody more on foot, which was not till 

about one o'clock; this I did not find amusing at all, 

as I had not been able to keep all my cloMes dry while I 

crossed the river. When I got to his house I perceived, 

I thought, somebody run another way. This was our porter, 

who however soon came hick when be found it was no 

Patrols that was entering the house. The porter had run 

away almost as soon as I was out of the house, knowing 

the Municipality had a particular ill-will against him for 

having sometimes imprudemly ridicule.d their functions. 

But the man, at whose home I was, had just returned 

from our house where he had been amongst the rest of the 

mob. He told me that the members of the District, Try 

and Lesure, had arrived with orders for our attestation

that  they assembled the people; the people upon breaking 
into our house ran straight to my room which they 
instantly broke into but finding I was not there they 
immediately dispersed themselves all over the house, 
breaking down every door that was not open, under pre-
tence of seeking me. One of Me first places where May 
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ran to seek-me was in the church steeple, where finding 
two Of for bells missing they broke out into the most 
violent exclamations against me. He therefore adftsed 
to be very careful of falling into their hands. Whilst he 
was telling me this story, his daughters laid a faggot on 
the fire to dry me a. fetched a bottle of wine. He owed 
us a hundred livres for a wine vat; and expecting to be 
soon compelled to pay it to the nation, I gam him
receipt for fi fty dated the day before, and Men, desiring 
him to any me to Millery a village about four 
miles further off, on the other side the other branch of the 
Moselle, I took leave of his family, whom I left all in tears, 
as was also the poor porter. The second part of the river. 
we got over in a boat, which was somewhat more con, 
forte., and arrived at Millery about three o'clock With 
some difficulty I made myself Woon to the person I uneard 
to covet myself to at this place, as / was afraid of awaking 
Me neighbours. At last, however, he opened the door 
and, seeing for certain who I was, told me he imagined 
what my case was, for I had told him sometimes not to be 
surprised if I should come some night at midnight or 
later, as I in ended to run first to his house if I was 
pursued for arrested.. I begged him to give me
bed during what little remained of the night, and go 
himself at daybreak to see his brother who was as 
lay brother in our house, Nicholas, and enquire of him 
what was the meaning of the people coming in suM a 
manner to seize us after having just i us ssurances 
M more we should suffer no ore molestatigon.ven longNot  after 
I got up from a very interrupted and uneasy sleep, the wife 
of my host came to me in the greatest consMrnation a. 
told me she had just seen the gem es" arms Nationales, 
formerly Cavaliers de blardshasade, entering Me village, 
no doubt in search of me. I thought it could scarce be for 
any other purpose either.. She said she and her whole 
family were lost if I were found in their house and advised 
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me to pass out at a back door. It was Sunday and all the 

village on fmt If I went out at the back dryr I should 

soon be sryn by the gens C armee or else they would soon 

be informed of me. So I told her the danger for her family 

would be greater if I we out, whereas if I hid myself 

somewhere in the house perhaps they would not fall up on 

me, though they came to make a search. 

They then begged me to hasten and find a place 

among. their empty barrels or wine vats, try. I preferred 

a heap of faggots which went nearly to the roof, when 

pulling those that lay most backwards I piled them 

up before me tilt they reached the roof entirely. Here 

I waited about half-awhoer expecting the arrival of 

these guards every minute, but at last my hostess came 

and told me they were come to take up .e young men 

that were not yet gone to the army and that there was no 

question at all of me. The rest of the day was very 

tedious, for though I was expecting my man bary every 

hour, he did not come before eight at night. The orders 

for our imprisonment, he sffid, eame neither horn our 

Municipality nor District but somewhere higher. Our 

house was put in o the keeping of the Municipalities. 

There were try guards at my door, two at the garden 

doors. two at the entrance from the farm, and many 

others. The doors had all been broken open and great 

quantities of meat and drink swallowed. Forty or fifty 

he saw lying in the farmyard unable to get up, many of 

them vomiting up the wine and meat they had gorged. 

The French lay brothers were left but till the English 

that they found were condutted to Pontte-Mousson, to be 

imprisoned with the suspected persons of .e District in 

the College. Some others • besides myself had escaped 

out of the house, so that they had only taken Dauber, 

Barret, Johnson and Allan Till. Now I had not been quite 
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determined whether I would attempt getting out of the 
country or surrender myself prisoner. I saw tbe greatest 
difficulty to get weep without a passport, as I was, for I 
knew a person could not go scarely through a. single village, 
where there was a Municipality, without being stopped and 
asked for his passport, and in case he had none he was sure 
to be shut up in scone hole with a. guard till an opportunity 
came of sanding him to the next town. There be would be 
examined, and after lying a week or a fortnight in the 
ungeon, be sent to the Department or Tribunal; from 

where, if he could not give a good account of himself, 
and a reason that would satisfy his examiners why he was 
in the place he was found in, he might expect to be se. 
to .e Revolutionary Tribunal at Paris. If taken by the 
military upon the frontier, immediary death was .e most 
likely. If you were allowed a. trial, there was a plain 
decree which condemned you to the guillotine, as by it 
all foreigners taken within two leagues of the frontier 
were sentenced to that instrument. 

T. probability of succeeding in my attempt I tbouglft 
small indeed, considering the distance I was from Germany, 

my total ignorance of the country and the disposition
oftroops about the frontiers. In staying, it was true, I 
saw still geater danger to myself from the rage of the 
populace if the allied armies had success, from a mock trial, 
in a word from fifty things; but then, I thought, while 
I remain on the spot I might stand a better chance 

ot,
saving 

our property, if ever the dispositions of the ruling powers 
should incline towards justice. I was sorry to leave a. 
single companion without lending him what aid 'could, and 

se that were seised were so much strangers to business 
and the world, that I thought .ey would do liale for them-
selves orthe preservation of our property though. occasion 
offered. These considerations were near determining me 
to rentain, but my host begged me rather risk anything 
than stay, assuring me, from what he had heard, there was 
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the greatest appearance I should ...Ong. to a capital 

trial, on accoum of Me hells, church plate and furniture, 

good deal of wheat, RR, which was expected to have been 
found in the house, and was not. I began to think there 
was more cowardice in remaining than in attempting 
the passage, so I resolved upon it. My has had already 
told me there was such threats against whoever should 
conceal any of us, that notwithstanding all his desire 
to serve me to his utmost, he was sure I should be too 
reasonable to expose him a. his family any longer. 
Indeed, I found afterwards, the decree which had pro 
dueed our imprisonment, passed on Me Mb condemned 
all who should conceal any foreigner, or any of his 
property, to twenty-years confinement in chains. I 
assured him 1 only meant to stay in his house till the i
habitants of his village were gone to bed. As he offered 
to tel  me what money I chose to take, I took yore livres in 
assignats and fifteen M money, having but fifteen in my 
pocket. About ten o'clock therefore I sallied forth 
inMnding to go to Surriere about seven miles off, where 
I knew the Curate, though since the Revolution I had 
never sewn him. I knew however he had conformed; never-
theless, I thought him honest enough not to betray me. 
About twelve eclock I reached his home, where I had 
work enough to make myself known to his two old sisters 
who kept his house. At length however I was let in. They 
told me what continual terrors they were in because the 
people of their village had taken it into their heads 
they were aristocrats. They believed a single unguarded 
word would be enough to have their house pulled down 
about their .rs. Ilnfort.ately they were accused of 
having received into their house persons Mat were flying 
horn the justice of their count, The noise of what had 
already as  at our house, I found, had reached them. 
I assured them I would be gone before daylight next 
morning, if they would allow me to throw myself a little 
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upon a bed. So, one was prepared, during which'time I 
drank a gl.s of wine. They told me their brother was 
much consented, bm durst not know Is was in the house, 
All this nut-prised MA the more as I knew Chas gentle,
man and Me whole family had been idolized in their parish 
even before the Revolution. For fear let I should over-
sleep myself, the twO sisters sat iga thenrest of Me night 
and called me about four. They pressed me to take 
nseat and drink as moth as I would, but begged me to 
ease them of their anxiety, which I soon did. I had 
anoMer river to get over, the Seine. I knew a village 
where there was a bridge over it Rorie sur Seille, but I 
did not Ike going through Villages. However I Mought 
I should there be out of the reach of the uproar which 
b. business had made. 

Between seven and eight, I arrived at this passage, 
having gone through the end of a village before, 
Manoncourt. All seemed very quiet at Porte-sur-Seille, 
so I thought I would call at a public house towards the 
latter end of the village, and get a bit of breakfast, which 
might make me leas suspected. I had not been long in 
Me public house before Me mistress called me by my nme. 
I asked her how she came to know me tt Oh!" says she," 
I know you very well, we take beer to sell from your 
brewery... Well, thought I, if I am so well known here it 
is time to be parting, otherwise, if the account of our 
disaster has reached this place I shall perhaps soon be 
receiving mane disagreeable news of the Municipality. 
So I asked what there was to pay that I might be off. 
"Nothing." said she, "from you: when my husband goes 
to Dieultmard I suppose you will be so good as to let 
him have his breakfast... "Aye," said I, "that he 
may depend upon." "I know that replied she, "he never 
complained of your house." This conversation passed 
in her house which was full of people, but, as I was 
going out, she followed me and asked if what she had 
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heard last night was true, that our house was seized, 

and all our people carried away to prison. "My hus-

band," added she, " is gone .is morning to Dieu-

Muard M see what is the truth of it." 
There were some people within hearing and who listened 

I observed, very attentively. 
I told her it was really true our house was seized upon, 

as I imagined, to examine our papers; but as soon as that 

was over I had no doubt we should be allowed to return 

into it, as I knew they would find nothing that could give 

umbrage. They .en asked me what brought me to their 

village. Imswered: that as I could not be in our own house, 

I mmnt to go to different friends' houses MI the examination 

was oven which I hoped would not be long. All seemed 

concerned and some exclaimed "Mon Dieu!" Mon Dieu! 
en quel Het nous sommes!" The good woman offered me 
her house to stay in till all .is bus. was over—her 

name was Veiliatie—but I thanked her and made the 

best of my way off, enquiring fora village i never meant 
to go to. 

I could not help remarking the difference between the 
spirit h prevails in the public of France and that 

whichi. influences each particular that I had the for
to meet with. While Me one seemed to breathe nothing 
but barbarity and horrors, the other, I must say, was all 
humanity and the moral virtues, directed by social feel-
ings. But the misfortune is that virtue is timid, and 
wee smog. 

(Po be aued.) 

alofices of (gook,. 
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ST. BENEDICT. abridged and 

arranged by as.B., From the German of the Very Rev. P. 
Partm Tao.. late Prior of the Abbey of Scheyern in 
Bavaria, London, Burns and Oates. 11-

A noticeable and sympathetic article on St. Francis of 
Assisi, in a recent issue of the Sped., makes a statement 
which, with some truth in it is not wholly correct. 
We quote it because, if it is true of St. Francis, it should be 
more true of St. Benedict. says:
the proper sense of the word, St. Francis never was. The 
whole monkish institution in Western Europe was origin-
ally secular, its objects were largely secular, its fun-
damental aim being to found a new social order when the 
old Roman society had fallen in pieces. It was only of
a long interval had elapsed Mat the Papacy incorporated 
the monastic system into the Church, and in the meanwhile 
the monks had found Me ecclesiastics among their mom 
bitter he," St. Benedict was even less an ecclesiastic; 
in the sense of the write, of the article, than St. Francis, 
and he lived in days when a monk was more of a nor." in 
Western Europe. But ft is quite misleading to think of 
monasticism, even in St. Benedict's time, . secular, ' and 
unauthorised or unincorporated by the Church. From the 
very beginning anchorites and monks, even those of the 
Egyptian desert, wme strictly an institution of the 
Church, and as overtly sanctioned by the Church, as the 
Franciscan Order of the present day. The fact that they 
were not in Orders did not make them any the less mole-
siastical,' and a recognized part of the Church. They am 
knowledged an obligation of filial obedience to the bishop, 
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and they held themselves ro be, and wished themselves to 
be, as a race apart,' a holy people,' cut off from the world, 
and therefore essentially a part of the ecclesiastical system, 
rather than of the social system. The. fund [al aim 
was not to round a new sociat order or any order at all; 
the fundarneMal airn of the monk and toonachism was 
individual sanctification—We hearing and obeying the all 
to be perfect. "If thou alt be perfect, go sell what thou 
ham and give to the poor, and come, follow Me." -

What is true in this statement of thew and what 
has struck him as most notable in the history of St. 
Francis, is that the initiative of a great monastic movernea 
should have come from the impulse and inspira of a 
layman and not of en ecclesiastic. But it was thetion same in 
the history of St. Benedict, the same again, not so 
evideritly, perhaps, but truly, in the hiatory of St. Ignatius. 
The beginning of all the great monastic orders has been 
God's vocation to a single human soul, and either because 
the fire of Divine love, thus kindled, burnt so fiercely, or 
baaw found inflammable material within its rea. and 
was fanned and directed by We winds of heaven, it had a 
.ing force and fierceness which leaped over obstacles 

and would not be restrained. That this vocation came to 
h layman rather than to an ecclesiastic is othing very 
wonderful. The monastic life was not, and ism not, a higMr 
and more perfect development of the sealer priesthood. 
Moreover the spirit breatheth where it will, and nothing 
in the history of the Church since the days of our Lord has 
been so directly and manifestly the work of God as the 
foundation of a great Religious Order. 

However the story of St. Ben edict's life and work is 
old this truth stands out clearly. He did the good work 

matcame to his hand, faithfully and fearlessly, and the 
-result he left in We hands of God. As God willed it, he 
i.e.e the founder of the greatest Religious 'Order the 
western world has seen, but he never planned or hoped 
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for such an achievement; he had no thought beyond-the 
mmediate, daily accomplishment of the Divine Will. 
The true heroism of St. Benedict and St. Fracis, and or 
the great Saints who Ma done a lasting work in the world 
was the blind, umhinking obedience and simple Faith 
which made them perfect instruments in the hands of the 
All-wise God. 

Dom Peter Lechner's life of St. Benedict will be known 
to some of our readers, but this translation, we hope, will 
make it more widely known. Asa life, it is, it ought 
to be, little more than a paraphrase of that in theas Dialogues 
of St. Gregory the Great. But the writer has added usm 
a chapters of contemporary history. Much of this history 
has little direct relation to so circumscribed a story as 
that of St Benedict and his monas.ries the hills of 
southern Italy ; but it has its value as a framework of tho 
picture. Indeed we should have liked the author to have 
given us a great deal more history and discussion. The 
Chrimi chaeologist and historian should be able ta 
throw light 

ar
ght on a multitude orquestions which the Dialogues:,

of Pope Gregory have left unanswered. It should bd 
possible, for instance, to tell us something more of the 
life of a student in Rome than we can gather from thd 

few words of the Dialogue; it would be interesting alsd 

to have some definite idea of the saint, and anchorite, 
whose heroic histories are likely to luta influenced the 
youthful mind of We Saint. A great deal more might 

have been told us of the monks and rnonachisin in Italy 
before and after St. Benedict's times, and indeed the 

author would not aye needed epnlogize, if the 
historical portion of his book had ben on a much target 
scale. But, a, it is, it is a eminently readable life 

of one of the greatest and n ting characters 

in the history of the Church, nand the translators and 

printer have done Weir work well. 
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MAGISTER ADEST, OR WHO IS LIKE UNTO GOD, 
with a Preface by the Rey CHAFE. Biwa, 
S.J. London, Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner a. 
Co.—As. net. 

There has lately appeared a new book of Meditations by 
one of We nuns of the Good Shepherd, Ea, Finchley. In 
some ways it is a new venture. It altogether departs 
from the stereotyped forms of 'points' and 'considerations' 
It consists atm. entirely of texts gathered together from 
the Old TestameM and arranged to illustrate perdu., 
subjects. Here and there are nsetted verses from some 
Liturgical or other hymns, and' in the margin are some-
imes given brief suggestions to help to direct us in Me 

applicatons of the texts. The book, while it 
its thought ' wit feeling, leaves Me mind free to work its own 

way. Mental effort is required, but interest and attention 
are amused: and these is that fecundity, and grace to 
ntove the will, which in a special manner belongs to words 
inspired by the Holy Ghost. We knmv how quick to 
touch us are certain passages from the Sacred Scriptures 
when applied to Chris t suffering for us, or to His tender 
love for um—passages for example horn the Psalms or 
Isaias or the Canticle of Canticles. The more we are 
familiar with the Sacred Writings the more we shad re 
cognize this, and texts gathered together to illustrate such 
themes as Bethlehem, or Calvary, the Blessed Eucharist, 
or the Virgin Mary cannot but be tfie richest spring of 
prayerful acts. 

It is not fair to take the book up casually end put it down 
after inspection with Me idea that it is enigmatical and 
barren. Take a familiar theme such . Calvary, spend 
half an hour in God's presence quietly reeding text after 
text the mind will become engrossed and Mabee, stirred 
and the helpfulness of Me book will become apparent. 
Moreover unlike ordinary meditation books you will not 
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exhaust it The more familiar you grow with the texts, the 
more readily will they yield their Suit. • 

The book is elaborately edited and there are numerous 
pictures. These form an integral part of it and are to 
effectively help us in our pray,. The marginal notes 
too are important. If they were more frequent I Wink it 
would add to the usefulness of the book. The tide 
rMagister Adest' may be taken to mean that herein we 
shall find the fair form and beautiful teaching of Christ. 
For His life is represented in its different phases through 
Advent and Christmas time; the Hidden life, and Public 
life: in the mysteries of Calvary, of the Resurrection and 
and Pente.st: in We Ble.ed Eucharist; and in We 
Virgin Mary. Or we we might perhaps take 'Magister 
Adest' to mean that the Holy Spirit M in the book, is in 
the inspired texts, and He is to teach us as we read. St. 
Benedict es the word •Magister' in this sense. " Aus-
cults o 5115 prrecepta Magistri." 

For religious and priests and all whose opportunities 
have made We Sacred Scriptures familiar to then, this 
Meditation book ought to be a great help. We need help 
in our mental prayer, and such a book is welcome . it is 
We desideratum of many souls. 

I give a specimen, chosen rather because of its brevity 
than anything else, and I have still somewhat abbreviated 
it. It is on the Soule in Purgamry. 

OUR LADY OF SUFFRAGE. 

Ante thronum Trinitatis 
Mimes.
Pia Meter Pietatis 
Sir pro nobis advocate 
Camaro now. paupertatis 
Comm Deo swie, 
Et me de peceads 
Servis tvis ohtive. 
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',,',`,'`.",.`.",,,t".a:r:',7,7,th"Tentr"e vipt
re"  brought upon them. let the sighing of the prisoner 

e in before thee. 
or I nourished them with joy; but I sent them away 

weeping a. mourning. Let the sighing of the 
isoners come in before thee. 

bsdS Forgive I beseech Thee, the sins of this people according 
to the greatness of Thy mercy. And the Lord said. I 

sen have forgiven according to thy eve., Mr I must not turn 
away thy face. 

o Be of good comfort my children. for I sent you forth 

meumMg and weeping ; but the Lord will bring you 
back to me with joy and gladness for ever. 

My children suffer patiently the wrath that is come upon 
you. For that heth brought evils upon you shall bring 
you everlasting joy again with 

behold
tee

look about thee and  metier that come. 
to Mee from Cod. For be  thy children come whom 
thou sentest away. They come at te word of the Holy 
One rejoicing for the honour of God.h

A MARTYR OF OLD YORK. HY J. H. MILBURN. Lon-
don, Burns and Oates. 

This little book is prettily got up in the style and 
appearance of the first cardboard-bound numbers of the 
Dome. It is, as the subtitle states " a narrative of the 
lifeand sufferings of the Venerable Margaret Clitheroe,d 

and as such should be of specie/ interest to Yorkshire 
Catholics. Mr. Milburn has gathered at good deal of 

interesting information, and has been able to give a very 

satisfactory history of a martyr, who was the obscure, bet 

noble-minded and heroic, wife of a York tradesman. The 

husband is a character we have had a. difficulty in making 

up our mind about. Mr. Milburn judges him to have been 

art easy-going, good-natured sort of roan—'liberal of 
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tongue among the pots"—a kind husband, but devoted 
too much to the Cares of business and home. Never-
thetas, it seems to tts doubtful whether it was the 
desire of advancement an unwillingness to risk his 

eck. unbelief conviction indifference, or mere fickleness 
which makes him appear as neither Catholic nor Pro 
testant conformer who paid his fines as a Catholic 
and concealed priests in house, devoted to his wife. but 
apparently indifferent to the Faith for which she laid 
down her KM. An easy-going, good-natured clan would, 
Yoe should have thought, have given himself up wholly to 
the guidance of the noble and strong-willed woman who 
otter his household, but John Clitheroe's undoubted ov 
and trust and admiration of his wife failed to inspire him 
either with faith enough or with courage enough to stand 
with her in her trouble. Margaret Clitheroe's last days are 
told well and fully in Mr. Milburn's book, and we leave the 
reader to read there how this bravo woman was almost 
twice a niartyr.—not only giving up her life for her reli 
gion, but choosing Ole most terrible ofdeaths the teine 
jade et drew, a slow crushing mg of fi fe by ,weights 
pressing upon the body, in order to save her childrenand 
household from the distress and they would feel 
in being compelled to bear witness shamagainst her. 



Z§¢ Coffey ciDicirE. 
Sept Q.—The Majority of the school retuned on this date, after 
seven weeks holiday. We notice the following new faces amongst 
us.—Dunman and Cuthbert Anderson, Haighton, Preston; Charles 
and Gears" Pr.ton, Lincoln; AmtinHines, Sunderland; Alphon-
us Rosenthal, Birkenhead; Patrick and John Smith, Gl.gorm 

Victor Giglio. Alexandria; Ern. Curran. York ; Bentley, 
feeds; William Hill, Gainelsorouglm Albert Reddy Southport; 
Cyril Croskell, York; Leonard Rigby, Manchester. 

We were sorry to lose r. Stephen Dawes, who has gone as 
chaplain to the forces in South Africa. 

The following is list of boys who left at midsummer: R. 
Dawson, J. McCann, Arthur Gateley, G. Fishwick, W. Dowling, 
C. Martin, G. Lambert, F. Bermingham, J. Westhead, Josd 
Telfeter, F. Rubel, Henry Owen, Charles Croskell, P. Higgins. 
J. Walsh, Wilfrid Hodgson. We offer our congratulations to R. 
Dawson, J. McCann and W. Dowling who have entered their 

no
H.
viate. 

ciPike and T. Shepherd came as postulants. 
Sept. rs. of caplait by Me school. J. Pike obtained 

the majority of roes and accepted the post. The following are 

his assist.. in the government :—

Librarian of Upper Library C. de Normanville 

Officemen - - 

Commonmen 

Clothesman  
c amne,, 

- - t 
rill;ror<' 

F. Quinn 

Mt 
C. rrinlaved 

Collegemen . 
- T. IllsoC .o'n 

Librarian of Lower Library - - D. Traynor 
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Vigilerii of Lower Library. &' 722 
vl:1,8,7ariari,n of Upper Grammar Roomr Ew. ,ui.ennans

C. Harwood 

"Vtna: - -1—"V.°271;, 
The following football committee was chosen:—J. Pike, F. 

Dawson, F. Quinn, R. Wood. 
Captain of rst XI, - F. Dawson 

2nd  IL A. W. Polling 
Captains of football se m—

F.'b.:11 
Ind set, - 

- 
' IH. de 

1SI'S=S2 

3rd set, - 

fa) set, 

Sth set, 

- f PioTTZ 
- '2"711 

S. Znm! 
VG were glad to see R. Giglio again. He stayed with vs fora few 
days. 

SW. We played the Religious at Rounders. Although 
we were ahead on the first innings, the superb hitting of Br. 
Maurus and Br. Plxid brought victory to the community by six 
ounders. 

Sepl. B. Rounders match: Lancashire it The World. It 
was a thoroughly enjoyable game, and ended in a total defeat of 
the • Red Roses? 

Sept. 27. All were looking for ward with eagerness to the 
commencement of the football season, and in spite of the very 
Mreatening appearance of the weather, we commenced on this 
date. 

Sepik 2g. High Ma., during which the solemn profession 
of Br. Wirrid Willson, Br. Joseph Dawson, and Br. Lawrence 
Huggins took place. We offer them our hearty congratulations. 

0, I. For Ella first time in the annals of Ampleforth all the 
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prieMs from the missions wit only one Or tw xcetion 
assembled at Me Abbey for Me election of the Abbot. 

o e p s 

Oct. t. Play was given for the election. At mid-day we re-
oeived the weMome news that the Prior had been elected Abbot. 
Marne of Me upper boys spent the morning in collecting materials 
fora bonfire which was organized by Mt. P. Heywood, Mr. W. 
Byr  Mr. Taylor. There was football in the  
Meevening the newly elected Abbot did us the honour of lighting 
the bonfire himself amidst great enthusiasm. 

4. There was play all day. r0.011 in the morning. 
Very wet in Me afternoon. but most of Me upper boys went for 
walla in spite of the rain. 

Ocl. . Play was given for the Abbot. A good game in Me 
morning, but we were again disappointed with wet weather in the 
afternoon. 

Oct. 6. Fr, Wilson, Me late Subprior left us. We were sorry 

school, sad
who was BO interested in everything connected with the 

and especially in our literam debates. We also lost our old 
prefect, Fr.An.lm Turner, who we were pleased to hear, was raised 
to the dignity of Prior. We take this opportun of thanking him 
on behalf of the school for Me earnest and unselity fish way in which 
he worked for the interests of Me boys. Fr. Austin Hind is now 
Subprior and Rector of the College; Fr. Bernard Hams first pre-
fee, with Fr. Basil Primavesi, and Br. Lawrence Buggins second 
and third prefects. 

g. Football-ma. with the community. After a rather 
uninteresting game it ended with the score 6—c. in favour of the 
boys. 

, ”. Departure of Fr. Edmund Matthews and VV. Byrne 
for Oxford. They took with them Br. Placid Dolan. We wieh him 
every success. 

W. N. Mr. Keeley went up to Liverpool for his exam. We 
offer him our hearty conmatulationa on having obtained his degree. 

0,  .4. We witeseed M-day Probably the moo imposing 
cereony which hash ever taken placeat AmpleMrth. The Abbot, 

massisted by Me Right Rev. Dr. Gasguet Abbot-President, and Me 
Right Rev P. VV. Raynal the Cathedral Prior of Newport, was 
solemnly blessed by the Bishop of the diocese. 

Walks in the afternoon, as the ground was unfit Mr football. 
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0, M. Br. Mid Willson, and By Joseph Dawson left for 
Rome. 

0, =A and sy. The boys' roma, given by Fr. Bernard Hayes 
the new prefect. 

0, N. Fr. Benedict McLaughlin sMrted a Botanical Society 
with a most interesting lecture in the Upper Library. 

a°. Hockey was introduced for theftrst time at Ampleforth. 
We hope it will be a good game for snorterernoom and play-day 
morninga. There was great enthusiam shown, but chiedy owing to 
the lack of  dry field progress has been slow. 

Nov. r NI Saba, The Hon. Nigel Stourton paid us a visit. 
Pontifical High Mass celebrated by Fr. ter Mass the 
Rhetoric class enjoy. a walk with Fr. Benedichover tho moors to 
Rievaulx, corning back through Lord Feversham's park. Hockey 
and walks in the ...Mg; fooMall in the afternoon. 

Nov. e. Fr. Abbot started for Rome to attend the consecration 
of St. Anselm's, m which all the Benedictine abbots were present. 

Nam 3. A visit from Mr. E. Forster. 
NM. y. A moat interesting botanical lecture by Fr. Benedict. 

He ohoe for his subject the distinctive features of the MOSICOMMOR 
treLS. 

11. S. The commenced their RN , . given by Fr. 
Vincent Wilson, O.S.B. S.B. 

Nom f4. Mr. V. Gosling returned as a postulant. 
Nov. II. Fr. Benedia's second lecture. This time it was on the 

.aftering of seeds. 
Nem re. Fr. Fishwick came to make his Retrea, 
Nev. .3. All Monk, r. Prior celebrated High Mass. The 

traditional goo. was enjoyed by everyone. Football in the 
morning ; walks in the afternoon. In the evening, Fr. Rector 
entertained us with a magic lantern display. The chief subjects 
were interesting views of South Africa, and the old amusing story 
of Me three-feathered crow one which needs no telling. 

Nov. r4. Fr. Sumner came up for Retreat. 
Nov. m. Football match o. Ampler°. village. Good goal 

shooting practice was indulged in by the XI, who had little else to 
do. Result z.6—o in our favor. 

Nom AUBtill Hind Noe more started om Debating 
Society. He spoke a few words about the object and advantages of 
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such debates. T. Freston then read a paper moving the injustice of 

Henry VIII in dissolving the monasteries. He was opposed by 
J. Me. 

Nov. to. Fr. Hutchison .d Fr. Firth come up for their Re. 
treat. 

Non. It. Oar first XI played Boatham School at home. The 
visitors had lost many of their old toam. and we beat them G.—o. 
F. Dawson and F. Quinn are in their usual excellent form again 
this y.r. In fact we have a very g.d team, it .ig the same as 
last year with the exceptions of A. Gateley om veter. goal. 
keeper, and J. Westhend, whose places are filled by H. Byrne 
and R. Roche. 

Nov. 22. St. Cecilia, Dqy. Mat. against Pocklington, away. 
Oozing to violent exertion on the preceding day W. Lamert was 
unable to play. His place was supplied by C. de Normanvbille, but 
his absence greatly affected the combination. of the forwards. 
From a foul, close in goal, they xored t thOngh we Press. 
heavily in the second half, the magnificent play of our opponents' 
backs prevented us from obtaining the desired point& t and the 
game ended in a hard fought V iCtOr, for Poclington, the score 
being t —o. 

We are pleased to say, however, that the second XI balanced 
this defeat by brilliant victory, at home, over Pocklington second 
XI winning by six to one. H. Folding, J. Nevill, and A. Jackson 
distioguished thmhies. 

Although it raine
se
d nearly all day, the choir and band walked 

to °moire. In the evening we were treated to an impromptu 
concert. Fr. Denis Firth, Fr. Basil Prirnatesi, and Fr. Cuthbert 
Jackson were the chief vocalists, and Herr Trier, H. Byrne, 
G. Oberhoffer, the instrumentalists. At 8-5o p . the band and 
clloir assembled for the usual punch. 

Noy. Fr. Bede opened an Archaeological Society, 
Non. 25. Amon imerestint PPM. Gothic A 

read by Fr. Cuthbert. The second de te in the Upper Library on 
the relations between Charles I and he ParliameM. 

Nom 26 Fr. Phfiip Will.n came up for his Retreat. We were 
glad to see our old choirmaster once more. 

Noy. 5o. Fr. Benedict favoured us with a very instructive paper 
on the ale.. of geology. 
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Dee. a. Fr. Benedices third botanical lecture. 
ben ReMrn match E Paddington. The ground was in a 

very bad conditin. but it was a most exciting game. We found we 
had opponen. who were certainly our equals, and this time the 
game restated in a draw—one all. 

Dec. 7. Br. Elphege introduced to as another bannn of Arc, 
aeology. reading a met interesting paper on Heraldry. Fr. 
Abbot, Fr. Prior, and many of the religious were present. 

Dec. S. Match v. Bentham school at Scarborough. In the fitst 
half, although the wind was in our favour, we only managed to score 
two goals. one of which was 

we 
by a very fine shot from 

F. Dawson. In the second half we again scored twice: thus gaining 
a victory by four goals to one. T. Preston played a very gotd 
game. 

Der, The second XI at home manages to heat their oPP.-
ents. Bootham second XI, by four goals to three. It was a good 
game. J. [Pitchford. O. Williams, and A. Jac.on shot the goals. 

Dee. o Mr. Fay left us. We shall miss him, both as an 
interesting cl.s-master, and as the leading spins in all our musical 

Before yin Before closing the Diary, we must thank Mr. Robinson for the 
energetic manner in which he has helped as in every way, and for 
his unwearying imerest in everything connected with the school 
He has taken under his guidance a Photographic Society, which 
has been formed this term, and for which a dark room has ben 
fitted up. 

J. C. PIKE. 
R. B. Wools. 



Aiterare ciDeBatts. 
3unlor 7,tbrarp. 

The fi. meeting assembled in the Junior Library on Nov. iv.. 

Mr. D. Traynor read an interesting paper upon 'Palmyra: He 
described the city in the days of its glory, and gave a sketch of the 

life of Renobia its Queen. He showed us also how e ahem 

that a civilization could ever have arisen in a land whichis mere 

barren desert. Palm, ;vas situated
rt 

upon the direct caravan route 

to the East, and just as seapo towns gain their wealth by the 

merchandise of the sea, so did Palmyra, like a port in Me sea of 

sand, rise to preminence and wealth by these caray.s. In the 

train of weRth came art to beautify the city and to make it rim; 

even Imperial Rome. 
The lecture was one of great interest and to most of the members 

present it was a new page of history. 
On Nov. rgth, Fr. Bernard gave a lecture up the of 

the Greeks, their gods and heroes. 
On Now h. wa Fad an interesting debate upon an assertion of 

Mr. Chamberlain's, that "the Press System, in its present form, is 
more harmful to mankind than beneficial,' 

Mr. Chamberlain opened the Deb.,. en able speech. rie 

dwelt at length upon the evil influence of the  upon Educati, 

The following extract from his speech wit, show the dpoint 

from which he argued. ..fore the Press came into prominence, 

men were not fold everything. but they had to find th  r 

..elves. The result of this was that to thoroughly understanda 

Matter, it had to be studied hard and long ; its various meanings had 

to discovered by ingenuity of brai,. hence. 

in the same way as Me body is made supple andstrong 4 
sod the harder the exercise the more strength imparted, so men's 

minds, by constant eseroim b.anse strengand independent ; not like 

Me present-day man, whose rmding COM. in glancing over the 

latest news and reviews without any serious e rt of the brain, and 

whose to caking is done for him in the newspaper office." 
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Mr. Traynor, in rely, dwelt upon the educational value of the 
Press, at lent in business mmters. He Aimed how It affected 
commerce. It gave information about the state of the market, etc. 

There were many speakers on both sides, and the ting vem 
brisk and sensible. The voting at Me close was equal; baTwenty one 
for the otio, Twenty one against the Motion. 

On Dm. and,M,Cevill defended the following propoUtion; "That 
Me American colonies were right in severing their conmwtion with 
England, Messrs. Revd!. Mc Corrnack, and Dowling were Me chief 
speakem for the motion. They dwelt upon the fact that there should 
be no taxation where there is no Representation. The English 
Parliament had indeed, by Charter, rights to certain customs 
duties. . when .ey extended these dutim and. still more, when 
they used the right to tax the country itself, they were trans-
gressing the rights of the 

to The colonists were quite willing to pay their share of the war 
debt incurred by England on their behlf. But they insisted that 
the local parliament should demand tax, and not the home govern-
ment. 

Against the Motion Mn j. Quinn was Me chief speaker. He 
pointed out that in all the dealings of America with England one 
could see that they were aiming. not for a repeal of grievances, but 
for independeme. As an example of this duplicity Mr. Calder 
Smith spoke of the Council of Boston which armed its citizens as if 
against France, when in reality it was against England. 

Mr. Quinn pointed out that the war debt of Zivo,000,coo 
incurred nsostly in relieving America, had to be reduced. Grenville 
took this hand. He considered it necessary to increase the 
taxation. His requests to the local Parliaments 

Act was
were 

neglected and of no 
was repealed 

therefore the Stamp Act was pass.. 
Moreover the act was repealed under Rockingham, and therefore 

was not really the cause of thewr The Americans saw that 
England was no longer necessary for them, and therefore they 
threw off her yoke. A French Politician once said truly, that 
if the power as destroyed in N. America, Enema would 
lose the United States. The debate 

sumbeen  dm and the members 
mensed to be convinced of Metre. of their views. 

FOY the Motion twenty-four; against the Motion fourteen, - 
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Zenfor Ilibrarp. • 
iat Meeting. Sunday, Nov. rash. The chairman, Fr. Austin

Hind, accompanied by Pr. Benedict McLaughlin and Mr. Paco 
Hebywood. opened the first meeting of the terns at ,.z.z p.m. The 
suject of debate was, Can the suppression of the Monasteries in 
England by Henry VIII be in any way justified 1" 

After explaining the objects of the Debating Society, the 
Reverend Pruident a short history of Me Suppression. Mr. 
Pruton then arose, sand read a very igor., and intemsting 
paper on t ect He began by asking " Was there any 
justification forme dissolution of the momsteries" To which 
question, he assured us, Mere was onN out answer, and that was 

V emphatic "No." He pointed out the extravagance of Henry 
III, and his need for money, and how Thema, Cromwell, envious 

of Megrut wealth of the monas.r  suggested the idea of their 
suppression to his muter. He then

.,
described Me com missioners 

appointed by Henry to enquire imo the state of the Religious 
House, and gave us the impression that they were not very noble 
characters. The disgraceful repose which they drew up concern-
ing the virtue of the religious orders wore altogether false. The 
.ppnod mpopularity of the monks, Mr. Preston continued, was 
anoshes untruth: for how amid they have had so much 

thenwith the people if it were the case. Henry did not put the money, 
thus obtained, toeny metal purpose,—such as building colleges 
and public institutions, as he had promised to do ; but nized for 
himself all  luable plate and jewels, and squandered the 
confiscated lands, d property on his courtiers. Besides thi, the 
acts of vandalism, performed by Me eapptessor, were altogether 
inexcusable. The, auppression of the monasteries has left its 
woeful traces even till this day as the workhouses, " poor laws " 
and such Ilke testify. M, Preston concluded his very able paper by 
mating that, morally, the dissolution was one ofte greatest misfor-
tunes that ever befell the English nation. 

Mr. J. Pike then aro.. He began his subject by saying that it 
was with diffidence he opposed Mr. Preston's arguments t especially 

M e present Catholic usembly had very high ideas of 
onasticism: but he would endeavour to lay before the House a 
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few facts, which, if they did not justify the disso/ution, would at 
leas, excuse it to some extent and throw light on the reasons for 
the suppression of some of the Religious Houses. He explained 
that the great power which wu in the hands of the Abbots was 
sometimes abused, and Mat Hem, unlike his predecessor had 
thought it fit to enquire into the meteor Me Religiona communities. 
Some of the monasteries. where formerly, perhaps, two hundred 
monks had ived, were occupied by only a dozen or so 

no who wished to keep everything to themselves, admitting no novices. 
The New Learning which at that time was spreading over Europe 
was sadly neglected in England owing to the inchnation of the 
religious students to adhere to the traditions of long-forgotten mas-
ter+. In conclading his paper, Mr. Befored  "The last and 
pleasantest consideration I would bring  you is that  out of 

and
cometh good," and that the Order, strengthened by sufferings 

and endeared by exile, have come back to us to be what they were 
to our forefathers in Meir best days. Not one of you, may his 

on be with me or against me, but will join with me in our ex-
pression of gratitude to Mose (110100tic institutions, whose glory and 
ability were, at the wont, only dimmed by the imperfections 
inherent in the human administration of even Me worthiest 
works." 

Mr. Pike sat down amid great applmse. Fr. Benedict Mc 
Laughlin and Mr. Paco Heywood, without taking part in Me 
discussion, gave us some facts which bad not been oticed. The 
Reverend President in summing op, said that he did not wish to 
put a question so intensely Catholic to the votes of the House, and 
the meeting concluded at 0, with a vote of thanks to the 
Chairman. 

and Meeting. Sunday. Nov. z5 M. T. Rev. Pr.. , opened 
Mencond meeting of the Society at g.z., p.m. He was accom-
panied by Frs. Bede Turner and Benedict McLanghlin, Mr. Paco 
Heywood and Mr. V. S. Gosling. The subject ofdebate was 

Charles I and the Parliament." Mr. R. B. Wood read a very 
sound and convincing paper in favour of the Roundhead, which 
was ably auwend by M. H.A.W. Polling, who seems to have won 
Me majority of the house by the fervid way in wIsich he eulogised 
Me viMes of Me unfortunate Charles, and condemned the action 
of Cromwell and his partizans in putting him to death. The 
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amoum of interest taken by the House in this debate was remarkable 
and was very gratifying to all interested in the welfare of the Debating 
Sociey. 

Mr.t R. B. Wood, who first rose, read his paper with a clurness 
and confidence that was much appreciated by his li eners. He 
began Ms subject by defending the character of Olivert Cromwell, 
saying Nat it was ustomary to reproach him with dissimulation 
and ambition, whereas it would be more correct to look upon him 
as one of strong principles and prejadices, carried away by a desire 
to benefit his fellow.countrymen. He sketched concisely, but 
fully, the history of the struggle between the King and Parliament 
Charles I had come to the throne imbued with the idea of the 
Divine Right Commongs, and thought that he could rule indepen-
dently of the s;  state of affairs which the people could 
never tolerate. He diseolved his parliaments when they disagreed 
with him, and refused to hear petitions for redress of grievances,—
thus acting as an absolute monarch. Never before had Ne Con-
stitution been s raged as daring the elev. years in which Charles 
raled without aparliament. But he met his match, Mr. Wood con-
tinued, in such men as Hampden and Cromwell, members of the 
,ongParliament,” which he was forced to summon in 6eo. Them 
men, backed up by the nation, determined to put themmlves to 
the task of repressing a power, which seemed for so long a time 
to have levelled every opposition to its despotic away. Having 
thus given, in brief, a history of the struggle, Mr. Wood went on 
to prove that Cromwell was, to use Macaulay's words, "a great 
statesman,  gr eat soldier and a true lovm of his country." He 
O. Wood) maintained Nat Cromwell's military despotism wm 
dm only possible form of government under Ne circemstances 
tbe Cromwell ians were far from regarding their position as 
evolutionary; and since Ne establishment of the commonwealth 

their proceedings were, substantially, in vMdication of the righm 
of the country to repremntation and sel,government. It was 
during CromwelPs protectorship that Blake gained his victoria 
internal improvement, such m the Post Office and Banks were 
introduced, and England was raised from the position of a second-
class power 

amply
 the leading maritime nation of the word: which 

Eng ould  prove. Mr. Wood concladed. that Cromwell ruled 
land wisely and wen. 
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Mr. H. A. W. Polding now arose, and condemned strongly the
action of the Parliament and the execution of Charles he endea-
voured to prove that Charles had yielded to the jot demands of 
Ne Parliament as far as was in accordance with reason and 
prudence. Did he not send Strafford to the block in compliance 
with their wishes t Men had often risen against cruelty, fraud and 
and rapine, but never before had concessions met with such im-
portunities nor auch graciousness within salts. Elizabeth and-
James had mled in almost Ne  way, yet they are not 
accounted tyrannical. Mr. Polding thought Charles was a victim 
of unhappy circurnwances, over which he hirnself had no control. 
He looked upon the execution as regicide, denying the right of sub-
jects in such a cam as this to try their sovereign. The hatred with 
which the nation regarded Cromwell was sufficiently demonstrated 
by the enthusiasm with which they 

Several
c ad. IL Tim 

apeaket sat down amid great applaum.  short speeches 
were then made. Conspicuous among the speakers were Messrs,. 
G. McDermott, W.7. Lambert and H. Byrne. 

In the voting, the 
The 

 of Mr. Polding gained an over-
whebning ajority. meeting was brought to a clue with a vote 
of thanks to Ne Chairman. 



alotee. 
Una. of commencing Nese notes by blowing our own particular 
trumpet, according.. correct editorial custom, we would like to 
bid, what Shakespeare might call 't  general trumpet ' sound its 
loudest and joyfullest flourish, to ceclaint the birth of the new 
Abbey of St. Lawrence. It was a happy and pleasant meeting, 
Nat which is recorded on the fitst page of its hist,. No one 

has ever en, and perhaps no one licem will ever hme the 
happiness to witness again such a gathering of brethren, brothers 
in religion and brothers in family affection and one-hearted devo-
tion to their gracious mother the Alma Mater, who. in the words 
of the ode, v never di." and has, in the truest sense, renewed her 
youth. 

the
from an old Pricey into a young Abbey. 

Of the sons of Ampleforth all were there except three who were 
in foreign lands ced three who were unfortunately ceable to be 
present. What took place at the meeting is so well known to all 
readers of the Journal that there is no need for to recount it. 
Nor would it be becoming in to make any comment on the 
Election or Ne Chapter-rneeting. Presidcet knows that his 
pr.ence among us was a 

who
to us. And our rather Abbot 

has the certainty that we, who have chosen him as our Father, have 
given him our full confidence and affection ace sympathy, and 
hope, by our In  and obedience, to lighten the burthen of 
responsibility he has taken upon his shoulders at our desire. 

The arrangements and accommodation were admirable. This 
mobilization,' as we may call it, of the entire fighting strength of 

the Laurentian • commando seemed to cause no real inconveni-
ence. Some of us were no chicken, out foced comfortable 
shelter under .e maternal wings. 

The Milo wing appeared in the Table', Oct. zyth, rpm, 

AMPLEFORTH ABBEY. 
BLESSIde or Ili@ ru. ABBOT. 

The election of the Met Abbot of Ampleforth, which took place 
on Oct. pod, has been speedily followed by his Benediction at the 

NOTES. 

hands of the Bishop of the Diocese, for almoner Benedictine 
Abbots enjoy the lull privileges of their rank apart from Ne cere-
mony, yet it was the .pr.s wish of the Holy Sae that the superiors 
of the MO/1,e.. abbeys should receive Solemn Episcopal 
Benediction. The ritual of blessing an Abbot is a striking and 
imposing function following very closely the lines of the cons, 
oration “ Bishop, with the omission of Ne sacred unction. In 
the case of the Abbot of Ampleforth, the Bishop of Middleshro' 
conferred the Benediction, the ascetant prelates being Dr. Gaceum, 
President of the English Benedictines. titular Abbot of Reading, 
and r. Rayn al, the mitred Cathedral Prior of Newport. Fr. 
Oswald Smith, who has now, by the suffrages of his brethren, been 
called to the abbatial office, received the monastic habit at Belmont 
some twenty-eight-years ago. After going through Ns noviciate 
and early ecclesiastical studio, he returned to Ampleforth, where 
he WM ordained priest, and where he filled ...offices of Prefect of 
Studies and Discipline. After some years he went back to Belmont 
as Professor of Philosophy, became a canon of New  and 
Menevia, and during this period found time to go to Rome and 
take his doctorate in Philosophy at the Gregorian University. 
Chosen to Ne Priorship of his monastery i January, 80. he now 
receives a final proof of his brethren's confidence in his election 
as first Abbot of Amplefortlm and he has the distinction of being 
the first English Benedictine Abbot to receive Solemn Episcopal 
Benediction since Aeckenham was metalled in Westminster under 
Queen Mao. His election and that of his broher Abbots is 
further interesting as mucking the restoration of ther mOMS. hie, 
archy in England, which thus comes into existence at the biddice 
of the Holy See just fifty years after the restoration of the Episcopal 
Hierarchy. The Benediction took place at Ampleforth in the 
Abbey Church on Wednesday, October apth, the Feast of the 
Archangel. Si. Raphael. Mace missionary Fathers of the ccelmu,
MN and a few other guests were present at the ceremony:—Provost 
Dawson the Iffiffi Revs. Canons Wood and Watson, and Fathers 
Swarbreck, David Smith, and Bernard %ally: and of the Benedic. 
tines: Prior Pres, Fathers Wilson, Burge, Barnett, Cummins, 
Hickey, Hutchison, Darby, Aishwick and Wray. After Ne 
ceremony Abbot Soli. was the recipient of mannatu/ations. 

The Very Rev. Fr. Prest, whose single.  otion to 



NOTES. NOTES. 

Ampleforth is so well-known, was nominated by the general con-
ventual chapter to the titular abbacy of St. Mats, York. This has 
yet to be confirmed by the general chapter of tile Congregation. 
The general chapter has been summoned by Fr. President to meet 
at t. Gregory's Downside on the yth  ebruary, 19oz. Fr. 

stead 
Cummins has been chosen by thenmpleforth "familia 

to attend the chapter ea its deputy. 

The election of the Abbot naturally brought with it a revision of 
the officials of the Abbey. Fr. Anselm Turner has been appointed 

prior , Fr. AU; Hind, Sub-prior and Rector of the College; Fr. 

Bernard Hayes, Prefect and Fr. Oswald Swarbreck, Cellerarius—

Fr. 11.11.1.13) Wilson IrF the monastery for St. Peter's, Seel Street 
a. Fr. Wilfrid Darby for St. Anne'a Liverpool, they bear with 

them every good wish from those with whom they have lived so 

long. 

Other missonary appointments are: —Fr. Maurus Carew to St. 

Peter., Seel St Fr. Hilary Willson to St. Anne, Liverpool; Fr. 

Wilfrid Baines to St. Mary's and Fr. Bernard Gibbona to St. Alban, 

Warrington; Fr. Philip Willson to Browned e; Fr. Add Clarke to 

Merthyr, Fr. Maurus Liman to Dowlais, Fr. Bede Folding to 

Canton, South Wales; .d Fr. Clement Standish to Workington. 

We have nothing epecial to record of the Exhibition last 

Midsummer beyond the fact that everything passed off to everybody's 
satiefaction. Many who are beginning to think themselves middle. 

aged men now will be unable to remember the time when Biahop 

Hedley was not there to speak some wise words at the Distribution 

of PM. r. Fay had prepared ,he Gondoliers" ae an enter-

tainment for the evening. It was brightly and intelligently perform• 

d, Dominic Traynor, the Duchess of Plaza Toro, especially 

distinguishing himself_ 

The following is the detailed Report or the Oxford Examiners as 

re. by Father Prior at the Exhibition. 

To the Delegates of Loral Examdnfmus, Oxford. 
Gentlemen, 

I have the honour to report that I haw this year examined the 
pupila of Ampleforth College, York. 

To take the lowest  Divisions first and to begirt with then most 
elementary work. The Dictation was extremely satisfactory ape!, 
ing and handwriting both were good. The beginning of the 
Engliah History paper was well done, but there was a falling off in 
the later questions, though Croak. maintained a standard of 
excellence throughout. In English Grammar the construction of 
sentences was good, and au  of the boys paraphrased two stansas 
of Hollenlinden with much intelligence_ The English Composition 
was uniformly well done, there being only one or two boys who & 
ell failed to grasp and reproduce the spirit and de ls of the 
anecdote which had been read out to them. Thera  in 
Geography were fairly eatisfactory, the knowledge of Scotland ht 
particular being at least as great as that possessed by far older 
bys. The two languages papers—Ne most important part of this 
examination and that which receives the highest marks—re-
vealed a good deal of promise. The set books in French were 
known hest, and grammar in both French and Latin had evid.tly 
been carefully aught. There was little to choose between the sot 
half dozen in French, but in Latin Heaketh was decidedly the best. 

Among the Junior Candidates the standard of last year van well 
maintained in Dictation. In English Grammar Ne rules had been 
mastered and the ming was distinctly good. English History 
the knowledge of napereonal references was excellet, end was 
not limited  to any portion of the period. In the Shakespeare paper 
the knowledge of the text of As you like very sound and 

qthorough, the meaning of words .d of allusions and the source of 
uasar ono were extremely well known, and this knowledge wee well 

spread through nearly Ne whole class, though I was most pleased 
with the work of Williams and De Norm.ville. In the English Es-
aay a choice of subjects was allowed between "Englnd's Naval 
Power" and "The effect upon England of the Introduction et 
Railways." Most of the candidates chose the former, and their 
patriotic tone left nothing to be desired. In Latin the Caesar had 
been carefully studied and there was an cleviow effort both in this 

fo and in the Virgil to turn the Latin into good English. 
e,By  Williama and Smith obtained the most satisfactory resans 

and Ne two first named also achieved most distinction in Junior 
Greek. French the set books were well and some of 
Ne proses and answers to the glummer questkionsnown  were excellent. 
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though the application of the gammer wee net always o uniform 
as might be wished. The best papers were done by Williams,
Smith a. By... 

To come to the Seniors: In the English History the plain 
fans seemed well known, but there was a lack of enterprise about 
T. of the candidates, who would probably have achieved better 
maul. had they been a little bolder. In English Literature the 
knowledge of tbe text of Shakespeare and Milton was apparently 
not less admirable than among the Juniors. though the questions, 
being more advanced, afforded fewer direct OPPoceeities re(
showing i The plot of Comm was thoroughly known and well 
described, but in this paper again rather more ambition would 
probably have met its reward in answering the general literary 
questions anon Shakespeare. In Geography the acquaintance 
with South America was considerably greater than the knowledge 
of Scotland, and those who did sketch-maps displayed a ...grant°, 
familiarity with Canada, Italy and Russia. The English Essay 
dealt with the influence of the daily newspaper, a. showed a good 
deal of and sense in treatment of the question. Ia Latin the 
unseen pasmge from Eutropius was well doe by the majority of the 
candidates, and the Cicero was better done than the Ninth Book 
of the Aeneid, ag is umally the case in dealing with a prose author. 
The best papers were done by Preston and Polding. In French the 
results were 

who 
inconsistent and uneven, and Preston was 

the only one who did hm.. jumice in both papers. In conclud-
ing my report upon this Class, I ought to add that they have suffered 
under marked disadvantages and 1:011$1. of boys considerably 
younger than usaal, who are taking this examination a year 
earlier than is the custom. This circumstance would quite up.. 
the lack of enterprise at whitin I have hinted. also the fact that 

rallynowledge which the class evidently possessed was not always 
utilised. But such want of confidence soon passes away and 

the results of a careful training are then plainly visible. 
To sum up the general results of the Examination—This year I 

have had to reporton the work of nearly twice as many boys as
examined a and this increase has come necessarily not from 
among the most brilliant boys but frorn the rank and file of the 
school. In horticultureI believe that mine blossoms are produced 
by carefully nipping off all but one or two of the flowers upon each 

ed and I have heard that a similar process is not unknown 
ucation. I tan only say that I can see no signs of such a system 

at Ampleforth, and the less clever boys do not seem in any way 
to be neglected for the sake of their more brilliant companions. 
This year I have naturally seen the work of more boys of average 
and mediocre ability than before, but the general lines" of my 
report must remain the same. The work of the school seems laid 
out upon very wise and sound principles. 

Religious inanuction and mathematical teaching lie outside the 
scope of my report, but for general education practically all the 
boys are taught three language& Latin, Greek and Prena, while 
History, Geography. and English Grammar and more especially 
English li terature receive very careful and adequate attention. If 
a boy utilises his opportunities in profiting by the education which 
be receives from his teachers at Ampleforth, he will in due time be 
well fitted to take any place in life to which he may be called. 

I have the honour to remain, Gentlemen, 
Your obedient Servant, 

G. BALFOUR, M.A. Worcester Coll. 

Countersigned :—
H. T. °images, M.A. 

Secretary to the Delegates 
of Local Examinations. 

The Mathematical Report is as follows: 

To It Delegale, of Local x%e teetwu. asfird. 
Gentlemen, 

I have the honour to report on the Mathematical work submitted 
by the pupils of Ampleforth College. 

The subjects offered were Arithmetic, Algebra and Euclid, and the 
Papers set were those taken by Candidates for Local Examination 
Cenikates. I understand that several of the boys entered for the 
Senior Examination at an earlier age than is usual at the College. 

Some of them have attained a thoroughly satisfactory standard, 
but a large number need constant practice in order to acquire that 
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degree of accuracy of thought and skill in ma potation 
study of Mathematics is calculated to foster. 

The performances of Me Senior Candiat, varied cnsiderably, 
Preston did very creditably ineed, and some others attain. very 
hir marks on the whole Paper. There was, oever, a good deal 
of inaccuracy a. even Me best work (other Man Preston's) was 
not free from

Arnongst the Juniors some sent in really good work, meriting 
the highest praise. I note more particularly Barnett, who showed 
a thorough grasp of Arithmetical principles. The elementary 
questions were done wet/ by nearly all, hut practice and proportion 
I ed to much Mumma,. 

Of the Preliminary Candidates, I can give a favourable report. 
Except(r some weakness in fractions and practice the work was 
mostly g.d. I assigned full marks to Blackmore and flo et, and 
upwards to eleven others. 

Eat. 
Of the Seniors who offered Euclid I -IV. Pike, who knows his 

propositions, was easily first. The majority attempted very little, 
and there were numerous signs oicarelessnms in Me answers. 

The Junior Candidates, exhibited a general rather than an exact 
knowledge of the propositions and could make nothing of the riders. 
S. Puna did hem. 

Ake.. 
All who worked the Senior Paper found it quite beyond them and 

attempted only four questions. 
The Juniors have not yet mastered fractions—a difficult subject 

for eginners. Theywere, however, able to solve problem, and 
work square root with some hci/ity. 

I have the hon., to remain, Gentlemen. 

Your obedieM serve., 

H. T. Canrons, M. A. 

Fellow and Tmor of Worcester College, Oxford. 

NOTES. 

Here is the List of the successes. amo 

Ozfor d and Cambridge Higher Certifrale Examinations:

Jos nx McCann. Passed in Latin, Greek, French. English, 
History, Elementary and assist hnal Mathematics. 

ROBERT Onwson. Passed in Latin, Engl., History, Elementary 
Mathematics. 

Arnim, Camay. Passed in Latin, French, English, Elementary 
Mathematics. 

He  Poexr. Passed in English, History, Elementary Mathe-
matics sad Biology. 

OXFORD Lacer. EXAMINATIONS• 

Senior Candidate: 

T110111. 1.9100 ESL Class Pass. 

yWniar Candidates: 

H. K. Byrne and Class Honours. 
O. M. Williams 
J. E. jrd Class Honours. 

deSmith Normanville rst Class Pam. 
F. 4 Hayes 

A. JJ. Martin 
. McCann 

D. P. McCormack 

Y.iar Candidates: 

H. A. Owen rat Class Pass. 
C.£. Pilkington 
A. C. Primavesi 
S. Puna 
R. Roaford 
H. A. Barnett ..Class Pass. 

Bum 
C. A. de Normanville „ 

A. Noble" 
F. Quinn 
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Preliminary Cernelidales 

A. T. McCormack tat Class Pass. 

B. Rochford 
Blackmore and Class Pass. 

J. E. Corry 
C. W. P. Croskell „ 
E. H. Darby 
F. W. Hesketh „ 

W.Higgins „ 
P. J. Lambert 

T. Martin 
J. S. McKenna 
J. A. Park 
V. Rickards 
F. C. Smith 
J. Walsh 
P. Williams 

The delegation of English Benedictines, which wait to Rome in 
November to thank the Holy Father for Me honours conferred on 
our Houses and to atmnd the inauguration of Anselmo's, 

Roman the Abbot of Ampleforth. For the fuller Cumminsf Me 
Roman functions we are mamma to Fr. Ildefonsus  who 
accompanied the Abbot as his saa. Allusion occurs in our article 
to the English Benedictine Hospitium whia forestalled, or led up 
to. the gruter protect of International College. If we are not 
mistaken, of this humble bat (maul foundation Fr. IIdefonsus was 
the first uperior; another of its first members was the t of 
Downside, and a later Superior, Fr. Wilfrid Corr, became first 
procurator of the enlarged Sane Anselmo when it had attracted the 
notice a. the boanty of Leo. XIII. (The wish to have a house 
of studies in Rome is a very old one among us, which now and then 
used to get reduced into act. Its new form is so concrete and 
substantial that Mere is little far of its failing as in the past.) 

The Ample.. Dinner in Liverpool was a brilliant >moms this 
year as might be expected when the guest of the evening was the 
first Abbot of Ampleforth. The attendance was larger than ever, 

NOTES. at 

the enthusiasm and good feeling in proportion. Our Venerable 
JubiLarian, Prior Prest, presided. Occasion ws Mken to present 
the Abbot with an address fora Old Amplefordiaam, and a purse of 
gold. bout Smo, wherewith to provide a Throne for the sanctuar 
of the a Abbey Church. No gift could be more welcome and appro.y
priate. It seems to symbolize the old thought of Alma Mater 
reverently enthroned in the hearts of her children I 

The following account of this meeting is taken from the 
Limped Mercury. 

St. Laurence's College, Amp..., has long been intimately 
identified with Liverpool, and the annual tenni. of im old students 
took place last evening in the Eschange Hotel, Tithebarn-street. 
Since the gathering of 49 thl Delonastery n. been raised by 
xIII. to the digMty of an Abbey, and thus Me occasion was made 
the more interesting. The Very Rev. W. Bede Pres 0.SB., was 
in Me chair, and on his right sat the First Abbot of Ampleforth 
(the Right Rev. Dr. Oswald Smith). Amongst tho. present were 
the Rev. James Hayes, S.f., rector of St. Francis Xavier's
Revs. J. P. Whittle, J. I. Cummins, R. P. Corlett. H. Willson, 

Duggan, and A. Clarke, MI of the Order of St. Benedict ; Colonel 
William Walker, Colonel Frank Walker, Major Crean, Messrs. T. 
Taylor, G. C. Chamberlain, James Blackledge. John Blackledge, 
Hugh Quinn, J. Kee., James Clement Qainn, James 
Noble. P. J. Peen, E. Hyde, R. Bradley,Lacy,  E. Darby, H. Fairhurst, 
Henry Miles. John Ennis, R. Steinmann, Owen Traynor, Peter 

Conroy, 
ter

y, C. Stan
hitt

dish, WEvoy, John 
Carty, P  Carty, F. J. W am, C. Powell. W. Murphy, C. 
Adamson, A. B. Marsh. J. P. Coyish, H. tg•Phillips, J. Siker. J. 
Cooban, L. Jelly, John Fishwick, F. Harwood, T. Neal, J. 
Bucknall, J. Hesketh, N. Cockshutt, and T. Charnock. Amongst 
the toasts were Mose of "The Pope and the Queen, and the Amy 
and Navy," .Ahma Mater," The Visitors," and Prosper
the City of Liverp.l." But the principal toast was that of "The 
Abbot of A.mpleforth," which was submitted by the Chairman, and 
most cordially pledged. An address to the 

me 
bt he following 

terms was read by Mr. T. Taylor, one of M oldest  Lauremi.s 
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attendingt—PRight Rev. and dear Lord Abbot,—We, old students 
and friends of Ampleforth, ask permission to present you with this 
address as a testimony and assurance or our true and loyal devotion 
to yourself and to the newly-erected Abbey of St. Lawrence. 
We believe our loyalty to be beyond question. It is no 
new feeling born of .notcen honour conferred upon you. 
But there are occasions, this is one of permitteden we should 

Bel it a `BonadisaPPointmen   were not  to express oar 
unfailing sympathy and ill. Your honour is our hon..: 
your joy is our joy also. We wish, therefore, to add our hearty 
congratulations to those already received. It is a patent of nobility 
—this abbatial dignity granted to yourself and to your house. May 
we declare our belief that, in the ppegs veords, • You will hear We 
addition nobly?' At We same time, as a sign of our sincerity, we 
beg to 

pleasant
 a gift—a throne for the sanctuary we learnt to love 

in the  days of youth.”—In 
with 

of this the 
Abbot spoke in felicitous terms touched with feeling. During the 
eveMng a musicial entertainmem vt. given by Colonel Frank 
Walker, Mr. Jelly, Mr. Marwood, and Mr. Bucknall, Father Burge 
being at We pianoforte. From first to last the reunion was one of 
them ast enjoyable held by the Amplefordians in this city. 

We extract the following paragraph from the Calk. nmes. 
AMPLISPORTI1 DINNER td Loin ott.—On Monday night the 

London Amplefordians met at the Holborn ResMurant for their 
annual dinner, We Abbot of Ampleforth. We Right Rev. J. 0. 
Smith, 0.S.B.. Ph.D., being in the chair. This was his fi rst 
WPWranee in public since his solemn blessing and recent visit to 
Rome in company with Abbot Gaquet and the Abbots of Down-
side and Douai. There was a good attendance to meet the bbot, 
whose health was proposed by Mr. James Hayes, and wceived with 
great acelnmation. The toast of P Alma Mater " was proposed by 
the secretary of the Amplefor. Society and drank with muticel 
honours, and altogether a very please. evening was spent. 
During We evening a telegram vim weekeed conveying We good 
wishes of the Amplefordians in Liverpool. 

It is our pleasant duty to congratulate Mr. Keeley on his taking 
the London University degree of B. A. We also congratulate Mr. 
Joseph Cockshatt on passing his Final ExaminaBon in Law. 

PirraliFORpftREILITUff 
2.,91 III46R 80 11.1400..

c(xcainG0g4Nnon not Lr 
AZ!. IVEIRP0000 
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Writing of Examination successes, we may add that Mr. Perry 
has passed as usual with honour, and is e.ily first in a good 
many cl.ses. Mr. Perry does his own ploughing and plucking 
at home and takes care uot to let anyone else do it. At the. 
London Dairy Show, he took two first and two second 

as Kilmarnock, three firsts ; at Pirminghan six firsts ; at Leeds five 
firsts and one and at Dublin one first and one third. 
It may interest our readers to know that the sound-hearted oz. 
cabbages, praised so much by the 4,k:di:oral Gaulle were grown 

front of the New Monastery. 

Here are the official repo.: 
Extract from the utzszierolheel Quite. 

(0 The London Dairy show. 
As for the swedes they clearly .owed the effect of the Sep, 

ember drought, though there were some good lots. In the Long 
Reds, which were very large. 11, J. Perry wan first for some fine 
specimene of Webb's stock. 

Mr. Perry was again first with Webb's strain in the class for 
globe. Tankard, and Intermediate Mangels. 

In a big class for swedes of any variety some fine specimens of 
Sutton's Magnum Bonom gained the first place for Mr. John Reid, 
while Mr. John Perry's excellent roots from Webb's seeds were put 
second. 

In a very fine collection of roots, cabbages and other forage crops 
Mr. John Perry was second for a collection grown from Webb's 
seeds, in which there were some magnificent Drambead cabbage." 
Agricultural G.., Oct 

(a) The Birmingham Cattle Show. 
'The exhibits of roo. and cabbages were more numerous than 

and some very fine specimens met the eye, the heaviest of 
whish met with more favour from the judges rather than of those of 
more quality. Proctor and Ryland's prise for the best collection 
was won by ItIeJohn Perry, Oswaldkirk, Yorks. w triumphed 
with Webb's varieties. Messrs. Aselab's prize for the Is t speci-
mens of their Mammoth Long Red Mengel was won by Mr. T. 
Penn Mu Perry winning reserve. Mr. Perry, M1owever. won the 
special prize for the three so. of Webb's varietie, for which .ere 
were five other competitors. 



In the open cl.s in globe a. intermediate M.gels, Mr. John 
Perry was placed in front of eighteen other competitors. • 
-The open class of Kohl Rabi brought eight exhibits. Mr. John.

Perry was first *h one of Webb's varieties, his specimen being 
both fine and of go. quali, 

M. Pe, had.also a wound good exhibit which was reserve 
There were two classes of swedes, the first eleven eo.. being 

restricted to growers of Webb's Imperial variety. Mr. Pe, was 
again succeuful at winning .e cup. In the open class Mere were 
eighteen exhibits. Mr.Perry winning reserve. • 

The ox-cabbages were gip., in size but very sound hearted. 
Mr. Perry won the first prize with marvello.ly-hearted samples of 

sori.-44.s.11.11 Gesda, Dec. 3rd, 

r4r entries in " roots" section of show. 
0n the whole 
r 

the room shown are of quite unusual size. 
. T. Penn of Thome and Mr. J. Perry, Oswaldkirk, are first 

winners in the classes for long,. globe and intermediate mangel. 
tunnels respectively. Ur. Perry has also the best Kohl abi. 

The most important prizes in the root section are those offered 
by leading seed-merchants for produce grown Irons their seed. 
Most successful in this direction is Mr. John Perry who takes two 
of essrs. Webb and So, cups and one of Messrs. Proctor and 

Sore old boys will be interested in this letter written by one who 
was at College in O.. 

Ballarat, Australia. 
September 26th, moo. 

The Very Rev. and Dear Sir, 
By this mail for Europe, I am forwarding to my dear old, ',Imo 

Mater" two newspapers ; one (The Aim-ale) containing an 
account of the opening ceremonies connected wiM the Catholic 
Congress held in Sydney, N. S. W., .d the OPening.. Maris 
Cathedral in the same city—this being the biggest event of that 
character that has ever taken place at Me Antipodes, and should 
possess an interest for all .Amplefordians as the Riot Rev. Dr. 
Poldiog, the first Archbishop of Sydney, was a Benedictine, and bad 
ban in his early days "Prefect of Saint Lawren.," I therefore' 

NOTES. 

the 
it would interest y  to receive . account of the opening 

of the Cathedral that owedorns Sydney, and of which all colonial 
Catholics have much reason to be proud. 

As regards your humble sew.," I was at St. Lawrence's 
during the prefectsbip of the Rev. Wilfrid Cooper—so long ago 
that my name may have go. out of date. Never mind I I cling to 
those old memories, sad though they be. 

Hoping the papers may reach you, with kind regards, 
Believe me, 

Very Rev. Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

Jonu Lags: 

The Library in the basement of mostew Monastery is nearly 
completed. The rooms have proved  admirably fitted for the 
purpo.. Br. Elphege Hind, the newly appointed Librarian, 
deserves the medal of the Royal Humane Society for gallant 
work of rescue. It will be some time yet before all is secure and 
complete. But the chief labour is over. An almost complete set 
of the urtees Society's publications has recently been added to 
the LibrSary. 

Fr, IldefonusCumminsaccompani. Father... to the meeting 
of the Abbots in Rome, on the occasion of the consecration of the 
church at St. Angelo, He h. kindly written an account of the 
ceremony Mr the Joon.. Our Father Abbot assisted 0 the 
Blessing of Dr. Larkin the new Abbot of St. Edmunds at 
Douai, on his way to the Eternal City. 

We regret the paucity of illustrations in this number. It was 
..rough ony w.t of energy on the part of our artists. Br. 

Mourns has been as indastrious as ever. and J. Pike a. A, 
Rigby have also contributed drawings. Some of the blocks however 
were prepared for an article which could not be printed in M. issue. 
Br. Maur. has also made an admirable design for the menu-card 
of the Liverpool re-union. We hope to be able to publish it either 
now or Easter. 

Bishop Hedley's most 
by 

archaeological article on Abbots 
will be read with pleasure by everybody. We attribute the success 
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of the journal chiefly to His Lordship's generous and thoughtful 
npport. We are glad also to be able to print a ooed instalment 
of Fr. Preses 001d Recollections, The former article occasioned 
a good deal of pleasurable comment and discussion. 

Musical enthmia. will please not to look upon Pr. Benedict's 
'Note on Cherch Music' as a challenge. We are 

But,
fraid f, or 

even altogether averse to, a little mild controversy.  though we 
controvert the common sayng about matters of taste. and think 
then are the very things to dispute aimut—if people want to dis-
pute at all—we do not Mink my good would come out of a dimus-
Moo on Church Musc. Not being over.musical ourselves we may be 
permitted to confess that Fr.Benedict's paper seems to be sensible 
and well reasond. The incongrnity of ago. deal of plain chant 
has probably arisen out its hap.haaard origin.  devout priest, in 
old days uld compose the words of an antiphon in honour of a 
Saint or eweeast.. his direction to me choir 

of
and choir 

would be that it should be sung to the to of 0 Rez Worn 
or some other vie...known melody. It has often seemed to 
us that is the probable origin of Ne 0 Da OM, 
with the name of the Saint set to an 

of
shout or 

scream in the middle of iL The great ' Ob of Advent, on the 
other hand, are very beautifully composed to fit the sante melody. 
In the same way, an old dramatist would compose a song to be 
sung to the Moe ("Green rashes," or a popular ballad would be 
written to the tune of "Sally in our Alley." 

Plain chant was not osed for well.trained choirs only, or even 
chi., but for yensiters and congregations. However, the 
incongruity of some of it, we think, is undeniable. In our 
own penonal experience, we have sometimes found it as impossible 
to sing parts of it in 

the 
with the meaning of the words, as 

to make a waits out of the "Dead March 

We ought to say. perhaps, that this incongruity, in certain 
cues, 

attending
 at all objectionable. We am not expected to be 

always  to the meaning of the words in ofbrepeated 
'prayers like the 'Hail Mary ' of the Rosary. We meditate on 
other mysteries. And a melody for' Xyrie' or 'Gloria  or 'Credo,' 
which has no relation to the words, may still be in harmony with 
the spirit of the Feast, or the Season, and most suitable, therefore 
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to excite and deepen the devout thoughts and feelings which are 
appropriate to the time. 

We have many times been asked to reprint Dr. Marsh's escape. 
The quaint and meModical way which the story is told adds 
much to its interest. In editing it, we have only cemented some 
Onions clerical errors. We hope to give a portrait and short 
history of the founder of Ampleforth in sorne future number. - 

Dr. Marsh managed the general 
worn 

Die  better 
than is evident from his story: and his o nied flighty .as one 
of the wisest moves. If he had allowed himself to be imprison., 
there is little doubt he would have been sent to the guillotine. 
This sacrifice of himself, instead of saving his brethren in prison, 

ould, most probably, have dragged one or of them to the 
suffold with him. As it was, MI escaped. The four French lay-
brothers 

on
were only in prison a few days. They were 

released on taking Me republican oath. As this may he of interest 
we print it here in full. It is quoted from Me document in the 
mune...hives. 

Ce jourd' bui. r4 Octobre 1,3 (Vieux style), Pan II de la 
Republique, les maire, ofkiers municipaux et notables de la com-
mune de Dieu..., assembles au lieu ordinaire du sdances, ont 
ompae lu citoyens Gerard N Clement C 

et Laurent L , Ins frangaiset frdres Lais cy-devavtd la maison 
des Sdnddictins anglais qui anent etablis audit lieu, lesquels ont 
declare que liken plus sons lea auspices de to rs, qui 
ae jasqa,  prGev OpPosde i la bonne vole]. gulls on 
toujours eue d'acqudrir les droits sacMs de me qui sont 
attacks A la constitution populaire qui est la Republique, ils Maient 
dans Pintentioo de pater leur sennent et d'accomplir lean devoin 
en patriot. et vrais Mpublicains. Bs ont, en presence desdite 
mnre, Aden Municipals et notable, Pretd . serinent dont la 
forme. suit : 

° De mourir plunt que de ruomaitre un roi, au dictateur on 
toute autorite quelconque, autre que <elle du people frarmaiset de 

Convemion Nationale de maintenr la Libern, l'Egalite et 
['Unite de la Republiue, et de conserver .s postes qui leur seront 
confies, au . de leur vie meme • et les din ont•sig. avec nous, 



NOTES. 

May the nei, Botanical and Archmological Socigties flourish I 
Out of the fulness of our sympathy we present each of them with
note for their • Transactions.' ting the church of Maresfleld . 
Sussex the other day, we noticed a tombstone whos ription is 
Worthy of record. Tombstone, however, is hardly ther mght word, 
as it was made wholly of iron. It was flat, the full length and 
.bmaa. or tn. grve, and Me inscription was in *a etters. 
Hence the words . could never have been interfered with. The 
lettering was ; Here lyeth the Body of M. Robert Brooks who 
deparMd this Life Me re Day of June AETATIS 9DeE 1667, 
The Brooks are evidently a longed-lived family. Tennyson wrote 
of one of them: 

Men may come and men may go. 
BM I go on for ever." 

To the BManists we commend this our walks we saw a 
sweet-smelling violet and a primrose in flower in Nvembr. The 
violet we held to our nose to be sure of its identity. Deceived by 
Me mild winter the ettooymus also has been pushing out vigorous 
young shoots. This, however, is excusable, as Me foreign shrub 
may not have mken out letters of naturalisatio, But an old 
English violet and primrme They ought to have known better. 
1 suppose the nodding violet • had wakened prematurely from its 
nap, and did not know what lime it as. Some of the older brethren 
may remember a parallel freak performed by a monastic ' knocker. 
up.Y He hasgone to bed m nine dal., p.m. and, awakening. 
of a deep leep, he saw th hands of the alarum Mock pointing 
apparently at a quartet toffee Jumping out of bed he hurried on 
some clothe, and went along the galleries, hammering vigorously 
at the doors of the brethren, rooms. There was consternMion 
everywhere. Was it afire, or what The time was twenty 
minutes past nine in the evening and he had been sleeping only a 
quarter Of an hour I 

Hockey is a good old-fashioned game and we are glad to see it 
re-introduced. But we thought it was malty played on the ice or 
on the ground. We did not know it was an aquatic sport. 

With the pe,v ,1,11[4.1..0 camera Father Abbot has Mken 
the first photograph which gives the true idea of the situation of 

NOTES. 

the bbey,—on the side of a hill, which rises some yoo feetabove it. 
It lea full-plate, with the College filling the picture, and it was taken 
from the Omits' hill. Photography is the present ' rage ' among 
the students. They have done some good work. 

Our meteorologist recorded a two and a half inch rainfall on 
October math. Dahlias and hardy Chrysanthemums were in full 
bloom on Monks, 

We congratulate B . Wilfrid Willson. Joseph Dawson a. 
Lawrence Bogen, who made their solemn Profession on Sep-

:q.. Harold Pike and Vincent Gosling have returned as 
postulants. Fa Stephen Dawes is still acting as army.chaplain . 
South Africa. 

new magic-lantern has given an impetus to illustrated lectures 
to Me oys. There is no pleasanter or more instructive way of 
spending a winter's evening. 

We cOlniTend to the may. of their old friends Mr. Oswald 
Pristman, and bfr. Bernard Stanley. who have recently died, and 
also Mrs. Richardson of the inn at Byland—the oldest, we believe, 
of the CaMolics of the neighbourhood. R.I.P. 

We beg to .. knowledge Me receipt of the Downs. Riau, the 
Douai Mogan.., the SlanyAuFal MugasGe, . BatclOan, the 
Beaumont Rai., the Rime Blorklieline, the Abbey Shan*, the 
llama, the Oratory Bawl Maga*, Me Raven, the Brteda, the 
St. Angus..., Barnes., and the StaXn um, Afiltheaingen. 
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THE very useful series of hagiographical "Lives" which 
has been offered to the public by Lecoffre, of Paris, under 
the general title of "Les Saints," has now reached its 
twenty.fifth or twenty-sixth volume. One of the latest is 
"St. Anthony of Padua."' As the writers of these bio-
graphies profess to be " scientific " in their tr of 
history, and as the career a. •wonderful works   of so 
popular a saint as St. Anthony are well known to be not 
altogether unaffected by legendary and mythical accre-
tions, it is interesting to consider what his recent 
historian h. to say about him that is new or startlmost ing. 

I may state, at the outset, that there is not much. The 
Saint's story is by no means always easy to make out, and 
a good deal has been said about him that re. on very 
slight evidence. But, on the whole, there is very little in 
.° familiar •I life" which we find in the pages of Alban 
Butler that it seems necessary to give up or to modify. 

The writer is the Abbe Albert Lopitho, a Professor of 
the Catholic University of Lyons. He writes like the 
good Catholic that lie is. Whilst rejecting here pious 
credulity, ,and exercising a bend-headed caution in judging 
documents and sources, he is as far as possible from 
the position of the destructive critic who shows his opnbri 
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hostility to Catholicism in his treatment of every detail 

of a Saint's life. It happens that one of the modern 
authorities whose researches on St. Anthony have bean of 
great value is  n Protestant pastor, Dr. Edward 
Lempp, whose articles in a German periodical of recent 

date have apparently been courteously communicated to 

the AIME Lepitre. Dr. Lempp writes with an evident 
purpose'to be impartial; but one can see that his temper 
is both Non-Catholic and anti-papal, and a bias of this 
kind unavoidably colours what a man has to say on 
everything that goes beyond bare fact. 

It may not be amiss to describe Me principal "sources" 
of the history of St. Anthony, as they are ow known. 
When Butler wrote, he began by saying that the "gen-

e life" of St Anthony had "received several interpola-

ns from popular reports, of no authority." "But," he 

adds, " Wadding's Annals of his Order furnish US with 
good memoirs relating to his life and actions." And he 

refers us, also, to the "judicious notes" of the Bollandists 
in their third June volume There can be no doubt that, 
in one sense, the compilation of Wadding, and more 
especially a certain writing whiry he seems to have been 

tFe first to publish, sailed La Miramar, is of great 
importance for St. Anthony's " legend. ; for assuredly it is 

to this document that the grea. part of the doubtful 

history of the Saint can be traced. The Abbe Lepitre cites 

it constantly but as it is a compilation which dates only 

from the end of the fourteenth century—that is, about mo 

pestsears after the Saint's death—and is made up of makrials 

extremely diverse in their value, he generally quotes it 

only to wrinkle his brows in a note of interrogation. 

The oldest. Me safest, and the least disputable, source 

of the history of St. Anthony of Padua, seems to be a life 

of the Saint, published in Mad, in the great collection 

called ?walla Menurnento haw,. The author of 

this composition is not known. It has been ascribed, 

among others, to the famous Friar Mims Jelin Peckham, 
Archbishop of Canterbury. But asPeckham was not born 
till lso, and the writer, whoever he was, states that he had 
spoken to a Bishop of Lisbon who died in rtes, this is not 
possible. But there seems no doubt that is to all in
and purposes a contemporary document ; Si, Anthony 
died in ash 3, and wax oiled in the folkwing year and 
there is no reason to reject the author's assertion that he 
was an eye-witness of many of the events which he records. 
Its style is diffuse, stilted and wanting in precision—
more in the fashion of a " legend " or " second lessons" 
than of an historical narrative. Moreover, as a biography 
it is very incomplete. We have a fair amount of detail 
about St. Anthony's youth ryd his becoming a Fria, and 
aoM the last wonderful year of his life, which was spent 
at Padua. But the eight years between his first appear-

in Italy and his latest preaching at Padua are almost 
NAME. Thus we are told next to nothing about that very 
interesting episodeof his life, his visit to France. 

Passing over various versions, abbreviations and toury• 
ed vp editions of this primitive life, many of which have 
survived and are themselves of greater or less ainiquity, 
I may next a n the Ma B. Arai written by Friar 
John Riga., are Fnch Franciscan, about the ryginning 
of the fourteenth century. Rigaud,who died Bishop of TM-
guier, in ryes, lived sufficiently test to the Saint's man 
times to have been able to speak with those who had 
known hint. His work is especially valuable for the French 
portion of St. Anthony's history, and the Abbe Lepitre 
considers that almost everything related by him about this 
period may be accepted without hesitation. 

Next comes the Law rIhroslans, first published by 
Wadding, of whiry I have already spoken. 

S.6 , in 3 57E, printed a " fife " which he asserts that 
he gives from a MS. of a Franciscan writer whom he does 
not name. the AIME Lepitre finds so many dubious state-

0

;.1 
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mon. in it that he will only accept it where it seems to be 

confirmed by more authentic sources. 
As to modern lives, there is not one which our author 

considers to be really . scat. The most valuable, as a 

collection of materials, seems to be that by Emanuele 

de Acevedo, TAMA.. Antonio di Padova, published in 

the beginning of this last century, at Venice. I find it 

strange that Dom Piolin, in the list of sources which he 

gives in his Supplement (Vol. 2, p.ail), does not mention 

this li fe. 
A well-written and handsome fife of the Saint, in Eng-

lish, has appeared within the last weak or two! It will be 

in resring to compare it with this new French lift which 

thetewriter has evidently not seen. 
The Aix. e

s 
historic doubts begin with St. 

Anthony's name and family. " The original name of St. 

Antony" says Mrs. Bell, "was Fernand Martins de But 

horn, Fathom being the Portuguese form of Bouillon." The 

primitive lift says his name was Fernando—but that is all 

Sur ius is the first whom entions that his father's name 

was " Martino," whilst vre bear nothing about " de Bouil-
lon" until come to the work of Mark of Lisbon, as 
late as ;556we . T. assertion that hews related to 

Godfrey de Bouillon, if not descended from that hem, is 
still more doubtful. Hence Mr. Regan Paul's statements 
that his name was "Ferdinand de Buglione" can hardly 

pass, for more Man one reason. 
The Saint lived in Lisbon with his parents till he was 

fifteen, attending the Cathedral school. The Abb6 Lepitre 

here makes a point which in 'Vile new in St Anthony's 
history. He points out Mat Me first Bishop of Lisbon—
... half a century before the Saint saw the light—was 
an Englishman, named Gilibert ; that the first priests who 
served that Church of St Vincent in which he became a 
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Canon Regular, were English; and that English clergy 
and knights frequently landed on the shores of the Tagus 
on their way to and from the Crusa.des.• The education 
of the young Fernando may, therefore, have been on the 
same lines as that of one who was almost his contemporary, 
and of whose early years we possess such precious details—
St. Edmund of Canterbury. The legend of his having 
imprinted a cr.s with his finger on Me stone, or rather 
several ston., which are still Mown in Lisbon Churches, is 
only a lege.. Some of the accounts mention that he thus 
subdueda fierce dog; others only speak of a temptation. 
Mrs. Bell Minks the story may have arisen from his power 
as a. child over animals ; but that is not the spirit of the 
more ancient sources. 

Fleeing from the world in order to preserve his'
he took the habit of the Canons Regular of St. Augustine, 
in their Church of St Vince., without the walls of Lisbon, 
in the year trno. Mrs. Bell m a slip when she 

akes 
says 

that these Can  were " one of the many orders named 
after the first Archbishop of Canterbury." Their rule was 
that of St. Augustine of Hippo—so far as he has left a. 
Rule for men. They not only devoted themselves e, the 
Divine Off., but they undertook the Care of souls, ad-
ministered parishes and professed to pay special auention 
to ecclesiastical study. There was a Congregation " of 
the. Canons in Portugal at that time, the head ho.e 
being that of Holy Cross, at Coimbra. T. " Congre-
gation" of St. Victor, at Paris, and even the Premonstra-
tensian order itself, were formed on Me same type. 

St Anthony spent ten years—that is exactly half of his 
religion life—es a Canon Regular. It was here he made 
thos studies which afterwards produced suM excellent 
fruit.e  The first Lector of the great Franciscan family, and 

fifly yean berme sh Amnon, wts eanh et,  u=n Pa,  me von utefin 
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the wonderful preacher whom a Pope called the Ark of the 
Covenant, amassed his learning and stored his prodigious 

memory during the ten years he lived with the Augustinian 
Ca.nons. Of this period of his life we hear very little. The 
wriPr of the " primitive" legend, although he states that 
he had the assistance of men who knew the Saint in Lisbon, 
is provokingly meagre and retire. about all that hap-
pened in these years. Fernando only remained two years 
at St. Vincent's. He then went to reside at the head 
house of the Congregation, Holy Cross, of Coimbra. This 
monastery was numerous and flourishing, and Coimbra 

was a busy and populous city. There can be no doubt, 
therefore, that the eight years he spent at Coimbra were 
employed in deep study, and in every kind of preparation 
for the priesthood. It is not certai n whether he as 
ordained whilst yet an Augustinian; but as we do w not 
hear of his ordination later, and as he was at least twenty-
hve when he left the Canons, it seems most probable that 
he was. I have always thought that the ten years of St. 
Anthony's religious life as a Canon Regular have been 
made too little of. This is no doubt accounted for by his 
not having then begun to preach, or (as far as we know) 
to work miracles, and by the fact that all his early bio-
graphers were Friars Minor, who naturally looked upon 
his raking the habit of St. Francis as  great spiritual con-

and considered his Franciscan career although it 
was very little longer in duration than hie sta.y among the 
Canons Regular, as the grand feature of his glorious 
history. But it ought to be borne in mind that his pro 
digious knowledge of Scripture and of the Fathers, a. his 
general learning and culture, which were admired during 
his Franciscan ministry, were acquired among the Angus-
tiniana. 

The circumstances which led to St. Anthony, joining 
the brothers of St. Francis are well known, and the AbbA 
Lepitte, except that he is silent on one or two miraculous 

details which are not found in the primitive documents, 
has Wing very new to put before his readers. The five 
Franciscans who were martyred in Morocco are Mated, by 
Mrs. Bell, to have preached to the Mahometans " with a 
zeal which appears sometimes to have been wanting in 
discretion " (p. to). I should be very averse from saying 
even as much as this. It is true that the Friars refused to 
be sent home, and returned again and again to the en-
counter of the exasperated infidels. But is ways

want of discretion" to irritate the unbeliever it al In other 
words, is it always indiscreet to persist in presenting the 
true Faith by word and deed, even when such persistence 
stirs up the heathen or the heretic to violence? We cannot 
say so. There are ohen occasions when noWing can 
each the multitude, or advertise the Faith effectively, 

except persistence of this kind ; and if violence ensues—
violence which is only indirectly attributable to the 

preachers of the Gospel—nothing can enforce or proclaim 
more effectively the Gospel message than persecution, tor-

and the suffering of death with heroic patience. 
Modern indifference always calls zealous preachers 
"fanatics," but it is the " fanatics" who stir people up to 
reflection and action. No doubt it is not always easy to 
decide when the herald of God should cry out and when he 
should hold his peace. But the miracles which were 
wrought by the relics of those martyred sons of St. Francis 
may be taken as an ample justification of Weir discretion 
and it is possible that their pious n imprudence" not only 
shook the convictions of many Alahometanp but stopped a 
great and a growing evil—Mat is, the inclination on the 
part of the Christian populations which were in contact 
with Alahometanism to make terms with it, and to fraternize 
with the Mllowers of a system which has never yet failed 
to kill Christianity wherever Christians have allowed it to 
set its Pot. 

When Fernando, moved to heroic resolutions by the 
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sight of the bodies of the five Martyrs, was released from 
his obligations to .e Augustinian Canons and received 

into the humble company which, as yet, had obtained no 

formal authorization from the Holy See, it was with the 
intention of seeking martyrdom himself. But this was not 
to be; and in attempting to return from Morocco to Portu-
gal, he was thrown upon the .ast of Sicily, and from 
thence went to Assisi, where he assisted at the Chapter of 
1221—a chapter which, although not so celebrated as that 
of " the Mats" two years before, was nevertheless a 
,Teat and solemn gathering of many thousand Friars—the 
last in which it was attempted to collect the whole Fran-
ciscan family together. I think Mrs. Bell is somewhat 
fanciful in her description of this Chapter. The "celebrated 
scene between St. Francis and Brother Elias" certainly 
did not take place. St. Francis had actually resigned the 
generalship, and Brother Elias, as Vicar-General, presided 
at the Chapter. But the career and character of Brother 
Elias requires a great deal of suit study. Were is really 
no proof that St. Anthony and Brother Elias were antago-
nists, m we find M many versions of the Saint's life, much 
less that he was scourged and otherwise punished by 
Elias, orders. 

It is not possible here to go through the life of the Saint 
after he began his astounding ten years of public ministry 
in Italy and in France. But I would say a word as to the 
Abb6 Lepitre, treatment of one or two of St. Anthony, 
best known miracles. 

Let us take, first, the miracle of the horse, or mule, 
which adores the Blessed Sao- ament—a miracle which has 
inspired so many Italian painters, The Abbe Latina 
considers that this macle rests upon incontestable 
evidence, a. cites themestimony of Rg , who had 
ample opportunity of bearing of it from eye-witnesses. 

attasted to Baselemsno Stout,. 
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But some of the details are not so certain. The name or 
the heretic which is given as Bononillo—I do not know 

why Mrs. B. writes it "Bonvillo "—has no earlier 
vouchers than Bartholomew of Pisa, who adds particulars 
which se certainly " accretions." As for the locality, 
the primitivem e its does not name it but Wadding gives it 
as Bourges, and Suits and the Eder Afririverelerum as 
Toulouse, whilst the evidence of an octagonal chap el dating 
from ter, would make us believe it was at Rim in Mrs. 
Bell adopts the latter without question, whiht Mr.  Began 
Paul, equally without question, states that it was Toulouse. 

A still more celebrated miracle is that in which the Saint 
assembled the fishes and preached to them. The Ahl. 
Lepitre has no hesitation in admitting its a.uthenticity. It 
is described by Rigaud. He places it a.t some locality 
close to Padua. The Leber Miramar, and the fFereria, 
give Rimini as the place. Many of our readers wi/1 be 
acquainted with the charming version of this occurren. 
which we find in the Ferretti-ea version mu. more full of 
detail than the one given by Riga.. It can hardly be 
doubted that the later writer allowed his fertile and 
gracious imagination considerable play. Still as Riga. 
was certainly not acquainted with Italian topography, he 
may have made a mistake in the name for R.., W. 
its sea-shore, seems a much more probable locality than 
the little stream or streams which are all that Padua can 
boast of in the way of a. river. 

With regard to the other well-known miracle, in which 
the Saint is stated to have restored and healed the foot 
which a penitent, in in access of contrition, had severed 
From his limb with an am, them is a most extraordinary
circumstance. This prodigy is related by Rigattd, an un-
exceptionahle and almost contemporary witness, with all 
details. But a similar Mirule with precisely the same 
details, is also related of the Dominican St. Peter Martyr 
(whose death occurred about twenty years later than that 

It 
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of St. Anthony), and that by one who was undoubtedly a 

contemporary. 
It must not be supposed that the Abb6 Lepitre rejects 

all St. Anthony's miracles except two or three. Of the 

innumerable miracles that took place after death he does not 
mat all. As regards those ascribed to the Saint in life, 

I think, after carefully reading his discriminating page, 

that he may be said to admit the credibility or probability 

of by far the greater number. What he does M to state 
the evidence on which they rest—which, in this cam, 
comes to mean stating date and value of the docu-

entary evidence which ins to us. His volume, as 
he himself sorrowfully admits, may appear too contentious 
and critical for the biography of a Saint; but he thinks 

that something of the kind was required. 
Apart from his miracles, it is very ifficult, it must be 

confessed, to form to oneself a clear and full idea of St. 
Anthony the man, or even of St Anthony the servant of 
God. He had no Boswell; no friend, brother or disciple 
lived with him, stood at Ms side, or followed him during his 
life. The commotion stirred up by the preaching of the 
later years of his short life had hardly begun to excite the 
attention of his brethren, and to show them what a mes-
senger of God was in their midst, when death came, and 
instead of relating what they saw, men had to gather 
together what had passed away. Moreover, as the Abb6 
Lepitre says, c the preoccupations of people of the thir-
teen. century were not those of our own whet our 
ancestors looked to in Melee of a Saint were fi rst and fore-

ost his miracles. We, on our part, take more interest in 
what is called his "psychology"—his mind, his character, 
hft struggles with himself, his strivings after per.tion. 
St. Anthony, in virtue of the miracles which attended his 
death, burial and canonization, at once took rank among 
He wonder-workers of all but the highest class—and it was 
his wonders that his biographers paid most attention to. 
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Hence we have only the scantiest materials for building up
the picture of his interior. 

The feature that comes out most strongly in St. Anthony's 
life is perhaps that resolute determination, that ardent 
aspiration, which led him from step to step in his personal 
career. He leaves the world and plunges into the regular, 
laborious and studious life of the Augustinian. He feels 
himself urged to that kind of chivalry which, on the reli-
gious side, was a counterpart of that of the Crusader, and 
to any out his longing, he joins the poor and humble 
Franciscans, and tries to find his way to the encounter of 
the Moslem. Providentially carried to Italy, he buries 
himself in solitude and in the most humble work, with a 
view to fitting himself for that special kind of ministry 
devised by St. Francis. Then, when he does begin to 
preach, it is no longer the sweet accents of St. Francis that 
we hear, or the simple and unlettered appeals of the earliest 
Franciscans, but an outburst of calculated oratory, of full 
and powerful eloquence, and of terrifying denunciation 
Hat sperm neither rank nor station. We can me that, all 
his life, sighed for martyrdom. He anted to hurl 
himself agaMst anything that dishonour. God, and to 
take the chance of hurts and of death. We do not find in 
him definite traits of sweetness and simplicity. It is true 
that, Mre all the Saint, he was pitiful and merciful in 
things spiritual as in things corporal. But his call is to 
fall upon the enemy—whether Paynim, or heretic, or 
sinner, or tyrant. 

Yet this strong and determined character was compatible 
with great ender ness of devtion. The sermons which 
have come down to us under his name are rather notes 
Nan sermons; they cannot have been preached as we have 
them. But they afford ample evidence of a certain full 
and luxuriant warmth of heart towards the Incarnation 
and to our Blessed L.y,such as recalls St. Bernardhimself 
His personal austerities are well-known; no doubt his life 
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was shortened by the way in which he used a body not 
naturally very strong or sound, in labour and in penance. 
His emblems are the lily and the book--one the type of 
his continence, Me other of his conquering eloquence. It 
seems to have been only in the seventeenth century that 
he was represented as welcoming and embracing the Infant 
Jesus. Hut the legend, although it not found earlier 
Man in Me Libel Adirearlamm, may wet/ have been true. 
If so, nothing reveals strikingly strikingly the interior pon-
derings and elevationa of one who, whilst he preached to 
others, was step by step drawing nearer to Christ. 

I have never seen any explanation of the reamn why St. 
Anthony is invoked for the finding of things lost. Them 

in his lege., at least one instance in which he seems 
miraculously to recover something which he had lost hirn-
self:—I refer to the incident (related by Mrs. B. p. 6e) of 
his bringing to his feet, by prayer to God, a person who 
had made off with one of his manuscripts. There is, at 
Padua, a fresco in which we see the Saint standing on the 
sea-shore antl receiving from a child a ring that has just 
been cut out of the body of a fish. Probably the idea grew 
up from some single fact in the Saint's posthumous history 
—ikons some miraculous recovery, now lost to history, but 
widely known at the time, and perhaps made use of in 
some popular devotional painting. St. Anthony in art 

ould. furnish matter for a separate paper. Mrs. Pell, 
following C. de Mandachh Sorer elMorry de ' ,awe droll 
/61.ff, devotes a very interesting chapter to it, and her 
work contains seven fulkpage reproductions from Me old 
masters of scenes in the life of St. Anthony.' 

J. C. H. 

.5Tito griemoraifie,—

the lent of the purification of Our Oath at 

loneatminster. 

I. (1558) 

Ring out ye bells of Westminster, 
Ring out a joyous peal, 

With glad triumphant melody 
Let the hoary belfries reel!—

Our Lady's Presentation Feast 
Huth dawned with new delight, 

Ring out the gladsome news afar, 
Ring out with main and might! 

For nigh on twenty years have fled 
Since driven from their borne, 

Without a place to lay their bead 
Thy monks were forced to roam; 

And now the sinful King is called 
His long account to pay, 

And his injured daughter reigns in peace 
O'er English hearts to-day. 



am BIER MEMORABILIA" 

Oh! for the day of speechless joy 
When, Meath the Abbey's shade, 

A country knelt in penitence 
And deep abasement made! 

When the )agars of the Hob! See 
Absolved from schism's stain 

The erring sheep, and made them safe 
In Peter's fold again! 

The crowning glory of that day 
Is seen this gladsome morn, 

When to the widowed sanctuary, 
New sons of prayer are born: 

And the royal house of Westminster 
Resounds once more with praise 

As her monks take up again with joy 
The song of former days. 

o stately house A Westminster 
Fling ope thy doors amain, 

Receive in ecstasy ofjoy 
Thine ancient sons again! 

Fled is the ribald crew that dared 
Defile thy holy walls: 

Welcome the cowl that speaks of Rome 
Once more within thy halls 

Oh joy to see a mitred form 
Pacing those sacred aisles, 

Mid aged monks whose furrowed cheeks 
Rain mars amid their smiles! 

Oh joy to hear the holy Mass 
Restored to Edward's shrine, 

To me her Abbot raise aloft 
Once more the Host divine! 

DIES MEMORABILIA" ars 

0 Mary Virgin! who to-day 
Didst quit thy Mother's side, 

To bide thee in God's Holy Place, 
Who art God's chosen Bride—: 

Alas! these halcyon days are short, 
But, if their joy must wane, 

Pray that, at last, a Remnant live 
To fill these courts again! 

II. (1.807) 

'TA Mary's Presentation Feast, 
But the Abbey bells are still; 

No visions more of cowlEd forms 

Her sombre cloisters fill, 

For since the day of sweet return 
Full fifty years have fled, 

And Abbot, Monks, and Christian Queen 
Are numbered with the dead. 

Within the walls of Westminster, 
Hard by the Abbey gate, 

FrowneN with bleak and cruel mien 
A prison desolate:—

Here the last monk of the great House 
Hash found a living tomb, 

And after two score weary years, 
Awaits his summons home. 

BA GA reserves a mighty work 
For aged hands to-day, 

Ere the Confessor of the Faith 
His "Num Dimittis" say: 
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The ancient stock of English monks 

In him shall not die out: 

Mary hath saved the maimed vunk, 

Its leaves again shall sprout! 

Lo! with the chant of "Suscipe" 

The prison rafters ring 
As fettered hands o'er youthful heads 

The holy habit fling! 

And the royal House of Westminster 

Numbers new brethren twain, 

The dearer to their Heavenly Spouse 

For the dungeon and the chain! 

No fleeting triumph, no transient joy 

This second Feast hash brought, 

But in Religion's darkest boor 

A comfort passing thought: 

To-day the ancient race whom once 

Augustine brought from Rome 

Is saved to England and her Church 

For many an age to come! 



oeibetp alameftg. 
%cots Elbbeoo of aermanv. 

ONCE upon a time, and not so very long ago, three 
monks set out from England on a pilgrimage up the Rhine 
and down the Danube, having an the goal of their pious 
wanderings certain abbeys of the Order winch lie along 

banks of these great highways. Ihe pilgrimage was 
made in modern guise and with modern aids, under cir-
cumstances that were not all penitential, though some 
were. In spite of high resolves originally made a. on 
occasions manfully renewed the pilgrims did not journey 

on foot much more than they could help; nor did they 
decline the chances of secular intmest or recreative in. 
dent which travels afford. But holidays, however well 
earned, are more juMinable and not less mjoyabie from 
being joined with a s purpose; Me educational 
value of such tramps abroadsmiouis not to be lightly despised. 
"Home-keeping youths have ever homely wit," and even 
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in a hurried inspection of such antique foundations as are 
Mill to be Wood in the domains of the House of Hapsburg, 
lessons may be learned of monastic lore or Benedictine 
history. The Austro-Hungarian Empire is now almost 
the only land where Catholic monasteries flourish that 
count their exirience by centuries. No such suppression 
has overtaken them as once overwhelmed their fellows in 
England and Germany, or more recently those of Italy, 
Frame and Spain. You may still see abbeys in all parts 
of Austria which have maintained their unbroken car-

of usefulness for six, eight or even ten centuries a. 
which, with some of the pomp and power of olden times, 
display an adaptability to modem needs that accounts 
under favourable circumstances for their survival to the 
present day. Whither our pilgrims went, then, what they 
Satyand how they fared, will be told in the following pages, 

tale made up of recollections jotted down at odd times, 
with the addition of a few historical notes to redeem from 
utter frivolity these rambling records of a summer tour. 

Of the monasteries visited the old Scots foundations were 
perhaps the most interesting, as they were the first to 
engage our attention. Like granite boulders brought 
down by a full river from far-off hills, and left stranded 
in strange environment, Scottish churches still remain 
in mmy a German city. In its beneficent effects Mis 
eietrilor of the Celtic Church rather resembles the fertilising 
oore of  the Nile than the rocky debris brought down a 
Highland spate hot whatever the figure the fact remains 
Mat the great stream of travel which once set through 
Europe to the holy places of Christendom left Testing traces 
of its flow; and one has only to follow the "pilgrim's way" 
of former days, up the Rhine from near its mouth, to 1{61n, 
thence onwards by Frankfort, Erfurt,Wurzburg and Norm. 
burg to Ratisbon, where the Danube is struck, to find in all 
thew cities antique evidences of Me apostolic eat and Me 
wandering mood of the olden Scottish monks. The 
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history of these houses makes an eveDinteresting story 
which may serve to beguile the Romney of their modern 
successors as they fare from one to another. 

In the troubled days which during the tenth and eleventh 
centuries mme upon Scotland and the sister Wand whence 
the Scots originally sprang, many monks and scholars 
forsook their own country either as pilgrims to the distant 
shrines of Christendom, or in quest of the peace and safety 
which they mold not find at home. Some of these settled 
down in the cities of Germany whose bishops and people, 
mindful that their own land owed the Gospel to country-
men of these strangers, showed them no small kindness. 
Every effort was made to detain then) in their cities. They 
built them monasteries where they could study and pray 
in peace, and entertain travellers of their on nation. 
The earliest of these foundations was at ROI, w where St. 
Marlin Major's was endowed by Archbishop Warinus before 

D. goo, and governed Mr many years by Relies, a man 
of great piety, famed for the gift of prophecy. Other 
houses were established m Erfurt, Eichstadt, Nuremburg, 
Constance and Vienna: the Mier of them, and the one with 
MM. we are immediately concerned, being St. James' at 
Ratisbon. Its story is as s. Eight hundred years ago 
when William the Conqueror reigned in England, and 
Malcolm Canmore, the conqueror of Macbeth, was king in 
Scotland, a party of Celtic monks on pilgrimage to Rome 
were detained by some chance at Ratisbon, then one 
of the wealMiest and most populouscities of the empire. 
Their names are given as John, Cmdidus, Clement, 
Donald, Isaac and Maynald, with their leader Marianus, 
(or Murdoch) who, after being a monk at Dunkeld, had 
adopted the Benedictine rule at Bamberg. As both Latin 
and Scottish nanms occur in this list, the former are 
probably translations, or substitutes Mr uncouth Gaelic 
appellations unpronounceable to the foreigner. Struck by 
the strangers' piety and learning, and by their grave deport-
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ment, Me people of Ratisbon persuaded them to settle in 
their city, where Willa, Abbess of Obertniinstre, gave 

them Me church of St. Peter outside the walls. This was 

about Tom. It is a curious coincidence that exactly 

eight centuries later the community of St Marianus, after 

an uninterrupted career at Ratisbon, was revived by the 
English Benedictines at Fort Augustus in Scotland. The 
date of its fi rst Mindedon is known with great exactness 

on the authority of a contemporaneous manuscript now 

preserved at Fort Augustus. One of the few relics saved 
from the wreck of the house at Ratisbon is a volume of 
Patristic treatises copied by the hands of Blessed Marianna 
himself and of Blessed John his first disciple, and evi-
dently intended for use at the Collation which precedes 
Compline. At the Mot of the pages or in the margin by 
the text occur frequent little notes ereablishing both the 
authenticity of the manuscript and the date of the monas-
tery. Some of these marginal notes are only rubrics; 
many of them re tain aspirations to Christ or the Saints, 
prayers of the tired scribe as he marked the passing of 
Me years and the progress of his toil. Here are some 
of them 

"Anne Dm. mdrxx." (65). 
"Sae Martine et Oudelsice indulgentiam nobis ad-

quire° " (0.0. 
"Ste Kiliane pro miser° Mariano intercede." MM. 
"Translatio S. Benedirei est has Sabbati nodeAgo Dili 

umiak. Mariani miseri Domine miserere." This 
occurs at the end of St. Isidore's work. 

One of the Restates is an exhortation of St Marianna 

himself addressed to his fellow pilgrims from the text Go 
forth out of My country and from thy kindred, and out of 
thy father's house, and come unto the land where I shall 
shew Mee. The following aspirations are touching:

Dm treserere miseri scriptoria reis fratribus peregrinis 
ham dicta scobentis cause tui amorist' 
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"Domine Jesu Christe propter tuam magnam misericor-
diam miser' Miami propitire care." 

At the close of a sermon by Alcuin—
" Sit °omen DRi benedictum. . . Domine misefere 

miseri scriptoris qui hec susfratribus pare-
grinis." 

Again "Sit nomen Dhibenedictum. . . Sanctissima 
Maria et Sancti Dei manes pro miser° Johan ne spud 
Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum intercedite ut mad 
dimittantur peseta." (MN 

On the last leaf of all we read as follows t — 
"T "T  Kreendas Aprilis h.ie in quinta Feria Ann o 

Domini millessimo octogesimo tertio, mee autem peregrin-
ationis pene septimo et Milne loci habitationis ab Scottie 
octavo, Regnante quarto Bemire. . . . Miseri Johannis 
anima requiesoat in Dei pace. Amen." 

Many of these notes are no more.. dates, or directions 
to the reader,—but what pathos Mere is in reherk instinct 
as they are with life and natural feeling! How the simple 
phrases breathe the personal piety and human sereiments 
of the old writers —relief and satisfaction at so much 
work accomplished, home sickness sighing for the sight 
of Scottish bills, resignation to their exiled lot, and love 
for Christ! Across the void of eight centuries they still 
speak from the dry parchment the eternal language of the 
human soul. Beneath rough cores More dim and Mr.. 
snts bad tender hearts that could reel the glow of 
paaitriotism and the love Mr country and mother tongue. 
Pilgrims for the love of Christ and their brethren they 
could not still the pangs of an exile's regret, though they 
betrayed them only to the silent parchment as they bent 
with toiling pen over the pages of their daily task. 

The fame of Teutonic hospitality drew many Scottish
pilgrims to Ratisbon, their own reputation keeping pace 
with their increasing numbers. A new monastery arose 
within the city, built for them in logo by wealthy citizens 
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and endowed with large presessions, It was dedicated to 

St. jam. and St. Gertrude. Other cities of the Empire, 

eager to share the privilege of entertainreg the strangers, 

offered to build them monasteries; and so rapidly did the 

community at Ratisbon increase that in the course of reme 

fifty years not less rean ten or a dozen abbeys sprang from 

its prolific stem. It seems difficult now to account for the 

popularity of the stranger monks among the burghers of 

these flourishing towns s but that tffiy were popular is 

undoubted, and is the best witness to their usefulness and 

edifying li.. They were not simply religious in

serving God in solitude a. prayer. They taught the 

schools of the titian they preached the Gospel to the poor, 

and as they administered the Sacraments to the dense 

populations in the midst of which they had settled, they 

appealed to the practical as well as pious instincts of the 
burghers andmerchants of the great trading cities. Pro-
bably also they compared favourably with the degenerate 
Clergy of the tire century; and the fare of their being 
foreigners helped to save them from intruded abbots and 
other evils of lay domination which afflicted the native 
doistem. 

In the sth entury, obeying the commands of the 
Fourth Lateran Council, these Scottish Benedictine 
hous. united into a Congregation who. general Chapter 
met triennially, with the Abbot of Ratireon as Visitor and 
President. They long maintained their early reputation 
for religious discipline and usefulness. Some of their 
founders, such as Marianas and John at Ratisbon, Relies 
at ICSIn and Macarire at Wartburg are venerated a, 
saints; and so long as the stream of pilgrims continued 
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they remained distinctively national. But by degrees the 
fervour of the monks relaxed and with other causes contri-
buted to the decline of their abbeys. It must always have 
been difficult to exclude the German element, and preserve 
the separateness of the foreign community. The tendency 
of a native popular ion to absorb a foreign minority in 
Xs midst could not be for ever resisted. Moreover the 
emigration to the Con nent diminished as Scotland 
beta more settled and ree Church at home more 
flourishing. Through the difficulty of keeping up a suc-
cession some of the abbeys as  to be exclusively Scot-
tish, and then by degr.s became entirely German. To 
some the name of their founders has clung permanently, 
as to the wealthy abbey in Vienna, the only one of these 
foundations which is now in existence. The Schorereaus 
ceased to be Scots in ree isth century, and though it has 
lost the tradition of hospitality to Scottish pilgrims, it still 
carries out in the midst of a. dense population the parochial 
and scholastic vocation of its first founders. To others 
sure as Constanre and Nuremburg,* the Civil Wars of the 
ibth century proved fatal, whilst others were so crippled in 
re.reces and numbers that they had to be temporarily.
bandoned. Bishop Leslie of Ross, the friend and advo-

cate of Mary, Queen of Scots,whilst acting as her envoy in 
Germany, used his influence successfully on behalf of these 
houses. Ratisbon, Erfurt and Wurreurg I/ were at ree 
Queen's request restored by the Emperor Rudolph in iscfl, 
and with a fresh accession of life entered on a new sphere 
of usefulness. The mother land having herself fallen from

• Gilry ,lurembILrg, was fovutletl by the Emperor, Conrad 17.. no; 

ry it. 

:11r 
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the Faith, they became the centres of missionary enterprise 
as well as homes of monastic life. A few monks from 
suppressed abbeys in Scotland found refuge there, whilst 
other clergymen exiled for the faith, and Scottish gentle-

weary of persecution at home or or warfare abroad, 
sought an asylum among their compatriots. Thene 
foundations fulfilled for the Scots Church the valuable fun
tions of the Seminaries and Colleges which for England 
had to be established anew. The sons of Catholic gentry 
could be educated there, whilst missionary priests, both 
secular and monastic, returned from .em to keep alive the 
Faith that, though barely lingering in the Lowlands, still 
flourished among some of the Highland clans.' 

It is not surprising that the monks, like their Catholic 
compatriots, sympathised with the cause of the Stuart, 
and lent their aid to the risings of Ills and law. The 
monastery walls were not only hung with portraits of the 
fallen dynasty, they often sheltered the exiles who were 
plotting against Hanoverian intruders. Leith, abbot of 
Ratishon, accompanied Prince Charlie as chaplain in his 
ill-fated expedition, and was prem. with hint, disguised 
as a captain, at the Battle °EC...don. He probably am 
mmpanied himin his flight from the fatal moor, as he, 
escaped across the hills on his way to the islands of We 
west. If so, how little the monk could have dreamed 
that the half-ruined Fort which they passed on the road to 
Glengarry, after becoming the stronghold of tyranny and 

mime *me. aa111111.11. 
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heresy where the last hopes of the Stuarts were cruelly 
crushed, would one day revive as a fortress of Catholicity, 
the home of the last survivor of his own community, and 
the firs spot where the Benedictines would he welcomed 
back to Scotland!. 

The hspirit of political adventure lingered on at Ratisbon, 
even wen the monks, like the rest offset, countrymen had 
transferred a willing allegiance to the House of Hanover. 
Some able and intelligent men grew up .ere, well receiv-
ed in diplomatic circles, from whom during the Great War 
the British Government sometimes received valuable aid 
and information. One of these wasF. James Robertson, by 
whose means a Spanish brigade serving in Holland under 
Major Romano was extricated from Napo/eon's clutches, 
and enabled to take part in the national uprising against 
the French invaders of Spa.. Campbell, the Mob nes. 
guest of the monastery when he witnmse.d and described 
the Battle of Hohenlinden. 

The Scots house at Ratisbon has falled only in our own 
days. Escaping the general suppression of /Bon which
dmtroyed what remained of its fellows, it maimained
precarious existence under laws that were fatal to its 
observance and its usefulness. When the milder govern-

taki of King Louis removed the prohibition against 
ng novices, an attempt was made, and was partially 

successful, to revive the monastery and restore the sWoot. 
A few monks were professed during this period, and some 
laity and secular priests were educated the, among the 
former being Sir Robert Gordon of Letterfourie, among 
the latter Dr. John Macdonald, fi rst Bishop of Aberdeen. 
But the interest of Scotland in the Old foundation was not 
very keen; it became increasingly difficult to defend the 

a1aPaPwW• the 
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rights of the Community against Me encroachments of 
expectant heirs; and at last, when the monks had been 
reduced to two or three, Me suppression of Me house was 
agreed upon by the Bavarian Government, the Bishop of 
Ratishon and the Holy See. In 1862, after existing well-
nigh eight hundred years, the venerable foundation of 
Blessed Marianas came to an end. Its ancient inheritance 
was alienated among many heirs. The remaining monks 
remived a small pension. The Government rook vast and 
valuable estates in lands and forests. The Bishop's share 
of Me spoil was the Church and the monastery buildings. 
00 of an indemnity paid to the Vicars Apostolic of 
Scotland the Scots College was rebuilt in Rome. The 
English Benedictines received the last survivor° at Fort 
Augustus, which thus inherits from him a few precious 
MSS. and the honour of descent from along and famous 
lineage. 

By this time our pilgrims may be supposed to have 
reached Ratisbon, and to have crossed from the valley of 
Me Rhine into that of the more majestic Danube. Ratisbon, 
or Regensburg as the Germans call it, is an interesting 
old city closely associated for many centuries with the 
Holy Roman Empire, and especially redolent of memories 
of Charles V. The Imperial Diets and the elections of the 
Emperors were held here until the dissolution of Me Empire 
in r8o6. Some fine mansions ith curiously sculptured 
front, and loop-holed embattled w towers rising from quaint 
tortuous mreeM, tell of the days when great ambassadors 
lodged there and whenDiets were turbulent and dangerous. 
Ratisbon is also a very Catholic city; Me Cathedral with 
its recently completed towers is a masterpiece of GUMMI 
Gothic, as well as a busy centre of religious activity and a 
success. school of Plain Chant. On a hill-top in the 
neighbourhood rises the Valhalla, dedicated by a munifi-
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cent monarch to the glory of the great men of Germ.y. 
The perfectly proportioned Greek temple, gorgeous With 
gilding and rare marbles of the Soutli,seerns an incongruous 
hall for Teutonic heroes; and the long lists of we
inscribed on its walls are neither well chosen no at all 
ample,. Many Anglo-Saxon names appear, but 
there is a remarkable absence of North German ones, 
or of those which figured in the making of the modem 
Empire. 

A few nil... stroll through the streets a Ratishon 
brought the travellers in front of a ch.ch which a glorious 
Romanesque portal identified as the object of our search. 
Many pillared, round arched, deeply recessed and carved 
with strange monsters, the porch is deservedly famous; h 
opens upon the long,low nave of a characteristic Romanes-
que church whose short massive columns and round arches 
are contorted out of shape with age. The Chancel, elevated 
some het above the nave, and its apsidal termination a, 
specially effective. The whole has recently been well 
restored a. strengthened. Hut to these who had lived at 
Fort Augustus with the last of the Scots monks the church 
had an interest, Apart .from its architecture, as the 
monument of an ancient and strenuous race. Its aisles 
WAR commemorate the line A the later abbots. Ranged 
along the walls stand great tombs of red marble, each 
Ascribed with some good old Score name, and telling of its 
bearer's love for both his native land and his exile's home. 

The monastery is a little disappointing. What remains 
of it h.becorne the dioresan seminary an ashes
to see all we could we sent in our names and wishes 

It 
the 

Rector who presently came to greet us, and with much 
courtesy and in  renducted us through the house. 
Very little of the building is ancient. A fine Romanesque 
archway opening into the refectory, and portions of the 
cloisters, which are plain and uninter.ting, date back
some too years, toge.er with part of the upper story. 

tl 
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The Library inherited Born the monks contains no Mar-
admix or MSS. of value; and except a few portraits, 
including a good one of Mary Queen of Scots, there is 
little to interest the traveller. The relics of Blessed 
Marianna, or Murdoch as they more correctly designate 
the founder, are not in this church, but in that of Ober-
mans., Me convent of nuns who were his first benefactors. 
It was pleasant to remark the veneration in which he is 
still held and to learn that it is proposed to obtain the 
formal recognition of his a and translate his relics 
to his own church. 

"The end of an auld sang E'—the epitaph of the Scottish 
Parliament came into mind as we turned away from St. 
James., musing over the mapping of this last link between 
Germany and the Scottish monks. In other cities we 
met with other Races of the connection, but Ratisbon 
lasted the longest. Nuremburg has the church of St. 
Giles, now neither Benedictine nor even Catholic. At 
Brumburg where the convent failed only in this century 
the church at least remains in Catholic hands, as does the 
well known St. Martin Major's at KUM which was Bene-
dictine till the lath century. The great Abbey at Vienna 
where we afterwards called is stilt Benedictine, and retains 
the name "of Me Scot, without the old Scottish hospital-
ity. Yet RuXisbon is not wholly dead. Thirty years ago 
its fading memories bad vitality enough to stir the souls of 
those who became the first founders of Port Augustus; and 
now in the very heart of Me Caledonian Glen, on the rug-
ged shores of Loch Ness, a new and fairer abbey has arisen 
which has restored the line and perpetuates the life of these 
good old Scottish Benedictines. 
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2. 32urbam College. 

THOUGH Gloucester College gave shelter to the student 
monks from the majority of the Benedictine Houses in 
England, the great northern monastery of Durham never 
had any connection with it. About three years alter Sir 
J. Gifford gave the land and house in Stockwell St. to St. 
Peter's Abbey, Gloucester, Mabel Wafre,abhess of Godstow 
granted to God, and to our Lady Seynt Marie, and to 
Seynt Cuthbert, and to the Priour and Convent of Durham" 
wine arable land in Beaumont a suburb of Oxford " beside 
Peralowse Hall in Horsemongerstrem, 

This gift was made about is.. Between this date and 
tent several other smaller gifts of Mod were made—three 
and a half acres by one Roger Serner, one acre by Thomas 
Leswys, and another by Walter Bost. Other smaller 
portions, given by Lawrence de Juverie, Jobn le Slater, Au 
made the whole estate almost equal to to acres in extent 

These grants of land in Oxford serve to confirm several 
facts mentioned by the Durham Chronicler, Robert de 
Graystanes. In the chapter concerning Prior Hugh de 
Derlington, Mere is a reference to the exi of some 
ill feeling between the Prior Hugh and stencRichard de 
Hoten, his sub-Prior. The latter was removed from his 
position at Durham and made Prior of the Cell of Lytham. 
His success in this last office did not seem to please Prior 
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Hugh, so he was again removed and made a conventual 
of Coldingham. The .planation given by the Historian 

P as follows 
Oderat enim sum, eo quod ipse supprior existens, tem-

pore Ricardi de Claxton Prioris, veniens apud Fynchale 
in foto Johannis Baptiste, locum et fratres 

supprior consueverat, interrogavit cui H. 
quondam Prior confiirett. of' H. pridictus respondit, 
, Scio fill, quid habeo facer, et an imam roam custodire 
sico tu tom ; igitur inquisicio ei fountem 
o occasionem odii 

This pity feud so influenced the Prior that be sent the 
young monks to Oxford to pursue their studies, apparently 
to keep them away from the influence of Richard de Hien, 
who had many attractive qualities.t 

Hugh de Darlington's rival succeeded him in the gov-
ernment of the Monastery, and what is more he continued 
the work begun at Oxford. R. de Goystanes says of him 
"locum Oxon. omparavit et idificare fecit." 

It was a quiet and humble beginning, and in rsov is 
referred to merely as a site or place (plane). Some progress 

however was made, and in ists we find the College in 
on of a small stock of yeomen. and about sv 

toks.4 
The chief authors mentioned are St. Augustine, St. 

Thomas, St. Anse., St Gregory, St. Isidore and St. Bed, 

with Boethius and Henry of Gbent. Four books in the list 
are noted as pledged to Merton; an evident sign of the 

lack of ready money in the College's infancy. These were: 
Bede, super Genesim et de tabernaculo, in uno volumine; 
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Bistro, libri ethirologiarum ; Pos.. super Isaiam 
Jeremiam, et Exechielem, in uno volumine; Sermonas 
Augustini de potoribus et ovibus, cum al. multis, in uno 
volumine. 

About this time Dom Gilbert Elwyk was the Prior of 
the College and there is a letter of his to Geoffrey de 

urdon, Prior of Durham, still extant° From this letter 
it appears that the chancellor of the University with his 
attendants had been allowed to occupy the chambers of 
the College, whilst the monks had to confine themselves 
to the dormitory. Doubtless this had been permitted as a 
means of raising funds. Dom Gilbert however had been 
sadly deceived, for he bitterly complains that the chan-
cellor not only refused to pay anything, but had even at-
empted to take sole possession of the place. To prevent 

this, the monks managed to get rid of him and his belong. 
tugs. He tried hard to get back again, and finally a com-
promise was made. " Pacem obtulimus auis ut ipsi omnes 
ad nos redirent pro anno preseoi, dum tamen ipse solo 
verho promiteret se non vendicatuno jus ibi i.abitandi 
ulterius.° The monks found this thewisest plan, on ac-
count of the chancellor's influence with the archbishop 
( "He is the head of the University and the eye of 
the Archbishop" witch used all others to turn 
against them except "a pleasing youth, Mar. Simon de 
Stones, lap. in civil law, who prefect es to endure the 
hatred of the Chancellor than the oppression of the Mon-
astery of Durham." 

During these early years of its existence the College was 
supported almost entirely by the Mother House, aided by 

the most important cells, such as Stamford, Weermouth, 
Jarrow and Coldingham. There is much information on 
this point to be obtained from the publications of the 
Suttees Society. In ryes, Wearmouth spends pi- " in 
curialitate facto seciis Oxonie et alibi infra et extra corn-
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morantibus." From the above date to 1,80, the same Priory 

contributes sums Of 6/8 and BM- quite regularly. From 

;36. to OM ColMngham regularly subscribes amounts 

varying from 4/4 to ;M.. In 0,64, Jarrow pays 20/4 

" studentibus Omnie." Stamford pays 08/4 every year 

from mre to rem In the account of the Durham Bur-

sars, between um and mbfl, there are entries to the 

amount of 426, pMd 0 ciM studeMibus Oxon s" and 

the does not include theso smaller amounts for travelling 

expenses between Oxford and Durham. 
The Sacrist., account shows that zo/- were paid 

regularly every year from 0348 to moo ; similar entries 

are also to be found in the accounts of the Feretrarius, 

Blernosynarius and Camerarim. 

Thus, for at least the first fifty years of its existence the 

College possessed no real permanent endowment. In 0838, 

Richard(Aungervillo) deBury,theBishop of Durham, made 

an attempt to alter this unsatisfactory condition. He had 

formerly been Tutor to Edward III. before he came to the 

throne. With the influence thus acquired, he persuaded the 

King to fulfil a vow he had made on the eve of the battle 

of Hendon Hill, by granting the Rectory of Symondbum 

for the support of the Durham Monks Outlying at Oxford! 

The request was granted, but for some reason or other the 

appropriation never took effect. Another design of his 

wm to lea his large and valuable collection of books to 
the College,ve where it was to form a public library for then

of all at Oxford. The common opinion has been that this 

design was carried out, that the books w actually 

depmited in Durham College and lost sight of at the 

Reformation. But Mr. Blakiston points out that it is most 

probable that the books never found their way to the 

College.[ In all likelihood they were sold on the death of 

the Bishop to pay the heavy debts he had in  ; 

moreover it is certain that some of the volumes were 
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purchased by the Abbot of St. Albans. Again, had his 
books been transferred to Oxford, the building of the 
Library thme would not have been delayed until seventy 
years after the Bishop's death, as actually was the case. 
Lastly, among the documents conmming the College, Mere 
is a list of books there in moo, and as the number of books 
catalogued in this inventory does not exceed mo, it is not 
likely that the Aungerville Library was included, since we 
know that thirty seven of these hooks 

ht en, 
possessed by 

the College in [sm. Richard de Bury, then, in spite M his 
generous efforts, did not apparently Pave the College in 
any more flourishing condition than that in which he 
found it. 

Though 110 financial progress had been made by the 
middle of the mth century, still Me College was playing 
no obscure ride in the intellectual life of Oxford. At this 
time Me Prior, Uttered de Bolton one of the leading 
controversialists in the University., His s name is frequently 
mentioned about this period in the Durham Account Rolls 
m receiving travelling expenses to and from Oxford, and 
in leg he received as much as 4,2 125. 8d. for the - 
ses of his Degree. He was a bitter enetny of the Friars. 
Tryvytham in his "De Laude Ozonize"! Mier bestowing 
high praises on the University, passes on to show how she 
encouragm strife amongst her offspring by pitting the 
Monks against Me Friars. He enumerates three great 
enemies of the Friars; BtMed is Me third,—a blasphemer, 
a Scot, a beast armed withtwo horns. 

"Jam loco tercio procedit aeries 
Armata bestia dishes corral/us. 
Hanc Owtredem reputo, qui totis Wribm 
Verbis et opere insultat fratribus. 
Hic Scottus genre perturbat Anglicos, 
Auferre nifitur viros intraneos."Y 
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After retiring from Oxford he became Prior of FinAale, 

and in '374 was sent by Edward III. on an embassy to the 

Pope. 
Another attempt to provide a permanent endowment, 

and this time a successful one, was begun about 079• 
Thomas Hatfield, one of the grandest of the Bishops of 

Durham, determined to place the College in a satisfactory 

financial position. This intention is first alluded to in one 
pf his letters, written from London to the Prior (Robert 

Berington) and convent of Durham " Confrater vmter et 

nobis in Christ° dilectus, Johann. de BerYngton, qui ergs 

nos et coradium nostrum pro Collegio AdonaAorurn et 

Seculariurn, quod in profectum et honorem ecclesim nostrp 
Dunelmensisstabilivimus, diligencias apposAt et 
labores, vobis viva voce plane referet, et edam in Ariptis, 
quid per nos facturn Merit et per nos fieri vol.. in 
pmemissis."• 

A charter was accordingly drawn up in raer,f which 

was practically a contract between the Bishop and the 

Prior and convent of Durham, in which it was agreed that 

for Ae sum of Lap, which he would hand over to them, 

they would provide an annual income of zoo marks for the 
support of eight monks and eight secular youths A Oxford. 

As the Bishop died shortly after the drawing up of the 

contract, the final settlement was left in the hands of his 

trustees. The result arrived at was that the receipts from 

the Rectories of Frampton, Fisfilake, Bossal and Budding-

ton should be used for the support of the College, and also 

that go and gra should be annually paid by the Rectory 

and 'Vicarage of NorthaJlerton. It is thought that these 

receipM together wish the usual contributions from Durham 

produced A income of about rad: 
The statutes of the College, drawn up by the Bishop 

himself, stipulated that it was to be dedicated to Our 

Wit. 's ea.nlu H. a. f Tdtity College, 
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Blessed Lady and St. Cuthbert. There were to be on the 
foundation eight Durham monks, chosen by the Durham 
Chapter in aCCOrdanCe with Ae Rules laid down in the 
Constitutions of Benedict XII. The Prior of Durham had 
to appoint one of these as 'Prior' or Custos,' whose 
auties were definitely stated. All wee bound to live a 
conventual life and perform the Divine Office in the manner 
prescribed. Eight secular Auden. had Aso to be main-
tained, whose chief study was to be grammar and philosophy 

four of them to be chosen from the Diocese of Durham, 
two from the Bishop's estate of AllertonMire, and two 
from that in Howdenshire. They had to take their meals 
at a table apart from the monks, and perform all " honesta 
ministeria " fur them, provided them duties did not interfere 
too much with their studies. It was superior's duty to 
see that they were regularly provided with tunics, et ., 
mice a year, and to regulate for their religious duties and 
studies. They were not required to take vows, but had to 
promise to always respect and honour the Church and 
monks of Durham. If their lives were upright and honest 
they were allowed to re seven yearS at the College, 
but for certain faults, which ch were enumerated, they were 
to be expelled; the power to Impel was reserved to the 
Prior of Durham alone. Besides the superiog two others 
had to be chosen to act as Bursars, who in conjunction 
with him administered the funds provided by the estaes. 
They were to pay the stipends of the Mood' Ach, and 
also of the scholars, five marks each, and all necessary pay-
ments Mr books, clothes and wages had to be made by them; 
but they were forbidden to touch the money for any other 
purpose "sine pradicti priofts se u Astons et omnium 
sociorum suorum cons. 

Aty
et consensuk Every 

quarter the Prior and communi had the right to examine 
the accounts and each year the Prior in the presence of 
one of the Bursars must present the accountsto the Prior 
and Chapter of Durham. 

5 
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All this of course required the sanction of Ecclesiastical 
superiors, and in 1380 Pope Urban AM confirmed by a Bull 
the appropriation of the above-mentioned churches! 
Somehow mother, this legal business was not satisfactorily 
performed. It is evident that disputes arose in reference 
to the above churches, and hence, for further confirmation, 
Boniface LX issued another Bull in 5396 and a third in 

mow for the "Reformatio 1110311111 emlesiarum 
Oxon."t 

That a constant supply of students from Durham was 
kept up . apparent from the Durham account Rolls, in 
which me to be found numerous mtries for the tra.veffing 
expenses of the young monks to Oxford. The meth. of 
keeping up Me supply was quite systematic i—

v Ther was always vj Novices, which went daly to 
schoule within the House, .r Me space of vij yore, and 
one of the oldest mounckes, that was lernede, was ap-
pointed to be there tar. The sayd novices had no wages 
but moire, drinke and clothe, for that space. The maister 
or 

ere 
office was to se that they lacked nothing, as 

cowles, frocks, stammyneffi bedding°, hooter and socks, and 
whene they did lack any of dies necessaries the maimer 
had charge to cage of the chamber-Jaynes for such mirages. 
For they never receyved wages, nor handled any money, 
in th space, but [were] goynge daly to tiler booker 
withinat Me aster. And if the moister did see any of 
theme aware apt to lernyng, and dyd applie his hooka, 
and had a pregnant wyt withall, then the moister dyd lett 
the PMor have intellygence. Then streighteway after, he 
was e. to OXffirde schoole and there did lerne to study 

ini Dev ty..§ 
Promising stud.. were thus always at hand to fill up 

to la. of poem e.te chiefly used by pilgrims. 
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the vacancies as they occurred at the Collage. When a 
vacancy was made known to the Prier of Durham, he had 
to proceed immediately to the election of a new scholar* 
and notify his choice to the Oxford Prior; the letter 
appointing John Fenton to succeed Raba. Clyff in rma is 
still extant. There were times when the students required 
severe correction. On one occasion the Prior of Durham 
had to threaten to inflict vcondignam ulclords posnam " on 
one who had been guilty of offending against " regulavern 
vitam et morum condecenciatn."t In rap, Prior John of 

renaDurham has to nd the young scholars of the duties 
they owed (and which they had evidently not been 
performing) to the older monks, vik, to wait on themat 
table and to assist them in washing their hands before 
and after meals.: 

Thomas de Hatfield was succeeded by John de Foram), 
and the /war by Walter Skirlawe. Now, in spite of what 
Bishop Hatfield had done for the College, it seems to have 
been very near a collapse during the Episcopate of 
of Bishop Walter. In mop, the Prior and Convent of 
Durham granted tarn the privilege of being buried in the 
north part of their ffiffir, because among other good deeds 
he had preserved ° collegium nostrum Oxoniense ab 
adoullacione et destruccione."§ Whatever his as
was it must have been something substantial, Mr before the 
dose of the first dmade of Me mth century a new chapel 
was begun and finished. Their first chapel, nothing more 
than a small Oratory, had been erected about lam. 

"The chapel bore was built about the year rap, which 
wm dedicated to the Honour and Memory of the most 
Holy Trinity, the blessed Virgin Mary, and the glorious 
Confessor Saint Cuthbert, and being in the Parish of Saint 
Mary Magdalen, the church thereof belonging to Ouseney 
Abbey, Mere was a composition made, A.a. sob, dated 
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Oct. 3th, between the Abbot thereof and the guardian of 

this place, concerning the Tithes due to the said Parish 
Church, from the Scite or Inclosure of this College, which, 
by the said agreement between each party, the College was 
to pay for all their greater or lesser Tithes 'Bd. per An., and 
for all their Oblations and Offerings in the said chapel, 

which was Wen to be built,. to be paid at the two Feasts 
of St. Cuthbert, in the months of March and September."• 
Towards the building of the new Chapel Bishop Skirlawe 
gave‘ary and in the accounts of We Durham Almoners we 
find that the Mother House gave .6ss Ms. pd. It was 
completed in II. but by no means paid for, the accounts 
for that year showing that E. 8s. od. was still owing for 
building expenses. 

The period between r38o and [ 8 was the building one. 
In 138o, the College consisted of " a chapel or oratory,three 
or four living rooms 0 least, with a small refectory, buttery 
a. kitchen, and a sta.ble.11t 

Passing now to the year rryB, when W. Ehchester 
retired from his position as Prior, we find that he drew 
up a list of the movable property of We College.p The 
inventory is made under these headings:—Capella, Aula., 
Promptuarium, Coquina, jocaliah In Loquitorio, In Camera 
Custodis, In Cameris, In Stabulo. A glance through the 
different items serves to throw some light on the existing 
buildings. Besides We chapel there was a Vestry and 
Library. The Hall wry simply but usefully furnished—one 
hanging, two bench covers, three tables, three forms, three 
trrytles, two andirons and an iron poker; the last item is 
"C arils pendens in amla,F 15., the Stacks for We p.ish-

me0 of the refractory ones II The Kitchen was well 
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stocked with all necessary utensils and the room spoken of 
as the FLoquiforium" waS probably what we now gall 
the "Calefactory." From the list we see the Prior had 
two roo s, that there were nine more for the useof the 
monks, and [Free others, containing five beds, for the 
scholars. There were two outhouses—a stable and a 
wood-shed. It is thus quite dear [bat a great advance 
had been Made between the two dates above mentioned. 

As W. Ehchester, the Prior of the College, has just been 
mentioned, it will be convenient here to notice three
documents relating 0 the respective positions of the Prior 
of Durham College, always spoken of as "Prior Croni." 
and the Fri, Student., the superior who was in 
charge of Gloucester College. It is not surprising to find 
the latter claiming a certain Jurisdiction over the former, 
since Gloucester College, by virtue of the Constitutions of 
Benedict XII and the repeated Acts of General Chapter, 
was We representative College of the whole body of Black 
monks in England, and had a right to claim a certain 
amount of support from each Monastery. 

The documents referred to are:—
, Querela Prioris Studentium • 
a. Rotulry in quo recitantur compilaciones facts per 

Johannem Wessyngton Priors pro defensione 
Ecclesim Dunelmensis.t 

3. A lengthy defence of We Rights of the Prior Oxon. 
against the claims of the "Prior Studentium.": 

The first which was drawn up about rrya complains that 
William Elzhestyr had referred a dispute, regarding order 
in procession, to secular authorities instead of to the 
Fathers of We Order; that, Fontrary ,the command 05 

Callecimea la Ms no dile preficie 
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the Prior St rom, he had taken part in certain pieces

sion, when his absence from such would have prevented 
disturbance, and would have been to the greater honour of 

God and Religion; that, when summoned to Chapter in 

virtue of Holy Obedience, he bad refused to obey, denying 

the right of the Prior to thus summon trim or any of his 

subjects; lastly, it is asserted that graduates of Me Univer-

sity had complained that, contrary to all customs in vogue 

at Oxford, he took his place in processions above the 
Bachelor, The closing paragraph of the' Querela' shows 
the convict to have been no slight me—. In cause qua 

dictus Wilhelmus re nueret Med"ve religioni propter 

odium see rancorem conceptual contra prefamm Priorein, 
idem Prior, in verbis sacerdotii paratun, se reddit ad 
renunciandum officio Prioratus pro perpetuo ad roectum 

quad dictus Wilhelm tisfaciat Ordnd in per
Mari. Prioris sibi per Dei grNiam suck...is et ad hoc 

juravit per sancta Dei evangelic.'
To Me first accusation is added "Hoc est falsum," to the 

third" Vero est," both additions written in a handwriting 
which Mr. Blakiston Nserri to be different from.. of Me 

rwt of the documents. 
The second document referred to only contains one 

sentence concerning this master and is clearly intended N 

a protest for Si! time against the claims of the "Prior 
Studentium." 

"Item, quod Prior studentium non habet 
iMeresse in collegio nostro Oroniensi ea 
racione, quod Arius eat Prior in diem 

loco nomro quoin eras meatus aliquis 

Prior studencium." 
The third commences by quoting the 'Constiffitimes' 

of Benedict XII °De student.. ad generalia stadia 

mittendie" It then NMinues—By the said constitution 
the 'Prior studentium ' of the BlackMonks at Oxford 

claims jurisdiction over the monks of Durham College, but 
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the Prior, or Warden of the said College, disputes this 
claim, and against it alleges that a long time before the 
publication of the constimions and before Bishop Hatfield's 
endowments of the College, the Durham Monks had a 
house of their own, in which eight of them lived a commu-
nity life, this number haring been determined by a certain 
Hugh (de 

Ds
who was Prior of Durham in ;rap, 

The writer then points out that the "Prior Oxon,' 
had always been appointed by the Prior of Durham, 
receiving jurisdiction from him and as a proof of this he 
quotes Me case of Dons Gilbert Elwyk in 1316 ; another 
instance, in rue, in which the Prior of Durham College 
is spoken of N ° per Priorem Dunelmensem prefectim' 
and a Miro instance of a certain Prior N. of Durham 
appointing R. de C. Prior of the College and giving him 
full authority over the students there., 

A gaud deal more evidence is brought forward to show 
that before the promulgation of Me Constitutions' the 
Prior of Durham College had always been appointed by 
the Prior of Durham. It is pointed out that the Pope's 
object in creating the office of 'Prior studentium' had 
been to safeguard regular discipline at the rouses of study, 
and that as this in the case of Durham College had been 
fully provided for, the 'Conan  ' ought not to 
affect them. In conclusion, themeriter Nserts that Me 
authorities of Durham College will voluntarily (and here 
Me. freedom in the matter is considerably emphasised) 
coMribute towards the maintenance of Me' Prior studen-
tium. ' 

krismoMerobsivg.fint edam. Armires wfive amuu n, Now 
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A further reason to account for this high teeling between 
the two Prior's might probably have been this, viz., that 

.e existence of Durham College not only kept the Durham 
monks a.way from Gloucester College but was also the 
cause of other Monks from other. Monasteries absenting 
themselves. Students from the Abbeys of Whitby and 
St. Mary's, York, were admitted into Durham College, Mr. 
Blakiston quotes from accounts of the last quarter or 

D. ire 
For an on band fora beam in the low chamber of the 

York monks--Id." 
Again in rest, i ts. pd. is received Dr the camera of the 

Whitby monks, and to/- for the camera of the York 
monks. 

Others having no connection with the Order were also 
probably permitted to rem Chambers at the College, for a 
certain T. Molten pays ed. Bd. for the use of a room there 
in reap, a. Gilbert Kyrner, when Chancellor of the 
University between repo a. S, dates some of his acts 
asChancellor from the College. He is mentioned in 
Wood, "Fare " as being " of Durham College.. 

As to the arrangement of the College buildings
general idea can be obtained fromLoggan's birds-eye 
view of ream. They enclosed a quadrangle, the south side 
of which was occupied by the Chapel; on the west were 
the Refectory, Kitchen and Stores ; the Prior's agartmem 
and Calefactory were on the north ; the Library, Vestry 
ara Camerm on the east. The external appearance of 
this last Mock is even now substantially unaltered; it 
overlooked, on the east, a small garden, and beamnd this 
was a large grove, most of thigh has not yet been built 

Maul. 
Little is known of the College during the last fifty years of 

its existence. Its revenue gradually decreased until, in lyre, 
the date of its ...ion, it was valued at scarcely 
Along with .e Mother House, it was surrendered to the 
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Crown by Prior Hugh Whitehead on Dec. stab tore. 
The last Prior of the College was Edward Hyndmer, who, 
on his resig.tion,received one of the Prebendal stalls at 
Durham. Scholastic life at the College, however, did 
not cease immmliarely,for the Dean and Chapter of Durham 
supported it Dr about a year under the charge of Dom 
George Clyffe. 

Between ,Soo and repo, there are at least Sy Benedic-
tines meMioned in the • as supplicating for degrees. 
The majority of them would be Gloucester College students, 
but Durham College had its share. There were certainly 
eight alumni of the College who took degrees during this 
period:—Thomas Swawell, who w afterwards Prior 
there; Thomas Casten as who succeeded the former as Prior; 
Hugh Whitehead, Prior of the College and afterwards 
Prior of Durham; Edward Hyndiner, the Dm Prior, who 
took his degrees in IDd. The remaining four were 
H. Sparks, W. 'Codde, Stephen Morley and Robert
Dalton. The last three were very likely the last of the 
Benedictines at the College for they were all Canons of 
Durham in rest ; this dignity doubtless being rantersred 
upon them in recompense for losing their positions at the 
College. 

The stream of Benedictine life at Oxford ebbed slowly 
and gradually. "After the Abbeys were dissolved in res., 
and ;fire, I find many monls and other religious persons, 
who hod pensions allowed them out of the Exchequer, to 
retire to the University, a. to such placestherein, that 
were nurseries for them, as CanterburyCollege. Gloucester
Cofiege, Durham College, St, Bernard's, Sc., which were 
hill of them; where they continued All they were wore out 
or had gotten benefices... To tear themselves away from 
Oxford was a hard wrench and during these five or six 
years we find them creeping back to the home of their 
early strales. For them it had great attractions and pleas-
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ant memories, and when driven from their monasteries 
and. cast adrift, it was to Oxford they turned for rest and 
quiet and peace. 

G. E. HIED. 

It% an Ora Son)fer. 
No sport calls for more skill and endurance than that of 
wild-fowling. Pursued in the coldest and stormiest season 
of the year, and on the exposed marshes and inudilats that 
form a considerable portion of our coasts it tries even the 
strongest constitution. As for skill, only those who have 
attempted the feat, can understand how difficult it
under ordinary circumstances, to get within shooting dis-
tance of any number of wild fowl. Feeding, as they do, in 
open ground or on open water, with keen-eyed sentinels, 
regularly posted, they note the appearance of a man even 
half a mile away, and promptly depart from what they 
know to be a dangerous neighbourhood. Here and there, 
it may be, the Fed of a winding creek seems to afford the 
gunner a possible though muddy means of approach, but 
be finds, perhaps, after five or six hundred yards of most 
uncomfortable progression, that a miserable snipe, rising 
in his path with a startled scream, has given his expected 
prey all the warning that they require Now and OM 
during a. long Mow or in very wild weather, wild fowl 
are easier than usual to approach, and it may be taken as 
e rule that the sport obtained increases in proportion to 
.e discomfort of the surroundings. 

Perhaps the most deadly form of wild-fowling is the 
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decoy system, and so strange is the method practised in 
England that a short description of it may be interesting. 
A pond or small mere is chosen in a district favoured by 
wild fowl, with high reeds growing round, behind the 
shelter of which the fowler may work unseen. On each side 
of this, winding creeks are constructed. These are covered 
wi. reeds and form the main portion of the trap. It 
should also be premised that these covered creeks grow 
narrower as they leave the pond and finally run into a 
long bag-shaped net, and that at various intervals there 
are small openings so arranged that they cannot be seen 
by the birds until they have gone beyond them. Now, 
given the birds on the pond, they are atracted into .e 
"pipes;' as these carefully prepared creeks are called, in 
th way. 

A certain number of tame ducks are kept on the ponds 
and are fed in the pipes. This feeding is always 
done in the same way. The fowler throws a handful 
of grain over the belt of reeds so that it falls in from 
of the pipe into which he wishes the ducks to go. 
Then he proceeds to the first opening in the pipe and 
repeats the operation so leading the ducks we up into 
the pipe. Here we have one factor in .e operation, the 
other is a very strange one. A small reddish dog, which 
must be perfectly trained, acts the chief part in luring the 
fowl to their destruction. 

The handful of grain, having been thrown to the mouth 
of the pipe chosen, which is done after careful examination 
of the Wind, the dog appears at the mouth of the pipe 
and, after gambolling about long enough to attract the 
Wen.. of the wild fowl, runs or swims, according to the 
height of the water, into the pipe. The wild-fowl at once 
hurry across and led by the tame birds go confidently 
into the pipe. Presently the dog appears at an opening 
higher up and runs before them still further into the pipe. 
They follow with renewed rygerness until at length, as 
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they begin perhaps to doubt, the fowler shows himself at 
one of the opening, behind them and they dash in great 
alarm up the pipe until they find themselves entangled in 
the net at the end. Why they follow We decoy dog, is not 
quite clear soma say, from curiosity, others, because they 
imagine it to be a fox, and wish to exact vengeance for 
many past wrongs. Howevy that may be, these decoys 
are often valuable possessions and are strictly protected 
by law. Anyone, firing a gun or otherwise disturbing the 
birds near is liable to a heavy fine. 

It was on the East Coast in the land of the Broads that 
I first had the pleasure of seeing how a decoy was worked, 
and the old fowler to whom the decoy in question belonged, 
concei.ng a mild affection forme, or perhaps for BY 
pouch and flask, offered to take me oce in his fowling punt 
to shoot on the flats some miles away. . . . 

A Wong north-easter was showering hail and snow upon 
us, as we made our way carefully along the sea-wall. Care-
fully, for the long storm, of which we were now feeling the 
tail-end, had made many gaps, and a man, if he happened 
upon one of these suddenly, might come near to breaking 
his neck. My companion, however, .0 was one of the 
marsh people that sleep by day and shoot by night, seemed 
quite able to foresee the damaged parts, though to me the 
night was as yet so dark that I could barely distinguish my 
hand when I held it before me. On our left nothing 
could be heard but the sound of the sea which bad just 
reached its appointed limit for the time and was already 
beginning to ebb on our right could be heard the ceas
less calling of the wild fowl that had assembled in 
thousands on the marshes waiting for the feast that the 
sea would leave behind. 

And here lies hidden a great mystery—one of many in 
nature—How do wild fowl learn the times of the tide 1 
Birds that rest by the shore can, of course, see the waters 
turning back, but what of those that find pea ce and 
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security on the wild moorland, many miles inland t Yet 
thew birds wry the time of their arrival day after day as the 
tideceries, and though we may misread the time tables that 
wise men make for us the hi.s never err. As soon ce the 
feeding grounds are uncovered, there they are withthe 
healthiest appetites ht the world. If instinct guides them, 
their instinct—but here my speculations were interrupted 
by my companion who warned me that we were about to 
leave the sea-wall to reach the punt-house. We turned 
sharp to the right and after a few hundred yards of rough 
walkin thg reached the punt-house, which was cleverly built 
into e side of a wide creek antl covered with reeds so 
that, as I found. later, ft required an experienced eye to 
distinguish it at a hundred yards distance. Yet it was 
large enough to contain one double-handed and two single 
punts. To-night, or this morning rather—for the grey 
light of dawn was already appearing —our work lay with
the largest Mat, which the gunner was already getting into 
order. These punts are strange looking boats,—in shape 
very much the same as an ordinary canoe-yawl, wide in the 
beam and flat-bottomed, so that they draw very little water 
and can even he pushed over the ace mud. They are painted 
heron-grey and in a dull light are not easily seen two hun-
dred yards away. A short mast is set forwa. in the boat 
and is chiefly used when sailing from one shooting ground 
to another. When fowl are near, the mast is taken down 
and sowed away beneath Me deck r the gunner 
lies in the well of the boat and by the help of short 
paddles works his way with shot. Generally, however, 
he arranges matters so Mat he drifts on to the birds with 
the tide; for wild-fowl are jealous of the slightest move-
ment. When ready for the shot, the gunner, by a slight 
movement, disturbs the birds and as they rise with out-
spread wings from the water, the great punt-gun takes 
its tithe of therm These guns, are rwIly small cannon, and 
elaborate arrangements are made to counteract the recoil. 

at 
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If this we. not done, the gun would probably drive a 

hole through the bottom of the tight boat. 

At last all was ready and we dragged the boat down to 

the water, edge and embarked. The gunner lay M from 

of me, peering out into the hwe, whilst I lay behind, 
comfortably ensconced on a mattress composed of old 

sacks. 
It was now light enough for me to observe that what I 

had taken for a wide creek was in reality Me sluggish 

river which here opened out into the sea. 
in perfect silence we drifted down past the sea-wall, a 

stroke now and then from the paddle keeping us clear of 
the banks, until a trembling insecurity in that department 
of my interior, which years ago I used to call my "bread-
basket," told me that we were entering the trot.ed 
ws.ters of the German Ocean. 

The worst might have befallen me, if I had been allowed 
to brood over my misfortunes, but luckily my attention 
vuas distracted by a signal from my companion to look 
over the top of the well. I crept cautiously forward 
and in a moment forgot all the terrors of the tumbling 
sea. 

We were moving slowly along the edge of mud-flats that 
in the dim light seemed interminable. And over all were 
scattered companies of wildfowl innumerable. I had seen 
wild-fowl gathered together beWre, a. I have seen them 
since, but I may never have the good fortune to see them 
in such numbers again. We w at the taibend of a wild 
and ong-continued storm and,ere worn out with the ha. 
struggle against the elements, the birds were crowded 
together feeding with an evident determination to make 
up for lost time and were almost entirely oblivious of 
danger. 

A single curlew rose with a warning screech and a few 
gulls moved messily, but the others heeded us not. Not a 
h.... yards away, a great company of widgeon seem. 
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to offer a chance of a good shot but my companion still 

paddled gently on. 
At first I wondered why he was throwing away the 

chance that, on other days, he would have spent hours to 

gain. At length, however, I heard the grunting noise that 

told. me that geese were at hand, and aided by the sound 

I discovered, about two hundred yards away, flock of 

grey-lag geese. These were the objects of our lengMened 

stalk, so to speak, and a few minutes would decide their 
Mee. More and more slowly we advanced. The tide was 
helping us and the paddle was useful only to prevent the 
punt from swinging broadside to the birds. End-on the 
boat was a small mark, and though every now and then 

the bird nearest to us looked up and moved slowly away, 

we gradually came nearer and nearer. We were now 

within shot, scarcely a hundred yards separated us from the 

birds, when I observed my companion's hand fumbling 

for the cord which worked the trigger of the grew gun. 

Still he did not fire and so we crept on. 

At last when we had come within about seventy yards, 

the birds suddenly took the alarm, a. siniggled to rise. 

Many a shot at geese has been spoilt by the haste of the 
inexperienced shooter. They are clumsy birds on the 
ground and though, when well on the wing, they move at 

a great speed, they are very slow at starting. So it 
seemed to me that the gunner had changed his mind and 
was not going to fire at all since Me birds were already 
clear of the ground and the leaders well under weigh. 
Then with a deafening roar, and a cloud of smoke that 
blotted out the whole scene, the gun wens off. Before the 

smoke had cleared away, the gunner ran Me punt into Me 
mud and, finding by trial that it was too soft for walking 
upon, hurriedly put on a pair of great mud-shoes. These 

wayon v es, by means of which a man may make his 
over ground whiM would be unsafe wiMout some 

such aid. It has happened more than once that a gunner 
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has lost his lifeon the marshes for want of them. Roughly 

speaking they are shortboards which are strapped securely 

to the feet They require considerable skill in their use 

and it would not be advisable to venture upon dangerous 
ground with them without considerable practice before-

hand. Whilst my companion was thus occupied, I had 
time to count up the spoil. Fourteen geese lay waiting 
to be [gathered in but to my great surprise there were no 

cripples to be seen. This was probably due to the close-

ness of We range which was almost less than half the 

usual distance. 
However that may be, when all had been gathered in 

and the gun loaded once more, the old fellow was in so 
good a humour that he told me to take We next shot. 

We changed places and coasted slowly, the gunner work. 

ing the paddle from behind. The birds however were now 

more on their guard. The noise of the gun had startled 

them and the light had grown mu. s[conger. So we 
worked along for nearly half-an-hour before my chance 

came. At last we drew near to a long low bank of 
shingle and mud. The gunner whispered me to get 
ready and not to fire until he gave the word. Still I 
could see nothing on the bank except mud and ston. 
covBred with weed and m.s. As we came nearer. 
however, I could see that some birds were moving 
there, and before / was ar enough to distinguish their 
marking, knew from theiner frequent whistlings that they 
....golden plover. How many were there. I could not 
/ell: no small number, I felt sure, or my friend We gunner 
would not have condescended to waste the charge of the 
big gun on them. Not until we were quite close to the 
bank did he steady the boat so that the gun would rake 
We bank, and raising the birds with a loud ' ahoy,' gave 
me the word to fire. The bank seemed to be alive with 
birds a, I pulled the trigger, and at that short range the 
execution was great. Seventy three birds were picked up 

as they fell, and thirteen winged birds were recovered with 

the aid of the twelve-bores. 
The fowler was now quite satisfied wi. the moning's 

work as he mightwell be, having some three or four pounds 
worth of birds in his boat and, being eager to get them to 
market, turned the punt's bow towards home. The gun 

as, of course, loaded again and ready for any chance shot, 
but the birds had been effectually scared away. A few 
Barnacle Geese Bev, across us near the punt house but 
well out of shot. A fine black and white bird is the Barn-
acle Goose, but chiefly interesting because of the strange 
theory, held years ago generally and in some places to this 
day, of their origin. Gera. writes " What our eyes have 
seen and our hands ho.ve touched, we shall declare. There 
is a small island in Lancashire wherein are found the old 
and bruised pieces of ships, wherein is found a certain 
spume or froth, that in time breedeth into n shells, 
in shape like that of .e muskle, whereincertai is .nwoad 
a thing in form like a lace of silk finely woven, one 
end whereof is fastened into the inside of the shed, 
even . the fish of of sters and muskies are, which in 
time meth to the shape of a bird: when it is perfectly 
formed' the the shed gapeth open and the first thing that 
appeared is the  Lore-said It, or string : next come the logo 

of the bird hanging out, till at length it is all come 
forth and hang. only by the bill in short space after it 
commeth to full maturitie and falleth into the sea, where it 
gathereth feathers and groweth to a row., bigger than a 
Mallard and less. than a Goose. For. the truth hereof it 
any doubt let them repairs, unff me and I shall satisfie 

them by We testimonie of good witness., 
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Is must he a puzzle to foreigners to understand why such 
words in English as Shin. Sick. Hang and Kill came to 
have the meanings they possess. They appear as if they 
ha been accidentally pick. up out of chaos like so many 
independent stones, and the poor foreigner has to .mmit 
them to memory to the best of his ability. If any one 
could manage to diminish this inconvenience, he ought to 
be regarded as a benefactor of the foreigner and even of 
the home-born Englishman. 

Professor Skeet gives two roots that will be found us
ful in our little garden; namely la and Ski (or rattler Sku), 
the former under the word Hie, and the latter in his List 
of Aryan Roots. 

Ski is apt to take the forms Sy. Ss, Sw, SA, S, and even 
y: whilst la is profs to settle down into Os, W, 
and occasionally through V into P, B and R Both Ski 
and Ni seem to signify motion, the former perhaps the 
quicker of the two. 

Sat. Skiis said to be the Scandinavian name .r a 
skate, and the sound emitted in skating undoubtedly suits 
thewo.. Ski is perhaps the origin of the word Shoe. 
Professor Skeat derives it from Mu, to cover. But the 
French Soulier exhibits more probably .e Teutonic way 
of regirding the article in question, not as covering .e 
foot, but as being fastened to it like a skate. 

Kr. This appears in the Latin Web and Keeo, in .e 
Greek Web and the English Hie, the group forming an 
example of Grimm, law. 

SKI. From this co es Shy, a rush off as a horse does 
when frightened: ands the adjective Shy, meaning origin-
ally ready to rush off. 
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When a horse shies, it rushes off sideways, whence arose 
the word Skew. From Skew came Shunt to push on one 
side and Squint to look onorie side, as also Shun and 
Eschew to e off on one side. Skew probably led to 
Screw, wheremov R. is intrusive and helps with the C to 
suggest the feeling of roundness as in Crook, Crank and 
Curve. Screw leads to Swerve, Swirl and Whirl, as al. 
to Shirk, Shrug, Shrink, Shrivel, Swivel and Shrimp. 
The R in Swivel was difficult to pronounce and there. 
fore readily disappeared. 

R is an erratic letter, sometimes intruding, sometimes 
dropping out and frequently leaping from one pact of a 
word to another, as in some of the above words. 

Words are nasalise.d in other languages principally 
to solidify them as in Vinefrom Vico, but in English 
the process introduces quite a number of new words,as 

in Bear, Bring;ny, ; Slow, Slink Step, Stamp; 
Trap, Tramp; Wrig (in Wriggle), Wring: Shrug, Shrink 
Re. 

SKI with sr. This N is possibly the preposition On or 
the Gothic Ana and readily becomesM. Skim to rush 
along a surface and then as a transitive verb to draw 
it oft. Scum is that which comes to the surface of a liquid, 
used with a bad sense in English, but in a good sense by 
Germans. To Swim is to stay on the surface of water, 
whilst the Swan is the bird that dwells on the surface of 
water. Skin is the surface of an animal, and Shin is the 
part of a man's leg where there is nothing but skin on the 
bone. To Scamp work is to do it superficially and a 
Sham is only superficially like the real thing. A Swamp 
is a slushy surface that seems swim on half-concealed 
moisture. Skimpy things are poor and attenuated like 
skin, and are of Scanty substance. A Sound is  na.rrow 
arm of water, which a man is able to swim Skee 

across.says that Squeamish people have " a swimming in the 
head." Shame is the feeling a person h., when he is 
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caught Shamming, that is, pretending to be what he is 

not. S.00ner is only a couple of centuries old and yet is 
from Scoon of the same dements. Sk.tadds that the 
"Clydesdale Soon or SCOOT), to glide swiftly, is applied 
to stones with which one makes ' ducks and drakes' 
on water" 

SN1 with e. This e may possibly represent the preposi-
tion Up, and thus Skip means to leap up, and redi
becomes Jump and jumble. From Skip comes Sheep, e 
animal that skips about when young. Iltis ousted the 
older word Ewe (connected with the Latin Ovis),and was 
later confined to the female. A Ship skips over the waves 
of the sea. Skeet derives Ship from Shape, but this will 
not explain Skiff, which is the same word.. Ship. Sk 
may soften Mto Sk, but Sh cannot become Sk. A Chinese 
once said to a friend of ours, " What a strange language 
your is, you have Ship at sea and Sheep on land". He 
could not perceive any difference between the two words. 
You have heard a boy say,°The stonejust Shavedthe man's 
leg," meaning that it skipped by his leg, barely touching 
it. This gives rise to Shave, spoken of the chin, which We 
r.or seems barely to touch. This leads to Shape, which 
cuts off little bid at a time, the P giving the impression of 
something harder than hair. Hence comes Sweep. Sweep-
ing takes off something from urfac, but not so mu. as 
in Shaving the chin and still less than in Shaving s piece 

of wood, whilst Scooping takes off still more. From the 
same elements we have Shove (to push up), Sheaf, Shift, 
Shovel, Scuffle, Shale, and Scoff. A Shall is or was a 

rod that has hem well Shaved. 
Wu, with f. The seems to W connected with We pre-

position At. To Skit is to tease a person by throwing 
stones or cutting remarks at him.• In Squirt the R is said 
by Skeat to be intrusive. From We same elements we 
have Shoot, Scatter and Shatter. Scatter nasalized 
become, according to Skeet, Squander. Also Skittish, 
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Skittles, Scuttle (to hurry), Scout (to ridicule), and Shut 
from "shooting the bolt." Scud, Skid and Skedadle are 
intransitive. The sound, caused by a cycle Skidding is not 
unlike We word. 

with P. This gives Hop, just as Ski with P gives 
Skip.  From Hop we obtain Hap and Happen •' to come 
with a Hop." Hence is derived Happy, employed like 
Lucky in a favourable sense. From Hop Skeet deduces 
Hobble, Hobby and even Hoop. 

Sid with kt. From these elements are formed such 
words of double movement, as Shake, Shock, Shog, 
Shaggy, Shiver, jog and Jig. jig nasalized produces 
that odd word jinks. A jigger) is a contrivance for 
moving heavy goods up and down. A thrifty house.. 
Shakes her cinders in a Sieve in order to SM.., Shaw 
a thicket, so called from its Shaking, is found in the names 
of places, as Windleshaw. However, Bradshaw is from 
Brad's Haigh, near Wigan, belonging to the Earl of 
Balcarres, sometimes called the Haigh. 

The same give Swag (now Sway), from which we have 
Swagger. Sway nasalized produces Swing, which moves 
backwards and forwards. A Swinging blow is given 
with a long Swing of the arm. From this comes the old 
word Swink, meaning sdong, whence Skeat derives 
Swain, a strong man. When a long ropes stretched from 
one poi. to another it hangs down in We middle and 
Sways to and fro and is therefore said M Sag. The word 
Sag nasalized becomes Sink. When newly ploughed land 
has a heavy shower on it, the sharp ridges sink, and the 
field is said to be Sagged or Sad, and when the ground 
becomes powdered it is called Sand. A man, when ill is 
usually Shaky and is hence said to be Sick, the notion of 
vomiting being added later. From Shake are also formed 
Shackles, Switch and Shank (a leg), all exemplifying -
double motion. 

When a person is accustomed to amuse us by merrily 

II 
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wagging his tongue,we call him a Wag. In the long time 

ago, when .e English and Germans formed one people, 
they spoke of a man Swagging or Sagging his tongue. 
From this came the word Sag, which the English have 
softened into Say, Saying, Said, whilst the Germans have 
kept the G intact. From this we have Saw fora saying 
and Saga. Sag nasalised produces Sing. If hair is set 
on fire it is Singed, and the noise produced resembles the 
word. 

MIMI.. This ...nation also implies double 
/notion, as in Quake a. Quagmire. Quake gives rise to 

the diminutive Qual.e (not found except in the Latin 

', aria), and Quakle contracts into Quail, which becomes 
transitive in Quell. If you wish to quell a man thoroughly 
you must Kill him outright. 

Of the Quick and the dead, the latter have no motion at 

all, whilst.. of the Quick is always more or less double, 
owing to the two arms and two legs. Connected with 
Quick is the Latin Vim which recovers the K sound in 
Vezi our Virtues. Wight is a living person wd Wick is
place to live in, as Berwick, Norwich and Villa for viii(. 
Wick is the living part of a candle when lighted. 
Bees usually live in Hives—connected with the Latin 

n. 
In sleep we have no motion, but when we rise out of it 

we return to double motion and Wake. Hence Watch, 
connected with Vigil. It is strange that Quick, 
meaning alive, should come to mean Qui., rapid. This 
Qui. become a transitive verb in Ki. to hurry a thing 

on, in Keck to shoot stones out of a cart, and in the .11.1 
K ick Chu.. At first it seems difficult to believe that 
Kick can become High, yet Skeet tells us that High is 
from the Sanskrit root Kuk, which is practically the same 
as Kick. Pronounce High as spelt, nasalise it, changing 

the vowel as usual a. you have the verb Hang, when. 
Hinge. In Stonehenge the second syllable keeps the 
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original meaning of 'lifted up high' and not as we usually 
take it, m dependent from a point.' 

Adding Ch to High we obtain Hitch to fix up high, and 
Hook (I) the thing that Hitches up. A Hutch is hitched 
up against a wall and the name is helped by its apparent 
connection with Hut. Hatches are so called from their re-
semblance to the bars of a hutch. Hank is a string or loop 
and then a handle by which you hang a thing up. Han-
ker is to lift yourself up to r.ch a thing you desire and 
this is modified in Hunger. A joint of venison when hung 
up to ripen is called a Haim. from Hang and the termi-
nal Ch. 

Wag or Quake gives us Waggle, Quiver, Quaver, Waver 
(like the Latin ', re) and Weak. Weak nasalized wit 
Ch becomes Wen., a weak person, now applied only 
to rough young women but not necessarily weak. A Wick. 
et is a small light door that readily wags to and fro, and 
a Week is a wag of the moon. A Viceroy takes the to
or wag of a King. Wag nasalised appears in Wing, Wink 
and Wince and also grafted with CM1, in Win.. If you 
watch a man turning a Winch, he will seem from some 
positions to move his band up and down and not in a 
circle. 

The Latin Virgo, connected with Wag, gives us Vaga-
bond, Vagary a. Vagrant, and a Vagabond does not 
proceed straight but moves sometimes to one side and 
sometimes to the other. 

From Wag we have a Wave of the sea ; we Waive 
.rights with a wave of the hand, (or brandish a Weapon

at the Waifs ofi  the town.) I have sew an old Weaver 
Wobble along to his loom in order to Waft his Weft to 
and fro across the Warp to produce a Web, where the B 
seems to give the impression that it is strong and durable.

From High we have also Heave to push up high things 
that are Heavy, and thus to make a Heap, which how-
ever requires a good deal of Heft. The P in Heap seems 
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to imply something more solid than the softer V in Heave. 

From Heap we obtain Hip, the short I showing that the 
Hip is not a very large Heap. Heap nasalized becomes 

Hump and this with the terminal Ch becomes Hunch. A 

joint of venison hung up to ripen is called a Haunch from 
Hang support. by Ch. 

. When an object wags about, it becomes Vague and 
sometimes, in a superlative degree, vast, and thus appears

to be a Waste. Hence the Teutonic tribes called Me 
countries they were rushing to, the West. Skeet however 
maintain that West is derived from Wes to dwell, because 
the sun goes to dwell there during the night. 

To feel how heavy an article is, you waft it to and fro in 

your hand, and thus in a rough way you try to Weigh it. 

This seems to he the same word as Vararar for Vernon in 

the Latin Venagglars, contrtrted into Venders. Some 
years ago a writer in Notes and Queries suggested that 
Cincinnus, the Latin for a Lock of Wary hair, was 
originally Kikn., when We find the double Ki still 
represented. 

More might be added but this must suffice. If this 
theory were to be accepted, it would enable the foreigner 

to see, . it were, into the very heart of the. words, 

though we can hardly expect that all of [hem will prove 
satisfactory. . 

The same method might be adopted for other sets of 

words in English. Let us try one such ca.. 
From Dryge or Dry we have Drugs (formerly composed 

of dried plan.), Dregs, Dross, Drought, Drift, Dirt (the 

erratic B. Changing its position), and possibly Drigsty, 

soften. iMo Thirsty. From the same with Ch comes 

Dredge, to scatter dry stuff. such as flour over moist food 
for cooking purposes. There is indeed another word 
Dredge derived from drag. 

Dry or Dryge nasalized becomes Drink and this with the 
terminal Ch, Drench, connected with Drown, Drift and 
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Drain. Drain grafted with CS would produce Drench 
again, and therefore Trench has been appropriated for the 
purpose and has thus two distinct meanings. 

When we speak of the thirsty earth Drinking the welcome 
rain, we fancy we are employing a metaphor, whereas we 
are simply using the word Drink in its original 
mea.ning. 

When boiled or moist herbs Dry up in strainer they 
are said to Drip, and then Drip is transferred to the 
moisture flowing off in Drops. The colour of dried herbs
hence takes the name of Drab. Drab or undyed cloth is 
therefore cal/. Drap or Drapery. However, this and some 
other of the above statements are contrary to the decisions 
of our highest authorities, and therefore must be regarded 
simply as suggestions for debate. 

W. A. BITLBECK. 
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Ofb aladetefiono. 

As regards material development, it was remarked in the 
last number of Me )ournal. that the first so years in the 
history of Ampleforth may be divided into a building period 

and into a. period of rest; each comprising about a quarter 
of a century. The opinion was further expressed that it was 

matter for congratulation that, whilst great energy had 
been displayed in providing what was really nece.ary, no 
attempt had been prematurely made at architectural effect. 
When, however, it is understood that, very soon after the 
completion of Me Building, the accommodation wm 

taxed to its utmost by an increase of students that raised 

the total tO 8, the question of still further extension could 

not have been long deferred. Fortunately the necessity did 
not arise, though averted by an unfortuna.te crisis that 
threatened the existence of the College. By migration to 
Prior Park and consequent circumstances, the number of 
students .11 from 8o to about fu, so that the question was 
reversed. It was no longer how to find room for ever in-
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creasing numbers, but how to find numbers to fill existing 
room. This was the problem to be worked out between 
[Boo and in.; a problem that called for courage, self-
sacrifice and persevering effort. The Divine blessing so 
abundantly bestowed on the first quarter of the century 
was not withdrawn during .e second. And, about ISso, 
the question of increased accommodation again arose. 

Before leaving the first half of the century It may be 
well to notice a few more items of general interest We will 
begin with what is more directly Monastic. Those who 
have known no other than Public Professions at High Ma., 
with full Monastic Ceremonial, and have been accustomed 
to the daily use of Co. and Hood, must not suppose that 
this was always so. At Ampleftrth, with the solitary ex-
ception of the late Abbot Clifton in in., there were no 
public professions until November ISso. Up to that time 
Professions were in private before two witnesses. The 
necessity far this precaution under the Penal Laws was 
not diminished by the Emancipation Act, for though it 
legalized the residence in England of those who were 
willing to be registered as monks, it prohibited all future 
Professions. 

The aim of this Law was to provide Monasticism with a 
quiet and gradual extinction. Evidently it has signally 
failed. A register. Monk at the present day would be a 
curiosity. If Monastic grow. could not be stopped by the 
fear of either rack or gibbet, it was comparatively only 
playing with the subject to threaten transportation beyond 
the seas. Perhaps there never was any .rious intention of 
enforcing the law. In any case it bas been more honoured 
in breach than in observance. And in these days talk 
of transportation of Honks can only be classed amongst 
idle tales. As regards the "Habit," In the first half of 
the century Cowls and Hood were not in use. Monastic 
dress was confined to C.sock and die Scapular, with not 
unfrequently the addition of Profe.oris gown. The first 
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importation of a Hood was by "Dom Gregorio," a Cassin-
ese Monk (aft). 18/5) who fora time was Professor of 
Theology. He knew little of English. At times he came 
amongst the Students, who delighted to prompt him in the 
use (sometimes perhaps in the abuse) of words. As he 
would now and then find out on retiring, they were not 
slow in showing their appreciation of the Italian Hood, 
by their contributions to the Bag he carried behind 
him. a It was in rep that Cowl and Hood were generally 
adopted. Any one who remembers "Papal Aggression," 
as it was called, must surrender to the impeachment 
of being no longer young, for it accompanied in this 
same year the restoration of the Hierarchy, now so years 
ago. Part of the furore was a Queen's Proclamation, 

we 
warning parties rencerned of the illegality 

of wearing the "Habit," rec. in public thoroughfares. 

The Penalty wee a fine of _fire for each offence. The 
Proclamation may have gratified the populace carried 
away by thoughtless bigotry: but those concern. were 
very unconcerned indeed about it. At Ampleforre it 
led to an amusing incident, that passed current at the 
firno Soon after the Proclamation (perhaps in conse-
quence of it) half-a-dozen of the comunity went 
out for a walk, sveacing their habit, and " they passed 
through Ampleftrth. The story is that the clergyman of 
of the village, at that time somewhat of a bigot, took 
offence and felt it his duty to defend reelaw. Being, how. 
over, a man of no pereonal influence, he thought it wise 
to make a representation to his neighbour at Oswaldkirk,r
a Clergyman of much higher social position, and 
also of much more enlightened ideas. The reply wa.s 
not encouragingr whatever the words actually used, 
the meaning at least was thus reported I do not 
think it quite right for the College-gentlemen to disobey 
the Proclamation, but I cannot see my way to interfere, 
as I should not like to make a fool of myself." 
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Probably he knew that no action could be taken except 
by the Attorney-General, who would not have thanked him 
ftr the information. It is well that there is no Spooner 
nor Newdegate at pre rent ft Parliament to suggest to 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer the expedience of helping 
his Budget from the accumulated fines of Monks for the 
last halfreentury 

From the description already given of the old chapel, it 
will be readily understood that space for ceremonial w 
very limited seldom was anything attempted beyond ordin-re
ary High-Mass and Solemn Vespers. And these Vespers 
were only Solemn secundum quid;' the Priest, Deacon 
and Sub-deacon with a fen/ servers occupied theSanctuary, 
whilst Can and monastic choir were in the gallery. 
As regardstors Processions little could be done, unless 
weather was favourable. But, outside, the arrangement 
of the walks was convenient. The wide Terrace ru
ning the full length of the frontage was connected by 
two semi-circular walks with each end of the Penance-
walk; so that a procession on Rogation-Days could file 
through the front door, passing down the western walk 
a. returning by the eastern ore to re-enter by the 
fronreloor. Of course the Procession of the year was 
at "Corpus-Christft" the course was the same, with the 
e..d. that an altar was erected in the middle of tee 
sloping ftwn between the upper Terrace and the Penance-
walk. Here a halt was made, and Benediction given, the 
singing being usually accompanied by the Band. It was 
an impressive service. In Holy Week the Sacred 'Pas-

"  was sung on all the four days. The position of the 

Altar of repose" varied: sometimes it was in the 

Libra.ry, sometimes in the Back Library, and at other times 

in the Chapel, in the rece.ss at the Gospel side of the 

Sanctuary. The devotions of the "Month of Mary" were 

introduced about 1/144, andt the fi rst tub. Retreat was 

given by "Father Rinolfi" inreso. 
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It has alma, been mentioned that the student, who 
through Me week occupied the body of Me chapel, were 
accommoda. on Sundays M the gallery, so as to make 
room for the Catholics of the neighbourhood, who not only 
attended Mass, but were also present at Vespers. For 
some time previous to iSso it was usual to give the 
village children instructions at the Altar-rails. And it is 
to be feared that at times the gravity of the students above 
was sorely tried. There is no record why the practice was 

za3rasetrav maaca, 
liaorn Yu= 

discontinued, but the following incident may perhaps 
supply a clue. In due mune the children were instructed 
about the Church, the visible head of the Church, and the 
power and dignity of the Pope ht. On one occasion, a boy 
on being asked, who was the Pope ? was evidently per-
plexed; he knew he was a. ,eat man,  but failed to grasp 
the question. Being urged Mr an answer, presumably he 
sought for the greatest man he could think of, and at last 
blurted out " Meister Boodges,” the Men Prior, and later 
Bishop Burgess of Clifton. The effect in the gallery may 
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be imagined. On elates occasion also the old Chapel wit-
nessed a curious scene. Th say, as a universal proposition, 
that donkeys never say prayers might perhaps be ques-
tioned. It may he safer to qualify: donkeys new say 
prayers, if they have four legs. And the donkey in question 
w. of this class. It will be news to many Mat Me site of 
the present sacristy and "Sudo" formerly formed part of 
a small paddock allotted to the College Donkey: within it 
grew a wide spreading purple beech, under the shade of 
which old Neddy spent many a quiet hour, a sce that 
might have been selected for an illustrated edition of "The 
Eclogues." Close to was Me external door of the Old 
Chapel, by which the villagers ana externs had access. 
No doubt Neddy had many Rums heard at least a confused 
sound of the chanting in Choir, which as any tinuss had 
passed unheeded. But one day the had been left o 

rojar whet instinct prompted a disco very of what 
her 

was 
within, or whether for once Reddy was attr.ted by notes 
not usual, in harmony with his own, Me fact is, that 
pushing open the door, he for the first time attended 
Chapel. The noise of his hoofs on the flagged door was 

strange accompaniment to the Chant ; but when his 
long ears became visible, there w. no chant m accom-
pany. The ridiculous claimed its tribute, and it as 
excusable if it was paid in the usual way. But the 
Donkey W(45 not the only hero of the moment. The 
Inacting of extremes is amongst the anomalies of human 
nature; and on this omasion there was an instance that 
divided the attention of the Novices between the Lk,o
and the Novice-Master. Amongst the Alumni of St aw-

rence, he was amongst.° most devoted yes he was one of 
the most serious or the serious, not only in countenance but 
in gait; so much so that rumour stated that at time and 
place unknown, he had swallowed a poker. Needless to say 
that it was never located: he died many years ago, before 

the discovery of X rays. On this occasion attention was 
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directed to an upper stall where above all in choir the 
NOviCA-Master was convulsed with laughter, which burnt 
forth in spite of Mt efforts at repression. This was a. 
record-day for the Novitiate. The minor event the 
presence of the donkey in chapel; the event of the day, 

• the condition of the Novice-Master hitherto deemed im-
possible. But Neddy was a good donkey, M spite of .is 
escapade. Thousands of miles did he travel ; eight miles 
daily in two journeys to Oswaldkirk for the post, before 
there was a walking postman—morning and eve Mng with 
the milk-um—and all the carrying for the Laundry with 
additional journeys not seldom. But he could take care of 
himself; he could rerogniae his legitimate master, and 
allow. no saddling or riding by strangers. It may be 
added that the doorway through which Noddy entered the 
chapel is now occupied he the safe in the sacristy. 

In these days when there are facilities for everything, it 
would no doubt look odd, were " servers " called upon to 
furnish the "Altar-Breads ; " yet in the first half of the 
century it wu the duty of the Sacristan to make them, 
and the privilege of the "High-Altar Servers " to assist 

But Altar-Bread Moulds have long ceased to be 
articles of equipment in the Sacristy, end are more likely 
to be found in the Museum. Usually the Sacristan and 
his assistanff met in the Refectory round the stove by 
which it was then warm.. The process could not be 
called economical, though on the score of expense the 
waste was not very appreciable. This aose not only from 
the care of the Sacristan responsible fort not passing any-
thing defective, but notably from the scrupulous alertness 
of theessistants in periodically testing the condition of the 

oulds. This was done  by baking at intervals unleavened 
cakes, until the experts pronounced everything in order as 
to degree of heat cleanliness, Sac. As these were the 
perquisites of the as  it w. easy to acconnt for the 
scrape/mu care, which in less palatable duties was not 
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noticeable. About r BO this particular industry wu 

supplarlted by the more satisfactory production in Con-
vents. Since then circumstances have not only changed 
but numbers also. In r8grthere were only about ffrty.
Students, and the Priests were limited to the Prior, Sub-
prior and Missioner, with the addition of a French Secular 
Priest who usually sang Mass on Sundays. The Sub-
Prior rode over to Brandsby Hat every Sunday morning, 
returning in the afternoon. Sometimes some smaller boys 
would way-lay him on his return, in the hope of getting a 
ride up the fields. 

But in Osten times most of the riding was on "Shanks-
pony." As a nsequence journeys were short; or rather, 
anything ally deserving the name was an event. If it 
was not easy to come to College, it was equally difficult to 
get away. Until the introduction of the Railway, the 
only public nveyance was a coach or omnibus three 
times a week between York a. Helmsley. To come foul 

Liverpool or to return was a journey of two days; and as 
every one could not be inside, the prospect of such jour 
neys on the top of a coach on a rainy clay must have been 
delightful. To meet the necessities of locomotion, beyond 
carts and waggons, a solitary gig was deemed sufficient 
thus no further intimation was needed that walking was 
the order of the day. After time prospects brightened, 
the gig having made way for a shandry" which though 
perhaps aesthetically no improvement coked more tike 
business, and brought the prospect of an occasional ride 
within .e limit of hope, for at a crush it might hold six. 
Later came a two-wheeled Dog art, more presentable, if 
rather less capacious; and not to trespass into the domain 
of more modern times, the culmination was a four-wheeled 
Dog-cart with movable top, which for the first time offered 
a. ride on a rainy day without a wetting. 

But just as people now must he on the move, because 
it is so cheap and easy to travel, so conversely they then 
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remained at home. because it was so difficult to get away. 
And although at the Midsummer holidays, by hire of 
coaches and chaises a number left for home, it was not at 
all uncommon for twenty or more to remain at College. 
And right merrily was the vacation Spent. Ordinarily of 
course outings were on foot; but now and then something 
more was attempt., and the neighbourhood was scoured 
for the hire of ponies, mules, and donkeys for some mare 
lengthy expedition. What with bringing the animals the 
day before, and taking them back the day after, such an 
expedition was a matter of three days, and it is amusing 
to think that in some cases the walking- involved was as 
great as the disc nce to be saved by Ae t.: but this was 
part of the An. But even in the days of the Gig, there 
was a noable exception. Ott occasion of Ordinations 
about a., when Fr. Wilfrid Cooper. the Prefect, was 
raised to the Priesthood not only was there an extra 
Play-day, but also a. Pilgrimage to Lastingham : and the 
Bishop graced the ccasion. He was driven in state (in 
the gig) by U. Prior, and of course on arrival they put up 
at the leading Hotel! The Community and the Students 
were conveyed in carriages (Hulg's waggons), a feature of 
the journey being the crossing of the Bye at one of the 
fords. 

The return journey was diversified by Ae excitement 
of recrossing the river after nightfall, and of meeting with 
an irate farmer who complain. of injury to a calf, but 
who only gave evidence of the presence of a. bull, as he 
shouted " yaw've kiltmoi calf, and I deant know whether 
it'll.. or dee."—It was quite a record-day, and probably 
unique in its episcopal feature. 

This was an extraordinary use of the waggons, but 
those who only hear of sending waggons to AmplePrth or 
Gilling Station will perhaps learn with some surprise that, 
under ordinary use of waggons, came journeys to York for 
groceries and other domestic needs, also journeys for coal 
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to Darlington, to Kipp. and Aberford, entailing two days. 
and a night on the roads. Only fancy, under such condi-
tions, a present week's consumption of coal keeping two 
waggons and six horses constantly at work. 

Having touched upon excursions in and out of vacation 
it will scarcely do to leave unnoticed the late Queen's 
visit to Castle Howard about Alos. To walk upwards of 
twenty miles to greet her Majesty was no mean proof of 
Catholic loyalty, especially when her presence was limited 
to a swift drive through the Park. The Prefect of the day 
was very demonstrative but, by an unfortunate mistake, 
he contributed much to the amusement of the moment. 
The roads were lined with loyal subjects; and he .k a 
position in front of the line, the better to command the 
ringing cheers. Asa royal carriage approached he lead 
the cry, vehemently sustained it passed: then a second 
carriage passed, by hint unnoticed ; it was the Queenl—
he bad expended his loyal effort upon a cheer for the 
Duchess of Sutherland. 

This visit to Castle Howard brings to recollection that 
for many years no vacation was complete without visits to 
thePicture Galleries at both Castle Howard and Denpmbe 
Park. Those at Castle-Howard are the more extensive 
but in bothgal/Ales as is wAl known are to be found 
works by the gresq masters. In which they more 
abound may be Aft to the decision of experts. But if the 
opinion of a former Housekeeper at Duncombe Park is 
to have weight, the verdict should not be doubtAl. On 
one occasion, whilst showing the College party round, and 
knowing that Castle Howard was also visited, she intro-
duced the remark, at Cut, Howard you will find a 
greater number of pictures, some no doubt of considerable 
merit; in Act you there a very fin collection; but here 
we pride ourselves upon having a remarkable selectio n." 

But excursions were not confined to visits of the treasures 
of art; the beauties of nature were not forgot.. The 
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scenery of Rievaulx, and Byland and Gormire command. 

admiration. Set on all these occasions the picnic accom-

paniments were remembered too. On the Gormire day 
whether in or out of vacation, a special feature was the 

rolling of rocks' Many smaller ones were put in motion 

by the use of pick and crowbar; larger ones were dehached 

by the use of blasting-powder. On one occasion a man 

had been sent the previous day to drill and prepare the 

holes, so there might be no delay in the morning, on 

arrival of the company. Expectation was at its highest—

the train had been laid, explosion was momentarily expo, 

ted, every eye ready to follow the huge stones bounding 

down the mountain side. Moment followed moment, 

minutes follow. too and yet no result. 

What could have happened , The man was carefully 

sheltering behind a rock. Timidly he approached the 

scene, Waring a delayed explosion. Still longer delay 

adding to his courage, he at last examined the hole, and 

in ne of relief mingled with surprise, he exclaim., "Why 
its roice." He had attempted to blast with rice! 

He had left the powder in the shop at AIM/kir/Ph, haviag 
lay mistake taken up a parcel of rice instead. Hood.

of all vacation outs few were more popular than

a trip to Ripon Minster and Fountains Abbey by coach 

and four. To see once more a IOW, [0 visit a real old 

Minster. to thread St. Wilfrid's needle, to wander through 

the Park and Abbey, and besides, to ride in old 

English style, with crack of whip and blast of trumpet, 

what more could College boys desire on a fine day in 
July or August 

gDr. Ttors133 4ccount of Oio mope from 
Shrufouoro.' 

(Conlirsued.) 

From hence I went to Pa.gny les Goins about eight 
miles further, and very hot it was though the middle of 
October. At this village lived a Benedictine I had for, 
erly known as Superior of St. Leopold's at Nancy. Before 
he lived at Nancy, he had been several years in an abbey 
of his own at Bowainville. on the little river Nied, not 
above five or six miles from the river Saws and nine or 
wn miles below Saarlouis: This I thought the most 
likely place to get over at. I therefore prevailed upon him 
to get a passport for himself from his Municipality, on a 
pretence of going to see his old acquaintance at Bourai
villa, which he agreed to, not without apprehensions, and 
only after having been made to expect a good reward; for 
the poor man was already reduced to the greatest distress 
since he left his Abbey. I stayed all night with him that 
we might be fresh and have the whole day before us when 
We rtes; for it was very dangerous to lodge in any 
place where one was knon. Accordingly, before it was 
light, lest I should he seen going with him by the people 
of the village, we set oat and directed our way towards Me 
high road that runs bet en Mete and Strasbourg, which 
vve reached about eight we o'clock. We had gone about 
eight or nine miles through very bad ro s—and often no 
roads at all—so that Dom Magnet (that was my fellow 
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traveller's flame) began to want his breakfast, and I 

myself had no objection to the proposal: but where were 

we to be in safetyl We agreed not to stop till we found a 

public house somewhere alone, which by good luck we 

did very soon. We had to follow the high road going 

towards Metz about a mil, and when we had been about a 

quarter of a mile upon it, we met with a little public house • 

standing alone. We got a very bad bottle of wine, and a 

bit of ham, and a little cold meat, but the innkeeper did 

not lbt us eat it very peaceably. He had but one room in 

his house, so we were seated at a wretched table in the 

middle of the family. He was mighty curious to know 

who we were. To begin his inquiries, he said he thought 

he had seen one of us before at his house. We told him 

we believed not. 
" So you come from a. great way off," says he. "About 

Strasbourg they say Mere is dreadful work." 

I left Dorn Raguel to speak alone; he said he had not 

beard of anything particular. 
"You come from the interior the," said he. 

"Partly that way, not far off," said Dom Raguel. 

"A vast many emigrants go from the interior," says he. 

We said not many we believed, too great care was taken 

of that. 
"Oh I" says he, "the rogues are too cunning for us, 

but we are too strong for them. So you are tradesmen I 

We answered not. This I soon perceived was rather 
too imprudent, for he me when  said "What then 
can engage you to travel when it is so dangerous to 

travel)" 
told him a business of a very important nature called 

me a little further in the country ; and Dom Raguel 
said he had friends the same wa, whom he had not seen 
for great while, so being acquainted with me, he had 
taken the opportunity of my company. 
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"There,' says he, "I knew you were in business 
(marchands); I am sure I have seen you some-
where, 

"Very probably," says 1, and so we left him quite 
satisfied with his penetration. We then crossed the 
country till we came to the high road horn Metz to St. 
Avoid, which see saw with a number of straggling 
national guards; but crossincovered g it immediately we had no 
words with any of them. We then came to the high road 
from Metz to Saarloui, having left Metz some way to thq 
left. t It was half past twelve when we reached the village 
called Les Etangs, where we fell upon this road. There 
we got a bit of dinner during about half an hour without 
much molestation. The innkeeper, however, like the 
other we had breakfasted with, would talk with us. He 
told us he had just returned from the army, where he had 
been with his cart in 'requisition ; that he had aftigroM; of 
five bores offered him at Worgass for twenty gros sons; 
that it was a shame to see the filth the national gumds 
ma.de in the magnificent Abbey of Worgass, though it was 
not their own (not being in the French territory). At 
length he could not contain his curiosity any longer, but 
asked us plainly where we were going. Dom Raguel 
said to Bourainville. "Oh " said he. " The good monks 
used always to call at my house when they went to Metz. 
They were all good fellows, but those times are over,' 
Then fixing his eye on Dom Magus!. "I think," says he, 
"you are one." He acknowledged he was. The man 
said he knew one or two who were in great distress: that 
he thought they had been hardly dealt with. From thence 
we had about three miles to go along the road towards 
Houlay, to a village called Volmerange, where Dom 
Raguel told me he knew a path which would lead him 
into Domainville, and had the double advantage of being 
shorter and safer. 

As we went along the high road, we met two or three 
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gendarmes nahonales, a kind of military charged to 

.ise all those who are M be arrested, for whatever cause, 

who had at present a particular charge to pa.) on 

the highways, and stop all such as appeared to belong to 

the first or second requisition, a. carry them before Me 

nearest magistrates to make them give an account why 

they were not with the army. Even without this commis 

sion they would stop whomsoever they pleased, and ask 

for their pass, and so could every soldier or national guard 
you met. 

Bkt I was more apprehensive of being stopped on the 
first account, as my whole appearance would seem M 
announce that I should be with the army. However, as I 

seemed to be going towards the frontier, nothing was said 

to me. A little before Vffinerange we crossed the small 
river Nied, and entered the country which called 
Lomaine Allemande, or German Lorrain, not because it 

does not belong to France, but e Me inhabitants 
speak only German. I thoughtbecaus there was less to be 
apprehended from the inhabitants here, as I had frequent-

ly heard they were no friends of the Revolution. Indeed, 

they never had liked the French nation in general, speak-
ing a different language. But my total ignorance of the 

German language was not likely to entitle me to much 
friendship among them. I must however ear, I felt a sort 

of secret satisfaction to perceive myself so arty out of 

France, hoping I was leaving the last high road I should 
meet in that odious country. We had about fifteen miles 
to go after quitting the high road, within sight of Boulay; 

and a charming road it was, lying through a fine rich 
plain, mostly meadow landwatered by Me windings of the 

Nied. The children that were ...ding Meir cattle seem-
completely happy in their thoughtlessness. 13ut the 

villages (we had to gothrough three or four) seemed to sit 
round the direful tree of liberty with gloomy concern, and 
gazed at us with looks of dread a. alarm. 
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It began to grow dark when we were about three miles 
froth Housainville. 

Though we had never heard of any rnilitary operations 
on that part, and conseunen. had good nears to imagine 
it was but slightly guarded, I thought I would ask a carter 
whom we were just going to me., and who seemingly 
came from Bouzainville, if there were any troops in it. 
He said he did not come from Bousainville, but there had 
not been any to his knowledge since Me beginning of the 
war. This I took for excellent news, and went on with a 
very cheerful heart, till we came within a hundred yards of 
the entrance into the town. It WaS already completely 
dark, when we heard a drum begin to heat just before us. 
I was less alarmed because every municipality has a drum 
and drummer to publish decrees, to assemble the national 
,a., Sm. However, I thought it was not a municipal 
drum but a military one, by the manner of beating. I 
said to Dom Raguel, we had better go no further without 
inquiring again whether there he not troops in the town. 
"There u no need of that,. said he, " the carter we met 
just before must certainly have known." 

"It will be very little trouble,-  said to ask, and it 
will be a very bad business if we run upon a guard with-
ut knowing.. 

Wely said. "here is a farmhouse near that belonged 
to us, but I suppose the farm is sold, and the farmer very 
likely turned out ; or perhaps he may he a violent 
democrat and it will not be safe[o meet with him.. 

"At any rate,' sad, I, "let us inquire ...where.. So 
we went to the farmer's door, and Dom Raguel asked if 
such a man lived there .yet; hew. answered in Me 
affirmative. He then asked. if he could be called out to 
the door, for we heard the house was full of people. 

Dorn Raguel told him who he was, that he had come to 
see fir friends of Bouzainville, whom he had not seen for 
many years; that he had a friend with him, b. that he 
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did not like to go into the town till we knew for rtain 

whether there were trOOps, with whom we might ce have 

some difficulty alto. our passports. 
"Nay !" replied be, "never think of going Mto town to-

night. You will be safe to sleep with the Cops de genie 

at We entrance, and then tomorrow you will be carried 

before the Municipality and Commandant to he examined. 

The troops are only arrived this afternoon, there are six 

thousand just come. All the houses are full. I have 

already seven regulars, and I am expecting four more 

national guards. I wonder you thought of coming hither 

such troublesome times." 
"You will get no lodgings when you go into the town 

to-morrow. I would offer you such lodging, as I shall be 

able to furnish for this night if I knew your .low traveller 

as well . I know you." Dom Raguel told him he would 

answer .r raw "Well;' says he," I suppose you know as 
well as I do, what danger Were is in harbouring those we 

don't know. I dar.ay you would not expose me." He 
then invited us in. We found the .ven soldiers sitting 

by the fi re cooking their supper. They did not at all
seem to suspect us to be strangers. They were complain-
ing heavily of the hardness of their service. They had 
come six leagues that day from Thionville, loaded like 

mules ; besides Weir ammunition they had carried

day's meat in bread, desh-meat and rice. But they swore 
if they came up with the emigrants, they should pay 
dear for ...sing them such pain. 

Whenever the soldier has any subject W complaint, the 
friends of the Revolution employ all Weir address to screen 

the odium from the pre.M rulers, and cast it upon the 
migrants. They are made to be the cause of all their 

sufferings. The Convention is making nothing but his 
happiness and would procure it for him were it not crossed 
in its salutary views by the wicked plots of the emigrants, 
the natural enemies of the people. 
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We had not been long in the house, when the poor na-
tional guards, whom our.. said he was expecting, came 
in. They immediately set about cooking their supper, 
telling We regulars they h. just heard they would be 
beaten up to arms next morning at four. I asked why 
they came to arrive so late; it wag hard to be obliged
been foot again so soon. They said they had only receivetd 
orders to come off at ten that morning. 

They imagined that something unforeseen had happened, 
that they were sent for in such mighty haste, and then 
began complaining of the badness of theirflesh. meat, .th-
out seeming the least anxious to know why they were se. 
.r . precipitately. There were several other people in 
the farmeYs house who seemed to think I belonged to 
the army, and the farmer seemed desirous they should 
think so. Fortunate/y, though we talked a good deal with 
these soldiers, they were not inquisitive. They never 
asked me any questions, a Wing I endeavoured to avoid 
by asking them; which I observed pleased them very 
much, as it gave theman opportunity (which they 
seemed to seize with avidity) of relating all their 
own exploits. We had in particular a very long, 
though not a very accurate account W the battle of 
Arlon, which bad taken place about three months before, • 
and in which it seemed they had all been engaged. They 
said they had beaten in that action four times their own 

umber, notwithstanding the enemy had all the advantage 
of the ground, and the best intrenchmen. possible. 

"But indeed," said on. " it is acknowledged now, on 
all hands that no troops in the world can withstand 
Fren..Idiers in equal numbers. At the beginning of 
the war we were not good troops; it must be allowed, 
we were afraid of being killed; but now we are so familiar 
with death, we make nothing of it." 

"Ay," said another, "the Frenchman is brave: no 
soldier o in the world will attack with his spirit and lin-
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petuosity, but he is a devilish coward when he begins to 
run away." 

I .ought this man had characterized him very well, 
but it was a character I should not have liked . venture 
in that company. 

"0!" replied the other, "you will hear no more of a. 
Frenchman's running away; that is all over. He used to 
run because he was afraid of being killed, and then going 
to hell, and all that stuff;" but now 11 se f . . s2 
ode eomme de de, and as be pronounced these words he 
threw a bit of crust, which he held between his fingers 
and thumb, into the fire. That I might be less suspected 
of a design to emigrate, I asked the farmer, before the 
soldiers, if no emigrants went out of France. 

"Not now," he answered, "too good precautions are 

"Why i" said I, "what precautions secured you so well!
Before the citizen .Idiers arrived, I understand you 
h. no troops in the town." 

"Ah! les gem. ."said the soldiers, "we could give 
a good account of them, if any of the snelerals attempted 
to join the army while we were here."' 

" Oh, !" said one, "there will always be troops in the 
town hereafter, and in all the neighbourhood. They say 
dle2,22 leoi de Russe is at Iderteig (a. little town just 
at the other side of the Sarre), and he promised to be here 
tomorrow; 13. I would advise him, for his own good, to 
be wiser. Nay, I think, if he delays a day or two at Mert-
zig he will be ours, 

"Well," said I to the farmer, "what were the precau-
tion, that you were going to 0.9 of I think that an 
e igrant might arrive here now at the close of the day; 
.en go in the night to the river; swim quickly over; 
and long before next morning he would be far out of 
harms way." 
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"Ay, ay," says the farmer, with a smile of pity for my 
ignorance,"it is fine talking; the emigrants are as sly as 

you could be, and a hundred times more so, but if they were 
a thousand times slyer than they are, it would be of no use 

to them. Why, don't you know then that our bank of the 
Sarre is pallisaded many a mile, both above and below 
Bouzainville; that sentinels are 'placed within sight of one 

another all the whole length ? Besides, how would they get 
to the banks of the Sarre ? There are companies, here and 

there, all the way from Saarlonis as far as the French 
territory goes downwards. Your ernigraMs in the night 
would run upon some of these companies ; then their emi-

gration would end before they reach the river. Or, if by 

extr..inary luck they were to miss these companies, do 

you think there are no patrols on foot to pick up your 

straggling gentlemen who pretend to walk in the night ? 

No! No let your emigrants have forty s.emes to get 

their ends ; the patriots will have fifty to defeat 

them." 
"1 am glad to hear what you say," said I, "Mr I wa 

really afraid this part of the frontiers had not been so wells

fortified and guarded, as I had never heard of anything like 

an action in these environs." 
"Well, then," said he, 00t"you  people here have 

their eyes about them more than you thought now, 

since these citizens have arrived, still better care will be 

taken I daresay; for though they go mway tounornow 

morning, as they have just been saying, some part of them 

will stay. Besides, we expect more of them to-morrow than 

arrived to-day, and as soon as ever they arrive they begin 

arty."
"Ay f--," said one of the soldiers, " a com-

pany of our soldiers belonging to this regiment wasp. on 

guard as soon as we arrived." 
"Yes," said the fanner," if you haves mind not to 

sleep tonight you will hear the horse-petrol more than 
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twenty times before morning, even though we tie here 

from the frontier they have gone by once, it will not 
be long ere they pass by again," and indeed very soon 
after they did pass again. 

In such conversation . Mix which I had brought on for
my own instruction, and a great deal about fighting, which 
the soldiers expatiated upon with great satisfaction, our 
supper tirtle passed away, and the soldiers prepared for 
bed. All the bed indeed which they had was a couple of 
blankets each, which they laid upon some straw in the 
plates they found most convenient in the farmer's barn 
and out-houses,and,withtheseamornmodations,they seemed 
perfectly content. As soon as the soldiers were gone, the 
farmer's wife brought us a bottle of wine: the common 
drink of that country is cyder, or more commonly perry, 
made of wild pears, of which a great number of trees are 
seen growing amidst the corn. The farmer and his wife 
began to Weer up, and were very civil, though she could 
not speak a word of French. 

Before we went to bed, Dom Raguel inquired after a 
certain woman who was maid in their Abbey when he 
lived in it, and in whom be seemed to have great confi-
dence. They said she lived in the and very often 
carne to Weir house. He begged thetown, farmer would send 
for her next morning es soon as possible. 

"Why," said he, "if you want to see her, I will send for 
her to night. My daughter knows a back way to her 
house: she can miss the guards. I am sure she will soon 
be here, when she knows you are with us.” The daugh-
ter was accordingly sent. While she was away, we talked 
a little ii,,, about the guarding of the frontier. "You 
said," says he to me, "there had not been anything like 
action in this neighbourhood. We have good reason to 
think there was one to-day. We have beard firing down 
the Sarre: I suppose the Austrians, finding it impossible 
to cross the river, are now endeavouring to come up at this 
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side." For about the mouth of this river both sides are 
German. 

This deranged another plan I had of going down at some 
distance from the Sarre till I fell into the German territory 
between that river and the Moselle, In about a quarter of 
an hour eame this woman who had been an Abbey servant. 
She drank our healths, and talked a great deal of former 
days with Dom Raguel, regretting mightily past times 
compared with these, told how such and such—all the 
principal inhabitants—for being suspected, were ordered 
to serve before any others, and their property all seized 
till such time as they should regain the confidence of their 
couMry by some illustrious achievements. This was a 
a piece of refinement I had not heard of before. 

As this woman was preparing to go awe, Dom Rogue,
told her and the farmer he wished to say something to her 
in rivate. The farmer and his wife i ately went out, 
and then Dom Raguel told his old friemmedind, that he hoped 
he could trust her with a secret, for he had always known 
her for a trusty woman. 

"Well," says she, "and I hope I have not forfeited my 
claim to that character, which I prize above el.' 

"You see,' says he, "Mia young manis a great friend 
Of mine; he is an Englishman, and would fain get back to 
his own country." 

She seemed to startle at the idea of getting out of the 
country. As the very word emigrate makes many people 
shudder, I thought, to prevent the effect, by telling her 
that I did not mean to emigre.. 

" How then,' said she," do you mean to get borne?" 

"Why,' said I, "You must know that all the laws 
against emigration are only to hinder natives of France 
from going to join the enemies of the Convention, but not 
at all to prevent foreigners from going to live peaceably 
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"Well then," said she, "why don't you go by the 

common read " 
"To tell Me truth," said I, "I was refused a passport, I 

don't know why." 
"Come, come, Lysse," (that was her name), .id 

Dom Raguel, cannot you find somebody in the town 

that knows how the guards are stationed, a. that will 

undertake to conduct him to the river-side t He will be 

handsomely paid." 
"I durst not propose it said she, "to my clearest 

friend; , not for this house fail of guineas. Don't you 

know, then, what a terrible thing it is to be a suspected 

person I have sacrificed —what cost me a great deal to 

sacrifice—my religion, not to be suspected. You must 

know, fora long time I could not prevail upon myself to 

go to the service of this 
. 

man, who has taken the place a 
ur good worthy old cu My husband often told me I 

should make our family suspected, yet, ak that time it 
was not suM a dreadful thing to be suspected as now:— 
still, I was forced to comply, how much soever my con-
science was relucta.. There is no evil I cm figure to 
my.lf so great as that of being a suspected Person. I 
hope these things will e. before I die, else, Good God, 

what will become of me I " 
I saw she was quite upon Moms in our company, sime 

this proposal had been made to her, and that she wanted 

to get away from us ; so I said "Very well, I will not 

press the matter any further; I sin.rely desire you .11 

say nothing about it. I think I shall go back and live as 

well as I can, till I can get a passport." 

"Yet" says she, " believe me that will be the best thing 
you can do. I have been suspected more or less, and if 
I were to inform ay., I could wipe away every trace of 
uspicion; but you may beeasy." And so she t.k leave 

of us. Her lam words left me rather slue., metro,-
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standing, for, though she seemed to leave it in good 
dispositions enough, I feared her desire of clearing herself 
from suspicions, and of proving her patriotism without a 
doubt, might at least overcome every other consideration. 

As soon as this woman was gone, the farmer took us 
up to our bed, such as it was; Me only spare one, I 
suppom, that he had. It w. in his granary over his 
house, and consisted of two mattresms, or something like 
them; to the upper side of the undermost and Under side 
of the uppermost, wxre stitched two pieces of rough 
limn in lieu of sheets, which are removed for the sake 
of washing two or three times in Me course of their 
wearing. 

When we were alone—"Well," said I to Dom Rogue!, 
what advice would you giveme now? Everything seems 

to go against me." 
"Nay,' replied he, "ask me Mr no advice, for I assure 

you I have none to give you, 
"But what would you do in my situation 
"I don, know what I should do, said he. "I think I 

should go back, and surrender myself at the house of 
confinement; Mr what chance is there of your succeeding 
now

"No," said I, "that I never will. I am resolved to con 
the greatest risks, rather than do that." 

"Well, well," he answered, "do as you., I must go 
back very early to morrow, I saw he began to be afraid 
of being with mg We pulled off our shoes and our coats, 
and m slipped in between our two beds. 

He seemed to sleep tolerably well. But I must n I 
slept very little; not however I think out of fear,ow but 
because I was thinking all night what scheme I should 
adopt next. 

First, I thought of endeavouring to engage my companion 
to stay all next day with the farmer, and Men . night to 
try my luck in attempting the passage of the Sarre alone. 
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But than I despaired of prevailing on him to stay, as he 
seemed already to have done so much. Besides, what 
would the farmer think of it ? What idea would his 
neighbours form of us, at a time when people have their 
eyes open to the smallest things? Would not the woman 
whom we bad trusted with the secret be bringing it out 
in so way? Next, I thought of getting up immediately
and trying my fortune that same night, by creeping as 
well as I privately could across the country, till I should 
get to the river side; then, if Providence conducted me so 
far safe, to climb the palisades as far off a guard as I 
could, let myself down the other side into the wter, and 
so swim over. This scheme was very ha.zardous.a I was, 
however, very near making a trial of it. 

Fortune, said I to myself, favours the bold. Here 
recourse must be had to extrao.inary means. "In 
extremis extrema sunt tenter., I may be killed before 
to-morrow morning hut is not lingering in a prison 
two or three years, to die of famine, or to be torn in 
pieces by the poll.. hand of pastor,. in the end, 
still worse ? I never feared the mere passage from this 
life to another, and shall I be a bit better prepared for 
eternity twenty years hence than now ? What will it 
signify, a burldtred years hence, whether I died M moo or 
tot ? No, no, I min trust to the mercy M my Judge at 

present as well as twenty or thirty yearS later. On the 
other hand, I thought it was madness to expect to 
succeed. It is so easy to get almstbewildered in a dark night, 
in a country where you are an entire manger r—not even 
a star appeared to steer by. After having walked an 
hour, I Mould, perhaps, be going towards the direct 
opposite point to which I was aiming at. Then it would 
be almost certain the nearest guard would hear me fall 
into Me water, if I did even get so far. The certain 
consequence of which would be, that he would run up to 
the spot, find me only a few yards from the bank, a. 
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shoot me Mere, at his ease, in the water. Wells aid I, if I 
must go back, I will not however go back to let myself 
be taken tamMy like a sheep. There was at Luneville 

recruiting parry belonging to a regiment of light 
horse Hersreursh M which I was acquainted with two 
officers. I had seen them at Dieulouard, only ten days 
before, as they were going from Luneville to the arrny. 
I then told them, in jest that if an ordm was issued for 
my arrestation I might very probably come to enlist into 
their regiment. They told me many people did it; that 
I should be kept at Luneville about six weeks or two 
months to learn the exercise, and Men be sent to fill up 
vacancies in their regiment with the army. I knew that 
these light horse were mployed in the most advanced 

eposts, that consequently it would be easier to ride off with 
moo and baggage, if I entered amongst them, than to 
desert from My other rank of tromm. 

This scheme I therefore resolved upon if I found it 
impossible to get over the frontier. But I thought I 
would try another part of the frontier, where France and 
Gponany separate on Me Moselle, a Mt. below Sierck, 
before I entirely gave up the plan upon which I had acted 
so far. I had heard there had been some partial actions 
in that neighbourhood very lately. Sim. had been 
taken by a party of Austrians, and the French having 
assembled in greater numbers retook that town, and in 
revenge plundered some neighbouring .I/ages; and for 
this reamn I h. no Moughts of entering into that 
neighbouMood. But now as I saw the troops flowing so 
rapidly from Thionville, whiM was the next considerable 
town to Sierck, I thought their attention might be drawn 
from that part of Me frontier as mmething more impor-
ant seemed to call for their attention about Bouzains 

villa. Having come to this remlution, I endeavoured 
to cOmpose myself to sleep, for I feared I should not 
have strength to execute my designs if I  did not get 
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some little rest. I had already walked more than I had 
ever done in a month before, and he. day I should 
have my-four or thirty miles more to go to teach my 
destination on the banks of the Moselle. After a. very 
uneasy night, I told Dom Baguet my resolution. "As you 
please,. said he very coolly, "I can go no farther I told 
him I did not at all desire it, but asked him, as he had 
lived many years at Bouzainville, d he could not give me 
some information about the country I should have to go 
through. He said he was as ignor t of it as I myself. 

I heard our soldiers go off about four or five o'clock, 
and just as they were going under my window, one 
said, with ds much ompoure as possible to his co. 
panion, we shall come up with the Russians to-day." 
"I suppose so," answered the other as coolly. Just after 
we got up, which was at six o'clock, great numbers of 
naonal guards began to pass close by the farmer's door. 
There being no rooms in the town or suburbs to lodge all, 
they had been lodged in a village we came through Me 
night before. Luckily they had arrived after us. Par, 
Warty, a whole battalion, on the lith of the month, had 

been lodged in a very grand abbey near the farmer's 
called the Abbey of Frieshtroff. They were indeed loaded 
surprisingly. Most of them bed something more than a 
imp knapsack, heavy cartridge box, and lubberly fire-
locks. Some had spades or axes, others large tin vessels 
hung to their sides, to carry and cook their victuals in. 
Yet it was astonishing what spirits they appeared in. 
They were all capering and shouting and singing. There 
was howe r, I thought, something so frantic in their 
carriage asveto cast an infernal kind of Mom upon the 
whole mos. 

It was nearly two hours before they all passed, Or they 
seemed to observe no order at al/. At the rear were 
several gendarmes, particularly to drive ontheloiterers, 

. pick up such as offered toescape. One of them came 
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into the farmer's as we were at breakfast. He came, he 

said,[o see if none of the men had stepped into the house. 

He was no agreeable visitant, for, as the national troops 
have frequently no uniform, I feared he might take me to 

be one, or at least might ask me to show my ticket why 

I was not. However, he took no notice of me, but began 

to ask the farmer if he had given the second part of his 
contingent of wheat for the support of the army. The 

farmer told him he had, and had received orders to have 

his third ready, in hay as well as coo, for the beginning of 

ne e month. 
The meaning  of these mntingents was this: so much 

corn and hay had Men judged necessary for the army till 

the next harvest. This son total was distributed among 
the Departments to be turn bed inkind: the Departurents 
made the distribution o r the Districts, and these upon 
the Municipalities, which AREA taxed individuals. The 

quantity at which each one was to be assessed was to be 

delivered in three pay... The first was to be about 

the beginning of October, the second about the beginning 

of January, and the third and last about the beginning of 

April. Now, the second had been called for already, and 

it was expected that the thirst would be wanted shortly. 
This furnished the most reasonable conjectures that a 

famine must ensue, particularly as potatoes, on which the 

poor almost totally subsist, and in general all vegetables, 

had Oiled through the exossive drought of the season. 
" Well," said the gendarme, "they have asked you for 

.e third part of your contingent, and when that is 

consumed they will ask for another contingent, for the 
army must live. This is a dreadful war, a dreadful war 
indeed. I was in the war at Hanover it was nothing 

like this. For by the beginning of May there will be 
no hay in the country." At this rate he went on for 

a great while and at last cncluded: ft We must 

either conquer soon, or give up all." Many people, 
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I believe, thought as the gendarme did. I know / did; 
and at present I cannot conceive how the people have 
found means of subsisting. Indeed I an suppose they 
have been obliged to live on very little, and a Frenchman 
will live and be contented with a very little indeed. 

It is probable, too, that the greatest part of the gold 
and silver, precious stones, kc., that were in France have 
been sent out of the country to buy provisions from 
neutral Powers at vast prices. It must likewise be con-
sidered that all the nobility, who formerly consumed and 
wasted a very large portion of the productions of tffir 
country, are there no more. I do suppose that one half 
the provisions produced in France, heretofore, were not 
employed as necessaries, but as superfluities of life. This 
I think I can say, that since they have had provisions 
enough till this harvest they will be in no danger of waffi 
of them next year, ffir I am persuaded they will have 
very good crops. It has often been said the land could 
not be cultivated, but in all the country I came through I 
suppose it never had been cultivated better; their wheat—
their hopes for next year—was already sown and seem-
ingly in very fine order. It is true numbers of young 
husbandman had been taken from the plough to shoulder 
the firelock. But there was still remaining a sufficient 
number of oldmen to do the tillage. with the help  of the 
females, who are not at all unaccustomed there to put a 
hand to husbandry. We must consider that there are but 
tree professions now in France—arms and the plough; and 
if in any nation all that are not necessary for ffie latter 
followed the ffirmer, that nation might train very numerous 
armies in the field. 

Our gendarme saw some of his comrades going by, 
and he followed. We finiffied our breakfast, than  the 
farmer and took our ttave. Dom Raguel returned a. 
I took a path which seemed to lead in the direction I 
wanted to go. 

(It be Meal.) 

aloficoo of rooao. 
THE SPIRITUAL LIFE Atou pRAyER, translated from 

the French by the Benedictines of Stanbrook. 
London and Leamington, Art and Book Co., t goo. 

As. net. 

With very many people the best recommendation of 
this book—and a very sufficient one—will be its origin. 
It is written by a monk of the Abbey of Solesmes, and is 
translated by our good Sisters of Stanbrook. This should 
be a guarantee of knowledge, experience and fervent 
conviction on the part of the writer, and of skill and 
attention editorial details on the part Of translators 
and editors.to In none of these respects will the reader or 
purchaser be disappointed. 

With regard to ffie subject-matter of the book, the 
Preface tells us that it has received some warm approval 
antl c ider.. recognition in its original loon. We 
honestly hope ffiat ffie English version may meet with an 
equal success. There are, just at the present moment, 
indications of a demand for works dealing, directly or 
indirectly, with Mystical Theology. Several have been 
recently published, both in France and England d this 
fact may be accepted as evidence that there are readers,n
in sufficient numbers, who have a use for them or an 
interest in them. Of course, much as we might wish it, 
we cannot suppose that a Treatise on Prayer, drawn np 

ressexp ly ffir the guidance a contemP.ve% rvillhav  a
very wide circulation. Though its to  ought not 
to be limited to ffie cloister,the man or woman of the 
world will, rightly or wrongly, conclude that such a work, 
would ask ton nnIch from them ad, moreover, they will 
expect it to contain a good deal they will not be able to 
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understand. Mysticism has a language of its own, and 
the use of technical phrases in works treating of Con-
templation can hardly be avoided. It is this, perhaps, 
more Man anything else, which limits the melulnesss of 
books professedly devoted to the higher spiritualities. As 
it needs a special vocation to lead a life devoted to Cm-
temptation, it needs also a special training or a special 
gram to understand, or even to be interested in, its 
methods. 

The writer of this treadse, . might be expected of a 
disciple of Data GuAranger, lays particular on the 
use and value, in the Spiritual Life, of the Liturgy This, 
as the distinguishing feature of the work, we prefer to lay 
before the reader in the words of the author. He says 
e No way of prayer is better regulated than that of the 
Holy Church. She leaves nothing to self-will; she fixes 
every thing, the attitude of the body as well as that of the 
soul, even to the slightest movements. Thus she pre-
serves herself in a marvellous manner from the spirit of 
independence, while she subjects herself in all things to 
the Spirit of adoption," whose unceasing aim is to take 
entire possession of the whole of human nature in order to 
Ming it back to its divine Author. 

To suppress all human methods of prayer in order to 
adopt only the Church's method, is not to throw off all 
yoke: it is on the contrary to enter the spiritual school 
wherein it is requisite to make profession of singular self-
denial, by renoundng all private judgment and everything 
that savours of independence. Then the Church imposes 
her own form, which is site one given het by the Holy 
Spirit, and she fashions the soul by a process which in a 
sIngle day contains all the degrees that [ha masters have 
pointed out in the spiritual life. For the Church militant 
in her prayer, which is the Divine Office the d work of 
God" as St. Benedict says, reveals all the forms of acquir-
ed and of infused prayer. 
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We see her practising meditation in the reading of the 
Fathers, Mat is Me human and discursive element of her 
prayer; for it, only the ordinary help of the Holy Spirit is 
needed, such as we require whenever we wish to apply our 
minds to divine truths. Contemplation appears in many 
of the liturgical prayers which express a very simple 
gazing at divine mysteries rather than a thoughtful 
analysis of them. Prophetic tight shines in the inspired 
writing ; while Me " Sanctus." eDoxologies, the " Gloria 
Petri," the "Alleluia;' the Amen," and in General all 
those expressions by which the Church maken echoes the 
songs of the Church triumphant, speak of the inebriation 
of the soul with the fulness of God" 

M another Mores the author saw still more plainly 
mental prayer, as we undersdnd it now-a-days, is the 

indispensable preparation for worthily celebrating the 
Divine Office and for rendering to Gad the homage of 
perfect praise." 

T. ROSARY GUIDE: for Priests a. People. By the 
Very Rev. J. Pnockm, O.P. Kegan Paul, 
Trench, Traaner, and Co. 3/6 net. 

Fr. Procter has done a good work in writing and publish-
ing e The Rosary Guide." It is in every respect what it 
claims to be. All that any devout Catholic can need to 
know, even wish to know, about the Rosary he will find 
in this 'or manual, and he will find it clearly, elegantly and 
concimly told. We can say men more than this. Many 

one, taking up the book without any interest in its sub-
j., will feel iiimeelf moved by Fr. ProeWrb thoughtful 
eloquence and will be led to understand better and 
sympathise more fully with the confidence of the Holy See 
in this popular devotion; sometimes, doubtless to be 
further led into the Rosary Confraternity itself. One can-
not fail to be impressed, when reading the long account of 
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approbations, privileges and Indulgences, with the value 
the Rosary Devotion and the Rosary Confraternity has 
always had, and never so greatly as at the present time, in 
the judgment of the Rulers of the Church. Some people 
may regret that the hook was written before thecontroversy 
.ncerning St. Dom inic's connection with the Rosary vvas 
brought before the public. But, in a manual of this kind, 
even a defence of the popular story of the institution of the 
Rosarywould beout of place. It is quite probable Mt 
Fr. Procter would be glad to rewrite the first chapter of his 
book; but it is possible also that he would prefer to leave 
it unchanged. However that may by we are glad we 
are not called upon to express an opinion in the matter. 

The Rosary Guide is, we think, just exactly what both 
priests and people want, and should be of some use also to 
unbelievers. It is beautifully printed in a small but very 
clear type. We venture to point out an inaccuracy on page 
rou, where King Casimir II. of Poland is spoken of as 
writing to the General of the Dominican Order. We sup-
pose this must be a misprint for some later Casimix since 
Casimir II. died in imp a few years before the Order 
was established. 
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". On this date we returned to College. About thirty boys 

were absenb chiefly owing to sickness. It was very foggy, and 
several of the boys coming up the fields lost thew way, and did not 
arrive until after nine o'clock. Five boys have left. D. Bum, W. 

d, C. Reardon, J. Howard, J. Punch and We following 
five came to take Wen. places ; N. W. Hanison, Leeds; n. Fear, 
Buenos Ayres: R. AfcGuiness, Liverpool: W Sharp, York; W. 
Turner, Warrington. 

A change has been made with regard to the names or the classes. 
In place, of We old names, which we are sorry to lose, RMma have 
been ubstituted. 

yon. rbth. Fr. Austin gave 119 a magic-lantern enter.inment 
consisting of views of Belmont, and the ruined Abbeys of Scotland 
which was much smpreciated. 

y'ao. I. The voting for captain. F. Dawson was elected. He 
chose the following to assist him as govemmem:—

Librarian of Upper Library C. de Normandville 

Gin rasa s s { W. St. t. Tot: 

Common.. - Wayt 
Clothesman   J. Eke 

Gasmen s s s "eV2! 
Collegemen - - - 1 T. Ibbotwn 
Librarian of Lower Library • J. Quinn 

0.111Yorg:1 

Librarian a, GPm Grammar Room B. RC

„ . C oren

Vigilarli of Lower Grammar Room t Ant; 
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yan. as. Fr. Benedict gave us a lecture on Astronomy illus-
trated by magic-lantern vie.. 

flos. as, ,,cnmoioeco lectures by Fr. Cuthbert Saxon 
Architecture," and Fr. Mantes on "The Constraction of Headings." 

yars. :O. A heavy  storm began the wintry weather which 
lasted WI the igth of FebFebruary. 

yews u. Fr. Abbot favoured us with so interesting lecture on 

om
R e With magic.lantern views. 

EH The monthday. Sledging all day. 
Fed. 2. Fr. Feeny and Fr. Wilfrid Darby paid a visit. 
Feb. 5. Fr. Abbot's second lettere on Rome. 
Ad... Play was given for skating, from a quarter to ten to 

half-past five. Fr.  gave a short lecture on 'Light' by 
way of preparation rennet coming tare. of Fr. Cowie on 
Astronomy. 

Feb. 5. R. Mawson returned au postulant. We were very glad 
to see him again, and he proved a useful addition to our Football 

Fr. Conk, the well known astronomer of Stonyhurat began his 
lectures on Astronomy. They were something to he thankfal for, 
not a mere collection of 

in 
and curiosities, but an orderly 

exposition of some of the main lines of astronomical development 
—the development of lenses, and their adaptations to celestial 
hologmPhy; the steady grow. of the sine of telescopes, with the 

mechanical difficulties it raises, aod the inge.ous devices that have 

helixhose difkoulde, crowned by the beautiful simplicity of the 
tat. The expl.ation of the principfts of the Spectroscope, 

of Spectrum Analysis was full aod clear, and illustrated by 
strikings  expect m.ft: and finally our attention was rewarded by 
some beautiful photographs of solar eclipses, of the moon, and some 
of the 

s1
important nebule. 

Ad. 15. Lecture by Pr. Cuthbert on "Early English Style," 
and by R. The Development , ArUirectorn With 
regard to Arches." 

155. 15. Fr. Prior gave us an interesting lecture on Venice, 
assisted by Fr. Austin and his magiulantena. 

AA 10. Shrove-Monday. Most of the mhool went down to 
skate, though the ice was very rough. A party of archeologists 
and photographers, with Fr. Elphege and Mr. Robinson. went to 
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Pickering, and spent a Ye, . 11511.5o,Oo 1,10 eve g Pr. 
Cuthben gave us a lecture on Florence. 

Fa. Shrove-Tuesday. In the afternoon most of the boys 
walked to Helmsley for tea. In the evening we were entertained 
with charades got up by Fr. Mamas, which were very much 
enjoyed by all. 

sa. Fr. Benedict gave us a boftnical lecture in the Upper 
Library. 

Feb. as. Literary debate on the advantages UP., Govern-
mentt. G. McDermott's able defence was opposed by T. Heffernan. 

105. aft. Month-day. The first XI played Harrogate, and 
although Harrogate played masters we obtained an easy victory of 

goals to s. Dawson scored Lambert 3, and Crean a. The 
second XI. played Pocklington. It was a very even game, and 
ended in a draw, the score being 3 all Nevill goal, Jacluon 

In the evening Fr. Abbot gave us a lecture on the St Gtthard 
Railway, with magic-lantern Mutations. 

Nor, 5. Literary Debate in the Upper Library. W. Lambert 
read a paper on 'Classical Education," and was opposed by F. 
Qninn, who upheld the Commercial view. 

Mara to. Bros. Elphege, Theodore, and Mauna were ordained 
priest., by His Lordship the Bishop of Middlesbrough. We 
offer them our hearty congratulations. 

Aforth rt. Recreation for the Ordinations. A party set out to 
Eirkdale under under the guidance of Fr. Bede, and explored the 
caves. After a good long walk over the moors they eventual/3. 
came to Helmsley, where they did justice to an excellent tea, and 
then drove hme. Bx Lawrence took several of the boys to a 
meet at Gilling bridge, and the rest played football. 

March la. ootball-match  v. Helmsley. We easily won by 6 
goals to r. F. Maurus, Dawson, Lambert, and Crean shot the 
"P 

herch r7. Racquet Sunday. Owing towel weather, we t he
very little racquet. The traditional ' coffee and buns' in the 
evening. 

Maya x8. Fr. Edmund and Br. Fluid returned from Oxford. 
W. Byrne did not come with them, but went home for a holiday. 

rn. 
Mater

Ss Joseph's feast. High Mass. 
MarchMarchao. aLch v. Harrogate at home. R. Af awson took 
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F. Quinn, place as inlkbach Me latter played centre forward, 

and shot eight goals. Rab
i ;

Ada. ZI. Fast of St. Benedict. Rounders for the first time. 
Some Upper Liebrary boys played a racquet tournament, which 
was won by F. Quinn, and W. Lambert. An interesting lecture by 

Fr. Buil on the Italian Lakes, with excellent magic-lantern views. 

It was followed by some scenes in Me life of • Little Nell.' 
Mnrch 23. Match v. York Trinity. Remit o-1 in our favour. 
Mark Magic-lantem entertainment illustrating Tennyson's 

poem 'Enoch Arden.' It was very much enjoyed. 
ThMarch 28. e Easter Examinations began. 

April z. Arthur Gateley returned as a postulant. 
April 3. The Retreat began and was given by Fr. Abbot. 

Messrs. C. Hines, C. Quinn. and G. Lambert came to take part M 

the Retreat with us. 
April 8. The XI went over to pl 

regain 
Helmsley. Helmsley put 

their best team in the field, determined to gain their lost laurels. 

andu one of the best and most exciting matches of the seuon, 
resulted in evictor, for u; five to none. Fr. Mautos shot one 

goal, W. Lambert two, and G. Crean two. Considering Mat Mu 
are the ' our holders of the district, the victory we obtained speaks 
highly for the excellent play of this year's Football XI. 

The Results of the seasons matches are as follows. 
Played r won 9, Mat t, draw. ]-

For A8.. 
The. Religious won 

Ampleforth Village won 16 

Bootham School 
Focklington Met 

Booth= School 
Packlington drawn 

Harrogate won 
Helmsley 

York 'Trinity won 

Harrogate won 

Helmsley won 5 
Goal average 70 for, and 8 against. 

1TE RV DEBATES 

z z 
v Paddington, won 

Paddington, ddown 
v Bootham, won 

April y. Fr. Basil took a party to Pickering. bin Robinson 
and Br. Lawrence took some of the smaller boys round Rievaulx 
and Hambleton, and home by Hyland. 

R B. Wool>. 

Jiiftrarg Qtgafto. 

Amin 
Muting. Sunday, Feb. 2Mh, 1901. The Rev. Chairman, Fr. 

Austin Hind opened the meeting at 7.45. Mr. G. McDermott 
arose first, and delivered a very interesting speech in favour of 
Party Government ia worthy of remark that Mr. McDermott 
committed his speech to  instead of ruling from his 
paper, as is mually done. Heuer.. McDermott) rnainMined that 
Party Government was the b  pmsible form of administration 
because the ministers were bound to act according to the wishes of 
the people, not according to their own ideas. He then contrasted 
Party Government with the absolute monarchical and of
systems, and endeavoured to prove that it ie vastly superior to 
either of them. "The British Govemme.is," Me speaker continued, 
A a model form af administration, in fact the but form of govern-
ment in the world a good proof of the enpetiority of the party 
ystem." After well* for same time on the history of the 

different forms of government, Mr. McDermott concluded by 

Go 
that an Opposition is a good meam of keeping the 

Government in working order. He was heartily applauded 
on resenting his seat. Mr. Heffernan now arose and after 
giving a short history of Party Government, pointed out some 
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of the erels arising from the system. inch as the • red tape 
which characterizes the actions of the British Government, the 
consequent weakness of the army, and the principal of cheapness 
before efficiency in our national defences. Hew nsidered the 

ntal to England's position re a first-class power. and 
concludedcon  by expressing opinion that the sooner something is 
done to remedy this great source of weakness, Me better it would 

La
for us as a nation. 

Mr. R. B. Wood and Mr. H. Byrne spoke in support of the 
party system. The question being pre to Me vote, Mr. MDer-
mott' s supporters were in the majority.  vote of thanks to the 
chairman concluded the meeting 3o. 

nth Meeting. Sunday, March are, om. The Rev. Chairman, 
supported by Fr. Benedict McLaughlin and Br. Lawrence Bagging, 
opened the meeting at ms.5. The minutes being read and named, 
the chairman arose and explained thembject of debate, d Classi-
cal rand Commercial Education," and exhorted the members to 
consider the mmter well before supporting either proponents. Mr. 

LID... then arose and read a very well-written and interesting 
paper in favour of Me Classical method. He pointed out first the 
true meaning of the word education; deriv from the Latin duo, 
it meant the leading out or training of the ed faculties of the mind. 
Commercial education, Mr. Lambert assured us, did not train or 
refine the mind but only gave practical knowledge. Men of influence 
and wealth were not looked up to if they only had a comercial 
education. He then dwelt very much on Me beauties of the m classics, 
likening Greek to gold, Latin to silver, English only to lead and 
iron. The classics are the connecting link between the period 
before Christ and the present day, and are therefore the means of 
studying the first four thoasand years of the wind's history. After 
some concluding remarks on the difference between a classically 
and a commercially educated boy, Mr. Lambert sat down amid 

much aPPle.E. 
Mr. F. Quinn arose and dwelt upon the utility of commercial 

education. He considered it superior to classical, and better 
adapted to this very practical and businesnlike age. Several mem-
bers having taken pan in the discussion—notably, Messrs.
Wood, H. A. Eolding, and G. McDermott—Fr. Benedict McLaugh-
lin, arose red supported clresical training, giving us his views in 
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his usual logical manner. The meeting concluded at 8, with a 
vote of thanks to the chairman. 

5th Meeting. Sunday, March 3ish loon Fr. Austin Hind 
opened the last meeting of the tern at d-45. The minetes being 
read and passed, Mr. Byrne arose and gave a vary sound and con-
vincing lecture favouring Me in  of conscription into 
England. The speaker maintained that it wordd he the only sure 
way of having a sufficiently large army to be ready for any emer
ency that might arise. It would also mean the abolition of En gland's 

had
army, the Volunteers. and the prevention of such disasters 

as had taken place in South Africa the late wan since we should 
have an adequate military force at our disposal. The German 
system Mr. Byrne considered superior to any other. The idea Mat 
the trade of a country was damaged by conscription he considered 
false, and to support his opinion he gave m some figures showing the 
increase io Grmany's exports and aports during the last thirty 
years. He concluded his speech amid great applause. 

Mr. Roche opposed with a very able and neat paper. He con-
sidered Conscription as being against the first principles of English 
liberty: besides, England had a navy large enough to defend her 
shores. He ned that a well-trained small army was better 
than a big one which was ineffective. The fact of every man hav-

. ing to work side by side would be mine. to the British aristocracy. 
At the conclusion of Mr. Roche's speed) a good many members 

gave Moir views on the mbject. In Me voting, each aide was 
equff (m 

A vote of thanks to the chairman brought the meeting to an end 
at Byre. 



To the general public, Ne most notable result of the General 
Chapter, held Downside Abbey in February, has been the 
r,irement of Prior Raynal and the electin of Fr. Ildefonsus 
Cummins to the Cathedral-Priorship of Stoll ichael's, Belmont. 
For twenty.seven years Prior Re al has remained in office and 
to the very last he has showed no signs of diminished energy or 
lessened capacity. Now that his rule at Belmont is e to an 
end. mu wonder is that he should have withstood hens  of 
responsibility for so long a time, for it can be said of him, with 
the strictest ruth, that never for a moment did he lay down his 
Men or forget it. He had no pleasure and took no recreation 
outside the duties of his position. He was at all times and 
every moment the master and father and friend of the young 
religious committed to his charge. That, after such an example of 
devotion to his work, he is still unbroken is due, we pregame to 
say, to the Nct Nab with him. to be himself was to be all that bis 
office required of him, and that, however age may have dealt with 
him. other ways, his heart is as youthful as ever. Eve  glad 
Nat the Downside • familia ' has chosen him, and thechapter has 
appointed him, Abbot of St. Albans. May life and health be long 
continued to him I 

With regard m the election of Prior CummNs we .11 be for-
given if we say that it did not come as a surprise to us. One is 
never really surprised to find the right man in the right place. Such 

haping may be unexpected. even unprecedented, but when it does 

, it always seems as though it were the only Ming Nat could 

happen. Prior Cummins office is a difficult One, and under present 
circ.stances more difficult than ever it was, ut, however ppres-
sed he may feel with his responsibility, it should he a comfort to him 
to know that he has the toll, unqualified confidence of his brethren. 

A little incident, of no consequence in itself, but of some 
significance at the preNnt time, took place at the first election, 
twentv-seven years ag, of Prim Raynal. Naturally, the young 
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monks at Belmont found a good deal to say about such an impor-
tant avent. There were the rt., 3.PP.... and Pmbabiiitiee 
discussed—none of them perhaps very truly supposable or 
probable—and, with Ne imaginative temerity of youth, some of 
Nem ooked, or tried to look into the seeds of time and told, wit
out being challenged, what they saw there. One smooth.cheeked 
Ner, who has probably forgotten 

allan 
about his juvenile predictions, 

ended one of these occasions with unexpected pronouncement. 

Beprophesy," said he, that Fr. Ildefonsos will...varier of 
lmont after Fr. Prior (Raynal)." He h. had a INg time to 

web for haPY moment when he could say AI told  and 
now that 

P 
the time has come we have not heardy oNat he has 

remembered to say it. 

At that time it seemed as though the career of Fr. Cummins was 
inseparably connected with St. Michael's, and the so-Called prophecy 
had rather the appearance of a commonplace possibility. Indeed, 
to many other people at the time it did seem that there was oohing 
more likely to happen. Since then the dents of Prior Cummins' 
life have appeared to separate him definitely from the monastery of 
his youth. An aoistant of Fr. Jerome Vaughan in the foundation of 
Fort August. and the first resident 

manes 
there the first procurator 

of our house of studies in Rome on ission, as coadjutor or rec-
tor at Warrington. AI aryport. St. Peters, and St. Annes, Liverpool,—
there was only one slender 

was
that, Nrough all changes, bound him 

to St. Michael's and that was his connection with its studies as a 
frequently•deputed examiner of io Schools. We may be sure, 
however that it h. all been for the hest, and this we .n saNly say, 
that oo one of his predecessors at Belmont hy entered upon his 
task with so wide and so varied an experience. 

General Chapter has inaugurated a new departure in regard to 
Belmont. Hitherto St. Michael's has been known as a CO3333011 
Noose, supported by the three elder monasteries where all 
postalants for the habit have to go for probation and their early 
ecclesiastical tudies. But whilst training and profeoing monks 
for others it has never taken subjects for itself. This restiiction is 
now removed ; and Belmont. without dissontinuing its former 
duties, becomes free to accept Nikes for itself, and so gradually 
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to build up a earrireatia of Its own hich, if al/ goes well, may some 
day rival in numbers and importance Mom of Me older foundations. 
There will be difficulties to overcome! The want of a school . 
iPs natural recruiting ground mum be a serious obstacle b develop-

t, though rntheeyes of some, this might be attraction. 
On the other hand Belmont starts Rs career with many advantage; 
and with the prestige and promise of the past forty yea, its 
nee, studious atmosphere, its Cathedral dgity, not to mention 
its character for monastic observance, may well bring to the Hove 
numerous ...mi., as they will cerminly give it individuality. 

As a Gthedral Priory, Belmont has the distinction of being the 
only representative of the great Cathedeal-monasteries which once 
formed a Mier Mature of English Benedictine life. The Bishop
and Chapter of its diocese are Benedictines..d its Prelate, the 
Cathedral Prior, enjoys like an Abbot Me jam pan Ova.. Bel-
mont has successfally solved a problem which no other Cathedral 
in the English.speaking world has yet attempted. though there are 
rumours that an attempt is 

mambo
 ade at Westminstet the 

problem of how to cany om in ary and unendowed country 
Me complete circle of Cork... work. Ito coo.na are the only 
Chapter which fulfils Me C.onff normal duty of the daily choral 
recitation of the Divine Offic.—a valuable object lesson in Mese 
days of novel experiments I The friends of Belmont will wish the 
House success .d prosperity under its new Mutsu and its new 
Cathedral Prior! 

As editor, we have a further duty .d it is to thank Prior 
Cummins for his present contribution to e yawns! and for the 
help he has given as in the past. We k 

n
n  that we may always 

look on him . a friend and well-wisher, and we hope he will still 
find time to favour us with his valuable papers. On the other hand, 
we do no“hink it will be a presumption to say that under all 
circumst.ces, he will have .e sympathy and help of the brethren 
of St. Lawrence, We believe Me Mture orDelmont is M in his 
bands: and though it has many new needs through sa altered 
circumstance., we have the faith of the old Italian priest who 
said: 

“Dio noti =rade mai hocca, che non mandi cibo." 

NOTES. 

We have already offered our congratulations to F. Press on 
his nomination as titular Abbot of St. Mary's York. we now renew 
them on the oc.ion of his institution in Me Abbacy by the General 
Chapter. Om compliments .d best wkhes are freely given to Me 
new Catherle Priors, Pt. wit. Prowl, Prior of Chester Fr. 
Romuald Woods, Prior of Rochester Fr. Anselm Burge, Prior of 
Durham, and Fr. 1,111,118 Wilson, Prior of Norwia. Dr. Wile. 
has also been elected A' gadder Schoterum, an office which carries 
with it a seat at Chapter. Fr. Prior CIMiliii09 has been succeeded 
in the Rectorship of St. Anne's Priory. Liverpool, by Fr. Wilfrid 
Dart', who is well known to Me members of the congregation, and 
will. welcomed back by them with aMctionate recollections of the 
former days when he lived amongst them. 

We desire to make good . omission in our account of Fr. 
Abbot, installation. We unfortunately made no mention of the 
numerous and handsome presents he received on the ocasion. 
By Mr. Noblett, senr., he was 

et
 with a cloth-of-gold co. 

and a rochet of Brtusel's point la Mr. Swarbreck gave him a 
hauclayme gold chain for his pectoral cm, Mr. Pecoul is-having 

specially-designed crozier made him in France from Yr. 
Perry he has received a set of red vestments, and from the neighbour-
ing rnisaions a 'precious' mitre and Pontifi.l. Me Lady Abbess of 
..ro.bok sent him an illuminated copy of the Holy Role and Mr. 

Granville ward made mot a moo,. . money. W ff.°. 
the fine gift of an Abbatial throne, designed by Mr. BernardSmith, 
which the Ampler°. Society had resolved to make and which will 
soon be erected. 

The changes and improvements which have been d  the 
College and its surroundings are not very numerous or aye tice-
able, but still the visitor will find that some really mend work has 
been done, if he is sufficiently iota.. to look for it. First and 
most important, the Library wotk in the basement is nearly com, 
proud for ali Nis all Ample fordiarve should be grateful  Then, 
there has been removing and replanting of   a Mrther 
smoothing away of traces of,. 

.here 
building creations : a new 

orchard—we wont tell anybody where it is, wallmainting in the 
Abbot's room and the anangernent and furnishing of a chapel at 
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end ofthe Brst gallery pictures on the walls ;a complete 
re-arrangement of the Hall; finally, a PhotOgraPhic Cloh has bee. 
started amongst the boys and an excellent dark room set up 
for them by Fr. Abbot. 

r. Robinson is the energetic guide, counullor and friend 
of the Photographers. He has taken up a new process of repro-
duction which promises o.be successful. We hope to present 
our readers with a drawing of the College, after the telephoto-
graph taken by Fr. Abbot, in our next number. 

Our readers will be glad to learn that the very admirable sermon 
on The Moms. Slate, preached by Bishop Medley at the re-open-
ing of St. John's, Bath, has been published by the Catholic Troth 
Society. It has been fully reported in the Tab/ec bus atholies. 
and especially monks, will be glad to have it in a more readable 
form. The Catholic Tru. Society have also issued, in Latin and 
English the "Form for the Reception of a Covert," edited by Ids 
Lordship. The fall and excellent English translation should make 
it valuable and useful. 

Fr. Anthony Bulback's note on "Some English Word-growths" 
will interest our readers. We may be permitted, however, to doubt 
the usefulness of his theory in smoothing away the difiaculties of 
the English language to the foreigner. We ourselves confess that 
we should prefer to tackle the problems contained in the paper 

when the wind is southerly " and we can tell a hawk from a 
handsaw." 

The interesting discourse of the AMA de Mainvilliers, on March 
rush, at ArchbiMoys House will perhaps induce some of our 
'Munger men to read Bosse.. There are books ofTny , that 
have a more powerful indoence on mental ducation, in the true 
senSe of the word, than his If idoire Un.erselk The AMA told 11 
striking story about Mommsen It appears that that great historian 
was summoned to .e TuilerieL somewhere about .861, to help 
Napoleon to pot the finishing touches to the Life of Caesar." 
The ALI,. Hainvilbers, in a conversation with Moan., some 
time afterwards, asked him what he thought of the Emperoras a 
historian. Momnssen replied. that he was bitterly disappointed 

with him (.ririsereenl rtegappehall). He was neither a scientific 
historian, nor a thinker, hut only man of facts— a sort of German 
professor. He found the imperial writer crammed with knowledge 
of every kind, and furnished with endless documents and dates 
but he had no leading ideas, or luminous master.thought. The 
letter killeth, the spirit'quickeneth. history the " letter" is the 
heaping up of details, which crush the life out of an author. The 
c spirit ", he went on to say. is Me grasp and the mu, el' ail of a 
Possum, who seises the substance of great and decisive events, 
discovers the why and the how, passes judgment on them, and 
puts them in their place as part of a grand picture. 

The Art and Book Co., of Leamington. have reprinted, in a small 
and handy booklet, the well-known seventeenth century translation 
of the Sywrdwur Menorborunr of the van. Abbot Blosius, 0.S.B. 
The translation, Mough certainly quaint and archaic, is singularly 
easy, dear and eloquent. as most of the English of that period was, 
even in the mouths of men who had to live abroad. The somewhat 
ancient m phrasing seems to suit the theme. It is curious 
to find ht e term c nee, translated by c ramitione,"—as 
"internal practitioner," "spiritual practitioner." The word, at 
that ti e, meant one who exercises or practises, as a learner, some 
profession. as distinct from a trade or art Iacomparatively recent 
times it was not unusual to hear it applied to  young medical man. 
There is a misMke perpetuated at page og where we are told M 
examine our conscience without inordinate disn'palion"—that is 
without going over the days events too minutely—and then

 has aanged it iota ...inordinate flixtrnne." At page 57, where 
the text ,aks of the Holy Spirit visiting the rod, it is not very 
Hear why the word is rendered  "solemnly." Perhaps it 
is.a rnispot for silently. 

By & decree of the Sacred Congregation of Riles, dated February 
nth of this year, the privilege is conceded to the Abbots of Monte 
Cassino, of St. Paul's (Rome), and of La Cava, to be present and 
to voM in the " Consistories held previously to 
Canonization. ThemAbbots theme., in this petitin do not 
seem to have thought they were asking for a "privilege," Mr they 
pray for the •• confirmation " of their right." Certainly it seem: 
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to have been the custom, at least up toh middle of the sixteenth 
century, for Abbots to vote in secoosinotie. There are 
three Consiwories held after a Canonisation has been, in principle, 
decided upon. The first is one at which the Cardinals alone are 
present, .d is secret. The second is a/tgehr public, and there 
are cited to it not only Cardinale .d Bishops, but a number 
of officials, the Governor of Rome, the Princes Amistant at 
the throne, and others, and the public are freely admitted. 
This is followed by a third which M called o serai-public "— 
and this is confined to Cardinals and Bishops, at least as far as 

Benedoting.  last Consistory Abb. used to have a seat 
ict XIV thinksthat this custom lapmd shoe the time of 

Om., XIII, when so many Abbeys were given in conmendarn to 
Cardinals that there were hardly any Abbots in or about Rome 
who were not Cardinals. The .cred Congregmion, with°. 
admitting , right, ham counselled the Holy Father to gird these 
three Al.. what they petition for.. a ° privilege, It need not 
be recalled that the M.. of Monte Cassino, St. Paul's and La 
Cava are " ordinaries," with a diocese subj.t to ea. of them. 
It is on ME ground, no doubt, that the p lege is given. 

r The great relic, said to be of St Lawrence the Martyr, the 
p.mssion of the Bishop of Newport, is forming the subject of
searching investigation by the Sacred Congregation of Rit.. It 

raced hack to the sixteenth cent.. It formed part of the 
collectionof the Emperor Charles V., boon.. which the Board. 
was built. One of the Princes or Dukes of as E. family bought 
it to Italy, and placed it in the Abb. of Foote Vivo. The late 
Abbot Camsetto, who was Abbot Ordinary of this monastery, took 
it with him vrhen 

sacred 
suppression of monasteries 

had.. 
At 

the request of the  Congregation, the Bishop h. had.. 
relic examined by anatomist—Professor  SIewart, curator of the 
Museum of Me Royal College Surgeons, Landon. He reports 
that it is a avatend (upper arm bone) of ate ad. of very short 
stature—not mom than about five feet high. There is nothing 
about the h.e that Min any way incompatible with eiMer themanner 
or Me time of SE Lawrence's martyrdom. The remarkable point, 
of the .ture of the person to whom it belonged, may help mate, 
ially to tne contra, J 
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We have Me pleasure of chronicling another act of grace, on the 
part of the authorities at Oxford, towards OW .tablishment in the 
University. The position of the Jesuit and Benedictine halls was 
slightly anomalous Mr in theory a •private .1' is the venture of 
an individual; it is a personal p.session of the licensed master, 
comes ioto being with his institution of it, and passes out of being 
with his .asing to reside within mane and a half of Carron. These 
two Walla, however, were of a somewhat different type. They 
seemed to have come to stay. They suggested an attempt to give 
permanence to . institation that thenatutes of then  re-
garded as essentially temporary. They belonged to a oration 
that had existence oatside the u iw and of which mom
master was the ntative. reed  mind of Me authoriti. 
could not brook iMssnomaly, and Mr some time the qu.tion was 
under consideration. 

The death of Fn Clarke, S.J., precipitated matters. Strictly 
speaking Clarke's hall lapsed with his death, and Me Vice-Chan-
cellor had to appoint some one to wind up its affairs. Instead of 
Mis the University h. allowed Fr. O'Fallon Pope, S.J. to con.. 
Clmke's hall, with its ell rights and privileges, until the term of 
residence has been kept that is required before application to open 
a hall can be made. This permission was quite exceptional treat-

na but dming last term Me statutes have been amended so bat 
me Vice-Chancellor is empowered, on the removak by death 

finetherwise, of a licensed master, to appoint a graduate master of 
Univemity to carry on the hall until Me successor has satisfied 

the requirements of residence. Thig it will be seen, is a distinct 
recognition of the permanent character of the hang .d, moreover, 
relieves . of nmessity, which we should otherwise be under,. 
keeping a se.nd master of iota at Oxford to be prepared to take 
on the hall eta moments notice. 

The Jesuits and Benedictines seem to be dividing the honours 
as lecturers the Catholic undergraduates at Oxford. Our Ime 
Subprior, Fro . Anse. Wilson, occupied the chair during last 
Michaelmas term, .d this tenn his place ha. hoen Mken by 
Fr. Finlay, S.J., the lecturer in Political Economy at Me Catholic 
University in Dublin. Fr. Joseph Rickel. S.J., au old friend, at 
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present an undergraduate of Clarke's hall engaged in research work, 
will lecture in the summer term, and we hear that Bishop Hadley 
bas consented to give a second course in Me following term. We 
know that for some time the chaplain, Canon Kennad, has made 
vario. attempts to secure Abbot Gasquet as lecturer. Hitherto he 
has proved unsuccessful, but during very brief visit to Oxford this 
term, Fr. President was, we believe, prevailed upon to promiu to 
give the lectures at some date in the oear future. 

Many of your readers, writes a corr.pondent, will be interested 
to hear of a course of lectures delivered last winter io Oxford by 

Arthur Evans. These lectures gave an account of the 
excavations carried in in  under Mr. Evans' stmervision, and the 
story they unfoldedwas of surpassing interest. Following in the 
wake of Dr. 

eel 
work at Troy and Mycenae Mr. Evans has 

brought to light a .I palace nos at lUossos. Led by a 
conviction that some form of writing was lased by the Greeks of the 
Mycensean age, the explorer ut to work in Crete for evidence to 
support 

Gino
 view. The result has been to uncover a large part of a 

vast pre ric building, a palace on a far larger scale than those 
of Tiryns and Mycenae. All the evidence tends to show that the 
civil... represented on this spot was cut short suddenly in the 
fulness of its bloom, unlikely by the Dorian invaders whose very 
existence has, of laten,ben called io question. The party walls of 
clay and plaster still stand intact with the fresco painting on 
them, in many cases perfectly preserved. When we remember 
that theu represent a civilization some twelve centuries older 
than that found beneath the volcanic ash of Pompeii we can 
appreciate the Mtereat of frescoesove Among the many fea-
tures of interest in these is that of a cuphearer. The 
coloors are almost as brilliant as wheno laid down over three 
Mousand y.rs ago. For the first time the tree portraiture of 

man of Mis mysterious Mycenman age rises before oz. The 
flesh tint is of a deep reddish brown, the limbs are finely moolded, 
whilst the profile of the face is pure and almost classically 
Greek. Inanother room are ladies with white complexions, their 
hair elaborately curled, wearing fashionable puffed sleeves and 
Bounced gowns, who extorted from a French visitor the remark 

Mai% ce sent des Pansiennes.' Put the crowning discovery,
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Mr. Evans .119 it, is a clay tablet of elongated shape, Waring on It 
incised characters 

oIna 
a linear script, accompanied by numeral signs, 

with regular divisions be  Me words, and for elegance hardly 
surpassed by any later form of writing. Pictorial illustrations 
apply a clue, in many .ses m the meming. If the language G 
some primitive form of Greek it will probably be not difficolt lo 
decipher and Mos one, hopes are raised of the prehistoric 

of
an historic a.a a Greece. To appreciate the significance 

of this, we must call to mind that is null five centuri. later Mat 
we find the first dated examples of Phoenician writ*, from which 
Me Greek has been generally supposed to have sprung. The roost 
commonly recurring symbol on the blocks of masonry is Me Isar, 
or double ae, the special symbol of Me Cretan Ems, and thus Me 
'House of Minos' toms out to be also the House of the Double 
Axe. in other words, the Labyrinthos. Can we not then concur 
with Mr. Evans in maintaining that the spade has supplied a simpler 
solution than the learned German who has seen in the Labrioth 
• a Ming of belief end an, an image ef GmaY h.vert wiM 
its infiMtely winding paths, in which, nevertheess, the an and 
moon surely roove about 

A very large and excellent autotype reproduction of Fr. Mourns 
Powell, admirable drawing of the Abbey is now published. We . 
hear that a distribution of the copies will be made this week. We 
have not yet seen it, but have been told, and have no doubt. it is a 
complete saccess. Only a limited number of copieS are being 
printed. The price is one kin.. 

When is Prior Burge's newly.edited Plain Cheat Mass to make its 
appearance? It ought to be ready soon, and there am many who 
will be glad to make use Miss Theresa Burge who passed 
first in all England in Me recent Scholarship examination is the 
daughter of " Jack" Burge, whom Amplefordians of the sixties 
Will all remember. There Were nearly fieee candidates. 

The General Chapter, dhring its meeting, sent a message of 
condolers. to the King, the death of our late Queen. His 
Majesty sent a grateful acknowledgement. 

Fr. Abbot has been elected a District Councillor for the 
Helmsley district. 
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The following .er from one of our oldest Amplefordians, 
to whom our readers have already been introduced, needs no 
explanation or apology :— 

Ballarat, Victoria 
My 

y 
de 
t
ar Fr. Prior, 

Bhe last mail. which left here a week ago, I briefly acknow-
ledged the receipt of your very kind letter, with the accompanying 
yoos.fs, for which I am mom then indebted to you. Had you 
searched the British Isles, you could •not have sent me a mese 
acceptable present Man these mementces of dear Old Ampleforth. 
Not that the mem'ry of the past. requires revivifying, for the 
associations and traditions of my ellma Ara, are indelibly caravan 
on my memory, and ever will remain there. Within four feet am, 
elbow as I sit at table hangs a picture of AmPleforth enlarged fr.na 
small prim, also two photos (7 by g inches) of Rievaulx Abbe, 
evidedce enough of how much I cherish the memory of the scenes 
of my youth; and. not only that, nave tried tone up to the ,loin. 
cations Ireceired in that hallowed neighbourhood. I must tell you 
that I spent four years at College without a vacation "at home," so 
that even now I cn trace on the page of memory every nook and 
corner, Mery tree  shrub, as tn,...e in the days of yore. 
Gardening and flower-culture was and is still a favourite pastime of 
mine, and I helped to plant several plantations in Me lower part of 
the bounds. It is so long ago, and so many changes have taken 
place, possibly those land-marks no longer exist. 

I was particularly ....tea io"OM Recollections," by 
fiend Fr. Prot. There is attached...I, a very good illustration 
of the old chapel m I knew ihthe very ben. I °monied I Can 
poiM out—and wen do I renlember Me darkness made- visible at 
night prayers by  one Dip—a veritable rat•tail, It was in that 
dear old spot I sang my first solo at Midnight Massin tgp. Fr, 
Cooper, I think, presided at the .Battle of Waterloo Organ, 1 
had a very fine treble voice, and from the enclosed slip (  news. 
papm cutting) you will observe lam singings.. I have now be. 
singing in our on churches for a period of 46 years, and the old 
" Ampler°. boy " ahvays tink the lead with his "Basso profundo." 
I am much given to music, and that, it, conjunction with
and good pictures, is my only hobby. I believe that Music and not 
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Fire 
solo

 stolen from eaven, and when I abuffle off 
tote 

ortal coil 
I am ewhat undecided what piece I shall select  company 
me out of this world—not a new idea, by any means. 
• I was innch pleased in scanning over the list of Me 

wan 
oys in 

the Journal of Dec. iggs most of , hont (at Coilege  me) I 
Wen remember. Strange Mat I have only met wiM tuM Ample. 
fortis., out here; vi, Richard Milner and ane Bury, of Dublin. 
I am of opinion that there were two Buys from Mat city (Chailes 
and Thomas) as well as two from Liverpool—they were cousins. 
Some MMY Ye.. Rga. n passing through one of Me... 
bourne, I obmrved a face Mat seemed familiar. The very attitude 
—meaning mischief—confirmed my opinion, for I must tell yori 
that the sm. fry at College always regarded hfilmr as per." 
...Terror terrorum." I approached and addressMi him by ame, 
giving my own at the same time. His reply was 13.8t decided and 
curt No sir, youwere never at 

the 
with me." Not being 

able to satisfy him I resorted to the unwinding process, by giving 
him the names of the then Prior, Prefect, all the Religious, Novices; 
Pm., and a score or so of the 13. . They were all there," he 
remarked, " but mayor," I was aboM to despair, when suddenly 
he asked, in a very temporary style, •. My nick-name, Sir, if you 
please" 

George, 
ve 

tin
i instanter. He seized both my hands, with 

“By you e there," and from that day we were the 
greaten to Me day of his des.,  occurred in New 
Zealand some ts years ago. 

That amusing little incident goes to prove that after all, there's 
sometWing in a name, especially a " nickname." • 

About eight years ago, I was travelling by mil, and occupied a 
carriage with a very respectable couple (a man an”is wife.) It is 
il ways my custom—being a good amateur detective, blessed with 
quick perceptions, a good memory and sharp sight to find out who 
and what my travelling companions are. this case I to work 
as delicately . I could and after a few prelirninarim asked  what 
part of Me old country &c.," So small a village in England that 
one outside ever heard of it," he replied. ',hat name, if you 

Mrs. Thorpe still carries on the hotel there—on the same side 
of the %inane as Me little Anglican church and no great distance 
from it." I never Saw a man look so perplexed. I further added: 
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he did . I 
presume yea know Ampleforth College"—which of course 

I was never deceived b. ot,e in carrying out thm hobby of 
mirre. Not long ago I was travelling with two very well-dressed 
men who were 

wh
onversational.  tried again and again, but 

failed to find out they were. Arrived at my demination. and 
bidding them good bye, with a remark as to my pleasant journey 
and companions, by a sort of flank movement asked whence they 
were travelli  Melbourneey politely informed me they were two of 
Me principal detectives.—I need , no more. 

At firm, I was much perplexed over the likeness in the Journal, 
July moo, with no name attached. I found later on it was that of 
Fr. Percy Anderson, one of my most mate compaMons when 
boya together. Dear me, what changes! and how few of the 
stragglers are left! / am almost the Oast of the Mohicans: 
alMough some time ago I was referred 

w
etn one of our Catholic 

Magazines as t' the evergreen." That  do, for, as yeu remark, 
I am getting on in years, yes, yr next birthday. Time has been 
lenient with met the only disability I suffer from being a sort of 
cramp in my right hand when writing;—you will observe this too 
plainly when trying to decipher this rather long and incoherent 
epistle. 

Your kind letter and mementoes have to some extent only 
rekindled the memory of the long past. In spirit I have been 
skating at Firfax' on the Fsse ponds; I hve been rummaging 
under Me windows ondows of dear old Hyland anda Reivaulx Abbeys in 
quest of pieces of amined glass have visited Goremire mid the old 
farmhouse, at the foot of the 

therm 
where we camped. I eve ow 

speak of Ooremire as being ost weird-looking spot I e  eraet 
eyes on. I remember, on one Goremire day, Fr. Cooper engaged 

man to go out with us and blast some of the rocks. 
ofwas ready, he discovered he had left home with a packet of rice 

instead of powder. 
As Me mail goes to.night and in an hour's time. I m make an 

effort to olo. this. I think it is something of  ablessinust g for you 
Mat my right hand is somewhat disabled. 

Please accept my rene,ved thanks, Re. 
Believe me to be, dear Fr. Prior, 

Yours very sincerely, 

We hear no bad news of our Amplefordians in South Mika. 
The HOn. N.111111.11 is now gasetted id the King's Dragoon 
Guards and the Hon. E. Steelton in the Yorkshire Light Infantry. 
Edward Maynard and Ambrose Magoris have also left for the front, 
and our o/d friend Pr. Denis Firth has volunteered as chaplain. His 
knowledge of Dutch should be of value. Our best wishes go with 
them all. Our parting advice to Fr. Denis is Me one old Tea, 
insisted oft so trongly—if - he should meet with the Boer general 
with the danvp name, let him be sure to • change his hings: We 
shall be glad and anxions to welcome him home again. 

We made—sowe are informed—some meteorologionl records 
this spring. We don't quite know what they were, but we are 
quite prepared to believe that the whole business was ' a record.' 
We hope it will remain so. 

We offer our congratulatiom to William Bradley who has taken 
the distinguished depee of B. Sc. in Hewers, at the London 
Univessity. Fray ..6 —to quiteanother subject or 
congratulation—offer our best wi.sltes to the newly ordained priests, 
Fr. Elphege Hind, Fr. Theodore Rylance, and Fr. Maurus Powell? 

Fr. Basil Feeny has been appointed to the mission of Harring-
ton, vacated by Fr. Firth. 

The death of the Right Rev. Dr. Rudesind Salvado, Bishop and 
Abbot of New Nor, Western Australia, has removed one who has, 
for some yrs, been venerated as the patriarch of the Benedictine 
Order. His  among Me savages of Australia is a matter of his-
tory and Bishop Salvado's eaperi ent,. as 

faint can
calle, is 

an example of what patience, kindliness and  can do with the 
nteachable. Where other missionaries had failed. the Catholic 

religion has succeeded ; and what Ethnologists had declared to be 
impossible Bishop Salved° has done. Many old Amplefordians 
will remember his visit to St. Lawreme's in rgfin. He had a 
personality it was not easy to forge, and a voice—for singing or 
preaching—which, like his • nigger,' would not brook confinement. 
We remember still a few of his stories, otably, how, on his 
first meeting with the natives, be overcame their shyoess,,and 
cemented a life g. friendship. with .what Lancashire children 
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would call "a sugar-bony." Fr. Cuthbert Pippet took an excellent 
photograph of him, which we Would have lileed ,to have been able 

A distinguished Amplefordian has been. taken from us by the 
death of Jodge Meynen, of the Durham County Co. circuit. He 
was the sou of Mr. J. Mem. of Eilvington Hall, Thirsh, hut has 
long been separated from his native cow. It is only a vey few 
years ago that he renewed his acquaintance with his Aim Hale, 

of Doncaster. a. a year later succeeded to the Judges* of Me 
Durham County Court district, MIImving judge. Stapleton in Mat 
office.. He was popular as a Judge, and his decisidne were rarely, 
Meuermmstioned. He um just as well.known as.Chairman of the 

identified
 in the Durham coal trade. He was also closely 

with the public life of the city and county, and, besides 
being an active magistrate, took lively interest in the government 
of many county philanthropic institutions. In AO he manied a 
daugHter of Mr. R. &Short, of Edlington, Lincoln. He belonged 
to an old Yorkshire Roman Catholic family, and /eaves a widow, a 
9011, Mr. E. J. Afeynell, barrister, and two daughters." He was 
buried in St. Cuthbert, Cemetery, Durham.—R.I.P. 

We have to record also the death of Benedict Pippet, the youngest 
brother of Fr. Cuthbert Pippet Benedicatippet went to Ampleforth 

.59. Later in life he took up the agency of Lord Henies' estate 
in South Yorkshire and spent most of his days at Everingham. He 
very seldom vialted his Atm. although vre believe he retained 
very happy memories of his sclmol.,  days.—R.I.P. 

We have also with much regret to record the sudden death of 
Hr. Emile Prest, brother of Abbot Bede  Preet. hlr. Brest attained 
the rank of a Patriarch among Amplefordians he entered in r0,. 
He took the keenest interest in all that concerned his Alm Mohr. 
Besides sending his son to Co/lege, he was one of the most earnest 
promoters of the sd.me building the New Monastery. 
forth loses a rnost devoted son in Mr. E. Prest—R.I.P. 

One of the oldest 
to 

has passed away in the person of 
Mr. coo. Chamberlain, J. P. Mr. Chamherlian went to Ampleforth in 
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180 and as fares we are aware was tee Patriarch of theAmplefordians. 
He ocespied a very distinguished poition in the commercial world of 
Liverpool, and played a most important pan in the development of 
Southport. St Lawrence's enjoys the unique distinction of seeing 
the third generation of Chamberlains inscribed upon rolls. 

We ask the pis old friends for Francis Brandreth, 
whose vessel has been so long overdue Nat all hope of his safety 
has been given up. We offer his bereaved mother our deepest 
ympathy. He was an only son.-12.I.P. 

We Ing to acknowledge the receipt of the Dna, Berirto. the 
Dot, Magazine, the Slonyntora Alagoine, 

thy 
Btoteltion, the 

Beaumont Rev.. the Rhur Blnidirtine. the API, S ent, the 
Hottest, the Oratory Sand ttlogasitte. the Rave. .maca wds. the 

nIngottlinee, Ramsgme, the SA* um. tbialltilungen, and 
the anntion. 


